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ABSTRACT

This dissertation extends research in local governance constitutional change in a new

direction and integrates several models of institutions to explain patterns of municipal charter

change. This approach presents a new understanding of institutions, actors, and change in the

municipal charter. One of the most important implications of this study is that multiple

perspectives on the dynamics of local governance can be incorporated into a testable theory. This

interconnection provides a comprehensive and dynamic perspective of the competition for

governance rules.

This study differs from other studies of local constitutional change in five ways. First, the

study concentrates on change in the most embedded level of the local institution, the local

constitution. Second, it builds on Maser’s (1998) transaction resource theory of local

constitutional change by incorporating selective incentives for maintenance or change and

including rejected proposed rules. Third, the study views all forms of charter change as

constitutional change which allows the theory to include both charter revision and the more

radical city-county consolidation as a continuum of local constitutional change. 

Fourth, the study integrates entrepreneurs and demanders of the status quo into the theory

of competition for governance rules and procedural safeguards, extending Ostrom’s Institutional

Analysis Framework (1990). Finally, it moves entrepreneur studies to the constitutional level and

argued that actors try to induce change in order to lock their preferences into the system. 

Two methods are used to provide empirical evidence of maintenance or change in the

system. The first method, case studies allow in-depth explorations of complex entities for

evidence of dynamics, but can be difficult in comparing multiple complex systems. The second

method, Qualitative Comparative Analysis, a Boolean method, integrates complex multiple

characteristics of system complexity with in-depth characteristics of diverse entities to explore

the phenomenon.

The central findings of the study focus on the choice of rules and the actors. In proposed

consolidation charters, the electoral system rules that provide a safeguard for representation will

be supported by minorities. Property owners, farmers, and business groups support rules that

reduce the costs of government and protect their access to the governance structure.       
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

In 1995 the citizens of Cincinnati, Ohio voted in a referendum to change the city

charter from a “progressive, reformed government” with at-large election representation, council-

manager administration, and a non-partisan ballot to a strong mayor unreformed government. 

The referendum failed with 64 percent of the citizen opposing change (Newfarmer 1995).  This

event may not appear strange on the surface, but Cincinnati was considered a city known for its

good and progressive government and had a progressive reformed government for almost 70

years (Newfarmer 1995, 369). Why would this epitome of progressive reformed government

attempt to return to pre-reformed governance structure?

Tallahassee and Leon County, Florida, have attempted consolidation at least six times and

have failed each time.  In 1971, 1973, 1976, and 1992 the issue went to referenda and 1981 and

1986 the process was stopped by the legislative delegation. In the most recent failed

consolidation attempt, 1992, the attempt began in 1990, with a straw vote to explore the desire of

the citizens to pursue consolidation. The voters favored consolidation with a fifty-seven percent

to forty-three percent majority seeking to pursue merger (Fineout 1990). Two years later, the

voters of Leon County voted to reject the charter for consolidation with a margin of more than 3-

2 (Leonard 1992b). Why would more than half of the citizens prefer consolidation in 1990 but

two thirds reject the consolidation charter in 1992?

These two different events, one an alteration in the form of government and executive

power and the other consolidation, may appear to have little in common. However, they can be

united through an explanatory factor.  What we will see as a common factor in all of these charter

changes is the desire for a specific set of constitutional arrangements and the struggle to obtain

those arrangements.  The objective of this study is to expand our knowledge and understanding

of institutional change in local government constitutions, e.g. the municipal charter. 

Constitutional change is postulated to result from interactions between institutional entrepreneurs
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who have selective incentives to induce change, those actors who desire maintenance of the

status quo, and the context of the local community.  

This dissertation identifies selective incentives of local actors to induce institutional

change in the municipal charter and argues that these actors try to induce change to “lock” their

preferences into the system. The question I answer is: What factors account for acceptance or

rejection of proposed changes in local charters? The study identifies the environmental

conditions and actor attributes in the local community that lead to acceptance or rejection of

change in the local governance constitution. The environmental attributes examined in this study

include the social, economic, and political dimensions of the local community. The actors who

have a selective interest in charter change are cast as “institutional entrepreneurs.”

This work provides a new direction in study of charter change by integrating several

theories into an institutional framework. The theory of constitutional change is grounded in the

Institutional Analysis and Development (IAD) framework (E. Ostrom 1990) and employs 

transaction resource theory (Maser 1985; 1998), explanation of institutional entrepreneurs

(Schneider, Teske, and Mintrom 1995), and selective incentives (Moe 1990).  This overall

framework provides a dynamic model of the interaction between actors, institutional

arrangements, and collective actions as well as selective costs and benefits of change.

1.01 Local Constitutional Change

A diverse literature has examined specific aspects of change in the local governance

constitution. There are two main deficiencies of these works. First, much of the literature

concentrates on the policy outcomes or impacts of institutional change and assumes that

outcomes account for change. This can lead to incorrect conclusions since a constitutional

arrangement may not always lead to the desired operational outcome. Part of the problem is the

intervening level of collective choice, the legislative body of council members, is neglected in

this approach.  

Second, there is no attempt to integrate the different types of constitutional change in the

literature. Constitutional change research has explored charter “reform” and city-county

consolidation as separate research agendas. It is not until we view change in the local government
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structure as constitutional change that we can begin to link these two divergent research streams

together.  If we view the municipal charter as the local governance constitution, we can begin to

build a theory of constitutional change that incorporates these dissociated theories. In the next

two sections, these disparate streams of research will be critically examined. 

Robert Bish and Vincent Ostrom (1973, 3) assert that government reorganization is the

local community’s response to  urban crisis, “critical problems arising from the frustrations of

city life and the failure of city governments to cope with many of the elementary problems of

everyday living.” These are collective problems that affect all the citizens of the local area: solid

waste management, crime, education, transportation, adequate water and sewage, and police and

fire protection. Perceptions by citizens that they are paying too much for services can lead to a

belief that the cause of the problem lies in the form of government, and that the remedy is

government reform through charter change (Bish and Ostrom, 1973). There are two avenues by

which to accomplish this: (1) Either revise the charter or (2) consolidate the governments, which

in effect changes at least one of the charters radically.  This study uses the term charter change or

charter transformation rather than “reform” which implies that the charter that is replaced is

deficient in some way. Charter transformation can be viewed as an institutional change of the

highest order, because it requires the collective action of the citizens in the local community. 

Constitutional change can occur as revolutionary, radical change through consolidation of two or

more governments, or evolutionary change through charter revision.  

1.02 Constitutional Rules and Constitutional Rule Change

The local government constitution, the charter, comprises a set of rules, thus a change in a

charter rule is constitutional change (Maser 1998). Many classical studies of charter change have

explored the “reform” effort in inducing change. Dennis Judd (1988, 83) reports that many

charter changes occurred during the Progressive Reform Era. The National Municipal League

and Progressive Reformers sought to remove partisan politics and regulate elections, as well as

introduce at-large representation and civil service systems in local governments to provide

efficiency and good government (Judd 1988, 89-99). This launched the Model City Charter and

the prescription of “reform.” The commission-city manager form of government was supported
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over the mayor-council form as a means to regulate the voting rights of the average uneducated

citizen in order to protect the interests of the educated voter: “Changes in electoral rules were

designed to undercut the voting power of lower-class groups, and so were the changes in

government structure” (Judd 1988, 106). This provides a backdrop as to why conflict is inherent

in the choice of institutional arrangements of local governance.

Only recently have studies begun to focus on the constitutional aspects of charters. For

the most part charter revision studies have consisted of either in-depth case studies of local

dynamics and politics of a single constitution, or cross-sectional empirical studies of policy

outcomes under different forms of government. Several authors have explicitly explored the

process of local charter revision as constitutional change (Maser 1985, 1998; Sych 1987; Bridges

1997; Bridges and  Kronick 1999; Ruhil 1999; Sass 1991; Farnham and Bryant 1985). Steven

Maser (1985; 1998) describes the municipal charter as a relational constitutional contract

between the government and the citizens. He employs transaction resource theory to explain how

charters as constitutions reconcile three barriers to cooperation: coordination, division, and

defection (Maser 1998, 531). Maser notes that citizens desire procedural safeguards to reconcile

cooperation problems and will strive to include these safeguards in the charter.  

Maser’s theory of charter change is an extremely important and critical part of an overall

theory of constitutional change and will be discussed at greater length in Chapter 2 as part of the

theoretical framework. Maser’s theory is valuable as a foundation for understanding citizens’

preferences for institutional safeguards in the choices of institutional arrangements and extends

the theory of local governance constitutional change in charter revision. However, for a

comprehensive theory of constitutional change Maser’s theory can be expanded in four important

areas. First, the inclusion of the importance of individual and group actors and their selective

incentives rather than the collective benefits in the change process can provide greater

information as to why groups pursue change in the local constitution. Second, increasing the

study through a longer, continuous time period for each municipality can provide greater depth in

local community dynamics and constitutional change. Third, the inclusion of other forms of

constitutional change, such as revolutionary change through city-county consolidation, can again

provide important information as to the local community dynamics. Finally, inclusion of failed
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attempts to change the local constitution can furnish a powerful glimpse into the dynamics of

local constitutional change.    

Taking a different approach, Lawrence Sych (1987, 10) viewed charters as compacts

through which the state “grants specific rights and powers to an individual or group” (1987, 10). 

Using a political competition framework, Sych (1987) estimated effects of citizen preferences,

political cleavages, and prior status of the charter on the probability of change in sixty charters in

Michigan. He identified a tendency for the charters to become more like the Model Charter

standard (Sych 1987, iii). While this work provides interesting insights into institutional change

at the local level and the conflict between groups for setting the governance rules, it also focuses

on the collective costs and benefits of institutional change to the neglect of the selective costs and

benefits of change. 

Tim Sass (1992, 414) explored the choice of constitutional rules in representative

democracies at the sub-municipal level. His study researched voting rules in 161 condominium

associations in three counties in New Mexico. His study had important implications for the

crafting of constitutional rules for voting and representation when the constitution is crafted by a

single party, i.e. the condominium developer, to maximize the developer’s wealth. The research

found that rules for representation, terms of office, and the ability to recall officials are crafted to

constrain the behavior of the voting group (Sass 1992, 420). 

The attributes that affect the choice of constitutional rules that structure the form of

government in 914 communities with a population of 10,000 or more were explored by Paul

Farnham and Stephen Bryant (1985). The authors used a N-chotomous probit analysis to link

demographic attributes of the community to the choice of progressive “reform” rules in the

municipal charter. The authors looked at seven classic “reform” rules in the municipal charters:

council-manager form of government, nonpartisan elections, non-direct selection of mayor,

limitations on mayor vote, at-large elections, council size, and terms of office (Farnham and

Bryant 1985, 391). These rules were indexed in three categories, a complete index of the seven

rules and two categories of either executive (council-manager form of government, nonpartisan

elections, non-direct selection of mayor, and limitations on mayor vote) or legislative rules (at-

large elections, council size, and terms of office) to test the effects of demographic explanatory
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variables (Farnham and Bryant 1985, 392). The authors found support for the geographic region

and city age in the choice of “reform” rules and that the division of executive and legislative

components of the “progressive reformism” mix of rules is important (Farnham and Bryant 1985,

398).

Ruhil (1999, 16) noted that studies of institutional change in local governance structure

have been plagued by “flawed research designs, and the lack of a sound theoretical framework

driving empirical inquiry forward.” He explored the change in the form of government in 309

cities with a population over 30,000 (in 1930 census) from 1901 to 1967. Employing event

history analysis and neo-institutional economics, Ruhil (1999, 17) linked the “high demand voter

– the middle class taxpayer, the businessman, who sought and received greater access to the

policy agenda . . .” to the probability of successful change in commission and council-manager

forms of government. However, there are deficiencies in this model of constitutional change as

well.  Ruhil examined only successful attempts at charter change. This ignores the importance of

failed attempts at change and produces an event history analysis that views no attempt to change

the charter in the same light as successive failed attempts to change. This approach, also, neglects

competition between actors for institutional arrangements that benefit them and the selective

incentive to launch a charter change attempt.   

Most recently, H. George Frederickson, Gary A. Johnson, and Curtis H. Wood (2004a;

2004b) explored structural change in municipal charter as a diffusion of innovation. The found

that the political and administrative characteristics of municipal form of government traditionally

defined as either mayor-council, a “political city,” or council-manager, an “administrative city,”

form of government tended to diffuse into an “adapted city” third form of government which

included characteristics of the other two forms (Frederickson, Johnson, and Wood 2004a, 9). 1

Frederickson, Johnson, and Wood (2004b, 329) noted that “[t]he three forces influencing

contemporary patterns of city structural diffusion are the drive for political leadership, political

responsiveness, and administrative effectiveness” and that there is a tendency toward

isomorphism, a characteristic where cities appear to have the same form. 

However, the Frederickson, Johnson, and Wood (2004b) study is based on accepted

changes. This does not explain rejected proposed changes or the why some cities accept a change
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in one rule only to revert back to the original rule a few years later. Miami Beach, in 1972, had a

successful referendum to change from at-large elections to district elections, but the very next

year, 1973, a successful referendum was held to return to at-large elections. This conflict of

representation had been on going since the late 1950s. West Palm Beach had the same experience

in 1995 only a settlement of a court case changed the at-large elections to district elections. In

1997 when the court order expired a successful referendum change the elections back to at-large.  

1.03 Revolutionary Change in Local Constitution Studies

The most radical form of charter transformation is city-county consolidation. In order for

consolidation of local governments to become a reality, revisionists must have empowerment

from the state and acceptance by the local citizens, both in the city and in the county (Bollens and

Schmandt 1982, 313).  Consolidation of city and county governments has been in or out of vogue

in the United States for 200 years. The earliest consolidation efforts involved the large cities in

the nineteenth century, for example New Orleans and Orleans County was one of the first

consolidations in 1805 (Lyons 1977, 4). Historically, consolidation attempts have been more

prevalent in the southern United States. Between 1945 and 1976, fifty-one of sixty-eight

consolidation attempts occurred in the south and of the fifty-one only eleven were successful

(Marando, 1979, 413). Southern states tend to have fewer overlapping local governmental

structures, no functioning two-party system, and a higher percentage of rural areas which can pit

the urban interest against the rural interests at the local level (Marando, 1979).  

The West has the next highest number of consolidation attempts. Between 1969-1976,

there were twelve attempts with six successes. The majority of these attempts were in Alaska and

Montana (Marando 1979, 415). The Montana consolidations are unique since the state in 1972

mandated that the voters in 182 local governmental units review their form of government and

consider reorganization (Lopach and McKinsey 1977, 339). Three charters were proposed and

two consolidation attempts were successful and one attempt failed (Lopach and McKinsey 1977,

342). This exhibits the importance of the local institutional arrangement nested within the state

institutional arrangements. 

Consolidation, as a reform effort, is viewed by Bish and Ostrom (1973, 8) as grounded in
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the “old reform tradition” of Woodrow Wilson’s turn of the century view that the checks and

balances of the American system leads to inefficiency and duplication of services. This

progressive perspective led to the initiation of a “best” form of local government characterized by

few local units, little overlapping layers of government, control vested in the elite leadership, and

policy making and authority vested in the executive (Bish and Ostrom 1973, 9). City-county

consolidation was one of the structural devices suggested by the National Commission on Urban

Problems (NCUP 1968) to decrease the problem of small, overlapping and duplicating local

governments, a problem they term governmental diffusion or fragmentation. The problem with

governmental diffusion, according to the NCUP, was characterized by: (1) many ineffective or

uneconomical small units of government; (2) wasteful and confusing government overlap; (3)

ineffectual leadership; (4) archaic and non-functioning administrative agencies; and (6) inability

to attract qualified professional personnel (NCUP 1968, 326).  

The public choice approach supported by Bish and Ostrom, provided an alternative to the

progressive reform tradition of consolidation. This approach viewed the governmental

inefficiency and service delivery problems as due not to the fragmentation of government, but to

problems inherent with “big” government. Small government units were prescribed to ensure that

citizens’ preferences were addressed by government officials and that public officials maintain a

close proximity to the problem of administration and bureaucracy (Bish and Ostrom 1973). This,

again, underscores the inherent conflict in the institutional choice in rules.  

Revolutionary Local Constitutional Change Process2

City and County consolidation has been characterized as radical, revolutionary change in

the local constitution. The classic theory of the consolidation process is Rosenbaum and

Kammerer’s (hereafter termed R&K) theory of successful consolidation. According to the

authors “ . . . successful consolidation is imbedded in a number of important social, economic,

and political transformations in a community and this chain of events is essential to the

campaign’s success” (Rosenbaum and Kammerer 1974, 21) is based on radical change occurs

through a revolutionary pattern described by scholars of political revolution. Their model

employs Chalmers Johnson’s (1966) account of  Revolutionary Change. The R & K model

focuses on the radical, comprehensive form of consolidation which proceeds through a three sets
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of stages or events that lead to acceptance of change in a local referendum: Stage I, Crisis

Climate; Stage II, Power Deflation; and Stage III, The Accelerator. 

Stage I, the Crisis Climate begins the process with an environmental crisis, an onset of

one or more civic, social, or physical problems that develop either slowly or suddenly

(Rosenbaum and Kammerer 1974, 21). The important aspect is the citizen awareness of a

problem or problems that the local government must address. Stage I occurs in three phases:

crisis events, citizen demands, inappropriate response from government (Rosenbaum and

Kammerer 1974, 21-24).  

Power deflation, Stage II, is an intense and increased lack of confidence in the governing

structure by the citizens.  The perception among the citizens is that there is  “. . . something

seriously amiss in the basic organization and operation of local government” (Rosenbaum and

Kammerer 1974, 25). This critical stage in the local community thinking can be the catalyst for a

search for a governmental reorganization design. The important actors at this point are the

community elites and the mass media. These two groups could use public disclosure of

government failure to create demand for reform and present consolidation as the model to

increase government responsiveness (Rosenbaum and Kammerer 1974, 25).  

Power deflation can be manifested in several forms including: (1) formation of  “ad hoc

reform groups” to sponsor innovative political candidates who pledge change; (2) demands by

civic elites for investigations of local officials and agencies; (3) increased criticism by the media;

(4) citizen or community groups law suits against the local government personnel or agencies;

and (5) the formation of “local government study commissions” to explore restructuring

(Rosenbaum and Kammerer 1974, 28). There may be other power deflation forms, but the

important component is “. . . considerable support for the reform, demonstrated by the adoption

of a consolidation proposal by some legitimating study group and the organization of a public

campaign to for its adoption” (Rosenbaum and Kammerer 1974, 28). 

Stage III: The Accelerator is the last milestone toward final successful consolidation with

an acceleration stage. This stage must have an event or events that throw the community into a

“critical situation” that unifies the collective community  (Rosenbaum and Kammerer 1974, 29).

Four events are suggested for acceleration to successful consolidation that may or may not be
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directly associated with the consolidation effort. For example, a major scandal in the local

government could garner support for change; a community emergency could trigger citizens to

accept change; criticism of the government from a distinguished outside source could bring the

need for change to the forefront; and/or sudden loss of an influential leader who is closely

associated with the present form of government may trigger the desires for change (Rosenbaum

and Kammerer 1974, 29).  

Support for a modified R & K model was found in a recent study of consolidation

attempts. Johnson and Feiock (1999) found that groups who support or oppose consolidation

were important to the final outcome, however the presence of an accelerator such as a

catastrophic event is necessary to gather collective support for radical change. The deficiency of

this framework is that the primary focus is on successful consolidation. Since successful

consolidation is a rare event, the model does not explain the many unsuccessful attempts and

why a local community would explore this radical form of governance change.

In his dissertation, Boyd Messinger (1989) attempted to operationalize Rosenbaum and

Kammerer’s framework for consolidation, using a combination of in-depth case study and pattern

matching.  Messinger (1989) analyzed eight cities and nine events of consolidation attempts:

Jacksonville/Duval; Tampa/Hillsborough; Nashville/Davidson (1  attempt); Nashville/Davidsonst

(2  attempt); Miami/Dade; Metropolitan Toronto; Indianapolis/Marion; and Virginiand

Beach/Princess Anne.  Messinger began with an in-depth historical account of the area and the

events that led to each attempt and then placed each of the sites in the template if the site

provided at least one of the criteria posited by Rosenbaum and Kammerer (Messinger 1989, 49). 

His pattern matching found three patters based on whether or not there was change through

referendum or change was mandated by the state.

 Messinger’s (1989) case analysis suggested the addition of a Stage IV Professional

Consolidation Campaign. Messinger found that in the successful referendum attempts there had

been a professional campaign waged for consolidation and grass roots support. Messinger also

suggested government inappropriate response should include action actually alienated the

citizens from the government (Messinger 1989, 35).   

Messinger’s study is significant in that he included failed attempts in the model and
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provided extensive case studies of the attempts. However, his inclusion of cases that required

legislative action does not fit the R & K change model which concentrates on local collective

action for change through referenda. 

The 1992 failed Tallahassee/Leon County consolidation attempt was studied as an

intensive case study by Jack Schluckebier for his dissertation in 1995. Schluckebier asserted that

the Tallahassee attempt did not fit the classic R & K model and used the Augusta/ Richmond and

Athens/Clarke consolidation attempts in Georgia as background for his analysis of consolidation

in Tallahassee in 1992. According to Schluckebier (1995, 41-45), the Augusta and Athens cases

did not involve any form of crisis and yet successful consolidation occurred the measures to

merge government were successfully passed in both counties. Schluckebier states that

Tallahassee, also, did not have the presence of a Stage I: Crisis Climate and therefore the R & K

model does not work in the case of Tallahassee. His analysis is based on a theory of political,

economic, and good government factors that could lead to successful merger attempts

(Schluckebier 1995, 56-59). 

Consolidation Process Theory: Revision of the Existing R & K Model

After thirty years of case study analysis, discrepancies between the classic Rosenbaum

and Kammerer (R &  K) theory of consolidation and observed data have emerged. Much of this

problem is the concentration on successful consolidation, this addressed only twenty percent of

the consolidation attempts. For a theory to be useful for research it needs to explain the entire

phenomenon, not just a small part of it.

Discrepancies in the original R & K model occur in several areas of the theory. Early in

the model, the path to either successful or failed consolidation attempts is divided at the

government response phase. An inappropriate response by government response can activate

forces that lead to the success of the reorganization attempt, while a conservative or innovative

response could quell even the idea of consolidation. The response phase in the R & K model

differs from the revolutionary change model. Chalmers Johnson (1982, 96) places the division of

the path toward success or failure at the power deflation stage. There have been instances where

inappropriate response by the government has not led to successful consolidation. Tallahassee,

for example, has had six consolidation attempts, four of which have gone to referenda, and has
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yet to be successful. Each time government’s inability to address problems has been cited as a

reason for the attempt. By dividing the paths early, the model neglects the competition inherent

in unsuccessful consolidation attempts. 

The R & K power deflation stage provides two other dissimilarities. In the model, the

presence of the power deflation stage in only the successful attempts, but in Johnson’s model of

revolutionary change the power deflator and the loss of authority are the two chief causes of

revolution attempts, both successful and unsuccessful. By limiting the presence of a power

deflator and loss of authority to only successful attempts, the R & K model ignores important

characteristics of the unsuccessful consolidation attempts. In Tallahassee, there were erosions of

the governments authority in unsuccessful attempts. The presence of erosions of authority could

be one reason that some communities pursue consolidation repeatedly. 

The second power deflation stage problem in the R & K model is the formation of

government study commissions to explore reorganization only in successful attempts. This

attribute is present in all formal attempts to consolidate, both successful and unsuccessful. The

consolidation committee is a formal study commission. This would mean, in essence, that the

division between success and failure of consolidation should occur further down the model. This

would make the model closer to the original revolutionary change model. 

According to Johnson (1982), power deflation and loss of authority will not necessarily

ensure success, but requires “fortunes” of timing or “accelerators.” This translated into the R & K

Stage III Accelerator which only occurs in successful consolidations and can only be defined

after the fact, i.e. the consolidation attempt is successful so it is possible to go back and find that

catastrophic event that led to success. This is a punctuated equilibrium view of successful

consolidation. Since success only occurs about twenty percent of the time, it is difficult to

identify those events that would be significant ahead of time. The accelerator may not have a

direct relationship with the consolidation attempt but is vital to the success of the outcome

(Rosenbaum and Kammerer1974, 29). An accelerator could work in both directions. It could

gather support for not only change, but also status quo. Some catastrophic event could be

exploited by the opposition camp to illustrate that change would not be in the best interest of the

entire community. These catastrophic events could be exploited from the power deflation list. 
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Finally, the R & K model concentrates only on actors who actively support and pursue

consolidation and only as a group of “influentials” or “civic elites” who could induce change by

exploiting  could bring the dissatisfaction in the present government structure to the public’s

attention (Rosenbaum and Kammerer1974, 26). However, this ignores those “elites” and non

elites who oppose the consolidation attempt. The individuals and the groups they represent have

a vested interest in the outcome of any revolutionary or evolutionary constitutional change in

local governance.

1.04 Actors in the Constitutional Change Process

Group Conflict and the Politics of Local Constitutional Change.

The concept of charter change as a political process rife with conflict between power

bases is not new. The classic study of charter change and class conflict is Richard Hofstadter’s

The Age of Reform (1955). Hofstadter (1955) viewed the politics of Progressive Era municipal

“reform” as driven by those who wanted power to be in the hands of professional leaders with the

sanction of the middle class and out of the hands of machine bosses who were depicted as

motivated by their own self interest and corruption.       

Studies on community power were quite prominent in the 1950s and 1960s. Robert

Dahl’s Who Governs (1961), Floyd Hunter’s Community Power Structure (1953), Edward

Banfield and James Q. Wilson’s City Politics (1963), and Scott Greer’s Governing the

Metropolis (1962) all discuss the nature and influence of the community power structure on

policy and decision making. Although each of these studies focus on the authority, power base,

and collective outcomes of policy, they do not focus on how this translates into certain governing

rules for the local community. 

One study that focuses on the struggle for charter change is Adam Herbert’s (1971)

exploration of the 1970 charter revision attempt in Los Angeles. Herbert used a minority group

perspective to provide insight into the conflict of the charter change process. Herbert (1971, 363)

found that rejection by the voters of a proposed charter change was due to four elements in the

local community: a strong opposition campaign, lack of support by the mayor of Los Angeles,

inadequate campaign funds for the supporters of change, and the absence of grass roots support
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for change. This case study underscores the importance of the actors in the charter revision effort.

Recent research on the change in local governance constitutional rules is by Amy Bridges

(1997; see as well Bridges and Kronick 1999) and Anirudh Ruhil (1999). Bridges (1997) looked

at “big city reform” in seven cities from 1945 to 1975 in southwest U.S. in comparison to the

machine descendants in three cities of the north and northeast. The author’s conclusion was that

the big city reforms allowed the local political leaders to write the rules in order to win the game

(Bridges 1997, 114). The rules of the local constitution in this case were those that structured

voting and set up barriers to certain groups to exclude or discourage them from participation in

local elections (Bridges 1997, 99). According to Bridges (1997, 99-101), barriers like the poll

tax, arduous registration requirements, literacy tests, polling sites, geographical representation,

nonpartisan elections, noncyclic elections, and non-rival elections aspired to limit the voting on

certain issues by certain groups. One of the reasons for exclusion is that the southwest desired

growth and expansion and the rules provided developers the ability to create “communities in the

empty spaces far from the center” (Bridges 1997, 109). Bridges work adds important

implications to our theory of constitutional change. However, the focus is on the policy outcomes

of governmental goods and services.

Amy Bridges and Richard Kronick (1999, 700) extended the study to see how voting 

rules influenced voter turnout for charter change in 278 cities with populations over 30,000 in

1934. They examined whether blue-collar workers, foreign born immigrants, and voting turnout

could be linked to the choices of rules in the city charter. Through the use of a logistic regression,

the authors found that the presence of foreign born immigrants and cities located in the south

increased the likelihood of a reformed government adoption, but there was no significant effect

of city size and blue collar workers (Bridges and Kronick 1999, 702-703). The deficiencies of the

model were expressed by Ruhil (1999, 16-17) were that the study based institutional choice on

the 1934 form of government on the 1908 voter turnout and the 1920 Census of Population for

the percentage of foreign born immigrants.         

Politics of Consolidation Studies

Classical studies of politics in consolidation are for the most part in-depth case studies of

the political process. Scott Greer’s (1963) case studies of three charter changes in Miami,
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Cleveland, and St. Louis focus on the local context of the political culture and the collective

action. Other studies on specific consolidation attempts and successes include: Brett Hawkins’

(1966) study of the Nashville/Davidson County’s 1958 unsuccessful consolidation and 1962

successful consolidation attempts; Lyon’s (1977) exploration of the politics of consolidation in

Lexington/ Fayette County, Kentucky in 1972; David Temple’s (1972) exploration of the politics

of consolidation in the Tidewater region of Virginia; and Edward Sofen’s (1966) examination of

the Miami/ Dade County federal system of consolidation in 1957. 

 James Horan and Thomas Taylor (1977) explained all of these as Experiments in

Metropolitan Government. Their study of seven U. S. cities and one Canadian city viewed

changes in the charter as a means to address specific urban dilemmas. Each city’s political

culture, demographic profile, history, political process of the “acceptance,” and the institutional

arrangement before and after the charter change was described (Horan and Taylor 1977, xi-xii).

The consolidation literature addresses demand for change based on collective costs and/or

benefits, but has largely ignored the private interests of businesses, residents, and public officials

(Fleischmann 1986, 72). Most research on local government reorganization has focused on the

collective benefits of reform to the neglect of the selective benefits necessary to overcome the

free-rider problem. For example, in his review of the case study literature through the early

1970s, Marando (1974) identified four local actors as likely initiators of government reform: the

academic community, Leagues of Women Voters, metropolitan newspapers, and Chambers of

Commerce.  For each of the first three groups, Marando attributed the collective motivation of

“good government” or “community progress” to their interest in reform. The Chamber of

Commerce was the only group that linked support for reorganization to private or selective

benefits.  Studies of the consolidation of governments have concentrated on the demographics

and structure of the city and address the impact of change based on collective costs and/or

benefits. In doing so the study of reorganization may ignore the private interests of businesses,

residents, and public officials (Fleischmann 1986, 72). Therefore, because private interests may

be linked to specific charter provisions, the structure of the charter can affect the acceptance or

the rejection of the consolidation effort. 
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Institutional Entrepreneurs and Consolidation

The role of actors in the process of constitutional change through consolidation was

explored by Richard Feiock and Jered Carr (2000). They argued that entrepreneurial activities of

civic activists, and public administration scholars in particular, can provide the stimulus for

advancing governmental reform or reorganization to the forefront of the public agenda (Feiock

and Carr 2000).     

Feiock and Carr (1999) investigated the presence of certain actors in the consolidation

process for the years 1987 to 1995 through a national survey. The survey polled the city manager

or city planning director in 27 of the 30 communities holding consolidation referenda.  The3

officials were asked to identify actors and rate the involvement of groups in the consolidation

process on a five-point scale from “no involvement” to “leading role” in the consolidation

attempt (Feiock and Carr 1999, 21-22). The study found that different actors were involved at

different points in the consolidation process and that actors who were present at the initial stage

of charter drafting, the agenda setting stage, were not necessarily the same actors that were

present at the acceptance stage (Feiock and Carr 1999). This is consistent with findings by and

Johnson and Feiock (1999). The final institutional arrangement proposed can determine which

groups of actors support or oppose the proposed constitutional rules and can affect the

acceptance or rejection of the proposed consolidation charter. 

Recently, Jered Carr and Bethany Sneed (2004) explored the politics and entrepreneurs

involved in city-county consolidation. They used measures of association to explore actors, the

community context, and characteristics of the proposed consolidation charter at both the agenda

stage and the referendum stage. They found that the newspaper, mayor and, local business

associations like the chamber of commerce, can act as entrepreneurs to bring the desire for

consolidation to the table.  

Richard Feiock (2004) suggests that the entrepreneurs in the consolidation effort may

espouse the collective benefits of change, but have a selective benefit in the decision to

consolidate. He suggests that in some cases entrepreneurs could support successful change over

unsuccessful change to provide the benefits. This provided an interesting view of the collective

benefits to change. Do the benefits suggested actually occur. This is explored in the next section. 
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1.05 Impact of Constitutional Change  

Constitutional Revision Impact Studies

Several empirical studies have looked at the change in form of government structure and

the consequences of revision of the local governance constitution (Kessel 1962; Lineberry and

Fowler 1967; Lyons 1978; Knoke 1982; Welch and Bledsoe 1988). John Kessel (1962) explored

the importance of the political environment and found medium-sized cities tended to adopt the

manager/council form of government if they had a high growth rate, lower percentage of foreign

born population, and a diversified economic base where businesses were locally owned.   

Lineberry and Fowler (1967) and Lyons (1978) were some of the first scholars to look at

the implications of the design of the municipal charter as a governance structure and the 

consequences of the specific charter changes promoted by the progressive movement: city

manager and city commission form of government, nonpartisan elections and at-large

representation (Lineberry and Fowler 1967; Lyons 1978). Lineberry and Fowler (1967, 702)

noted that “reformed governments” behave differently than “unreformed governments” even

when the socio-economic composition of the city is similar. 

David Knoke (1982) explained the spread of municipal charter change as a diffusion of

innovation and explored the rate of adoptions of charter institutional arrangements toward the

“reform” rubic based on neighborhood effects (the proximity of reformed cities), hierarchical

effects (the status of the community), social forces on the community, class-conflict indicators,

and modernization forces (Knoke 1982, 1325-1326). 

In 1988, Susan Welch and Timothy Bledsoe’s investigation of the impact of the

governance structure on the representation of African Americans on the city council found that

at-large elections tended to produce council members who were not tied to a neighborhood, spent

less time in constituency service, and were from higher socio-economic status than those council

members who were elected from districts (Welch and Bledsoe 1988, 105). The impact of at-large

versus district elections on policy attitudes was not different, but there was more conflict in

district-elected councils due to the representation of a neighborhood (Welch and Bledsoe 1988,

106).  Finally, the African American citizens’ attitude of the overall effectiveness was most
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salient in district-elected councils than in at-large councils, since they felt more political efficacy

(Welch and Bledsoe 1988, 110).  

Ronald Oakerson and Roger Parks (1989, 279) use the concept of charters as

constitutions to explore how constitutional rules evolve into “complex local public economies

that tend to exhibit strong patterns of citizen governance.”  Rules provide for association,

boundary adjustment, fiscal administration, and contracting through two nested levels of

constitutional choice, one at the state level and one at the local level (Oakerson 1999, 81).  The

local public economy approach allowed the exploration of provision and production of public

goods and services  (Oakerson 1999). The political economy approach concentrates on the

outcomes or policy implication of institutional arrangements.  

Consolidation Impact Studies

Many of the studies of consolidation concentrate on the impact of successful

consolidation on the local community. Dan Durning (1995) has studied the impact of the

Athens/Clarke County, Georgia consolidation where the collective incentives promoted by

supporters for consolidation was efficiency and effectiveness of government. Durning (1995)

surveyed local government employees at three time periods: before the consolidation (January

1991); eighteen months later (June 1992); and thirteen months after that (July 1993). The author

found that the perception of efficiency did not increase under consolidated government.      

Jered Carr and Richard Feiock’s (1999) study employed a comparative interrupted time

series to explore the economic development outcomes of consolidation for nine successful

consolidations from 1950 to 1996. The authors found that consolidated government did not

enhance the economic growth in either large or small metropolitan areas (Carr and Feiock 1999,

481).  

1.06 Need for Extension in the Theory of Constitutional Change

The divergence of the studies in charter change indicates that there is a need to develop

and extend the paradigm of charter change. This analysis suggests that the perspective of charter

change as constitutional change can provide a new and fresh approach to studies of local

governance. The concentration of past studies on the policy outcome and the impact of change
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has led to confusing and conflicting conclusions. As Dennis Judd (1988, 109) so aptly stated: 

Even when reformers achieve the structural changes they sought, the result was not

necessarily what they anticipated.  In many cities the balance of power was weighted

sufficiently against upper-class and business reformers that structural change did not

always translate into political change.  

Change of the level of analysis to the constitutional level and concentration only on the

choice of governance rules, and not just the impact of policy outcomes, can provide us with a

clearer picture of the dynamic process of change. In Chapter 2, a theoretical model is presented

that will provide a new perspective on change in local governance institutions. The model begins

by viewing charter change as institutional change of the highest order, the constitutional level of

local government. Maser (1985; 1998) provides one of the few studies directed to this

constitutional level of local governance. However, Maser concentrates exclusively on the

collective costs and benefits of institutional change. This provides the another difference

provided by this study. 

In the following chapter this model is extended to incorporate the selective costs and

benefits to institutional change and identify entrepreneurial actors. The incorporation of

institutional entrepreneurs into the model provides insight into those actors who have the

incentive to overcome the inherent problems of “free riders” and gather support for change in

their desired direction.

Ostrom’s Institutional Analysis and Development (IAD) framework provides an

important contribution to structure the study of institutions, yet the model assumes individual

actors interacting in the institutions and tries to model behavior at the individual level. This

approach ignores the important elements of persuasion and influence community leaders have in

mobilizing support for change in their desired direction. By extending the role of individual

actors, this study of charter change will be able to reveal the importance of the institutional

entrepreneurs. 

A constitutional level analysis provides a means to incorporate different types of charter

transformations including the most radical change, city-county consolidation. Rosenbaum and

Kammerer (1974) stated that successful consolidation was “against long odds.” While their

framework provided the first comprehensive comparative examination of  insights into what
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attributes in the local community are necessary and/or sufficient to successfully induce change,

one of the main deficiencies is that the primary focus is on successful consolidation. However, it

is time to re-frame the classic R & K model to include both successful and unsuccessful attempts.

Finally, this study extends entrepreneur studies to a different institutional level. 

Public/policy entrepreneur studies have focused on the collective-choice level of the institution

and their effort to influence legislation and/or the policy outcomes  (Schneider, Teske, and

Mintrom 1995; Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith 1993). The local constitutional change theory

developed in the next chapter, explores the importance of entrepreneurship at an even higher

level, the constitutional level, and argues that those actors who have the incentive to change the

rules can lock their preferences into the system. 

Chapter 3 proposes the methods to explore constitutional change in local governance. A

combination of case study and Boolean Analysis employing Qualitative Comparative Analysis

(QCA) to link the actors and local community environment to the outcome of constitutional

change. Case studies are important to provide the background for Qualitative Comparative

Analysis. QCA, a Boolean logic method provides the ability to link the presence or absence of

certain actors to the outcome and find those attributes that are necessary and/or sufficient for

change or maintenance of status quo. 
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End Notes

1.  The mayor-council form of government had the political characteristics of direct election of

mayor, four-year terms, partisan district elections, large councils and two or more terms for

elected officials. The council-manager form of government had the political characteristics of a

part time mayor chosen by the council, one- to two-year terms, non-partisan at-large elections, a

small number of elected officials and term limits of one to two terms. 

2. For an in depth look at the R & K model see Johnson 2004a.

3. The consolidation attempts in the three Florida cities (Gainesville, Okeechobee, and

Tallahassee) were eliminated due to a conflict with another study that Jered Carr was pursuing on

Florida counties (Feiock and Carr 1999).
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CHAPTER 2

 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

This study explores a dynamic view of institutional change in local governance structures

at the constitutional level.  Under a dynamic view of constitutional change in local governance,

change is postulated to be an interaction between institutional entrepreneurs who have the

selective incentive to induce change in local governance constitutions, those actors who desire

maintenance of the status quo, and the environmental attributes (the social, economic, and

political dimensions) in the local community.  These groups have the selective incentive to

change the rules to lock their preferences into the local governance constitution.   

This chapter will describe the theory of constitutional change in local governance.  It

proceeds in eleven sections.  Section 2.01 discusses Elinor Ostrom’s Institutional Analysis and

Development (IAD) framework which provides the background for the theory of constitutional

change.  Sections 2.02 and 2.03 explore constitutions and incorporate Steven Maser’s (1985;

1998) theory of municipal charters as local constitutions.  Section 2.04 explains institutional

maintenance and change and section 2.05 extends institutional change to the local constitutional

level.  

    The focus on actors in the local constitutional domain begins in section 2.06 with an

examination of institutional entrepreneurs as the demanders of change, while in section 2.07 the

selective incentive of actors is juxtapositioned against the collective benefits.  In section 2.08, the

discussion turns to actors who prefer the maintenance of the present system, demanders of the

status quo, and in section 2.09 institutional neutrals are those actors who are undecided.  In

section 2.10 the actors are defined and their selective incentives are presented.

The last section, 2.11, presents the complete theory of constitutional change at the local

level.  The rules for governance, the actors, and the community context of the action are merged

into a dynamic theory of constitutional maintenance or change. 
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2.01 Institutions and the Institutional Analysis and Development Framework (IAD)

This study investigates the choices of governance rules presented in a municipal charter. 

Institutions can be defined as the rules of the game, “humanly devised constraints that shape

human interaction” (North 1990, 4).  The rules are "linguistic entities" that prescribe behavior

that is “required, prohibited, or permitted” in the context of an action arena (E. Ostrom 1985,

465-466; 1986, 5).  

Institutions are important when there is uncertainty in the interaction between groups

because they provide incentives that shape economic, political, and social organization.  The

focus on the choice of rules is based on Brennen and Buchanan’s (1985, 6) distinction between

the “. . . process through which the rules are determined from the process through which

particular actions within those rules are chosen.” The focus here is on formal written rules.

March, Schulz, and Zhou (2000, 18) note:

Much of contemporary life is organized around written rules. One of the primary

concerns of decision makers in contemporary organizations is the making and changing

of formal rules. By virtue of their explicit, recorded nature, they are more frequently

overtly contested. People care about them, partly because of their coercive nature, partly

because of their symbolic standing. And they represent significant parts of modern

organizing technology.

Elinor Ostrom (1985; 1986; 1990) asserts that the study of institutions can provide an

innovative approach to the understanding of individual actions and behaviors of actors in an

institutional setting.  This perspective of inquiry proposes that the exploration of institutional

arrangements can provide important insights into how institutional arrangements, the community,

and the nature of goods affect individual action, group decisions, and the results (Kiser and

Ostrom 1982; E. Ostrom 1986; 1990).   Ostrom’s Institutional Analysis and Development (IAD)

Framework encompasses the institution (rules that structure the action), the action arena, the

resultant individual behavior, and outcome of the interaction (E. Ostrom 1985, 461-462).  The

action arena is composed of the actors and the action situation, where the action situation

contains the variables:  (1) participants, (2) position, (3) outcomes/results, (4) allowed action

linked to results, (5) actors' level of control, (6) structural information, (7) the action/outcome

costs and benefits, and (8) the repetition of the action situation (E. Ostrom 1985, 462).  
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The action arena emulates an action situation and the actor in that situation in order to

investigate, forecast, and interpret behavior within institutional arrangements (E. Ostrom 1985,

460).  Three levels of rules exist, each level is nested, one level inside another level: the

constitutional-choice level, the collective-choice level, and the operational level (Ostrom,

Gardner, and Walker 1994, 46).  The nesting can be viewed from different perspectives.  Nesting,

from an authority perspective is hierarchal with the highest authority found in the constitutional

rules presented in Figure 2.01.  The constitutional rules become the paramount set of rules for

governance.

Figure 2.01 Hierarchy of Rule Authority 

[Based on E. Ostrom (1990) description] 

The constitutional rules directly affect the collective-choice rules and indirectly affect the

operational rules and ultimately the policy outcomes (E. Ostrom 1990, 52).  The decisions made

at the constitutional level become the fundamental arrangements of the cardinal primary rules for

governance (Kiser and Ostrom 1982, 210; E. Ostrom 1995, 152).

However, from the perspective of the ability to change the rules, the nesting is reversed,

as presented in Figure 2.02.  Each higher level of the institution becomes more difficult to change

since it requires the collective agreement of the citizens (Kiser and Ostrom 1982, 210). 
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Figure 2.02 Nested Institutions Embeddedness of Change

[Based on Kiser and Ostrom (1982) description]

A change in a rule at one level depends on the capacity and restrictions of any greater

embedded rule arrangement.“Changes in deeper-level rules usually are more difficult and more

costly to accomplish, thus increasing the stability of mutual expectations among individuals

interacting according to a set of rules”  (E. Ostrom 1990, 51-52).  

Many studies of local governance concentrate on the collective choice and operational

level of the institution and how those institutional arrangements lead to certain policy outcomes. 

This study will focus exclusively on the constitutional-choice level and how in the context of the

local community together with the preferences of different actors, it leads to different

constitutional arrangements.   

The configuration of rules, important in the IAD framework, allows the structuring of the

independent attributes in the action arena: boundary rules, scope rules, position rules, authority

rules, information rules, aggregation rules, payoff rules (E. Ostrom 1985, 467-468; Ostrom,

Gardner, and Walker 1994, 41-42).  The following definitions of the types of rules in the

institution are adapted from Elinor Ostrom’s discussions of institutions (E. Ostrom 1985, 467-

468; Ostrom, Gardner, and Walker 1994, 41-42).  The boundary rule regulates access to the
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institution and regional conditions of the institution for individual citizens, while the scope rule

governs the outcome of the action. 

The position rule sets the participants, locates their position in the arena, and decides who

has tenure in a position, while the authority rule contains the set of actions, either permitted,

prohibited, or required. The information rule structures the availability of information presented

to other members, provides an official language, and official procedure.  The aggregation rule

can be viewed as a means to facilitate collective action, such as voting rules.  Finally, the pay-off

rule structures benefits and costs of the required, permitted, or prohibited rules. 

2.02 Constitutions 

Constitutions are considered the highest rules of the land.  Ronald Oakerson (1993, 149)

states that “a constitution consists of a set of rules designed to facilitate reciprocal behavior in

relation to particular sets of common problems and opportunities” [emphasis in original]. 

Indeed, Buchanan and Tullock (1962, vii) in their classic discussion of constitutional choice, The

Calculus of Consent, noted that a constitution is “. . .a set of rules that is agreed upon in advance

and within which subsequent action will be conducted.”  

There is a distinction between constitutional law (rules that govern the lawmaking group)

and ordinary law (rules that govern the citizen) (V. Ostrom 1985, 120).  Thus, constitutions limit

government domination of the people:

Rights pertaining to freedom of speech, press, and communication, and assembly are

essential to the maintenance of an open public realm where citizens are free to

communicate with one another about public affairs without governmental interference

and dominance.  Rights of property and freedom to contract are fundamental to voluntary

as a means of self-governance.  Rights of due process of law establish the obligation of

officials to discharge the prerogatives of government in accordance with lawful

procedures; and these procedures require that public business be conducted in open public

view subject to publicity. (V. Ostrom 1985, 121)  

The constitution delineates the arrangement through which the people participate in the

design of constraints on governmental authority.  This arrangement means that no one person or

institution has ultimate or complete “prerogatives,” but this may introduce the conflict of rival

interests: “The structuring of opposite and rival interests can be a prelude to stalemate and

unconstrained conflict unless methods of conflict resolution can be used to create or re-establish
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mutually productive communities of relationships” (V. Ostrom 1985, 122).

2.03 Charters as Constitutions

Steven Maser (1985) explored the concept of constitution at the municipal governance

level.  The municipal charter is a constitutional contract between the government and its citizens

that stipulates the relationship between the parties in future actions as well as the benefits and

cost of compliance or noncompliance by either party. According to Maser (1985, 129),  “A

constitutional contract stipulates a mechanism for making political choices about who gets what,

when, and how in the face of scarcity.” Citizens view the charter as a constitutional contract with

certain rights and burdens.  The distribution of rights provided by the contract can change as

demands from the citizens change, plus, as characteristics of the community (such as

demographic and economic character) changes the citizens may demand changes in the charter

(Maser 1985, 123-124). A constitutional contract apportions power and, depending on the assets

and choices of the citizens, the contract will provide a functional distribution of individual rights

(Maser 1985, 131).

In 1998, Maser extended his study of municipal charters as constitutions by incorporating

the concept of a constitution as a relational contract to develop long-term relationships for

cooperation.  Long-term contracts are more adaptive in order to anticipate changes: “. . .

constitutions are relational contracts that differ and change because they secure cooperative

relationships among the members of a group” (Maser 1998, 528). Certain conditions give rise to

the need for a relational contract: e.g. the need for procedural safeguards and the need for

stability, decisiveness, responsiveness, and efficiency (Maser 1998). 

Relational contracts alleviate these barriers to cooperation by reducing the sum of 

uncertainty costs and avoidance costs.   Incomplete information can be a barrier to cooperation

when there is no third party to the contract because, as Maser points out:

Given the hazards of incomplete information, people expend their endogenous resources

on search costs when they do not know whether coordination will be feasible, on

negotiation costs when they do not know which feasible alternatives will be equitable,

and on monitoring costs when they do not know whether an equitable alternative will

induce compliance (Maser 1998, 533).[emphasis in original] 

Sometimes, this requires the intervention of a third party who is able to increase cooperation
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through providing exogenous transaction resources, division services, and enforcement services

and increase the flow of communication and information between the parties (Maser 1998, 537).

Maser employed transaction resource theory to explain how local constitutions reconcile

three barriers to cooperation: coordination, division, and defection (Maser 1998, 531).  “A

municipal charter is a product of real people making real demands, and those demands can

include capturing efficiency gains” (Maser 1998, 539). Local governance constitutions are

crafted to capture efficiency by resolving collective action problems.  Maser links the choices in

rules adopted in local constitutions to safeguard against three risks for cooperation.  He notes: 

The risk of incoordination creates a demand for rules to promote stability and

decisiveness in governance.  The risk of inequitable divisions creates a demand for rules

to promote responsiveness, defined here in terms of the preferences of the median voter. 

And the risk of defection gives rise to the demand for rules to promote efficiency. (Maser

1998, 541) [emphasis in original].   

The problem is that rules are interdependent and, thus, must be balanced so that the rules chosen

to reduce one barrier to cooperation does not sharply increase the other barriers (Maser 1998,

541).  

Joint rationality may be needed between the parties to mitigate problems in coordination

(Maser 1998, 532).  Joint rationality is considered a pre-phase part of contracting where each side

perceives mutual gain (Heckathorn and Maser 1987, 75).  However, crafting rules that increase

coordination and joint rationality produce tradeoffs between stability and responsiveness.  When

cooperation between parties occurs under contracts, each side realizes that there is stability in the

rules to solve controversies and enforce the contract, but this stability decreases the ability for

parties to change the rules, thus decreases responsiveness (Maser 1998, 541).

The second barrier to cooperation, division problems, occurs when parties have

conflicting preferences and requires concession rationality through negotiation to provide

fairness and an equitable agreement (Maser 1998, 532).   This is the negotiating phase of

contracting where agreement for allocating benefits and costs or procedures for agreement of

allocation must take place (Heckathorn and Maser 1987, 77).  Division problems can be eased

through either a coalition or arbitrating third party that has the ability to allocate cooperation

gains, or is able to narrow the division range (Maser 1998, 537).  Again, there is a tradeoff.  
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Rules that enhance responsiveness to secure the concession rationality can increase instability of

the contract when preferences change and can be influenced by coalitions of special interests

(Maser 1998, 542-543).   

The problem of defection occurs if one or both sides do not comply with the agreement;

thus, the outcome must have an individual rationality to assure an efficient agreement (Maser

1998, 532).  Enforcement of the agreement by a third party can, thus, decrease defection and

increase compliance. This is the post phase of contracting where mutual trust is built that assures

minimal loopholes exist in the contract which allows enforcement that precludes “free riding”

(Heckathorn and Maser 1987, 79).  Rules to reduce defection promote efficient outcomes, but the

tradeoff may include increased problems of coordination by producing instability and division

due to reduced responsiveness (Maser 1998, 544).  According to Maser (1998, 545), the

progressive era reforms of council-manager form of government were instituted to reduce

governmental defection at the expense of stability and responsiveness.

Constitutional procedural safeguards can minimize the barriers for cooperation at all

phases of the contract through inclusion of three domains of rules that provide for direct

democracy, electoral systems, and allocation of authority (Maser 1998).  Maser (1998, 545) notes

that each rule can have components of the other rules, but that the “information costs and

incentive-alignment effects of a rule can be analyzed in isolation as a step toward understanding

their effect in combination.”  Direct democracy rules can alleviate the three barriers to

cooperation by: (1) coordination, through initiative; (2) division through referendum; and (3)

defection through recall (Maser 1998, 546). The requirement for referenda for issuing bonds and

for exceeding  tax limits and debt limits can define whether elected officials or the citizens

control the decision process (Maser 1998, 547).  

Electoral system rules can reduce division and defection through voting jurisdiction and

representation.  The rules for redistricting, the number of seats on the council, and district or at-

large representation can increase the responsiveness and decrease the division by assuring that

minority groups are represented (Maser 1998, 548-549).  However, Maser (1998, 549) warns that

there are risks since the enfranchisement of one group can disenfranchise another group and this

can cause conflict.
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Finally, authority allocation rules can mitigate barriers to cooperation.  Rules that give the

mayor veto power can solve coordination problems on a large council with diverse preferences

(Maser 1998, 549).  Direct election of the mayor by the citizens can ensure responsiveness,

particularly if there is a recall rule, and a mayor who can make appointments can provide credible

commitments which can decrease coordination and division problems (Maser 1998, 550).  Civil

service system and city manager structure rules can increase the efficiency of the city through

reducing employment risks and guarding against mayor decision inefficiencies (Maser 1998,

551).  

2.04 Institutional Maintenance and Change 

Recently, there has been an increased interest in and study of institutional change and its

impact.  Lee Alston (1996) describes institutional change as the outcome of dynamic political

interaction between suppliers and demanders of change in a society combined with

characteristics of either internal forces or external forces in the system.  The relative strength of

the political power of the demanders or suppliers of either change or status quo is an important

part of the process (Alston 1996, 28). 

The supply and demand perspective of institutional change is also the focus of David

Feeny’s (1993) work which characterizes the typical institutional perspective as concentrating on

the demand side at the neglect of the supply side.  The classical “Coasian” theory states that

change will occur when the benefits exceed the costs. However, according to Feeny:

There is an implicit assumption, with some explicit exceptions, that the fundamental

constitutional arrangements afforded a broad choice set, and that a particular set of

institutional arrangements was chosen on the basis of its efficiency characteristics. . . . It

is as if it were being assumed that institutional innovation took place in a perfectly

competitive political arena guaranteeing that only efficiency-improving innovations

would be selected. (Feeny 1993, 164-165)

Institutional change is accelerated by competition for scarce resources which can induce

entrepreneurs to invest in skills and knowledge to facilitate institutional evolution.  Conversely,

the lack of competition will lead to stable institutional structures and decrease the evolutionary

and/or change process (North 1995, 15-19).  Inasmuch as the institutional arrangement or

framework defines the set of opportunities available to actors and the “payoff structure,” it
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meditates the entrepreneur’s ability to change the rules: “Their perceptions with respect to the

gains to be made by redistributive versus productive policies will shape the rules of the game and

the resultant opportunity set” (North 1995, 19). 

2.05 Nested Institutions and Municipal Charter Change

In order to explore constitutional change in charters, it is necessary to first see how local

government institutions are nested within state government institutions with greater hierarchical

authority. The local governance rules are nested in the state governance institutions with similar

attributes of nested levels of constitutional rules, collective rules, and operational rules.  

States, thus, can be viewed as external suppliers and demanders of local constitutional

change (Alston 1996, 28).  Ronald Oakerson (1999, 81) asserts that the local government

constitution is a functional constitution since the authority is granted by the state and the

authority for the constitution can be found in state constitutions.  States are suppliers of enabling

laws for local constitutional change.   

The legal framework of local governments differs from the legal framework of state

governments: state governments are granted powers through the U. S. Constitution; however,

there is no such provision in the U.S. Constitution for local governments – for either counties or

municipalities (Harrigan 1988, 160).   According to the U.S. Constitution, the state is the lowest

subdivision of the nation; therefore powers granted to subdivisions of the state must be granted

through the state either by constitution or enabling statutes (Stedman 1976,169).  Legal authority

for local governments is delimited through “Dillion’s Rule,” a rule that states cities enjoy only

those powers granted by the state (Stedman 1976,169).  

Those municipalities that do not have home rule must petition the state legislature

through their local representatives in order to hold referenda for change. However, Oakerson

(1999, 149 note 5) asserts that the provision of home rule amends this restriction by granting

authority to the local government. Home rule operates at one of two levels of local constitutional

choice – the chartering level and the enabling level (Oakerson 1999, 82).  At the chartering level,

home rule allows the local government the ability to frame and choose a specific local

governance constitution (ACIR 1987, 39).  “The city charter spells out precise powers that the

local government possesses and determines how government is to be organized” (Harrigan 1988,
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160).  At the enabling level, home rule demarcates the rules that are used for change, creation, or

modification of the local government (Oakerson 1999, 81).  Enabling Rules define association,

boundary, fiscal, and contracting abilities of the local government (ACIR 1987; Oakerson 1999).

The two states in this study have different enabling laws. Both Georgia and Florida have

provisions for home rule, but Florida has provision for both structural and functional home rule

while Georgia has provision for only functional home rule (Krane, Rigos, and Hill 2001). In

order for municipalities to change their structural form of government they must petition the

state.

    In some cases states have externally mandated local government change.  Montana, for

example, in 1972 mandated 182 local governmental units review their form of government and

consider reorganization (Lopach and McKinsey 1977, 339).  This mandate produced three

charters change proposals, two successful consolidations, and one failed attempt (Lopach and

McKinsey 1977, 342).   

The increase of city-county consolidation after World War II is due in part to the increase

in local government constitutional authority through home rule, local referendum, and initiatives

in civic reform (Lyons 1977).  This represents a change from an external supplier (state

legislative acts) to a local internal supplier and demander of change.  

2.06 Charter Change as Constitutional Change

If local government charters are the local government constitution then all forms of

change are constitutional change that falls along a continuum.  This continuum should

incorporate small incremental change or evolutionary change in the constitution at one end to

complete comprehensive consolidation, a  radical revolutionary change, at the other end. This is

depicted in Figure 2.03. 
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Figure 2.03 Continuum of Charter Change

An extreme, radical, “comprehensive consolidation,” Rosenbaum and Kammerer’s

(1974) revolutionary change, dissolves two separate constitutions – the city and the county – and

forms a completely new constitution.  However, there are less radical consolidations that are

closer to charter transformation.  These are conservative consolidations that retain the present

forms of government (Rosenbaum and Kammerer 1974). 

Local actors may decide to pursue more comprehensive changes such as consolidation of

city-county governments if charter transformation is not successful or not a viable option. 

Internal demanders of constitutional change may try city-county consolidation as a conflict

expansion strategy (Schattschneider 1960).  Schattschneider (1960) reminds us that broadening

the scope of conflict can break up power monopolies and introduce competition.

2.07 Institutional Entrepreneurs as Institutional Change Agents

William Riker (1982, 208) states that losers in the political process have the incentive to

“. . . dislodge the temporary authorities who have authoritatively but temporarily allocated

despised values.”  This leads to a model of political change where actors attempt to dislodge the

stable equilibrium and, thus, provides new choices or creates new political structures.  This could

be the role of the institutional entrepreneur.   An institutional entrepreneur is an actor (individual

or group) who has a stake in the rules that govern the collective and actively supports change in

the structure of the rules in their favor. 

Organizational entrepreneurs induce institutional change through their perception of
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opportunities.  Change is induced “. . . by altering the rules (directly, in the case of political

bodies, or indirectly, by economic or social organizations pressuring political organizations); or

by altering, deliberately and sometimes accidently, the kinds and effectiveness of enforcement

rules or the effectiveness of sanctions and other means of informal constraint enforcement”

(North 1995, 16).  Institutional entrepreneurs, in this context, are much like public entrepreneurs,

described by Schneider, Teske, and Mintrom (1995, 12-13); they are opportunists who engage in

“rational benefit/cost analyses” and have “. . . utility functions that must include the desire for

power, prestige, and popularity, the desire to influence policy, and other factors in addition to any

monetary income derived from their political activities.”    

Entrepreneurs discover unfulfilled needs in the local community and frame the issue they

champion as the appropriate policy prescriptions to fulfill those needs.  They then seize

opportunities in order to enact the prescriptions and follow through on their chosen action

(Schneider, Teske, and Mintrom 1995, 42).  In this way entrepreneurs advocate non-incremental

change and follow through on a range of action: innovation, leadership, and arbitrage (Schneider,

Teske, and Mintrom 1995, 44).  Innovation is the most radical course of action in that

entrepreneurs actually create new institutions through any available opportunities to reframe

issues and gather support for change (Schneider, Teske, and Mintrom 1995, 44).  

Entrepreneurs use their leadership skills through appropriate rhetoric to either change

preferences of citizens or bring latent demands into public awareness (Schneider, Teske, and

Mintrom 1995, 46-47).  The sudden awareness of the problem is akin to Downsian “alarmed

discovery” (Downs 1972).  A problem that existed in the community is thus made public or the

preferences of the community are changed in a new direction.  

The less radical or risky course of action a policy entrepreneur can take is adaption or

arbitrage.  In this course of action the entrepreneur could build a coalition for change or borrow

ideas from other settings and adapt the ideas to a new setting (Schneider, Teske, and Mintrom

1995, 49).   

Entrepreneurs discover ways to maximize their individual welfare through the societal

acceptance of formal institutions as rules (Knight and Sened 1995, 11).  They will use any means

available – the present institutions, coercion, or resources – to either preserve or change
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institutions to assure the continuance of the benefits provided by the institutions (Knight and

Sened 1995, 11-12).  

Constitutional entrepreneurs are those individuals who have the means and ability to

persuade others to support constitutional change.  Constitutional entrepreneurs are more likely to

emerge in areas of external and internal crisis.  Entrepreneurial activity by an individual can

occur:

  If appropriable rents are not forthcoming for constitutional entrepreneurs, the force for

change will have to be propelled by some other means.  Philosophically committed

advocates, people who have worked out for themselves a consistent view of the world

will have to come to fore.  But somehow the effective advocate must have the means to

support his cause.  Those who lead must be twice blessed.  They must be secure in

funding their efforts to mold a new constitutional order, a pure public good, and somehow

be positioned to persuade others of the merit of their vision that reflects an understanding

of law, political economy, and free markets.  They must be people of influence.  That is a

tall order indeed. (Yandle 1993, 264)  

The importance of entrepreneurial activity in the policy process was documented by 

Schneider, Teske, and Mintrom (1995).  In their study, they identified eight groups that were

sources of policy entrepreneurship: neighborhood, taxpayer, business, environmental, political

parties, city employees, and radical groups (Schneider, Teske, and Mintrom 1995, 105).  Overall,

neighborhood groups were most important, but regionally there were different combinations of

group importance (Schneider, Teske, and Mintrom 1995, 106).  These same groups could be

important institutional entrepreneurs, particularly if they had preferences for certain rules in the

governance institutional arrangement. 

2.08 Collective versus Selective Incentives for Constitutional Change

Changes in the local government constitution can provide a means for local actors to

capture efficiency gains as well as distributive benefits.  However, constitutional change is 

fundamentally a collective action problem. Those citizens who desire constitutional change in

order to gain access to the powers of local institutions must overcome the substantial collective

action problems of the “free-rider” problem since those citizens who will benefit from change

have the incentive to let others bear the burden of creating change (Olson 1971).  Terry Moe

(1990) states that positive theories of political institutions which focus on the collective benefits
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in constructing institutions to overcome the free-rider problem neglect the importance of the

politics involved in the choice of governance structure as a means of coercion and redistribution. 

Since the structure of an institution creates winners and losers, political institutions are the

instrument by which “. . . political winners pursue their own interests, often at the expense of

political losers” (Moe 1990, 213).      

Institutional Entrepreneur Selective Incentives

Research on local government reform has concentrated principally on the collective

goods that are accrued through charter revision: greater service provision efficiencies, protection

and/or improvement of the local tax bases, representation, and increased responsiveness and

accountability from local government officials   (Leland and Cannon 1997; Krefetz and Sharaf

1977; Rosenbaum and Henderson 1973). 

 However, these same collective benefits can be claimed by the groups that oppose

constitutional change.  For example, in Tallahassee, groups that advocate change in the charter

through consolidation cited the same gains of “efficiency,” “progress,” and “good government”

as groups that opposed consolidation (Johnson and Feiock 1999).  In so much as collective

benefits can be claimed by both sides, these explanations are limited in their ability to explain

local constitutional changes.  Since entrepreneurs appear when there is limited or no competition

(in this case competition for access to the local power structure), those local actors in

communities that decide to pursue a collective action of constitutional change likely have

selective incentives to crusade for maintenance or change in the governance structure.     

These selective incentives can take different forms.  One selective incentive could be the

limiting of access to government.  Institutions can be viewed as not only the product of efforts to

constrain social actors as a collective, but also, as Jack Knight (1992, 19) states “a product of the

efforts of some to constrain the actions of others with whom they interact . . .  as a by-product of

conflict over distributional gains.”  Stephan Panther (1999) suggests that informal institutions for

social exchange exist not only to foster cooperation but also for exclusion.  He defines social

exclusion as “ the permanent or temporary non-participation of actors in a particular type of

social interaction, even though participation of actors would generate gains of exchange”

(Panther 1999, 3) [emphasis in original]. This ability to write the voting rules to grant access,
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exclude, or limit certain groups’ ability to vote in the Bridges and Kronick (1999) study, could be

a selective incentive for constitutional maintenance or change. 

William Schultze (1985) notes that political resources are the key to political power at the

local level. Schultze (1985, 103) defines political resources as not only money, but also

“leadership,” powerful associates, “charisma,” “popular ideology,” “expertise,” “access to

decision makers,” “control of information,” “control of jobs,” and “social standing” to name a

few. Banfield and Wilson (1963) note that there can be both material and nonmaterial incentives

for a group’s activity in the local political arena.  Material or monetary incentives can be found in

large formal organizations but nonmaterial incentives could be important. Nonmaterial incentives

include such elements as: “prestige, association with pleasant or interesting people, and the

opportunity to ‘do good’” (Banfield and Wilson 1963, 27).  Voluntary or civic organizations tend

to provide nonmaterial incentives that include community service, hobnobbing with important

people, and interesting activities, that require “. . . topics or issues which will bring the right

people together and arouse in them the enthusiasm needed to sustain the organization” (Banfield

and Wilson 1963, 28).  

The ability to influence the decisions and outcomes of a local community is indeed a

selective incentive.  Clarence Stone (1980) notes that there is the incentive to gain and maintain

systemic power in the community that can lead to political power and benefits of access. 

Systemic power is “. . . a dimension of power in which durable features of the socioeconomic

system (the situational element) confer advantages and disadvantages on groups (the intergroup

element) in ways predisposing public officials to favor some interests at the expense of others

(the indirect element)” [emphasis in original] (Stone 1980, 980).  Since some groups have

advantageous economic, associational, social, and life style positions in the community, their

influence is greater  (Stone 1980, 982-983).   This would appear to make their selective benefits

greater and their selective cost less.    

Selective Incentives of Suppliers of Institutional Change.

The supply of institutional change can become a selective incentive for change.  The rules

that govern the present “political order” as well as the present institutional arrangement can

influence the political order’s ability to provide change and the inclination to change institutional
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arrangements (Feeny 1993, 182-183).  Factors that affect the ability and inclination of the

“political order” to change institutional arrangements are the costs and benefits of that change: “.

. . the costs of institutional design, the existing stock of knowledge, the expected cost of

implementing the new arrangements, the normative behavior code, the conventional wisdom, and

the expected net benefits to powerful elite decision makers who exercise positions of dominance”

(Feeny 1993, 183).   This is a selective incentive for suppliers of institutional change.  The

awareness for the need to change could also occur through an accelerating event in the system

that compels the suppliers of constitutional arrangements to explore the need for a new

institutional arrangement.   

2.09 Demanders of Status Quo

Any major overhauling of local government structure in a particular metropolitan area is

likely to involve damage to some existing interests . . .   Those adversely affected can

often enlist support from others who merely fear the uncertainty of change, or who

instinctively prefer known evils to unknown possible problems . . .  [A]ny particular

reorganization plan must compete for favor with not only the status quo but also with

possible alternative kinds of change. (National Commission on Urban Problems 1968,

335) [emphasis in original] 

Those groups who benefit from the current governance structure find it in their best

interest to have the present structure remain in place.  As the opposition to the entrepreneur’s

desire for change, this group can be misrepresented.  Studies of consolidation, the more radical

form of constitutional change, have classified participants in charter change as supporters and

opposers ( Marando 1974).  However, these studies view groups static on opposing sides of the

reorganization issue.  What is missing from this calculus is not the reason for each group’s

opposition or support, but how the present set of constitutional rules affect group interests.  In

Marando’s Table 2. (1974,  240), campaigns for change focus on the fears of groups.  Thus,

“racial minorities” are counted as a group that opposes reorganization since it is a “threat to their

minority control of the central city.”  Marando views suburban whites as opposing reorganization

to prevent “loss of local government control” (Marando 1974, 240). 
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 2.10 Institutional Neutrals

There is one group in the action arena that has not been discussed, citizens who are

institutional neutrals.  These individuals are undecided whether or not to support change in the

charter and thus become the group over which the institutional entrepreneurs and demanders for

the status quo compete for support.  This group was important in Tallahassee, Florida’s attempt

at consolidation (Johnson and Feiock 1999a).  In 1991, a private research group found 48.1%

supported consolidation, 26.4 percent opposed consolidation, and 25.6 percent were undecided

(Oppenheim Research 1991, 19).  A poll taken two months before the 1992 election showed that

the numbers were beginning to change: 36.2 percent in favor, 39.5 percent opposed, and 24.6

percent still undecided [3.6 percent error] (Leonard 1992a).   This poll was taken after the

proposed charter was published.  On November 3, 1992, over 60 percent of the voting public cast

their votes to reject the charter for consolidation  (Leonard 1992b).    

William Lyons and David Lowery (1986; 1989) suggest that citizen participation in local

political decisions can be a function of their response to increasing dissatisfaction with the local

government.  The authors base their model of dissatisfaction on Albert Hirschman’s (1970)

conceptualization of actor’s response either exit, voice, or loyalty.  Their model contains four

different responses or reactions that citizens might exhibit when faced with government

problems.  The reactions are based on whether the type of response provides active or passive

participation in the community and whether the behavior is either constructive or destructive 

(Lyons and Lowery 1986; 1989).  The active/passive participation and constructive/destructive

behavior patterns leads to the four possible outcomes. The exit response is where citizens leave

and sever their relationship with the community, an active and destructive reaction, while in the

voice response citizens actively participate to change the conditions, an active and constructive

reaction. In the loyalty response citizens wait for conditions to improve, a passive and

constructive reaction, but the neglect response produces withdrawal, alienation, and further

distrust in the government, a passive and destructive reaction (Lyons and Lowery 1986, 331).  

The exit response is the classic Tiebout response where citizens, dissatisfied with the mix

of governmental services “vote with their feet” (Tiebout 1956). Several authors have questioned

this proposition (Lyons and Lowery 1986; 1989; Oakerson and Parks 1988). These authors
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observe that it is not easy for a homeowner to exit a community. 

Ronald Oakerson and Roger Parks (1988) suggest the power of voice, citizen voice, is

important to local governance. The authors link citizen voice to public entrepreneurship, not

vested in an individual, but in the collective: “The power of voice is linked more directly to the

ballot box than to exit” (Oakerson and Roger Parks 1988, 95).  

The group of the institutional neutrals could contain neglect response members as well as

members who are undecided but without any animosity towards the government.  Therefore, the

entire group will be categorized as neutral in this study.    

2.11 Actors in the Local Constitutional Setting

One can easily conclude from an analysis of political reform recommendations that a

particular socio-economic group wishes to benevolently and paternally institute its own

preferences, which it labels as the "public interest," in the political system, and that it

should be regarded as any other self-interested partisan rather than as "expert" on

governmental organization.  If this is the case, it is not surprising that political reformers

recommend a single hierarchically organized area-wide metropolitan government (Bish

1971, 150). 

This research builds upon the theory that institutional entrepreneurs have the selective

incentive to promote and gather support for change (Schneider, Teske, and Mintrom 1995;

Feiock and Carr, 2000). The interaction between different actors brings the need and desire for

change into the public focus, provides that this need is included on the public agenda, and

sustains the perception of change through the change process. In the local constitutional setting

there are several groups that interact and compete for the inclusion or omission of certain rules in

the constitution. These groups of actors have the selective incentive to support or oppose changes

in the constitution that impact their interests.  

In this section, the actors in the local constitutional setting are identified and their

preferences codified. The type of organization of actors and their preferences becomes important

to an overall theory of institutional change. The preferences are not necessarily individual

preferences, but group preferences (Scharpf 1997). They aggregate for either collective or

selective incentives and thus, we should observe different groups further constitutional changes

based on their selective as well as collective preferences.     

The classification of groups and preferences can provide an insight into the political
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process of constitutional choice at the local level. Edward Banfield and James Q. Wilson’s

(1963) classic study of associations in local politics classified actors into five categories: media,

business firms (which includes retailers and realtors), city employees, civic groups (characterized

as voluntary associations), and labor unions.  

This study builds on these distinctions but sorts the group association differently,

particularity in the category of volunteer or civic organizations. Civic activity, according to

Banfield and Wilson (1963, 250), can be seen in five activity areas that address the total

community environment: (1) race relations and religious; (2) good-government; (3) welfare and

fund raising; (4) cultural, academic, and healthcare; and (5) economic development activities of

promotion, construction, and planning. This study reframes the categories and divides them into

their components. Thus, business interests would prefer activities that support economic

development, minority groups have greater interests in race relations, academic groups have

greater interests in “good government,” and other civic groups have a combination of these

activities. However, these are all activities that are couched in the collective benefit description.  

Each of these groups have selective incentives for the maintenance or change of a specific

constitutional arrangement.

Political Leaders

Political groups have a preference for institutional arrangements that increase or maintain

their potential to gain and maintain public office, a tangible selective incentive. Intangible

selective incentives can include prestige or power (Banfield and Wilson 1963). The current

political leaders, as noted above, can support either change or status quo. This support depends

on the selective benefits available. Classically, political leaders have the selective benefit of

retaining office, re-election (c.f. Fiorina 1989). They support or oppose proposed changes in the

local constitution dependent on their perception as to whether or not the costs of support or

opposition will provide the benefits of retaining office.

Political leaders are an important part of the community and are critical to the success of

local government restructuring (Krefetz and Sharaf 1977). Krefetz and Sharaf (1977, 177) note

that if leaders do not voice support or opposition to change then citizens tend to vote for the

status quo, but if the political leadership voice active opposition, “. . . they run the risk of being
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accused of crassly and selfishly protecting their own interests. . . .” 

Government Employees

 Government employees are typically viewed as a group that opposes changes that may

create uncertainty or put their jobs at risk (Marando 1974, 204). Banfield and Wilson (1963) state

that public employees can be a potentially important interest in the local government since they

view the government structure as their livelihood. This group may be unionized or collectively

join an association as well as belong to professional associations (Banfield and Wilson 1963,

212). Not only are public employees clerical staff in the city hall, but they are firefighters, police,

librarians, housing authorities, and in some cases, teachers. Banfield and Wilson (1963, 213-222)

note that selective incentives go beyond the paycheck; the incentives can include autonomy,

authority, power, and prestige.

Business Associations

 The business community could have incentives to support restructuring through

administrative and political reform of local charters. This group of institutional entrepreneurs

may support radical change as a means to acquire economic gain (Knott and Miller, 1987). They

may also support the status quo if the present structure provides the economic incentives

(Banfield and Wilson 1963, 266). William Schultze (1985, 107-110) views business groups as an

influential local political player with a preference for economic growth, low taxes, and few

regulations.

Many authors have viewed associations of businesses as forces for change in the local

community. Recently, David Rusk (1999) related the importance of a business in the political

structure of a local community. According to Rusk (1999, 297 note 31), the Kellogg Company in

Battle Creek, Michigan threatened to leave if the city and township did not merge. The outcome

was, according to Rusk, was an overwhelming vote for merger in the city and township.

Schneider, Teske, and Mintrom (1995, 114) state that many business associations pursue

growth and economic development. Businesses such as development, insurance companies,

construction, banking, utilities, and media have strong “shared interests and resources” that their

association provides “. . . a relative unified force in local politics that can attract the participation

of local politicians who then enact laws and policies to nurture growth”–  in essence a growth
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machine (Schneider, Teske, and Mintrom 1995, 115).      

Academic Community

 This group has a preference for institutional arrangements that further efficiency and

democratic government, a collective incentive. However, according to Banfield and Wilson

(1963), their selective incentives may be intangible like prestige or power but could be tangible

in that success in their endeavors will increase membership. Entrepreneurial activities of

academic elites were also linked to city/county consolidation efforts by Richard Feiock and Jered

Carr (1999). They argue entrpreneurial activities of public administration scholars, in particular,

can provide the stimulus for advancing governmental reform or reorganization to the forefront of

the public agenda (Feiock and Carr, 2000).  

Social/Civic Groups

These groups, like the academic community, have a preference for efficiency and

democratic government institutional arrangements, a collective incentive (Marando 1974, 240). 

This group could also have selective incentives, some intangible like prestige or power, but some

incentives could be tangible like increased membership (Banfield and Wilson 1963). 

Social/civic leaders are represented by community organizations, such as the League of Women

Voters, Good Government Organizations, Rotary, Jaycees, and other groups that foster civic

pride and duty. Rosenbaum and Kammerer (1974) stress the importance of the civic elites as an

important force for change in city-county consolidation, since civic elites use local government

restructuring as a means to diminish the power of the current authority. 

Resident and Citizen Associations

   Neighborhood groups, Residential Community Associations (RCA) in particular, are

interested in the maintenance and protection of their private property.   RCAs have mandatory

membership which can make them a formidable political group in the constitutional change

process: “Because of the differences between their service and financial relationships to local

governments, as compared to the non-RCA citizen, RCA citizens may be inclined to vote

differently on tax and service issues, and on bond referendums that will not directly benefit them

(ACIR 1989, 6). There are several reasons that this group would mobilize if they are concerned

about the impact of proposed charter changes: (1) double taxing since they pay maintenance fees
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and taxes to the local government; (2) exclusion from local government service provision since

the area is considered private property; and (3) comfort tax inequity since they pay property taxes

that reflect the comforts of the neighborhood and federal income tax on their amenities (ACIR

1989, 5).  

The protection of property values can become an important selective incentive for

collective action (Peterson 1981). Property owners are also concerned with the level of taxes on

their property. Gary Miller (1981, 83) contends that contracting in Lakewood California was a

way to provide public services at the least cost, “ . . . not for reasons of efficiency, but as a way

out for property owners who didn’t want to pay for the municipal provision of private or

redistributive services.” 

Media

 The local media entrepreneurs are an important part of shaping the collective perception

of the present and proposed governance structure. Rosenbaum and Kammerer (1974) note that

the mass media is important at all three stages of the reform effort, but extremely important at the

power deflation stage since the media can shape citizens’ perceptions on local government

issues. Since entrepreneurs have the incentive to gather support for local collective action to

bring about constitutional change, these actors are important to change in local governance

structure. This can set up a competition between those individuals that advocate change and

those individuals who oppose change.

Banfield and Wilson (1963) note that the newspapers can greatly influence the decisions

of the community. The ability of newspapers to influence policy of the local government depends

on the political structure of the political system. If authority in the local government is not

centralized then there is a “. . . greater the opportunity for unofficial institutions, especially civic

associations, labor and business organizations, and newspapers to exercise influence” (Banfield

and Wilson 1963, 324). However, newspapers are not only an influential political force, but are

also a business that gets most of its operating revenue from advertising and most of this

advertising is from local businesses (Banfield and Wilson 1963, 314-315).  

Newspapers view their civic role as “reporting and interpreting the news” (Banfield and

Wilson 1963, 316). Banfield and Wilson (1963, 318-319) note that they can ask for favors from
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the local government and the granting of those favors can depend on the political system of the

government:

In a nonpartisan, council-manager city where economy, efficiency, and impartiality are

the watchwords, a newspaper is not likely to ask for many favors.  On the other hand, in a

city whose politics is based on getting and giving favors, the newspaper is likely to be one

of the principal getters. . . . The newspaper’s news coverage, crusading, electioneering,

and favor-giving and getting are often self-serving, to be sure, but they are seldom so in a

purely business way; any benefits to the paper are usually indirect and incidental and in

terms of intangibles like power and prestige rather than money.

Thus, newspapers want to cultivate a local climate that supports business enterprises and

will minimize problems in the government and carefully choose the topics in which to campaign

for change when it is their “civic duty” to do so (Banfield and Wilson 1963, 321).  

Minority and Religious Groups

Minority groups in this study include different ethnic communities within the

metropolitan area and rural groups. The usual focus is on the African American community;

however there are other ethnic groups that can be important to the constitutional change effort. 

Edward Sofen (1966) noted that the Jewish and Cuban communities were quite strong in Miami

during the consolidation attempts, but, did not strongly participate in the process. The Latino

community in the southwest and west is also an important group.

African American groups are represented by the NAACP. This group can be an important

force in the process of change. Minority groups desire greater representation in the governing

process which can provide access to government (Maser 1985; 1998). In Tallahassee’s 1992

consolidation attempt, for example, the NAACP was an important presence in support for

consolidation at the agenda stage, but opposed the final draft of the consolidation charter in the

referendum process campaign stage. The original draft charter called for a district plan that

would increase the representation of minority neighborhoods and rural residents (Leonard 1991;

Fineout 1991). In the final proposed consolidation charter adopted by the commission,

representation changed. The Black and rural community originally supported consolidation, but

removed their support when the final charter was complete. The Black community for the most

part felt they would lose their voice in the governing process (Leonard 1992).   

Nancy Burns (1994, 83-85) found the formation of new municipalities was linked to the
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presence of manufacturing companies, low corporate taxes, the threat of annexation by adjacent

communities, and the presence of  African American communities. “The effect of the

combination of race and entrepreneurial conditions, then, is consistent with the argument that

entrepreneurs combined with individuals interested in racial exclusion, in some instances, to

create cities” (Burns 1994, 85-86).

In some cities, minority groups have banded together to change the outcome of

representation on city councils in some cities. In San Antonio, for example the Communities

Organized for Public Service (COPS) successfully changed the at-large district representation in

a 1977 charter referendum. COPS was able to mobilize the large Hispanic voters to increase the

number of minority city council members (Sanders 1997, 48-49).

Rural groups can be important in restructuring the government. Rural, county residents

can have preferences for services from the government that differ from the urban residents. Gary

Halter (1993, 287) noted that “voter approval of consolidation referenda might be affected by

‘social distance’ between the governments.” He reports that disparity between the two areas

consolidating could be an important factor in voting for consolidation. 

Each of these eight groups may publically espouse the collective benefits of either the

maintenance or change in the current constitutional system, but each group can have an

individual or selective incentive for certain constitutional rules. Overall, each group is expected

to support different rules that provide their group with the greatest selective benefits:

1. Business groups are expected to support rules that provide the greater economic and

development incentives;

2. Minority groups and the NAACP are expected to support rules that increase

representation and social welfare of minority interests;

3. Political groups are expected to support rules that increase their potential to gain and

maintain public office;

4. Government employees will support those rules that increase their likelihood of job

retention and provide autonomy; 

5.  Homeowners are expected to support rules that keep property taxes in check, but allow

for services;

6. Media is expected to support rules that provide greater income; 

7. Civic organizations, League of Women Voters, and Academic Community leaders are

expected to support rules that provide an increase in their prestige and membership.

We should expect to see these groups either support the status quo or support change,
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depending on the present configuration of constitutional rules.  How these groups interact in the

constitutional setting can be important to the outcome. The next section puts the entire model

together. 

2.12 A Model of Constitutional Change in Local Governance

Since entrepreneurs have the incentive to gather support for local collective action to

bring about constitutional change, these actors are important to the change in local governance

structure.  The actors, constitutional rules, procedural safeguards, community environmental

attributes, and confirmation campaign produce a model of constitutional change, Figure 2.04. 

Figure 2.04. Constitutional Change in Local Governance

[A version appears in Johnson (2004b, 173), from City County Consolidayion and Its Alternatives: Reshaping the

Local Government Landscape, eds. Jered B. Carr and Richard C. Feiock (Armonk, NY: M.E. Sharpe, 2004).

Copyright M. E. Sharp, Inc. Reprinted with permission] 
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Further explanation of the constitutional change model may help clarify the attributes and

the  action within the system.  The model is set as three stages: Stage I, agenda setting, Stage II,

constitutional rule crafting, and Stage III, campaign for constitutional rules. Although Lindblom

and Woodhouse (1993, 10) caution against dividing the policy  process into “artificial” units, at

the constitutional level stages can be clearly defined since a public decision point can be tracked

through the process.     1

At the far left the present community context is shown; the present constitutional

arrangement and the environmental characteristics of  local community are in the model, plus

those important attributes of radical change that are suggested by Rosenbaum and Kammerer.

Stage I, the agenda setting stage, begins with the desire for change in the local governance

constitution. These desires are espoused by the institutional entrepreneurs, those actors who seek

constitutional change at the local level. 

In the agenda stage, the other active group is the demanders of the status quo, those who,

for what ever reason, seek to maintain the current constitutional arrangement. The third group,

the institutional neutrals, are either undecided or inactive in the action situation. It is this group

that the two active forces hope to persuade to join their side. There is no time frame for this

stage. 

The institutional entrepreneurs in the local community could have a desire for a different

set of rules than is currently present in the institutional arrangement. However, for some reason,

the time may not be right for the local community to address the problem or change (Kingdon

1984).  For example, if a group wanted to change representation from at-large to district, the

group would have to get an initiative petition together, convince the local legislative delegation

to introduce a bill in the legislature, or need to litigate to change the local constitutional rule in

courts. Each of these agenda setting tactics can be traced.  

Stage II, the constitutional crafting stage, begins when the desire for change appears on

the agenda. At this decision point there could be one of several means to bring a proposal for

change into the public conscience: a committee to explore governmental reorganization, a charter

review commission, a petition for a local initiative ordinance, a state legislative bill introduced or

a court case in litigation. Each of these documents would have a proposed constitutional rule
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change. The important point is that this is public knowledge and trackable. 

How that proposed rule is drafted becomes part of the constitutional rule crafting stage.

The example of the change from at-large to district representation could have a different

combination of entrepreneurs and status quo groups. Once the desire for a rule change is on the

agenda, different individuals or groups will have the desire for different combinations of

elements in the rule. For example, the district representation rule could be a mix of district and

at-large, or a mix of some smaller districts and two or three larger super districts that encompass

the smaller districts. Athens, Georgia, has this mixture with eight districts and two super districts

that each are comprised of four of the districts. These proposed rules would be published in

either the laws of the state and/or the local paper.

Once the constitutional rule is crafted, the rule must be confirmed by legislative

enactment, local referendum, or litigation resolution. The legislative delegation could  have a

local bill enacted but it is contingent on local ratification. Many consolidation attempts are this

way.  This moves the process into Stage III, the constitutional rule campaign stage. Groups that

have a preference between the change or the maintenance of the present system will be active

here. These group could be different from the group at the crafting stage. If the rule is not crafted

in the original form desired by  the agenda setting entrepreneurs, then those actors may actively

campaign against the change, since change would not benefit them or could even harm them. 

The campaign stage ends with the form of confirmation through local referendum, the

passage of the legislation or the outcome of the court case. The outcome of this decision point

can be tracked. However, this may not be the end of the process. If the rule change was not

successful, the original entrepreneurs may try to induce change again. Even when change is

successful, the original status quo group could become institutional entrepreneurs and mount a

constitutional rule change to return to the original. This happened in Miami Beach (1972-1973)

and West Palm Beach (1995-1997) with at-large versus district elections.

Actors

At each stage we could see a different set of actors who either support or oppose change

based on the current, proposed, and enacted constitutional rules. The attributes of each individual

and group are the most difficult to predict. Kiser and Ostrom (1982, 184-185) state that to predict
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an individual’s action the researcher must make assumptions as to the individual’s “level of

information;” the value of the outcome or alternatives to the decision; and the selection

calculation process which can make predictions difficult. Elinor Ostrom (1990, 193) notes that

individuals have two decision opportunities, either support the status quo or support change in

the rules. This divides the individuals into two groups: institutional entrepreneurs and demanders

of the status quo.  The alignment of actors, the groups they represent, and the group’s interests

are important to the overall outcome of change.

Rules  

The next element is based on Maser (1998) and focuses on the constitutional rules and

procedural safeguards. The attributes of rules are analyzed in relation to Maser’s definitions of

the three procedural safeguards in constitutions: electoral systems, direct democracy, and

allocating authority. These are then placed in Ostrom’s institutional rule configurations.

Electoral system constitutional rules are prescribed as electoral safeguards: voting

jurisdictions, representation, and redistricting. The number of seats on the council and at-large

representation versus ward/district representation influences responsiveness and the risk of

division in the community (Maser 1998, 542-543, 553). Maser notes that an increase in the

number of seats will provide greater opportunities for minorities to participate while district

elections will increase responsiveness to minority interests (Maser 1998, 548). 

This rule closely resembles the boundary rule in Ostrom’s (1985, 468) rule configuration,

since it defines who has access, can enter, exit, and the jurisdiction conditions for individual

citizens. The boundary rules are the most inclusive. The usual test for the boundary rule is the

geographical jurisdiction, such as: incorporation, annexations, consolidations, and special

districts. However, these are not the constitutional rules that are important from a procedural

safeguard, transactions resource standpoint. Defining how the municipality will be divided and

who can vote is an access question. One boundary rule not discussed by Maser is the jurisdiction

boundary for ratification of the consolidation charter. How the final vote is structured can

determine the outcome. Is the vote a single county-wide vote or separate city-county votes. This

rule had direct implications to the Athens-Clarke County consolidation attempts.   

Direct democracy constitutional rules safeguards lessen the threat of the government
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defection will promote efficiency (Maser 1998, 544). The set of procedural safeguards with these

attributes are initiative, referendum, and recall rules (Maser 1998, 546). These three rules are

forms of participatory democracy (Zimmerman 1986; Hahn and Kamieniecki 1987) that can

alleviate the three barriers to cooperation by: (1) reducing in-coordination through initiative; (2)

decreasing division through referendum; and (3) reducing defection through recall (Maser, 1998). 

Voter initiatives allow the local citizens to draft and introduce legislation and charter

amendments that are ratified by the electorate (Zimmerman 1986, 68-70). Joseph Zimmerman

(1986, 70) notes that this rule is not used often and usually for only minor changes in the charter.

The initiative can be used by the electorate in some municipalities to enact major changes. The

protest or direct referendum is termed the “citizens veto” by Zimmerman since it provides a

means for the local electorate to “stop the implementation of a law until a referendum determines

whether the law is to be repealed” (1986, 45). 

Recall can be one of the important provisions in local governance constitution because it

gives the local citizen the ability to sanction defection with the removal of the official from office

and requires the collective action of the citizens (Maser 1998, 546-547). Joseph Zimmerman

(1997, 132-134) asserts that supporters of recall attest to the rule’s ability, among other things, to

strengthen voters’ control of elected officials by: providing a mechanism to remove officials who

are “corrupt or incompetent or who fail to reflect the views of the electorate;” increasing voter

awareness and access to the governance system through a mechanism to remove unresponsive

and distrustful officials; encouraging the local electorate to extend the term of office since an

unscrupulous official can be removed.  However, Zimmerman (1997, 138-147) also warns that

the recall rule has strong opponents who argue that the presence of a provision for recall can be

misused and abused by special interests, partisan politics, and can be a means for harassment. He

further warns that the threat of recall reduces the pool of qualified candidates, stifles innovation,

may not provide the best candidate as a replacement, and in the judicial system removes the

independent stature of the post. 

The provision of rules for direct democracy can be viewed as Ostrom’s boundary rule

since the presence of local initiative, referendum, and recall delineates the boundary of

participation. When the initiative, referendum, and recall rule is present and there is a procedural
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change, for example a change in the percentage of signatures on the petition or a change in the

vote then the rule is Ostrom’s aggregation rule. The aggregation rule tells us how the votes will

be tallied, rules, such as majority or two-thirds vote for passage, are aggregation rules. Ostrom,

Walker, and Gardner (1994, 31) suggest that this is a link from input to output and is usually

viewed in collective action such as a voting situation or the exchange rate in the market. 

Since municipal debt is important to the financial health of the city and, as Maser (1998,

547) notes, the requirement of a referendum for bond issues or to exceed the taxing limit

provides a means to safeguard the direct democracy provisions in the constitution. Like the

initiative, referendum, and recall above the presence of a rule is a boundary rule in Ostrom’s

institutional configuration. However, a change in the required numbers of votes for passage is an

aggregation rule. 

Allocating authority rules can alleviate the risk of non-coordination and promote stability

(Maser 1998, 553). Constitutional rules that provide for the direct election of mayor, mayoral

appointment power, and veto power can provide stability and limit “deviation” from the

preferences of the median voter (Maser 1998, 550). For example, rules that give the mayor veto

power can solve coordination problems on a large council with diverse goals and preferences

(Maser 1998, 549). Maser (1998, 550) notes that line-item veto has the potential for abuse of

power and the provision of override by the council provides the decision with two veto players.  

Direct election of the mayor can provide the safeguard of the preferences of the median

voter (Maser 1998, 550).  Maser notes that the direct election of the mayor by the citizens can

ensure responsiveness, particularly if there is a recall rule, and a mayor who can make

appointments can provide credible commitments which can decrease coordination and division

problems. These are Ostrom’s authority rules which contain the set of actions, either permitted,

prohibited, or required (Ostrom, Walker, and Gardner 1994, 38).  

Authority rules can mitigate barriers to cooperation since these rules provide the set of

permitted, prohibited, or required actions (Ostrom, Walker, and Gardner 1994, 38). Authority

rules that decide how the constitutional officers (such as tax collector, supervisor of elections,

and sheriff) are selected are not directly discussed by Maser. However, these rules trade

efficiency for responsiveness and the proposed choice can cause conflict. This rule has been
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noted as contentious in consolidation campaigns.  The appointment of the law enforcement3

director increases efficiency but does so at the expense of responsiveness. On the other hand,

election of the law enforcement director is responsive to the preferences of the citizens at the

expense of choosing the best candidate and the efficient appointment of that person. The same

problem is present for the supervisor of elections, tax collector, and other constitutional officers. 

The rule that defines the form of government chosen by the local citizens, either mayor-

council or council-manager, can create conflict. Maser (1998) suggests that these rules are

important to study, but does not include them in his study. The mayor-council form provides the

authority allocation rule since the chief executive office is positioned with the mayor. There are

tradeoffs among the various forms. Mayor/council form is perceived to provide responsiveness

while the council/city manager form increases the efficiency of the city. According to Maser, the

progressive era reforms of council manager were instituted to reduce governmental defection at

the expense of stability and responsiveness. These rules will be included in this study since it is

important to the choice of governance institutional arrangements. These are Ostrom’s position

rules that set the participants and their positions in the arena and who has tenure in a position (E.

Ostrom 1985, 468).   

The position rules that set the participants, their position, and tenure could be viewed as

the form of government. Maser’s procedural safeguard rules and Ostrom’s IAD framework is

particularly useful to explore the municipal charter since it provides a means to test the dynamics

of change at the constitutional level of local governance. These constitutional rule attributes are

presented in Table 2.01.

The configuration of Maser’s procedural safeguard rules in this framework allows the

structuring of the dependent variables in the action arena: boundary rules, scope rules, position

rules, authority rules, information rules, the aggregation rules, and the pay-off rules (E. Ostrom

1985, 467-468 and Ostrom, Gardner, and Walker 1994, 41-42).  
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Table 2.01 Constitutional Rules
[A version appears in Johnson (2004b, 169), from City County Consolidayion and Its Alternatives: Reshaping the

Local Government Landscape, eds. Jered B. Carr and Richard C. Feiock (Armonk, NY: M.E. Sharpe, 2004).

Copyright M. E. Sharp, Inc. Reprinted with permission] 

Maser’s

Procedural

Safeguard

Rules

Rule Mitigates

and Promotes 

Maser’s Rule Attribute Ostrom’s IAD  Rule

Configuration and Definition

Rules for

Electoral

Systems

mitigates division;

promotes

responsiveness

rules for representation and

voting jurisdiction

Boundary – rules for

individual access, entry, and

exit to the institution

Position – rules for placement

and tenure of participants

Rules for

Direct

Democracy

mitigates

defection;

promotes

efficiency

rules to decrease risk of

coordination; division;

defection

Boundary – rules for

individual access, entry, and

exit to the institution

Aggregation – voting %, 2/3,

super-majority 

Rules for

Allocating

Authority

mitigates non-

coordination;

promotes stability

rules to mitigate the risks of

contracting; safeguard of the

preferences of the median

voter; and build credible

commitments and signal

leadership

Authority –  permitted,

prohibited, or required actions

rules for responsiveness

versus rules for efficiency

Position – rules for placement

and tenure of participants

Although there are procedural safeguard rules with the characteristics of three of

Ostrom’s rule configurations (the information rules, the scope rules, and the pay-off rules), these

rules will not be tested in this research.  The information rules, rules about how information is

accessed and shared, is important. For example the rule for partisan versus nonpartisan elections

is a rule that can provide information to the voting public (Welch and Bledsoe 1988), but will not

be tested regarding desires for change, testing of this rule will be left for future research.  The

scope rules identify the set of outcomes that can be affected and the range of the effect of the

outcomes (Ostrom, Gardner, and Walker 1994, 42; E. Ostrom 1986, 468-469).  In constitutional
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level change this would include the range of constitutional arrangements.

Finally, the pay-off rule allows the structuring of required, permitted, or prohibited

benefits and costs (E. Ostrom 1985, 468). The pay-off rules delineate who benefits and who pays

under the governance structure. This can be viewed as the change in institutional arrangement of

service provision of the municipality. Two of Maser’s allocating authority rules fit into this

category: civil service and contracting.  Civil service provisions can be viewed as procedural

rules for allocating authority to guard against the “inefficiencies of patronage” (Maser 1998,

551).  Contracting provisions is an allocating authority rule that Maser views as a safeguard

against inefficient government by ensuring competition in service provision (Maser 1998, 551). 

Testing of these rules in the constitutional arrangement will be left for future research.   

Community Context Attributes

Finally, community context includes the attributes of the local community and the

attributes of events. This is the area at the far left of the model. The context ground action in the

local setting. Kiser and Ostrom (1982, 182) define the community as that area “affected by

interdependent decision making.” These attributes were addressed by Rosenbaum and Kammerer

(1974) as important environmental changing events: (a.) population; (b.) ethnic or socioeconomic

configuration of the urban center; (c.) physical decline; (d.) inadequate or poor quality of public

goods and services; (e.) economic decline (Rosenbaum and Kammerer 1974, 22).  These are

elements of stress in the local community: fiscal, economic, social and political stress. Stress is a

signal of less than perfect competition between actors and this sets the stage for the appearance of

institutional entrepreneurs to force the system to change. 

The size of the city can affect the ability of local government to respond to stress.  The

greater the population the greater the effect on the efficient allocation of goods and services in

the local government.  Ruhil (1999, 9) notes that it is harder to mobilize larger groups, while

population decline can capture inefficiencies in local government and a possible desire of the

local citizens for change. However, Rosenbaum and Kammerer (1974) note that a sudden non-

incremental increase in population can overload the city services and throw the city into crisis.

Income inequity among minority groups is an indicator of stress. A community that has

wealth homogeneity may be perfectly satisfied with the status quo and the subject of
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constitutional change may never arise. Maser (1985) noted that income inequity among African

American groups in the community is an important measure of community stress and the desire

for change. Ruhil (1999) looked at the percentage of blue collar workers in the community as an

indication of the desire for change. Property values and property taxes not only provide an

indication of relative wealth but also economic growth. The increase in the property taxes above

the average increase in the region can provide an indication of increased reliance on taxing for

revenue and could signal dis-enchantment of property owners for the present governance

structure.   

Kiser and Ostrom (1982, 182) define local events as not only events that affect the

community, but also those goods and services that the citizens seek to produce or consume. This

translates into Rosenbaum and Kammerer’s demands by citizens for response from the

government for goods and services to alleviate the problems (Rosenbaum and Kammerer 1974,

23). This can become a persuasion and/or leverage point with which institutional entrepreneurs

can rally support for changes. 

The age of the city can signal the desire for change or stability. Ruhil (1999) asserted that

older cities are more stable and may show signs of resistance to change. However, the choices

cities make in their early years can structures their future behavior in policy (Stein 1990) as well

as economic performance (North 1990). This could also be true of constitutional arrangements.

Robert Stein (1990, 24)  notes that older industrial cities tend to have higher service needs than

the younger post industrial cities, since younger cities are able to expand easier to meet the needs

of the citizens. In younger, post industrial cities, Stein (1990) found that public sector production

was less stable and institutionalized. Older city structure may be path dependent (Woodlief

1995), in that they become locked-into choices that they have made years before. The historical

aspects of interaction between different groups through time can exhibit a path dependency. 

Younger cities may not be as influenced by path dependency and may have a greater ability to

change and adapt to environmental changes.  

External influences on the ability of the local governance structure to adapt and change to

the needs of the citizens can also influence the choices of governance structures.  State enabling

laws and the provision of “home rule” can influence the ability and desire to change the local
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constitution. State enabling laws and home rule laws are important contextual attributes since

they measure the ease and ability of the local community to decide local governance structures.

States that allow local governments to restructure their local constitutions lessen the costs to the

local area and the reliance of a higher and more embedded institution on the decision to

transform  the charter (Oakerson 1999). 

The addition of a measurement of temporal effect captures events that are of national

importance that could effect the local area governance structure, Ruhil’s example was the

issuance of a new model city charter by the National Municipal League of Cities (Ruhil 1999, 9). 

The times of the civil rights and affirmative action legislation are important pulses in the local

politics change since groups historically dis-enfranchised, gained the right to participate and

influence decisions.  

A catastrophic event could be important in the garnering support for change.  These

catastrophic events can be external or internal, natural or humanly-devised events.  This is

particularly important in radical change represented in consolidation but it could be important in

other types of constitutional reform as well (Rosenbaum and Kammerer 1974).   

There are many attributes that can define the local community and produce desires for

change. However, the limitations of Qualitative Comparative Analysis do not allow all possible

attributes of community context to be tested. Important attributes are noted in the case studies. 

Constitutional Change Campaign and Outcome Stage III

 This last section addresses the campaign for a proposed constitutional rule or rules.  The

decision is to attempt to change through legislative action, local referendum, or even litigation.

Ideally, the constitutional change is based on the collective decision of the local citizenry, but in

some states, Georgia for one,  structural change requires legislation thus local constitutions are

enacted by the state legislature. However, consolidation attempts have the consolidation charter

enacted by the legislature but must be ratified by the local citizens through a referendum or in

early years a local constitutional amendment (a referendum of local citizens that amended the

state constitution). Those rule changes that require local referendum are also be run. 

Stage I, the agenda setting stage and Stage II, the constitutional setting stage, will be left

for future research. Both of these stages are important to the overall theory, but time prevents the
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research into these stages. 

Included in the constitutional campaign stage is the important role of the catastrophic

event. This is important in radical revolutionary change represented in consolidation but it is also

postulated that this could be important in other types of constitutional change.  However, the

event could be important to the decision of suppliers of constitutional change to facilitate change.

This will be noted in the case studies.

This presents a parsimonious and inclusive dynamic theory of constitutional change.  In

the next chapter, Chapter 3: Methods, this theory of constitutional change will be modeled,

codified, and operationalized.  The two methods, case studies and Qualitative Comparative

Analysis are used to explore constitutional change at the local governance level will be

discussed. 
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End Notes 

1. Lindblom and Woodhouse’s (1993, 10) caution was for the policy making process.

Constitutional rules must be enacted, ratified, and written in the local constitution. 

2. In the four unsuccessful consolidation attempts between Tallahassee and Leon County,

Florida, the selection of constitutional officers, principally the selection of the head of law

enforcement was a conflict. For a more in-depth view see Johnson 2004a.

3. In the Tallahassee and Leon County consolidation attempts the election versus the appointment

of the chief law enforcement officer was one of the main contentions in the consolidation charter

(Leonard 1991a).
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CHAPTER 3

METHODS

 

In order to study institutional change in local governance structures, the attributes of the

constitutional-level institutional arrangement must be identified. Identification of change in the

charter as a whole illuminates the fact that change has occurred, but does not tell us which rules

have changed. Constitutional rules are the object of the collective effort by the community or the

selective incentives of the institutional entrepreneurs. Thus, change in governance structure is

explored at the level of individual constitutional rule.

The choice of methods to examine this dynamic process is not easy.  There is a pull

between the desire to maintain the importance of each case’s integrity and the ability to include a

large number of explanatory attributes. This is the pull of qualitative methods versus quantitative

methods. Each tool provides the ability to illuminate different aspects of the process. Gary King,

Robert Keohane and Sidney Verba (1994, 3) note that the differences between the two methods

are in “style and specific technique” and that both methods, if employed properly, contain the

“the same logic of inference.”  Employing the two different approaches should provide a clearer

picture of the dynamic process. 

Two methods will be used to explore institutional change at the constitutional level in

local governance, a combination of case studies and Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA). 

QCA, provides a means to build and test the theory of which attributes, either present or absent in

the local community, are necessary and/or sufficient for rule change to occur.

Section 3.01 explains the attributes of the model. Each attribute of outcomes, rules,

actors, and local community context will be codified and their source and measurement will be

discussed. Section 3.02 presents the Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) method and

justifies its usefulness to study charter change. Section 3.03 explains how the outcome attributes

of constitutional change and the explanatory attributes are be measured and operationalized. 
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3.01 Definition of Attributes in Constitutional Change 

The two forms local constitutional change, charter revision and consolidation, will be

explored. Charter revision is a competitive but more traditional approach to change, whereas

city-county consolidation involves a more revolutionary change in the local constitution. This

will allow us to examine both charter change through legislation, litigation, and referendum and

consolidation referendum to provide a test of the overall theory. 

In order to study the change of institutional arrangements in local governance structures,

the attributes of the constitutional level institutional arrangement must be explored. As noted

above, change in the charter as a whole will only illuminate the fact that change has occurred, but

not which rules have changed in response to the collective effort of the community or the

selective incentives of the institutional entrepreneurs. Thus, in this study, change in the

governance structure is explored at the individual constitutional rule level.  

 The study investigates change in the individual constitutional rules for all nine of the

cities in Georgia and Florida that were included in Maser’s (1998) study.  These cities are part of

145 cities chosen by Maser to represent approximately one-sixth of all US cities that contained a

minimum of 25,000 population in 1960, striated by state with the following criteria: 

The percentage of cases from each state equals that state’s percentage of everyone in the

nation living in cities with over 25,000 people. If a state’s percentage was less than .05,

one city with population over 25,000 in the state was selected at random and added to the

sample (Maser 1985, 122).  

Maser tracked these cities from 1950 to 1970 at three time periods. This study extends the

tracking to 2000 and looks at each city for 51 years. These cities are presented in Table 3.01.

Table 3.01 Case Study Cities

Florida Clearwater

Jacksonville

Miami Beach

Pensacola

Tampa

West Palm Beach

Georgia Athens - Clarke County

Atlanta

Macon
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Consolidation cases will include all those cities in this sample that held a city-county

consolidation referendum between the years 1950 and 2000. This provides a set of five cities

with a total of twelve attempts between 1960 and 1990. Two attempts, Jacksonville in 1967 and

Athens in 1990, were successful. Table 3.2 presents the consolidation cases. 

Table 3.02 Consolidation Cases

Florida Jacksonville –  Duval County, successful in  1967

Tampa –  Hillsborough, failed attempts in 1967, 1970, and 1972

 Pensacola –  Escambia, failed attempt in 1970

Georgia Macon – Bibb County, failed attempts 1960, 1972, 1976

Athens –  Clarke County, failed attempts 1969, 1972, 1982, and successful in 1990

Outcome Attributes: The Constitutional Rules   

The dependent variable, change in the constitutional rule, is defined using the concept of

procedural safeguards employed by Maser (1998) and Institutional Analysis and Development

Framework (Ostrom 1990). The first dependent variable is the acceptance or rejection of a

proposed constitutional rule. These could be either through legislative action, referenda, or

litigation. The second dependent attribute is the acceptance or rejection of a proposed

constitutional rule through referendum, this will indicate whether or not an attempt to change the

local constitution was based on local collective action. These will be coded as binary attributes: 1

as acceptance of the proposed rule change and 0 for rejection.  Acceptance or rejection of the

proposed change through referendum will likewise be coded in binary terms: 1 for acceptance

and 0 for rejection.

In addition to attempts to change the charter, the three procedural safeguards (electoral

systems, direct democracy, and allocating authority) will be coded as binary variables indicating

presence or absence of the safeguard. Direction of change is interpreted as either an increase or

decrease in citizens control of government.  The rules and rule measurement are provided in

Table 3.03.
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Table 3.03 Constitutional Rules

Maser’s Procedural

Safeguard Rules Maser’s Rule Attribute Description of Rule Measurement

Rules for Electoral

Systems

rules for representation voting

jurisdiction

number of district representatives

number of districts

number of seats on the council

Rules for Direct

Democracy

rules to decrease risk of

coordination; division; defection

initiative provision and/or decrease in

number of signatures on petition

referendum provision and/or decrease

in number of signatures on petition

recall provision and/or decrease in

number of signatures on petition

Rules for Allocating

Authority

rules to mitigate the risks of

contracting; safeguard of the

preferences of the median voter;

and build credible commitments

and signal leadership

direct election of mayor

mayoral veto power

mayoral power to make appointments, 

Maser’s cross sectional study identifies the presence of the charter rule from 1950 to

1970. However, for this study not only are successful changes identified, but also unsuccessful

attempts to change charters from 1950 through 2000. These variables were collected from

comprehensive analysis of all the charters for each city for successful changes and analysis of

ordinances and referenda outcomes for unsuccessful changes in each city. Change is coded as a 1

if change in the rule occurs and 0 if there is no change in the rules. Direction of change is tracked

and coded as to whether or not the change includes a procedural safeguard that benefits the

citizen.  This was coded as 1 if the change increases citizen’s procedural safeguard and 0 if the

change decreases citizen’s procedural safeguard. A more comprehensive discussion of the case

study approach in section 3.02.

Explanatory Attributes

The explanatory variables encompass the sets of variables in the working part of the

institution in Figure 2.04. These differ in definition from the attributes of the local community as
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defined by Rosenbaum and Kammerer (1974).  Kiser and Ostrom’s (1982, 182) definition of the

community is that area “affected by interdependent decision making.”  The attributes of the

community are those elements defined by Rosenbaum and Kammerer (1974) as important

Environmental Changing Events (Rosenbaum and Kammerer 1974, 22).  

Actors. Each group of actors will be included in the model based on their importance to

the theory of constitutional change. There are two decisions available to active groups in the

action arena. The demanders of the status quo support the maintenance of the current institutional

arrangements, while institutional entrepreneurs support change in these rules.  

The theory about the importance of each group guides the choice of attributes in each

case.  For the eight groups in the consolidation cases, direct measurement of the presence of

support for or opposition to change will be based upon newspaper accounts. Indirect

measurement of groups in the constitutional change process will measure group size and group

strength in the community to designate group support for different rules in the change process.  

This procedure is similar to that used by Maser (1985).

The presence and size of various interests can be measured based on population

characteristics and the size of various economic sectors corresponding to specific industry

classification (SIC). Business groups’ strength employs measures of several industries in the

county: Newspapers SIC 271, Real estate SIC65, Construction SIC CON, and Business

Associations SIC 861.  Professional Organizations SIC 862, Labor Organizations SIC 863, and

Social/ Civic Organizations SIC 864 provide a measurement of non-profit organizations. The

measurement use here is the presence of an increased ratio over the previous year between the

number of employees in the industry to percent of total county employees, from the County

Business Patterns, 1950-2000.   1

Political leadership is the presence of a new mayor in office for the previous year. This

indicates that the preference to retain office is not important to the support or opposition to

change. Measurement of this attribute is from ICMA Municipal Yearbook from the years 1949 to

2000. This was coded as a 1 if there was a new mayor the year before and a 0 otherwise. 

Government employees’ growth and strength is measured as the percent of the population

that is employed by the city. Growth for this group is coded present if the percent of government
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employees increases at a faster rate than the general population of the city. This provides an

indication of the size of government. This was taken from the U. S. Census city employment

series for the targeted years.

Property owners and home owners are measured indirectly by a tax levy to tax assessment

ratio. This measure allows comparison between different cities and states. The levy and

assessment were normalized to year 2000 dollars, then the ratio of the year was compared to the

ratio of the year before and coded a 1 if increasing. This was gathered from several sources. 2

 A second measure of the homeowners’ preferences for certain institutional arrangements,

particularly rules that govern efficiency in government, is the property tax.  An increase in the

percent of general revenues attributed to property taxes over the previous year could induce the

property owners to require a search for other means of revenue or support efficiency measures

and may call for direct democracy rule changes. This was coded as a 1 if the reliance on property

taxes was increasing and a 0 otherwise.

Minority group strength is measured by several minority population attributes. The first

attribute, population composition, can provide an indication of the percent of population that is

Black. The measure of Black population strength is the presence of the population over twenty-

five percent, coded as 1 if the Black population in the community was over twenty-five percent

and 0 otherwise. Rosa Beth Kanter (1977, 208-209) note that a minority population below fifteen

percent could be dominated by the majority group. However, as the group increases to over

thirty-five percent, the minority group is able to form coalitions and “can affect the culture of the

group” (Kanter 1977, 209).  A midpoint between these thresholds was chosen to capture the

potential strength of the group. Increases in the percentage of the population of minority groups

can change the composition of the city and produce a perception of crisis (Rosenbaum and

Kammerer 1974).  

 Another measure of minority group strength is representation of minority groups in local

government.  If the percent of the city council who are Black is greater than or equal to the

percent of Black citizens in the general population then it can be assumed that their preferences

are represented. This was coded 1 if the representation was greater than or equal to the general

population and 0 otherwise. 
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Third, the ratio of Black population that lists public administration as their occupation to

the total population of public administrators in the municipality can also provide a measure of

representation. This provides a measure of representative bureaucracy and is a traditional

baseline measure, according to Norma Riccucci and Judith Saidel (1997). Taken together, these

measures provide a good picture of the representation of the group in the governance of the local

community, the higher the percent the stronger the group and the more responsive the

government is to their preferences. 

Finally a measurement of minority strength for support or opposition of constitutional

rules is the index of dissimilarity. The dissimilarity index is a dimension of spatial exclusion and

measures the amount of residential segregation or integration of minorities in a local community

(Weiher 1991; Coulibaly, Green, and James 1998; Sims 1999; Iceland, Weinberg, and Steinmetz

2002).  This index, D,  is calculated by the Iceland, Weinberg, and Steinmetz (2002, 122)

formula:  

[equation 3.1]

iWhere: t  = total population of area I (census tract) 

ip  = proportion of area i’s population that is Black 

P = proportion of the metropolitan area’s population that is Black 

T = the total population  

When the D value is multiplied by 100, it produces a percentage of segregation. If the

tracts in the city were either all white or all Black then the D value would be close to 100 and the

higher the value of the dissimilarity the greater the racial/ethnic segregation (Iceland, Weinberg,

and Steinmetz  2002, 123). This index can provide an indication of desire for representation. The

assumption is that a highly segregated community, where “D” is greater than or equal to 60,  will

foster the incentive to change the rules to provide greater representation while a highly integrated

community will not have these incentives. Census tract data was used for this measure. If a city

did not have census tract data then the assumption was that the dissimilarity value was no better
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or worse that for periods before the available census tract. 

Table 3.04 presents the indirect measures of each group and the source of the data

collection.    However, this table does not include the operational definition of the attributes.  

Table 3.04 Indirect Measures of Actors for Charter Transformation 

Attribute Measure Source

Real Estate and

Developers

Increase over the previous year of % of employees in

SIC 65 as a % of total county employees = 1

County Business Patterns

1950-2000 

Construction Increase over the previous year of % of employees in

SIC CON as a % of total county employees = 1

County Business Patterns

1950-2000 

 Business

Associations.

Increase over the previous year of % of employees in

SIC 861 as a % of total county employees = 1

County Business Patterns

1950-2000 

Social/ Civic

Groups

Increase over the previous year of % of employees in

SIC 864 as a % of total county employees = 1

County Business Patterns

1950-2000 

Professional

Organizations

Increase over the previous year of % of employees in

SIC 862 as a % of total county employees = 1

County Business Patterns

1950-2000 

Labor

Organizations

Increase over the previous year of % of employees in

SIC 863 as a % of total county employees = 1

County Business Patterns

1950-2000 

Newspapers Increase over the previous year of % of employees in

SIC 271 as a % of total county employees = 1

County Business Patterns

1950-2000 

Government

Employees

Increase in the % of municipal employees as compared

to general population over the previous year =1

City Employment Series

GF XX No. 4 U.S. Census

Homeowners and

Property Owners

[1] presence of the tax levy change rate is greater than

the assessment change rate, where levy and assessment

are in year 2000 dollars=1

[2] the increase in the percent of the general revenue

from property taxes =1

Moody Municipal and

Government Manual

1950-2001; Government

Finances GC XX.4 1950-

2000 

Minority Groups. presence of Black occupation in  minority public

administrators over 25% =1

U.S. Census Data of Cities

1950-2000 

% of council members who are Black > = % in general

population =1

The National Rooster of

Black Elected Officials

and ICMA Yearbook

Black population over 25% of general population =1 U.S. Census Data of Cities

1950-2000 

Index of dissimilarity > = to 60 =1 U.S. Census Data of Cities

1950-2000 
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The Community Context

Environmental attributes of the community are the physical, socio-economic, and

demographic elements of the community: population decrease, city bond rating, expenditure to

revenue ratio, property tax to revenue ratio, housing and community development to general

expenditure ration. 

 Population decline can illuminate the desire of the local community for

institutional arrangements to address local problems, since it can produce stress and underscore

the inefficiencies in local government (Ruhil 1999, 9), while a sudden non-incremental increase

in population can overload the system and increase demands from citizens (Rosenbaum and

Kammerer 1974). This measure is provided in the U.S. Census data.  

The municipal bond rating can give a measure of the city’s fiscal health. A bond rating

above an A is considered very good by the Moody Investment Services. Property taxes were

discussed in the property owners section, but it can also measure the revenue sources of the city.

The increase in the percent of property taxes over the last year can provide an indication of

increased reliance on taxing for revenue and could signal dis-enchantment of property owners for

the present governance structure.  

Housing and community development can indicate the stress of economic depressed areas

in the city. Expenditures in this area can indicate economic needs of the city. If the ratio of

expenditures spent on housing and community development increase over the past year, the

citizens may desire greater control of government spending. These are summarized in Table 3.05.
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Table 3.05 Community Context 

Attribute Measurement Source

Population Population decrease over the last year =1 U.S. Census Data of Cities

1950-1990;  

Bond Rating Rating for municipal bonds of at least an A =1 Moody Municipal

Investment Services 1950-

2000

Expenditure

to Revenue

Ratio

General expenditures exceed general revenues

for year =1

Compendium of Municipal

Finances GF XX No. 4

1950-2000

Property

Taxes

Increase in the percent of revenue from property

taxes over the last year  = 1

Compendium of Municipal

Finances GF XX No. 4

1950-2000

Housing and

Community

Development

An increase in the ratio of expenditures on

housing and community development to general

expenditures over the last year = 1

Compendium of Municipal

Finances GF XX No. 4

1950-2000

 3.02 Case Study Analysis

Each city was analyzed using a case study approach. A comprehensive analysis of the

state laws, city charters, city codes, and local ordinances and resolutions was preformed for each

city. In order to accomplish this, first the state laws for Florida and Georgia were analyzed for the

entire fifty years and each appropriate proposed rule change was noted. This provided a

background to what rule changes were proposed. This task was easier for Georgia than for

Florida. In Georgia, referenda for proposed changes are included in the Appendix of the Laws of

Georgia. 

Georgia cities do not have structural home rule, so many proposed changes in the

structure are legislated. However, consolidation attempts must be ratified by the local electorate.

This provided a set of seven proposed consolidation changes through referenda.

Although, Florida cities are granted a measure of home rule that does include structural as
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well as functional home rule, this translated into a lack of proposed rule changes noted in the

Laws of Florida for many of the cities. Successful changes could be tracked through the charter

updates, but proposed changes required a site visit to city clerks’ offices to retrieve ordinances

for proposed changes.

Once the proposed rules were retrieved, a work sheet was used to code the rule as

presented in section 3.01. Proposed consolidation rules were more extensive. A greater number

of proposed consolidation rules that led to conflict in the communities were used. These will be

further discussed in Chapter V.

Newspaper articles were consulted to collaborate the outcome of proposed changes and

identify actors for consolidation. In the consolidation studies, actors were noted at least one

month before the proposed consolidation constitution was presented to the public and tracked to

the day after the referendum. The date around setting up committees to explore reorganization

was also researched.  

3.03  Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) and Local Constitutional Change

This section describes how Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA), a relatively new

tool to explore complex relationships in social sciences, will be employed to analyze

constitutional rule change. QCA is a comparative method. Comparative methods are useful in

exploring institutional arrangements with complex interrelationships. According to David

Weimer (1995, 3) “[c]omparative institutional analysis attempts to get around these problems by

assessing the consequence of specific institutional features holding other things equal.” The task

is to find a method that orders the complexity. Boyton (1982, 38-51) suggests that Boolean

algebra  can  achieve this by  “defining a set” of attributes, find the configuration of the set, and

provide a theory that has simplicity, truth, and fecundry. 

Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) employs Boolean algebra. Boolean is an

algebra of logic that can link causal implications of attributes to the outcome. Although King,

Keohane and Verba (1994, 89-90) acknowledge the usefulness of QCA and the Boolean

approach to theory building, they question the usefulness of the approach to theoretical

explanation. However, scholars in other disciplines have applied the Boolean approach to the

prediction of outcomes with great success.  
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Boolean algebra was formulated by Charles Boole in 1854 as a mathematics of logic and

probability (Floyd 1990, 142). In the late 1930s and 1940s, application of the method was seen in

such diverse disciplines as biology and engineering. As early as 1948, application of Boolean

logic was used in Biology (EMBO 1979, VII). In 1977, the European Molecular Biology

Organization (EMBO) held a symposium on the uses of logical methods for the analysis of

dynamic biological systems where Boolean algebra was shown to be a useful qualitative tool for

research (EMBO 1979). While many of the studies were on genetics, Chapter 18 “Boolean

Formalism and Urban Development,” provided an application of the Boolean approach to

residential location of social classes in a city which linked income, ethnic origin, with

“population density, neighborhood quality, home-to-work travel time” (Boon and de Palma 1979,

402).  

Boolean logic was adapted to the use of circuit design in 1938 at MIT to describe the

switches and relays in a circuit using a Boolean mathematical formula (Floyd 1990, 142). In

system safety engineering, the objective is to identify and control hazards “throughout the life

cycle of a project, program, or activity” (Roland and Moriaty 1983, 9). In system safety the

Boolean approach “depicts the relationships between events in a system that leads to a final

outcome” to study complex systems utilizing a fault tree analysis to determine and rank events

“that cause a major undesired event” (Roland and Moriaty 1983, 215). Boolean algebra through

the use of Fault Tree Analysis has allowed analysis of systems: 

The method has the power of deduction.  This means that combinations of events are

considered in the causal chain, which is not the case with the inductive approach.  The

interactions between events and subsystems are always a vital element of system function.

. . . If the analyst is able to obtain probabilities or rates of occurrence of the basic events,

a more precise ranking of the importance of each event, as well as other probalistic

measures, may be made. (Roland and Moriaty 1983, 216)  

The Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) method is case oriented, as opposed to a

variable oriented method. This approach retains the importance of crucial characteristics of each

case that will allow analysis of the complexity of causal elements (Ragin 1987). In most variable

oriented studies the goal is to show that a relationship exists in a certain population; however, the

relationship may differ at the sub-population level (Ragin 1987, 166).  
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The variable-oriented approach disassembles cases into variables and analyzes the effect

of the independent variables on the dependent variable. This is both a strength and weakness. The

variable-oriented approach becomes a great data reducer at the cost of the integrity of each case. 

The case-oriented method provides an in depth view of the attributes and their interaction on the

outcome and provides the ability to address the complexity of “multiple conjunctural causation”

(Ragin 1987, 167).  However, it is difficult to analyze more than a few cases in depth. The

Boolean approach used in the QCA method provides a “middle ground” between the two

methods to identify the “key cases and key causal conjunctures” and thus  addresses the

combination of causes that are relevant to the outcome (Ragin 1987, 168). The method finds

patterns of variables within each case that are then combined to form “families” to explore the

patterns of variation that produce an outcome.

QCA is a method developed by Charles Ragin (1987) to provide a holistic approach to

empirical research and bridge the gap between a variable-oriented, quantitative method and  

case-oriented, qualitative method (Ragin 1994; 1987). Ragin uses the comparative method to

explore phenomena that are difficult to explore using a conventional, multi-variate quantitative

approach, situations with a small number of observation points and interaction between the

variables. 

The advantage is that even with a large number of cases, the wholeness and strength of

the case study approach can be preserved. According to Ragin (1994, 304-306) the approach

provides six important functions that preserve the intensive case study approach: (1) preserves

the relationship between the characteristics, the “configurations,” that define the whole case; (2)

integrates the combinations of conditions, “causal conjunctures” to the outcome; (3) preserves

“causal heterogeneity” which allows causes to combine in different and contradictory ways to

produce the same outcome; (4) explains outliers, those cases that deviate from the norm, and

invariance; (5) allows for explanation of a “qualitative outcome” in context of the case; and (6)

explains “outcome complexity” by linking different outcomes to different causes.   

The Boolean approach is an algebra of logic that can link causal implications of attributes

to the outcome. In the “limited” Boolean algebraic approach the variables have binary values of 1

if present or 0 if absent (Leussler and VanHam 1979, 62).  Boolean logic uses binary values
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coded as present (1) or absent (0) where Boolean expressions are formalized as answers to yes-no

questions and assembled in a truth table where each element is noted as present or absent. 

The construction of a Truth Table begins with the coding of raw data or observations. 

This can be explained easier with an example of a hypothetical study. For illustration, say we

observe nine cases of consolidation attempts and fit them into the Rosenbaum and Kammerer

model. These nine cases could be coded as to the presence or absence of the stages used in the 

Rosenbaum and Kammerer (1974) model and would be structured as in Table 3.07. These cases

represent actual consolidation cases presented in (Johnson and Feiock 1999). 

Table 3.06 Observed Cases of Consolidation Through Referendum 

Cases (D)

Power

Deflator

(A)

Accelerator

(S) Status

Quo

Campaign 

(P) Pro

campaign

# Cases (M) Merge

Row A 1 0 1 0 2 0 

Row B 1 1 0 1 4 1 

Row C 1 0 1 1 2 0 

Row D 1 1 1 1 1 1

Where: 1 is the PRESENCE of the attribute or outcome

0 is the absence of the attribute or outcome

The number of observed cases are given

Table 3.07 identifies the power deflator (D), accelerator (A), and two competing sides in

the consolidation campaign: those who oppose change, status quo (S), and those who desire

change, pro-consolidation (P). There are only four different configurations of attributes, but this

does not address all possible configurations or combinations that are possible in a Boolean

algebraic expression. In this instance, since there are four attributes, there is a possibility of 2  or4
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sixteen combinations of attributes. The constructed Truth Table for all possible combinations is

presented in Table 3.08:

Table 3.07 Consolidation Truth Table

Row # (D) Power

Deflator

(A)

Accelerator

(S) Status

Quo

Campaign 

(P) Pro

campaign

# Cases (M)

Merge

1 0 0 0 0 0 — 

2 1 0 0 0 0 — 

3 0 1 0 0 0 — 

4 1 1 0 0 0 —  

5 0 0 1 0 0 — 

6 1 0 1 0 2 0 

7 0 1 1 0 0 — 

8 1 1 1 0 0 — 

9 0 0 0 1 0 — 

10 1 0 0 1  0 —  

11 0 1 0 1 0 — 

12 1 1 0 1 4 1 

13 0 0 1 1 0 — 

14 1 0 1 1 2 0 

15 0 1 1 1 0 — 

16 1 1 1 1 1 1

Note: presence of attribute = 1, absence of attribute = 0, and missing observation point or “don’t care” = —     

This constructed truth table can be used to explore configurations of possible outcomes.

When these configurations are placed in a workable Truth Table, the configurations appear as

follows:
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Table 3.08 Working Consolidation Truth Table

                      Attributes                      Outcomes

D A S P M

0 0 0 0 — 

1 0 0 0 — 

0 1 0 0 — 

1 1 0 0 —  

0 0 1 0 — 

1 0 1 0 0 

0 1 1 0 — 

1 1 1 0 — 

0 0 0 1 — 

1 0 0 1 —  

0 1 0 1 — 

1 1 0 1 1 

0 0 1 1 — 

1 0 1 1 0 

0 1 1 1 — 

1 1 1 1 1

Note: presence of attribute = 1, absence of attribute = 0, and 

missing observation point or “don’t care” = —    

The shaded areas with an outcome of  —  are termed “don’t cares.” The “don’t cares” are

those combinations that are logically possible in Boolean but have not been observed in the real

world. These combinations are important for theory building since they can be used as a possible

combination. These will be discussed below.

In Table 3.08a, each combination has a single outcome: either 0 or 1. If there are

successful and unsuccessful outcomes that contain the same combination of attributes then they
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are considered contradictory. The contradictory outcomes may need to be resolved. 

Contradictions are an important part of the model specification. In some cases this could mean

that an attribute or property is missing from the combination. 

The Truth Table is minimized using a “. . . minimization algorithm to a truth table, along

with all of the file and data definition information inherited from the truth table” (Drass 1988, 6). 

 The QCA computer program minimizes the truth table using the Quine-McCluskey algorithm to

provide the most minimal equation (Drass 1988, 30). The method employs a two-step process of

minimization that begins by generating all the possible prime implicants from the table and then

proceeds to compare all the prime implicants to form a subset of the prime implicants that is  “. .

. sufficient to imply all configurations from the truth table” (Drass 1988, 30). This is the basis of

the minimized truth table. Simplification of this table reduces the equation and removes

redundant elements (Drass 1988, 31). 

Boolean additive and multiplicative properties are logical rather than arithmetic.  It can be

useful to think of Venn Diagrams with the concept of intersection and union, where the

intersection is the multiplication and the union is the addition (Roland and Moriaty 1983, 167).  

In the writing of a Boolean expression, the presence of a property will be denoted by  CAPITAL

LETTERS and the absence by lower case letters.  For example:

Power Deflator is denoted as DEFLATOR when present and deflator when absent (D or d).

Accelerator is denoted as ACCELERATOR when present and accelerator when absent (A or a).

Status Quo group is denoted as STATUS when present and status when absent (S or s).

Pro consolidation group is denoted as PRO when present and pro when absent (P or p).

Merger is denoted as MERGER when present and merger when absent (M or m). 

We can see that the combinations of attributes that are the prime implicants for the

presence of outcome M, M = 1 are:

1 1 0 1 DAsP

1 1 1 1 DASP

In Boolean logic, the additive quality provides a means of satisfying the truth of the

outcome due to the presence or absence of elements: for example if D+A+S+P = M and D=1, A

= 1, S = 1, and P = 1 then M =1, i.e. with the presence of D and the presence A and the presence

of  S and the presence of P then M will occur (Ragin 1987, 89). Multiplication is not
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mathematical but logical; if three properties have the presence of two properties but the absence

of one, 0*1*1*1 (for example), the outcome is not 0 but the absence and the presence and  the

presence and the presence. Terms can be combined using the combinational logic that allows

minimization of terms that simplify using a bottom-up method of step-wise reduction until no

further reduction is possible (Ragin 1987, 93).  

The minimization process can reduce further by the elimination of redundant terms. In

Boolean if two configurations differ by only one element, then that element is considered

redundant since the two configurations produce the same outcome (Ragin 1987; 1994). For

example, DAsP and DASP have one element each in the configuration that differs, s and S ( the

absence or presence of a group supporting the status quo). These two terms can be combined to

produce 11-1 (or DAP: the presence of D, the presence of A, and the presence of P). This would

produce the prime implicants of DAP that are necessary attributes for consolidation (the presence

of a power deflation and the presence of an accelerator and the presence of a pro-consolidation

group). Prime implicants for causality are those elements that are “. . . said to imply another if the

membership of the second term is a subset of the membership of the first” (Ragin 1987, 95).  

Observation points that are missing can provide a means to begin theory building and

give greater parsimony to the expression. The entries that are coded as “don’t care” are those

outcomes that exist logically but are not present in the data set (Ragin 1987; Coverdill and Finlay

1995, 466; Coverdill et al. 1994). As noted above, the “don’t cares” are an important part of

theory building. The unobserved cases can be used as further simplification.   

This approach allows the factoring of necessary and/or sufficient prime implicates for

causality of the outcome (Ragin 1987). A necessary cause is one that must be present for the

outcome to occur while a sufficient cause is one that can lead to the outcome by itself. 

Recent work that has employed QCA includes studies of labor management practices

(Coverdill, Finlay, and Martin 1994; Coverdill and Finlay 1995), formation of social security

systems in countries (Hicks 1994), and collective action and interracial solidarity in the 1919

Great Steel Strike (Brown and Boswell 1995). Brown and Boswell’s (1995) study has direct

application to this study since it links government response to groups (labor unions in this case),

the strength of the group, and the development of solidarity or strikebreaking.    
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3.04 QCA Data Measurement and Model Operationalization 

Since QCA data is all coded as binary, deciding how each attribute is coded is important. 

The following three tables provide a visual representation of the actors, events, and community

attributes discussed in section 3.1.  In each table the attribute is listed; the measurement standards

and the source of the data is provided.  For a definition of each attribute please refer back to

section 3.1.  Table 3.11 provides direct measures of actors for consolidation.

Table 3.09 Direct Identification of Actors in Consolidation Referenda QCA 

Attribute Measurement for QCA Source

 Business associations. 1= present; 0 = absent Archival, newspaper accounts

Academic community 1= present; 0 = absent Archival, newspaper accounts

Civic Groups 1= present; 0 = absent Archival, newspaper accounts

Political Groups 1= present; 0 = absent Archival, newspaper accounts

Government Employees 1= present; 0 = absent Archival, newspaper accounts

Resident and Citizen

Associations

1= present; 0 = absent Archival, newspaper accounts

Media 1= present; 0 = absent Archival, newspaper accounts

Minority Groups.  1= present; 0 = absent Archival, newspaper accounts

The next chapter, Chapter 4, provides case studies of twelve attempts at revolutionary

local constitutional  change through consolidation. This offers a background for Chapter 5, the

Boolean analysis of consolidation. Then Chapter 6 provides short histories of the constitutional

change in the nine cities as a prelude to Chapter 7, the Boolean analysis of constitutional change.
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End Notes

1. Techniques for determining data withheld for economic and other reasons. 

A.First technique used. See if value is available by adding up other SIC parameters at

same level, then subtracting the result from parent SIC.  The remainder would be the

missing parameter. This technique works only if all the same level SIC parameters are

available or if other missing parameters are at least two letters smaller, .i.e., missing

parameter was a "G" and the other parameters were "E" or less. Note “D” is not used. 

Use an average for the smaller missing values (see #2 below).  Make sure estimated value

is within the given letter, i.e. for an "F" the value estimated is between 500 and 999.

Limitation:  When two of the companies are larger than 500 before 1974 or 1000

after, then an upper bound is not available.  When letters are used to designate the

number of employees the sum of companies in the subgroup does not add up to

the number in the parent SIC.  Some companies are not listed in the subgroup. 

The number of employees for companies not listed were generally small (19-49 or

less).  This error would make the estimate for the desired parameter slightly large

B.  Number of employees by company size ranges.

a. For 1973 and earlier years. Estimate number of employees by establishment

size class only when the maximum size is less than 500. Limitation:  The problem

with this technique is if the largest company present for the unknown is > 500.

b. For years 1974 and beyond. Add minimum and maximum number of

employments for each size class.  Then compare this number to the bounds for the

entire class.  This will frequently narrow the range of employees in a group.  Most

of the time this will be the minimum for the group and the maximum sum of the

establishment size. Limitation:  The problem with this technique is if the largest

company present for the unknown is > 1000.

C. Average Increment 

Use the average increment between two known values. This technique was used

for 1950’s and 1960’s when CBP were not published for some years. Make sure

the estimated value is within the given letter i.e. F is 500 - 999.  All values are

between 500 and 999. One example for using this technique is when a parameter

is not provided.  For instance, Pinellas 1993 for SIC #271.  The parameter is not

provided for 1993 to 1996.  However, SIC #27 (#271’s parent) is approximately

the same for 1992 (6008) and 1993 (6032).  This would indicate #271 did not

cease to exist, it just was not reported. Another reason for using this technique is

when two sub categories are both of the same category. For instance, in Pinellas

1956 to 1978 numbers for SIC #48 and SIC #49 were not given.  The largest

number of employees is given by a letter & the largest company present for both

has > 500 for 1973 and before and >1000 employees after 1973. In this case 1 and

2 will not provide a solution. The parameter was incremented by a constant

between years of known data. Limitations: If the unknown parameter changes

categories by going in the opposite direction as the trend between the two knows,

it is difficult to estimate the unknowns.  For example:  615, F, F, E, F, 937.  For
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all categories the number of employees can double before going into the next

larger category.

D.  If the first three techniques do not work, use the average of letter for missing

parameter.  For C use 175, for E use 375, and for G use 1750.

E.  For years 1997-2000. This technique was used from 1997 to 2000 for sub categories

when the new classification for jobs was instituted by the federal government.  When

converting from the new NAICS to the previous SIC, some of the NAICS parameters

were only partially converted to a previous job category.  The ratio of which part of a

NAICS job category went to a given SIC job category was not give.

F.  For the years 1950 to 1964, the SIC data were not published for years: 50, 52, 54, 55,

57, 58, 60, 61, and 63.  For the missing years the average between the adjacent years was

calculated.  For 1950, the average increment between 1951 and 1952 was extrapolated

backward (after 1952 was calculated).

2. The tax levy to assessment ratio was determined as total levy divided by gross digest. Yearly

data was collected from 1950 to2000 from Moody’s Municipal and Government Manual. Data

was also collected from the Florida Statistical Abstract for years available and the Georgia

Department of Revenue for years 1994 to 2000. Ratios were compared for each city for each year

for compatibility.
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CHAPTER 4 

CONSOLIDATION OF CITY AND COUNTY GOVERNMENTS: 

ATTEMPTS IN FIVE CITIES

In Chapter 2, the concept of degrees of constitutional change was introduced.

Comprehensive city-county consolidation was posited to be a radical, revolutionary form of

constitutional change since different levels of constitutions are involved, a new constitution

replaces two former constitutions, and the resulting local governance constitution could be quite

divergent from the present institutional arrangement. Five of the nine cities in this study

attempted radical constitutional change between 1960 and 1990. Three of the cities were in

Florida and two in Georgia. These cities attempted consolidation a total of twelve times with two

consolidation constitutions attempts by the electorate. Consolidation constitutions for

Jacksonville in 1967 and Athens in 1990 were accepted. Table 4.01 presents the consolidation

cases. 

Table 4.01 Consolidation Cases

Florida Jacksonville –  Duval County, successful in  1967

Tampa –  Hillsborough, failed attempts in 1967, 1970, and 1972

 Pensacola –  Escambia, failed attempt in 1970

Georgia Macon – Bibb County, failed attempts 1960, 1972, 1976

Athens –  Clarke County, failed attempts 1969, 1972, 1982, and successful in 1990

Each city and each attempt was unique to the city and county involved. However, there

were some common points between the cities and the attempts. A short history for each city and

each attempt is provided below. Each city’s consolidation attempt is discussed in the order of

their first consolidation attempt.

4.01 Macon-Bibb County, Georgia

Macon and Bibb County Georgia have had three formal consolidation attempts: 1960,

1972, and 1976. There was an attempt in 1983 that did not go to the Referendum Campaign

Stage and in 1999 a Joint Unification Study Commission was set up to explore consolidation
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(1999 Ga. Law p. 3511). 

Within the 51-year span, Macon had three unsuccessful consolidation attempts that went

to referendum, 1960, 1972, and 1976. However, these are not the only consolidation attempts.

Before the 1960 attempt, Macon had three previous unsuccessful attempts, 1929, 1933, and 1946,

plus there was a 1983 (1983 Ga Law p. 4263) and 1999 (1999 Ga. Law p. 3511)  consolidation

study commission set up that did not produce a consolidation referendum.  The earliest attempt,

1929, required the Macon mayor, Macon city council and the Bibb county Commission to accept

the enabling act, but the county commission rejected the act (Macon Telegraph 1957). The 1933

attempt went to referendum where the city and county voter both rejected the consolidation

charter (Macon Telegraph 1957, 10). The 1946 attempt did not proceed to ratification of the

consolidation charter (Macon Telegraph 1957). 

One of the contentions throughout all three of the attempts was the cost of water and

sewerage. This prompted the suburban homeowners’ association to sue the water board and city

council over water rates (Macon Telegraph. 1955a). 

1960 Macon-Bibb Consolidation Attempt

In September 1956, the Macon Chamber of Commerce released a bulletin of projects that

included annexation of suburban areas and consolidation (Macon Telegraph 1956). The editorial

that announced this list of projects said it was time for action. Macon and Bibb County’s 1960

consolidation attempt began with a constitutional amendment that was passed in 1958. In 1959,

both the city council and the county commission endorsed proposed legislation to outline the

consolidation charter (Macon Telegraph 1959). 

 The 1960 decennial census was a shock to the city of Macon. Between 1950 and 1960,

the city lost about 1,000 people. The Macon Telegraph front-page article said Macon was the

only large city in Georgia to loose population, but that actually the population had just moved to

the suburbs, since Bibb County gained over 27,000 people  (Gulliver 1960). The author noted

that the city had not annexed significant areas of suburb in the last 10 years. A few days later the

Macon Telegraph and News editorial stated that if Macon could find 575 more people then they

could pass Augusta as the fourth largest city in the state (Macon Telegraph and News 1960). The

editor called on the citizens to call the census bureau if they were not counted or to fill out a form
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that was in the paper in order “to find the missing 575” (Macon Telegraph and News 1960, 6).

The editor in another editorial said that census figures should convince city and county voters to

support consolidation (Macon Telegraph 1960b, 4).

Final proposed charter for consolidation. The proposed Macon-Bibb Charter (1960

Georgia Law p. 3223) provided for a Chairman ex-officio Mayor who would be elected directly,

serve for four years with a one-term limit, who had veto power, but no vote. Representation

would be a total of twelve Commissioners with nine elected from single member districts and

three elected at-large, serve for four years with appointment power (1960 Georgia Law p. 3223).

There would be direct election of constitutional officers, but the sheriff’s duties would be limited

to the courts and the jail. All other police powers would be held by the Police Commissioner

appointed by the Commission (1960 Georgia Law p. 3223).

Actors at the referendum campaign stage. Supporters of the proposed consolidation

charter included: the chairman of the Macon-Bibb County Board of Health who said it would

improve public health and sewage disposal; a lawyer who is chair of the consolidation

information committee; the former county attorney; and the former city attorney (Macon

Telegraph 1960d, 1). A third lawyer argued that consolidation would end conflict between the

two governments, provide “complete home rule” and boost the declining population as reasons to

support merger (Macon Telegraph 1960d, 1). The Sunday before the election the publisher of the

two daily newspapers published support of the consolidation effort (Anderson 1960, 1). 

The day before the referendum, John Raymond (1960a, 1) a newspaper reporter, noted

that the consolidation charter was “endorsed by the county commissioners, the Chamber of

Commerce and numerous civic groups and civic leaders, as well as the past city administration.”

A newspaper report asked the citizens to support the charter since it represented over three years

of work by trusted members of the community in the City-County Governmental Planning

Commission (Macon Telegraph 1960c). 

The newspaper article provided the occupation, civic organization membership and civic

offices held by each member (Macon Telegraph 1960c). The charter commission members,

predominately represented the elected officials and business groups. The chairman was a lawyer

and former president of the Bar Association; the vice chairman was a former alderman, former
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chairman of the County Commission, and director of several local businesses; the treasurer was a

local bank president and former president and general manager of the Chamber of Commerce;

the secretary was the editor of the local newspaper; one member was also a former chairman of

the county commission, former president of the state fair association; one member was a farmer

and past president of the local Farmer’s Club (Macon Telegraph 1960c, 6). There was a real

estate developer and former president of the Macon Home Builders Association; a businessman

and former president of the Chamber of Commerce; one member was the present mayor and law

professor; one member was vice president of Georgia Power Company and past president of the

Macon Rotary Club and Chamber of Commerce; one member was a former Bibb County

Superior Court Judge; one member was the president and chief engineer of the local radio and

television station; and one member who was a former mayor, former member of the Georgia

State Assembly, past president of both the Chamber of Commerce and Jaycees, and was currently

the executive director of the Macon Area Development Committee (Macon Telegraph 1960c, 6).  

During the proposed consolidation charter campaign, there were organized groups who

publicly opposed consolidation. Their members included: a lawyer who argued that the charter

would “reduce individual liberties by extending the jurisdiction of a local Recorder’s court;” an

attorney and former legislator; and a restaurant owner (Macon Telegraph 1960d, 1). In one public

debate, the supporters of the charter charged one opposition speaker of being an “outsider”

brought in by the opponents to help defeat the merger (Macon Telegraph 1960a, 1). The

opposition speaker, who had recently moved back to the area, was a lawyer who owned a farm in

the county. 

In one of the public debates before the referendum, one member of the audience asked if

the Black community was going to oppose the merger in a “‘bloc vote’” to which the former city

attorney said there was race was not a factor in the proposed consolidation charter and what was

good enough for one racial group was good enough for another (Macon Telegraph 1960d, 1).

This report had noted that there was one Black organization that opposed the charter and referred

to one local attorney who had spoken for and against consolidation to an unidentified Black

organization, but the local papers did not carry his message (Macon Telegraph 1960d, 1). The

day of the referendum in the letters to the editor, one Black man noted there was no “bloc vote”
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and many Black people supported the consolidation charter (Hutchings 1960, 4). The Black

community in Macon in 1960 comprised 44 % of the population (1960 U.S. Department of

Census). 

Outcome. The day of the referendum, June 1 , the Macon Telegraph presented the noticest

of the referendum on the front page and next to it an article titled “Macon is One of Few Cities

Losing Population in Last Ten Years” (Macon Telegraph 1960e). The referendum vote was set as

three separate votes for the city, county, and Payne City. If one of the areas rejected the proposed

consolidation, the attempt would fail. The small incorporated Payne city rejected the attempt 55

to 37, the county voted 7368 to 2302 against merger, and the city supported merger by 4,598 to

4,288 (Raymond 1960b, 1). There may not have been a Black bloc vote, but the Black

community overwhelmingly voted against the proposed consolidation charter with 582 votes

“for” and 1,523 votes “against” within the city and 200 votes “for” and 630 votes “against” in the

county (Macon Telegraph 1960f, 20). 

1972 Macon-Bibb Consolidation Attempt

The summer before the 1972 consolidation attempt saw racial unrest in Macon. In late

June there was a shooting of a Black man by a police officer (Lee 1971). Then in early July, there

were fire bombings, snipers, and curfews (Carter 1971). When the police officer was not indited

by the Bibb Grand Jury, the Black community held a march on City Hall to protest discrimination

in jobs and police treatment (Birdsey 1971; Crawford 1971). The end of July saw efforts to

overcome job discrimination (Jackson 1971).

Final proposed charter for consolidation. The proposed 1972 Macon/Bibb County

consolidation charter provided for twelve councilmen, six elected at-large and six elected from

six single member districts. Each would be elected for four years with a residency requirement

for the district elected members (1972 Georgia Law p. 2211). The mayor would be elected for

four years with a two-term limit. As the chief executive, he would have appointment power and

could remove the chief administrative officer; would have veto power over ordinances and

resolutions; and would submit the budget. The sheriff would be the chief law enforcement

officer, directly elected by the citizens, but eight council member can relieve him of police duties

and appoint a police commissioner (Macon Telegraph 1972g). There would be an ad valorem
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millage cap of 28 mills in the city which would decrease one mill over four years to 24 mills and

outside the city the millage cap would be 14 mills and decrease to 12 mills over four years.

General obligation debt limit would be capped at ten percent of assessed value and new bonds

would require a referendum (Macon Telegraph 1972g). Supporters contended that lower taxes

that would lure new business to the area, but opponents noted that the limit on taxes would not

include fees and licenses which could increase and drive business away (Doss 1972a). 

When the consolidation bill was still in the Assembly one senator wanted to amend it to

assure the county sheriff’s position could not be easily eliminated (McCash 1972). The senator

said that the proposed charter would allow the mayor and council to repeal the law enforcement

powers of the sheriff and since this was a constitutional office, elected every four years, it should

be protected (McCash 1972, 1A, 9A). 

Actors at the referendum campaign stage. During the referendum campaign, there

were several articles on the opposing views of consolidation. The point was made that the

consolidation did not include the new section of Macon in Jones County, but supporters

explained that the enabling legislation was written prior to the annexation of Jones County area

(Doss 1972a). Another point of contention is that the recorders court would become the

Municipal court, which in one section has the recorder appointed by the mayor but in the next

section has the office directly elected by the people. The editorial noted that this error occurred

during the final days of the assembly and could be easily corrected (Macon Telegraph 1972b).

Two of the members of the charter commission said that consolidation would be a way to

curb spending by the School Board (Macon Telegraph 1972h). The school board had increased

their budget for the coming year citing a decrease in funds from the state, but the commission

members said the reduction in state support was because of a decrease in students in the public

schools (Macon Telegraph 1972h, 3A). The Chamber of Commerce (Macon Telegraph 1972c)

and the mayor (Macon Telegraph 1972d) requested that the school board waive millage rate

increase. The day before the consolidation referendum, the school board set a tentative budget

and noted the need for a millage increase to assure accreditation of the schools (Birdsey 1972). 

A second consolidation debate reiterated the conflict over services, tax millage, schools

and the chief law enforcement officer. On the subject of services, opponents expressed the
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concern that services to unincorporated areas would be like the 1961 annexation which

significantly enlarged the city, but services still had not been provided and that few would

directly benefit from consolidation (Doss 1972b). Supporters noted that the proposed charter

placed a millage limitation and would be a way to cut the school boards excessive spending, but

opponents said that the millage rate was above the present rate and tampering with the school

system could “destroy public education”  (Doss 1972b, 1D). When the mayor said that the charter

commission member would personally benefit from consolidation, one of the member of the

consolidation charter commission and supporter of consolidation said that he worked for a

corporation who wanted to develop a large area and needed sewers, but that was not his reason

for supporting the effort (Doss 1972b, 1D).   

The Macon Jaycees voted as a group to support the consolidation charter (Macon

Telegraph 1972a). The Macon-Bibb County Taxpayers League in a paid political advertisement

urged acceptance of the consolidation charter since it would control taxes for not only taxpayers,

but also renters and “force economy in local government” (Macon-Bibb County Taxpayers

League 1972, 7A). 

Many of the editorials in the papers championed support for the consolidation charter

(Macon Telegraph 1972b; Macon Telegraph 1972i; Macon Telegraph and News 1972). One

editorial ended with the statement that the citizens could “enjoy the benefits of consolidation if

voters approve the change in Wednesday’s referendum” (Macon Telegraph 1972e, 6A). Two of

the local legislators supported the attempt since the city had lost residents, the county’s growth

had been only one percent in the last ten years, and that the opposition was not telling the truth

about the charter (Macon Telegraph 1972f, 3A).

 The city council voted to oppose the consolidation charter, thirteen to two (Parham 1972).

Most of the council member cited opposition to the charter and not consolidation as reason for

their decision (Parham 1972, 3A). An editorial a few days earlier in the Macon Telegraph and

News (Macon Telegraph and News 1972, 2D) noted that since the mayor and councilmen had

just been elected the past November, they did not want to run again for a post on the consolidated

government. 

Opposition to the consolidation included the county commissioners, who “individually”
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opposed the consolidation charter (Macon Telegraph 1972k, 3A). The independent auditor who

served both the city and the county said that tax limits in the proposed charter would cause

financial problems for the proposed government (Lee 1972, 8A). A letter by the auditor, dated

March 27, 1972 was reprinted in the local paper on the May 14, 1972 (Clifton 1972, 6A). The

newspaper advertisement with the letter did not indicate who had placed the letter in the paper,

only an endorsement of the auditor’s knowledge of the two governments’ financial operation and

the note that citizens should read and think about the contents.  

Outcome. The referendum vote was structured as combination of a county and city vote

counted separately and jointly, plus those residents of Macon who live in Jones County could

vote with the city (Macon Telegraph 1972j).  This part of the city would be removed if the

consolidation was successful (Macon Telegraph 1972k). The next day the headlines reported that

the consolidation attempt was defeated three to two (Jackson 1972). The mayor was credited with

the defeat of the consolidation charter (Jackson 1972, 5A). City and County officials announced

the next day that they would “continue consolidation efforts of departments in the two

governments” (Macon Telegraph 1972k, 3A). 

It should be noted that a week after the referendum, Bibb County Commissioners

approved a tax increase and the Board of Education received an increase that was twice what the

county commissioners had said they would permit (Canady 1972, 1A, 5A). The County

Commission said that the millage rate would be the same as 1971 and 7.75 mills under 1970

(Macon Telegraph 1972l, 1A). However, with a reassessment the taxes still increased (Doss

1972c). 

1976 Macon-Bibb Consolidation Attempt

The final consolidation attempt for Macon and Bibb County was held on May 4, 1976.

This attempt was also rejected by the electorate.

Final charter for consolidation. Macon-Bibb County, Georgia (1976 Georgia Laws p.

3818) proposed 1976 consolidation charter provided for a fifteen member council, two

representatives elected from six districts with residency requirement and three representatives

elected at-large. Council members would be elected for four-year terms with a president elected

from the council. The council could override a mayor’s veto with a two-thirds majority vote. The
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mayor, the CEO, would be elected directly by the citizens for a four-year term and a two-term

limit with veto power. The mayor has power to appoint the Chief Administrative Officer and

department heads Recall of mayor could occur by petition of thirty percent of voters eligible to

vote in last election, but  requires a two-thirds vote of electorate in the recall election. 

There is a debt limitation of ten percent of assessed value of taxable property and a

referendum required to issue revenue bonds. There is also a provision for petition for

amendments by ten percent of electors eligible to vote in last election (1976 Georgia Laws p.

3818). According to the editorial a few days before the referendum, this charter was drafted to

address concerns that were voiced in the 1972 proposed consolidation charter while providing

efficiency, responsible, and “probably more economical form of government for the city and

county” (Macon Telegraph and News 1976, 6A). 

Actors at the referendum campaign stage. Early in April, during the campaign for

consolidation the Macon League of Women Voters championed the effort under the slogan

“Merger is Motherhood for Macon-Bibb” (Wilson 1976b). The League of Women Voters held

discussions and debates on the proposed charter. In one of the debates, a local Black leader stated

that city residents suffered from double taxation, while one federal employee noted that the

citizens need a government efficient and economical service delivery (Wilson 1976c, 1B). A paid

political advertisement in the local paper noted consolidation should be supported for these two

reasons (Macon/Bibb Committee 1976). 

The mayor expressed the view that consolidation was needed to eliminate the tax burden

since city residents pay for services they do not receive like road improvement and county sheriff

(Savage 1976c, 1B). The Macon Chamber of Commerce endorsed consolidation for the same

reasons, “city residents pay 79.7 percent of the Bibb taxes” and “$1.5 million annually” for

services provided for non-city residents (Wilson 1976a, 1B). 

Other supporters included: city council president, a local black leader, and a candidate for

the county commission (Wilson 1976d). That local leader and another local Black leader led a

charter forum to answer consolidation questions from the Black community (White 1976, 1B).

Right before the referendum one council member endorsed the proposed charter since the

positives offset the negatives (Savage 1976e, 1B).
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Just two weeks before the referendum the local paper stated that there was little

opposition to the proposed charter (Wilson 1976b). However, opposition forces did appear soon

after the newspaper article. The group “Citizens Opposing Consolidation” stated that the merged

government would cost more, would be big and impersonal, and have few checks and balances

(Howard 1976). 

One of the county commissioners disputed the Chamber of Commerce tax figures saying

that the county residents are 14.6 percent of the population and pay twenty-three percent of the

tax digest (Savage 1976d, 12A). During the debates a local insurance agent expressed fear that

big government would be removed from the people with few checks and balances (Wilson

1976c, 1B). Opposition for the consolidation was expressed by the Bibb County farmers, who

felt consolidation would increase costs to farmers, while Black minister and Black community

leader said that consolidation was just a “money issue” (Wilson 1976a, 1B). Other opponents

included: the commission finance committee chairman, the county sheriff, and a second

candidate for county commissioner (Wilson 1976d). The former mayor announced his opposition

to the proposed charter at the last minute, stating that this charter was a spiritless version of the

1972 consolidation charter (Savage 1976e, 1B). 

There was two events during the referendum campaign, conflict over police pay and a

county tax increase. In middle of April, the city council rejected a request from the police for a

thirty percent pay hike, the council countered with a twelve percent  increase with lower

increases for the next three years if a four-year budget passed (Savage 1976a). The mayor had

proposed a five percent cost of living raise and a four percent merit pay increase for all

employees if the one cent sales tax passed (Savage 1976a). This set off a Fraternal Order of

Police declaration of a “slowdown” (Savage 1976b). The Macon Telegraph the next day called

the slowdown “counterproductive” (Macon Telegraph 1976a, 4A).

Outcome. The citizens of Macon and Bibb County rejected the consolidation constitution

unofficial count 16,090 against to 8,624 for consolidation (Wilson 1976e). The editorial on that

day stated that “gradual consolidation may be the only way” (Macon Telegraph 1976b). The

editors blamed the rejection on opponents’ “scare tactics” and “misrepresentation,” as well as the

proponents delay in informing and “selling” the consolidation charter to the public (Macon
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Telegraph 1976b, 6A).  

4.02 Athens-Clarke County Georgia Consolidation Attempts

The 1969 consolidation attempt was formalized when, in 1966, the local legislative

delegation proposed a constitutional amendment in the Georgia Legislature (Fort 1966, 1).  The

proposed amendment  (Ga. Laws, 1966, 1050) required that the local citizens pass a referendum

to set up the Athens City-County Consolidation Study Commission.  The referendum, voted on

November 8, 1966, passed in both the city and county.  The actors who were important at this

agenda stage were: Athens Chamber of Commerce who represented almost 1000 merchants,

League of Women Voters, Mayor of Athens, top level city and county officials, and the director

of the University of Georgia’s Institute of Government (Fort 1966, 1).  One of the residents in the

small town of Winterville felt there was little the community would gain with consolidation, but

decided to wait and see (Fort 1966, 5).

The 1969 Athens-Clarke County Consolidation Attempt

Early in 1967, the legislative delegation could not agree on the jurisdictional boundaries

for the enabling act for the charter commission and the charter referendum. Two delegation

members, headed by the Freshman State Representative, said there should be a vote of concurrent

majorities inside and outside the city, while the other two delegates, headed by the State Senator,

said the agreement was a vote inside the city tallied separately and a vote of the total county

(Cohn 1967).  The one freshman representative refused to sign the bill since a vote for

consolidation would amount to the city annexing the county (Young 1967a.).  The disagreement

was so strong that there was talk of introducing two separate bills (Athens Daily News 1967a). 

This was a local bill and usually local bills were automatically passed if the local

delegation was in agreement, but the conflict between the members of the delegation could kill

the bill (Phillips 1967).  The legislative delegation was the group that decided which local bills

were introduced and a bill could not get out of committee if there was not a unified local

delegation (Phillips 1967; Young 1967a).  “Local legislative delegations do not readily give up

their very considerable power” (Shannon 1968, 10). The newly-elected representative’s view of

two concurrent votes tallied separately (one from just the city residents and one from just the

county residents) pitted the city with 80% of the population with an interest in economical urban
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services against the rural county (plus remember a small incorporated town) with only twenty

percent of the population and a fear of higher taxes (Cohn 1967). If the county rejected the

proposal then the effort would fail, so twenty percent of the population dominated the other

eighty percent. On the other hand, the state senator’s view of two concurrent votes but one of just

the city residents and one vote of the total county population, city plus county, set up a bias for

the city and questions of  “one man, one vote” (Cohn 1967). 

There was also a disagreement about who should be on the charter commission and how

it  should be formed. The new representative believed that there should be 20 members, 10 from

county and 10 from the city with the city members chosen by naming 2 from each ward (Athens

Daily News 1967a). The senator supported the joint city-county membership version of 15

members appointed by the county and city, with 5 from the county and 10 from the city (Athens

Daily News 1967a). The first method gave equal status to the county interests, although the

county could appoint someone who lived in the city. The other method provided bias for the city.

There was a compromise. The referendum vote would be 2 concurrent votes, one in the

city alone and one in the county alone (Phillips 1967). “In other words, a negative vote by county

voters would void even a landslide vote inside the more populous city limits” (Athens Daily

News 1967b, 2). 

The compromise on the charter commission was 16 members: 8 appointed by the county

commissioners and 8 by the city council and mayor. The compromise, here, was that in the city

two ward representatives would appoint 1 person and the mayor would appoint 3 members and at

least 4 of the counties 8 members had to be from outside the city (Phillips 1967). The other

stipulations were that no elected official could serve and the senator suggested that there should

be at least one member who was African American (Phillips 1967). Two Black citizens were

appointed to the commission (Shannon 1968, 60).

Final charter for consolidation. The charter was completed on December 8, 1968,

almost a year and a half after the commission was set (Johnson 1968). A copy of the complete

charter was published in the Sunday edition of the Athens Banner-Herald and Daily News on

February 16, 1969 anticipating the March 12  referendum (Athens Banner-Herald and Dailyth

News 1969).  
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In looking at the final proposed charter it seemed that all the disagreement over city

versus county in the proposal for the vote had disappeared. The charter called for a ten person

council with seven members elected from the single member districts and three members elected

at-large (Johnson 1969). The seven districts radiated from the center of the city outward to

achieve almost equal population in pie fashion (Bailey 1969a). At that time the city had ten

councilmen elected from five wards, while the County Commission had three members elected

at-large (Bailey 1969a).  The proposed charter would actually reduce the number of

representatives.  According to Sharon Baily (1969a) consolidation would provide a “new

legislative ‘critter’ with authority to pass ordinances and adopt resolutions for the consolidated

territory.”  In one of the public meetings on consolidation one citizen asked if the council ward

lines were going to be school district lines was brought up (Deats 1969, 5). 

The mayor would be the Chief Executive Officer, serve for four years with a three-term

limit (Art. 4). The mayor could nominate department heads and the manager, but the council

would confirm the nomination. Constitutional officers would be elected (Art. 11). One of the

ways the charter could be amended would be through a citizens’ petition with twenty percent of

voters (Sec 12.104).    

Actors at the referendum campaign stage. The mayor was a supporter of the charter

and said that although he did not agree with some points the document “met all the requirements

for a good consolidated government” (Davis 1969, 1). At one meeting the mayor tried to

mobilized voters in an effort to increase voter turnout and also offered some benefits of

consolidation in “law enforcement, water service, fire protection, and recreation” (Fort 1969a, 1). 

The newspapers supported consolidation and one county commissioner remarked that the

effort to get the charter accepted may have caused the rejection (Bailey 1969d, 3). The day before

the referendum, one councilman, who had served on the council for 22 years, noted that

consolidation would be good for the community since it would provide county residents: a voice

in government on services; reduce water and sewer rates; better lighting, police, and fire

protection; and garbage collection (Bailey 1969c, 1). Just after the referendum a report on the

Athens League of Women Voters noted that one of their topics of interest was “continued

support and evaluation of Athens-Clarke County consolidation (Bailey 1969e, 8).  
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One of the most vocal opponents to consolidation was a county commissioner. 

According to him the charter did not give enough rights to the citizen and needed more checks

and balances (Bailey 1969b).  He said the Chamber of Commerce and a local newspaper

publisher were trying to “force consolidation” and “establishing urban service areas without

consent is annexation without a referendum” (Bailey 1969b). 

A second county commissioner also publicly opposed the charter since it would produce a

powerful centralized government, plus the “city orientation” of the charter would create county

opposition (Taylor 1969, 12A). A reporter noted that there was friction between the consolidation

supporters and the sheriff, since the proposed charter would decrease the powers of the office,

but the sheriff when interviewed said he had not read the charter (Taylor 1969, 12A). It was

noted that county residents would not support the charter since it would create  a “city-oriented

type of government” (Taylor 1969, 12A). 

Outcome. The city supported the consolidation charter (2,538 accept and 1,703 reject)  

and the county overwhelmingly rejected (789 accept and 1,907 reject) the attempt; a combined

vote of 3,327 “for” and 3,610 “against” (Fort 1969b).  Only 6,937 of the 21,219 registered voters

voted – 27.4% in the city and 47.8% in the county (Fort 1969b).

When the referendum failed there were several people who offered reasons why.  

The county commissioner, who was the most outspoken in opposition, said he opposed the

charter, but not the concept of consolidation (Bailey 1969d). The county commissioner suggested

one reason for failure was how the districts were drawn up with the rural county added into the

pie shape of the urban area (Bailey 1969d).  Another suggestion was that the press was too pro-

consolidation (Bailey 1969d).

The Athens -Clarke County 1972 Consolidation Attempt

The second consolidation proceeded closely on the heels of the first unsuccessful attempt. 

Some observers thought the second attempt was too close to the first (Hayslett 1971a).  The civil

unrest continued.  Disputes over desegregation of the newly-unified school district occurred in

1970 (Bailey 1970).  By November 1970, the local newspaper saw the need to foster better race

relations (Christensen 1970).   In October 1970, a Grand Jury recommended the formation of a

new consolidation charter commission, since there was great distrust between the people in the
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city and the county (Young 1971). 

In the fall of 1971, the charter commission had problems in choosing the rules for the

charter.  Their indecisions were noted in the press.  The group could not reach consensus on a

form of government, either commissioner/manager or mayor/council (Hayslett 1971b).  An

original 159 page “trial balloon” draft of the charter by the county appointees on the commission

called for a commission form of government, while the city appointees wanted a strong mayor

form (Christensen 1972b).  

The commission’s indecision was due, in part, to the outcome of a committee exploring

partial consolidation.  When the committee finally gave their report, it did not alleviate any of the

conflict.  The report suggested consolidation be tabled until 1974 and in the interim have the

departments in the city and county voluntarily merge (Christensen 1971).  The report also

suggested a separately elected chief executive who would not sit on the commission; eight

district commissioner who must reside in the districts but elected at-large; an authority to handle

fire, water, and sewage; and introduce legislation to increase county commissioners to five

(Christensen, 1971).  This was typical of many of the commission’s decisions and the vacillation

may have cost them success in the consolidation effort. 

Final charter for consolidation.  The Charter was ready for approval by the

Consolidation Charter Commission on Tuesday, February 16, 1972.  The commission voted,

eleven to one with three abstentions, to adopt of the proposed charter (Hayslett 1972a;

Christensen 1972a.). The commission hoped that there would be few changes. There were

changes.  In March 1972, the commission changed and re-changed the personnel board from

elected to appointed and back to elected in response to pressure from the mayor and the county

commission chairman, who did not want elected members (Hayslett 1972b).  The proposed

charter would change two more times before the final charter was ready (Hayslett 1972c.).

 The proposed consolidation charter proposed a legislative body of eleven commissioners,

three elected at-large and eight commissioners would be elected from districts.  The executive

officer would be a mayor, elected at-large, but have no veto power over the Commission. The

mayor would serve for four years with a three-term limit (Art. 4). The mayor would appoint the

department heads and the manager. There would be a recall provision (Art. 9 Ch. 3). One of the
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ways the charter could be amended would be through a citizens’ petition with twenty percent of

voters (Sec 12.104).    

The referendum was two concurrent votes in the city and the county.  However, the rule

again stipulated that the vote would only be successful if it passed in both the county and the city. 

Again, the county dictated the outcome.

In the margin of one of the early drafts of the consolidation charter, dated “1/24/72,”  a

note was written.  “Who is going to sell it!” [emphasis in original] (University of Georgia Special

Collections, 1972).  This remark was an important point.     

Actors at the referendum campaign stage. Perhaps due to the constant modifications of

the charter or the content of the charter, support was mild. When the charter was ready for the

final vote by the Charter Commission, not everyone agreed on the charter, only four of the eight

county appointed members approved, while seven of the eight city appointed members approved

of the proposed charter (Hayslett 1972a).  

The pro-consolidation group, Citizens for Better Government, CBG, noted that the

charter would bring down the water rates in the county, provide efficiency, better services,

responsiveness, economy, etc, and tried to capitalize on the lack of enthusiasm by city and county

officials with the statement that this proves the charter comes from the citizens not the

governments (Hayslett 1972d).  Five city council members and one county commissioner

announced their support and although the Mayor was displeased with the charter, he was quoted

as saying he would “‘hold my nose’” and vote for it (Hayslett 1972d). Other support came from

the head of the Charter Commission (a businessman); a university professor; a university

registrar who was also a former city councilman; and a university official, who headed the first

Charter Commission (Christensen 1972c, 8).   

The opposition included three city councilmen and two county commissioners.  The anti-

consolidation group, Citizens for Preserving Athens and Clarke County, was concerned with the

size of government and costs for utilities (Hayslett 1972d, 14).  The head of the opposition group

managed the Rural Electric Cooperative (Hayslett 1972d, 14). The consolidation charter

contained a provision that the electric plant could not expand, so the groups campaigned to defeat

the effort (Horton 1990, 1).  
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Two farmers who sat on the Charter Committee opposed the final proposed charter

(Christensen 1972c, 8). Other opposition to the form of government came from a restaurant

manager, a business enterprise counselor, and another businessman, also, wanted the police and

fire personnel under civil service (Christensen 1972c, 8). 

Outcome. The consolidation charter met defeat for the second time on May 24, 1972. 

The vote passed in the city but failed in the county.  The final tally of the vote according to the

referendum election results in the Laws of Georgia (State of Georgia 2000, CCLXI) were: the

city voted 3,263 “for” consolidation and 2,961 “against,” while the county voted 1,707 “for” and

2,369 “against.” Years later, one of the members of the charter commission stated that the group

had held many meeting and explained the proposed charter to the public but could not overcome

the opposition (Horton 1990, 1). One of the positive outcomes of the failed 1972 attempt was a

change in the number of county commissioners.  In 1973, the number of commissioners in Clarke

County increased from three to five after a successful countywide referendum (1809 voted “for”

and 1125 voted “against”) (Tilley 1973).  

The Athens-Clarke County 1982 Consolidation Attempt

Prior to the 1982 consolidation attempt, there were incidents in the community that could

shed light on the interaction between the city and county governments.  In 1979, two incidents

occurred. First a conflict over how to split the local option sales tax revenue. The city wanted 60

percent with the other 40 percent for the county, but the county wanted 60 percent (Sanderlin

1979a). This began a “war” between the two governments. The tax split was settled the next

week with a 50-50 split (Sanderlin 1979b). However, the war continued. In June, the city raised

the county fire protection fees by 1000 percent (Toon 1979a).  Then the city wanted the county to

pay an outstanding debt for sewer improvements financed by the city with a bond (Sanderlin

1979c). On that same day, the local newspaper informed the county residents that they paid

almost two and one half as much as city residents for city water and sewer services  (Toon

1979b). The county countered with a call for an outside study on city charges for recreation and

fire protection fees (Sanderlin 1979d). On July 12  the next round began. The city requested theth

county install street signs within the city limits, since they had installed them in the two small

towns in the county (Toon 1979c). This conflict between the city and the county was an
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important feature in the continued call for consolidation. 

The fall 1979 city council race saw many of the candidates call for consolidation. Seven

candidates for five city offices, including mayor, all said it was time to consolidate the two

governments, for efficiency reasons (Toon 1979d). Early in 1980, population growth in the area

had increased to the point that the chairman of the county commission noted, in a lengthy

newspaper article, that there was a need for a solution to county governance. The chairman noted

that Clarke County should think about a Chief Executive Officer to run the day-to-day business

of the county (Sanderlin 1980). According to the Commissioner, there was legislation that would

allow the voters to choose or the county commission to appoint an administrator, but the

salvation would be to consolidate the city and county.    

The third attempt at consolidation began on January 13, 1981 when the county board of

commissioners agreed with the mayor and city commission to create a consolidation study

commission (Adair 1981a). The first conflict in the rules for this attempt was introduced at this

meeting. The county commission wanted the referendum vote to be a concurrent majority vote of

the city and county, as before, the mayor and city council had already approved the charter

commission method for voting by concurrent majorities: One vote in city and one county-wide

vote that included the city (Adair 1981b). So, the city countered with another proposed voting

method – a single countywide vote (Adair 1981b). This suggestion was not taken and the final

vote was a concurrent majority of a vote in the city and a vote in the unincorporated county. 

City and county officials discussed the need to concentrate on the content of the proposed

charter and expressed their fears early in the process. In February 1981, as the bill to start the

consolidation process was introduced in the Georgia legislature, the officials discussed the fears

of different groups which, again, centered around the dilution of the African American voting

strength, the ability of Winterville to vote down the proposed charter, the tax split between the

city and county, and the dominance of the elected officials in the process (Ready 1981).

Although, the officials feared the tax split would be a problem, the financial problem in

the introduction of the proposed consolidation bill was a cap on the consolidated government

budget. One of the local representatives refused to sign the local bill unless it included a cap on

the budget. The bill contained the provision that the consolidated government would have a first
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year budget of the combined city and county budget plus thirteen percent for inflation (Morgan

1981). The bill was introduced by two of the three members of the local delegation. 

The Final charter for consolidation.  Proposed representation was ten commissioners

with eight elected from eight districts and two elected at-large, plus a consolidated government

chairman elected at-large (Sanderlin 1982a). The council would serve two-year terms (Sec.

2.101). There was also a provision for a county executive, CEO, not a member of the

commission, elected at-large serving for four years with a two-term limit (Sec 2.201.,  Athens

Banner-Herald and Athens Daily News 1982). One provision was for equalization of  water and

sewer rates  (Sanderlin 1982a). Neither the proposed charter nor the people interviewed stated

how the adjustment would be made. 

An ad valorem tax limit was provided, but there was no limit for principal and interest on

debt (Sec 6.102), plus there was a limitation on borrowing and indebetness of ten percent of

assessed value (Sec. 6.02). Constitutional officer elections and amending the charter would be

the same as the proposed 1972 charter.

Actors at the referendum campaign stage. The mayor supported the proposed

consolidation charter and felt that this consolidation attempt would succeed by concentrating of

educating the citizens on the charter (Sanderlin 1982b). Members of the Concerned Taxpayers of

Clarke County (CTCC) voted to support the charter and one member, a dairy farmer, said the

proposed charter would provide answers to problems in the county  (Toon 1982a, 5A). The

current president of CTCC was a former county commissioner who had opposed the last two

consolidation charters, but said this charter provided the safeguard of a tax millage cap (Toon

1982a, 1A). The past president of the CTCC, also was an opponent to the last two charters but

felt this charter was an improvement (Toon 1982a, 5A).

A Black attorney, who grew up in Athens, was the Vice Chairman of the Charter

Commission. He assisted in the formation of the districts for the consolidation charter to assure

that the Black community had a chance to elect an official (Athens Daily News 1982, 1). A few

days after the referendum, an article noted that the owner of a broadcasting corporation in the city

was part of the “power structure” pushing consolidation (Toon 1982b, 1A). 

One council woman said she supported the consolidation charter because citizens would
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have the ability to introduce and overturn ordinances through petitions and that voters would

have “a representative who would be answerable to their individual problems” through district

representation (Otto 1982a, 1). Actors who were not mentioned in newspaper articles, but were

mentioned in a local paper telephone poll, included the two local newspapers and a local radio

station as strong supporters of consolidation and a group from the Chamber of Commerce as

supporters (Athens Observer 1982, 6A). 

The anti-consolidation groups, such as the Committee for the Preservation of Athens and

Clarke County, feared that the consolidation charter granted too much power to the county

executive (Evans 1982). One of the county commissioners, who opposed past consolidation

attempts, told the anti-consolidation group that the consolidation was a “take over” by the city

and under the proposed charter many existing administrative boards could be abolished (Evans

1982, 1, 13).  

The real estate developer who sat on the charter commission opposed the consolidation. 

He said “‘It seems to me that by now it should be apparent to the proponents that the people of

this community don’t want it [consolidation]’” and it is “three strikes your out’” (Ready 1982, 1).

Other opposition to the consolidation charter included: the mayor of the small town, Winterville;

two former county commissioners; two other county commissioners; and two University of

Georgia professors (Sanderlin 1982b, 1A, 4A). The present county commission chairman was

also opposed to the proposed charter, but not consolidation (Otto 1982b, 1A). 

A week before the referendum was held, an article in the Athens Banner-Herald and

Athens Daily News, did not support or oppose the consolidation attempt but asked the voters to

weigh the pros and cons (Adair, 1982). Adair (1982, 1) noted that there were no scandals, no

annexation problems, no economic problems, representation problems, but “efficiency and

economy” problems caused by the already consolidated services in the governments, such as fire

and recreation.   

Outcome.  On Tuesday, 16 February 1982, the voters of Athens and Clarke County

rejected the consolidation attempt. Again, the vote was concurrent in the city and county. The

official count in the Laws of Georgia Index (State of Georgia 2000, CCXCI) was: in the city

2,393 “for” consolidation and 2,354 “against” consolidation, while the vote in the county was
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2,257 “for” consolidation and 2,338 “against” consolidation.

The opposition’s success was attributed to a “grass roots movement” (Sanderlin 1982c).

The chairman of the charter committee said that the opposition distracted the voters with “old-

time county politics” where the opposition cited problems in other consolidated governments

(Sanderlin 1982c, 1A). Opponents did note that the supporters of consolidation spent more on the

campaign (Ready 1982, 1). 

Less than one month later after the defeat, an article in the Athens Observer questioned

whether or not there had been a conspiracy in the defeat of the consolidation charter and the

running of city government (Toon 1982b). “According to those opponents [of consolidation], a

small group of ‘establishment’ leaders were trying to foist consolidation off onto the hapless

citizens to further their own sinister goals” (Toon 1982b, 1-A). Those who were interviewed all

noted that they wished there was a “power structure” so that things in the community could get

done. The city attorney, an African American, noted that there were different interest groups who

tried to get things done but a “power structure creates a self-fulfilling prophecy” which could

inhibit people from voting and if one existed then consolidation should have been successful

(Toon 1982b, 2-A).  

In 1983, one of the local Legislative Representatives tried to reconcile the water rate

problem in Clarke County through legislative action (Adair 1983). The Representative said that

he would try four different tactics to resolve the water problem: two bills would “abolish” the

city and reconstitute it with new “language” on water and sewer; one bill would amend the city

charter; or he would introduce a population bill, which could be unconstitutional under the new

Georgia Constitution (Adair 1983, 1). The other two representatives thought that the matter

would be best dealt with at the local level.  

The Athens-Clarke County 1990 Consolidation Attempt

In 1985, the county went to a county manager form of government, the county manager

became a county administrator the next year (Veal 1989). The first manager did not work out and

caused tension between the commissioners. At one point in mid-1985, one of the commissioners

asked for the resignation of the commissioner and the general services director “because of their

links” to the manager (Veal 1989).
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By early 1988, the Clarke County Commission had settled into the county administrator

form of government and commissioners began viewing growth of the county as one of the

biggest issues (Ralston 1988). Growth problems became evident in 1989 when the Focus section

of the local newspaper noted in the cover story “planning, which is spelled Z-O-N-I-N-G” as the

number one issue with the public (Veal 1989). In 1985, a joint City and County Land Use Plan

was adopted and new zoning ordinances were adopted, but there was tension between those who

wanted to develop their land and those who want controlled and regulated growth (Cunningham

1989).

At this point the county was increasingly more urban and the county land-use policy

invariably led to a lawsuit (Veal 1989, 2P). One commissioner said it was time to think about

consolidation since a public administration service study made in November 1988 found

problems in personnel, recreation, magistrates court, and fire protection (Veal 1989, 2P). 

In February 1989, the American Civil Liberties Union said they would provide legal

counsel and support for students who wanted to challenge the voting district designation based

on the civil rights act gerrymandering section (Todd 1989). Voting lines, drawn to satisfy the

U.S. Justice Department racial voting equity, did not take into account the University of Georgia

Student voting minority base. The suggestion in the article, in a University of Georgia

newspaper, would be for the University with one third of the city population, to become a sixth

ward and have 2 seats on the city council. 

By July 1989, the final consolidation attempt had started in earnest. Three hundred people

attended the first meeting to explore “unification” of the two governments to provide a “unified”

voice for the community (Schuh 1989, 7A). As a side note the term “unification” that was linked

to the success was also used in the 1972 attempt. 

The new committee, Government Reorganization Committee of the Quality Growth Task

Force, would petition the city and county governments to set up a 15 member commission with

five appointed by the city, five by the county, and five by the Task Force and no elected officials

(Schuh 1989, 7A). The Task Force that had its beginning as a task force to look at a one penny

sales tax referendum (Horton 1990, 10). The group remained together after the successful

referendum to address other concerns and decided to explore consolidation. The success of the
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charter commission was its ability to get input from the general community; this secured a

grassroots effort (Horton 1990).  

The Final Charter for Consolidation.  The referendum vote rule for this attempt

differed from the previous votes. The consolidation effort would be successful if there was a

majority of “yes” votes in the entire county and a majority of “yes” votes to relinquish the city

charter within the city of Athens (Athens Daily News/Athens Banner-Herald 1990).  

There was little difference between 1982 proposed charter and the 1990 proposed charter

representation and voting jurisdictions boundary rules. There would again be ten commissioners

with eight members elected from districts and two members elected at-large, plus a part-time

Chief Elected Officer (CEO), who would be elected at-large (Morris 1990). The final charter

raised no objections from the U. S. Justice Department for district approval and was ready for

voters (Sanderlin 1990, 3A).     

One conflict in the past between city and county residents was the cost and provision of

water and sewer. This proposed charter contained the equalization of the rates between the city

and county. It was decided to raise the city rates and lower the county rates so everyone paid the

same.  Based on 1000 cubic feet of water, the average city rate was $21.74 and the average

county rate was $41.27 (Adair 1990). The equalized rate would be $29.50, an increase of thirty-

five percent for city and a decrease of twenty-eight percent for county residents (Adair 1990). 

Actors at the Referendum Campaign Stage.  The Task Force that initiated the

consolidation effort stayed active throughout the process. In order to assure acceptance of the

final charter, they solicited citizen input, recommendations from officials and citizens, and

strived for a consensus (Horton 1990, 10). The group viewed themselves as “grass roots,”not

“elitists” (Morris 1990). It should be noted that the vice chairman of the charter commission and

supporter of the proposed consolidated government was also the president of the local NAACP

(Hester 1990).

Supporters for consolidation, Citizens for Unified Government (CUG), out numbered the

citizens present at the first public forum (Adkins-Ramey 1990a).  The CUG raised over $40,000

for the campaign and paid an Atlanta firm half of the sum to help canvas the community through

telephone calls, home visits, and media advertisement (Morris 1990). 
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Local elected officials who supported the charter included three of the ten city council

members and three county commissioners (Athens Observer 1990c, 3A).  A former state senator

noted consolidation of government structures and functions are a viable alternative to fiscal

restraints (Athens Observer 1990-3, 8A). 

The list of contributors to the Citizens for Unified Government included: the Athens

Chamber of Commerce; several local businesses; three banks; and numerous individuals (Athens

Observer 1990b, 3A). The president and CEO of one local paper was a supporter of the charter.

He noted that a university professor said that unification was just to increase the city’s tax base

and that was correct, but what he failed to say was that the county cannot survive if the city fails

since the two are interrelated (Grimes 1990, 8A). A former publisher of the same local paper said

he supported the charter since a single layer of government would be “neater, cleaner, and more

responsive” (McCommons 1990, 11A). In a letter to the editor of a local newspaper, the former

police chief with thirteen years as top city law enforcement official said he had publicly

supported consolidation for several years since it would be best for the county to have unified

law enforcement (Price 1990, 10A).

The group who opposed consolidation, Community Coalition Against Consolidation,

expressed the view that the supporters did not have any “grass-roots people” and were

professionals (Morris 1990). Opposition to the consolidation included a city council member

who expressed concerns as to the consolidated government’s responsibilities especially the

description of “human services” (Adkins-Ramey 1990b). Reasons for opposition ranged from

fear that taxes would go up, district lines would weaken their vote, and that the banks and

newspaper were for it (Athens Daily News Staff. 1990). In writing the opposition view for the

Unification analysis, Dr. Richard Timberlake (1989; 1990, 11), a professor of economics at the

university, viewed consolidation as means for downtown Athens to have the entire county pay for

redevelopment. 

Local elected officials who opposed the charter included four of the ten city council

members and one county commissioner (Athens Observer 1990b, 3A). One report named five

current city council members and two former city council members opposed the charter sine it

would dilute minority representation (Morris 1990, 5B). One city council member, who was
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Black, said he worried about the about Black representation in the charter, however a council

woman said that with three Black city council members and one Black county commissioner

proved that the people vote for the person not their race (Morris 1990, 5B). The letter to the

editor in opposition to the charter was signed not only by the city council member but also by

two community representatives: an officer with the Inter-Community Council of Neighborhood

Associations and a representative from the African-American Interdenominational Ministerial

Association (Sims et. al. 1990, 10A). In their letter, they note that the consolidation effort

appears to be supported by the “upper middle class” neighborhoods but not the “low income”

neighborhoods (Sims et. al. 1990, 10A).  

Outcome.  The prediction was that this would be a loss for those who desired change. 

Merrill Morris (1990) of the Atlanta Journal and Constitution predicted that “despite a well-

funded advertising campaign in favor of consolidation, many predict the voters will turn it down

for the fourth time.” The final official count was 11,572 “for” and 8,110 “against” this was a

combination of a city vote of 3,618 “for” and 2,624 “against” and a county wide vote of 7,954

“for” consolidation and 5,486 “against” consolidation (Just the Facts 1990, 5).  

4.03 The Jacksonville-Duval County Florida Consolidation Attempt: 1967

Richard Martin described the 1967 consolidation of Jacksonville and Duval County,

Florida as A Quiet Revolution (1993). However, the path of consolidation was not as quiet or

with such ease as is portrayed. Many in the Black community supported the consolidation, even

though the Black community knew that the consolidation would dilute their strength from forty

percent of the population to a little over twenty percent. Why would a minority group allow this

to happen without a fight? Why would they support the revolutionary change? 

The reason is that the Black community was losing political ground and had been losing

political ground since the early 1950s. On May 3, 1949, a referendum in Jacksonville reduced the

number of wards from eighteen to nine and the number of representatives by the same number

(Florida Times Union 1949b). In the same referendum the mayor would be elected as a

commissioner and five commissioners would be elected at-large (Florida Times Union 1949a.).

Under the new system the election of council members would go from district elections to at-

large.
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Final charter for consolidation.  The final proposed consolidation charter provided for

nineteen representatives with fourteen elected from single member district and five elected at-

large for four years (FL Law 67-1320, Art. 5). This would equal the representation that the

citizens had in both the city and county, since there were nine council member, five

commissioners, and five county commissioners. The mayor would be the Chief Administrative

Officer, elected for four years with a two term limit, with veto power (FL Law 67-1320, Art. 6).

Constitutional Officers would remain elected. There were also provisions for recall and

referendum by freeholders for tax reduction (FL Law 67-1320).         

During the consolidation constitutional crafting stage two significant events occurred. On

July 11, 1967, The local paper announced that the local legislative delegation was preparing a

legislative bill that would annex all populated area adjacent to Jacksonville, if the consolidation

was rejected ( Florida Times Union 1967b). This was suggested earlier in the summer by six of

the local legislative delegation (Martin 1967a). The group had wanted a back-up plan for the

community which included a strong mayor, abolishment of the city commission and annexation

(Martin 1967a, 1A).

The other event was the passage of a bill that would change the districts lines to ensure

that the only two Black council members would represent two different districts had passed both

houses of the state legislature and was sent to the Governor for approval (Florida Times Union

1967g). The very next day, the Black leaders of the city endorsed consolidation and said they

were organizing a committee to convince Black voters to support consolidation (Florida Times

Union 1967f; Florida Times Union 1967h). With the current representation of only two Black

council member out of twelve (nine council members and four commissioners) and no Black

representation on the county commission out of five county commissioners, the alternative of

consolidation versus annexation was probably clear for Black leaders. 

Actors at the referendum campaign stage. Other actors who supported consolidation of

Jacksonville and Duval County included: Four of the local legislative delegation (Florida Times

Union 1967c); the Jaycees (Florida Times Union 1967c); the Third Congressional District Voters

League (Florida Times Union 1967d); the Jacksonville Branch of the American Association of

University Women (Florida Times Union 1967l); two city council members, one a Black woman
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(Florida Times Union 1967e). The acting county health officer supported consolidation since it

would merge the health departments and would streamline services (Kerr 1967). The

Jacksonville Area Chamber of Commerce endorsed the consolidation charter as local government

reform (Florida Times Union 1967m). Richard Martin  (1967d, 1B) noted the mayor supported

consolidation attempt, as well as other community leaders and organizations, including: the

Duval Medical Society; the local Bar Association; Friends of the Public Library; civic groups

like the area Jaycees, the Civitan club, Rotary club, and Kiwanis; the local Black organizations

such as the Jacksonville NAACP and the Urban League; Republican Executive Committee; area

churches and the Ministerial Alliance; and “small businessmen’s clubs, and neighborhood

associations” (Martin 1967d, 1B). 

The Florida Times Union wrote several supportive and endorsing editorials and the day of

the referendum had an endorsement of consolidation on the front page of the paper (Florida

Times Union 1967n). The Duval County Republican Executive Committee stated they would

officially support the revised consolidation charter (Courson 1967). The revision curtailed some

of the power and strength of the mayor, reduced the size of the council, gave the small

incorporated towns the right to opt out of the consolidated government, maintained the elective

constitutional officers, and provided a millage limit (Courson 1967, 1A).    

Groups who opposed the merger were also vocal. There were members of the Duval

County Republican Executive Committee who did not support the merger. One member who was

head of the opposition group said that consolidation would produce “big government” by

granting it too much power (Courson 1967, 18 A; Martin 1967b). The small beach towns feared

they would lose autonomy (Florida Times Union 1967j). Two of the local democratic

representatives opposed the consolidation (Florida Times Union 1967c) and the Jacksonville

Democratic Executive Committee also opposed the attempt (Martin 1967d). Richard Martin

(1967d, 1B) noted that six local state representatives opposed the consolidation effort. 

The local union of city and county government workers feared loss of public employees’

jobs (Florida Times Union 1967i; Florida Times Union 1967k; Martin 1967c). One of the Black

councilwomen feared dilution of Black votes in elections (Martin 1967b). The local utility

commissioner feared the change from elected utility commissioner to appointed and increase in
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rates (Florida Times Union 1967l). 

Outcome. The referendum was held on Tuesday, August 8, 1967. The proposed

consolidation charter was accepted by a margin of two to one, an unofficial vote of 52,585 “for”

to 28,872 “against” (Sigler 1967, 1A). According to the newspaper report the small towns in the

county voted not to join the consolidated effort  (Sigler 1967, 1A). 

4.04 Tampa-Hillsborough Consolidation Attempts: 1967, 1970, and 1972

Tampa and Hillsborough’s purposeful look at consolidation was in 1958. The “Cole

Report” named several problems in the city and county that could be answered through

government reorganization (Cole 1958; Tampa Daily Times 1958). A citizens committee,

Citizens Committee on City of Tampa and County of Hillsborough Governmental

Reorganization, suggested consolidation of services which would form a “metropolitan

federation” (Tampa Daily Times 1958, 1).  By November of that year proposed legislation was

drawn up for the next state legislative session, but the city council was opposed to several points

that they considered risky and stated that the proposed charter was just a “copy” of the Dade

Metro Plan  (V. Bradford 1958b). Henry Cole suggested a metro form since it would leave the

present cities intact, would reduce the number of duplicated jobs and politicians, recognize

responsible agencies, and produce efficiency (Cole 1958; V. Bradford 1958a). The least desirable

tactic would be complete consolidation since attempting to form a single government would be

met with extreme opposition  (Cole 1958; V. Bradford 1958a). The two local governments

strived to take this last road.

The 1967 Tampa-Hillsborough Consolidation Attempt

The formal consolidation attempt began on November 8, 1966 when voters approved a

Florida Constitutional amendment for consolidation of Hillsborough County and Tampa

(Hendrick 1967b, 20A). The vote was 42,005 for consolidated government and 18,429 against

consolidation (Hendrick 1967b, 20A).  The Consolidation Charter Committee was formed from

nine local leaders, one was Black (Watson 1967b, 16A). In last minute changes, the legislative

delegation mapped the proposed districts by registered voters and not population (Inglis 1967,

1A).  

Final charter for consolidation. The representation for the proposed 1967 consolidated
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government was thirteen representatives, all elected at-large for four-year terms (FL. Law 67-

2122). There would be eight districts and eight of the representative would reside in those

districts; one representative nominated and elected at-large would serve as the vice mayor; plus

four representative would be nominated by groups and elected at-large (Sec. 3.01). The mayor

would be elected directly for four years with appointment and veto power (Art. 4). The mayor

would appoint the county administrator who assists the mayor (Sec. 4.04). 

A referendum of freeholders would be required for ad valorem bonds (Sec. 6.703). There

is also a provision for initiative, referendum, and recall (Art. 15). 

Actors at the referendum campaign stage. The “governors of the Greater Tampa

Chamber of Commerce” endorsed the proposed consolidation charter and the Chamber voted to

support the charter over objections from the Chamber’s aviation committee, stating that the

charter did not pose a threat to the airline industry (Purvis 1967, 1B; Tampa Tribune 1967c). 

The Chamber’s aviation committee had expressed concern that the proposed charter might effect

the sale of airport improvement bonds, so although the Chamber voted to support the charter,

there were some members who said they “personally” would oppose adoption of the

consolidation charter (Purvis 1967, 1B).

A debate on the proposed consolidation charter held by the Brandon Chamber of

Commerce had supporters represented by a Tampa insurance executive and the former Tampa

mayor against the opponents represented by a Plant City attorney and one of the county

commissioners (Wilkerson 1967b, 2B). The proponents noted that consolidation would provide: 

efficiency; home rule; elimination of future cities from incorporation in the county; internal

audit; and taxation equity  (Wilkerson 1967b, 2B). Opponents countered with the fear that this

charter would not eliminate the inefficiencies in government, would give too much power to the

Chief Executive, and with no limit on tax rates would increase cost of government (Wilkerson

1967b, 2B). One of the biggest issues was the elimination of the aviation and expressway

authorities, as well as the Hospital and Welfare Board (Tampa Tribune 1967d, 1A). 

Consolidation was endorsed by the Bar Association of Tampa and Hillsborough, the

Greater Tampa Chamber of Commerce, the Central Trades and Labor Assembly, the

Hillsborough County Taxpayers Association, the League of Women Voters, Merchants
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Association of Greater Tampa, three Kiwanis Clubs, Meninak Club of Tampa, President’s

Roundtable of Tampa, Tampa Board of Realtors, Tampa Jaycees, Temple Terrace Civitan Club,

and Treasure City Jaycees (Citizens Committee for Consolidation 1967). The former mayor and

an insurance executive were supporters of the charter and led public debates to garner support

from the citizens for ratification (Wilkerson 1967b, 2B). In an article, one reporter noted that the

current mayor of Tampa supported the charter (Henderick 1967b). However, a few days before,

during an election debate, one reporter noted that the mayor supported consolidation, but did not

report if he supported the charter (Plumb 1967, 2B).  

The opposition group, the Hillsborough County Citizens Committee for Defeat of the

Charter, was led by a retired minister (Hendrick 1967b, 20A). Opposition to the consolidation

charter included the county commissioners. Two commissioners worked publicly, to defeat the

attempt, while the other three said they were for consolidation, but against this charter (Hendrick

1967b, 20A). Two incorporated towns in the county were vocal in their opposition to the charter

(Hendrick 1967b, 20A).

A week before the consolidation referendum, the Pinellas, West Pasco-Hernando edition

of the Tampa Tribune ran a small article entitled: “Charter in Trouble as Election Nears”

(Watson, 1967a, 2B). The article noted that several supporters of the consolidation charter now

felt that the charter would be rejected. The only explanation was that a strong campaign by

opponents and disputes over provisions in the charter may have raised too many questions, but

that under the state constitutional amendment, this would not be the end of the attempts only this

round (Watson, 1967a, 2B). A reporter noted that the average citizen was apathetic and ignorant

of the proposed charter (Wilkerson 1967a, 3B). The day after the referendum, it was noted that

the city police “were considered sure opponents of the charter because it would have put city and

all other law officers under the county sheriff” (Cribb 1967c, 14A). 

Two days before the referendum one of the local state representatives noted that the

reason that the legislative delegation set up the charter commission and supported the 

consolidation charter was that the city had trouble with service delivery to the fringe areas; could

not get money from the county to provide services; and sought legislation to remedy the

situation, while the county sought legislation “which was just as vigorously opposed by the City
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of Tampa” (Sessums 1967, 2B). 

One significant event occurred two weeks before the referendum. There were riots,

snipers, and fire bombs for four nights in the Black community after a white policeman shot a

young Black man who was fleeing from an area where a robbery occurred (Wood 1967, 19A).

There seemed to be conflicting views as to the status of race relations in the city. Although the

editorials noted that relations had always been good (Deloach 1967, 1B; Tampa Tribune 1967b),

one another article noted that conditions, police brutality and community relations had kept the

Black community on edge for years (Cribb 1967a, 3B). Calm was restored by the leaders and

young Black volunteers who patrolled the streets and wore white hats (Tampa Tribune 1967a).

The action was so beneficial that within days it became known as the “Tampa Technique” and

representatives from the United States Justice Department visited the area to study Tampa’s

solution to a problem that  plagued many cities (Cribb 1967b, 1B).

A second event occurred the day before the referendum. The County Assessors office sent

out the notices of the new tax assessments that bore a “countywide 100 per cent valuation

reassessment” and over 500 irate taxpayers stormed the office to protest (Herdrick 1967a, 1B). 

Outcome. The 1967 consolidation charter was rejected by the voters in Tampa and

Hillsborough by 11,281 “for” and 28,451 “against”with only 22 percent of the vote (Cribb 1967c,

1A). One supporter blamed the news media for not publicizing the charter (Cribb 1967c, 1A).  

Two days after the failed attempt, the county commissioners discussed merging several

functions with the city. Functions such as building and planning were discussed but the decision

was to seek legal advice, while the much needed merger of water and sewer department was

opposed by one of the county commissioners who represented a small city and unincorporated

town (Hendrick 1967c, 2B).

The 1970 Tampa-Hillsborough Consolidation Attempt

In the 1970 attempt campaign, there were many reports in the local paper compared the

proposed consolidation charter and the local context of Tampa and Hillsborough with the

accepted consolidation attempt in Jacksonville and Duval County (Greene 1970e; Greene 1970f;

Greene 1970g; Tampa Tribune and Times 1970). This occurred when the Chamber of Commerce

invited the president of the Jacksonville Chamber of Commerce to speak at a luncheon to boost
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the Tampa Chambers support for consolidation (Emmons 1970). 

One Black attorney, who was a member of the consolidation charter, fought hard for

district representation and district election, but was not pleased with the final changes by the

local legislative delegation since the chairman of the council would be decided from the at-large

representatives (Inglis 1970a, 8A). The attorney said the charter was the only way for a Black

citizen to get elected to a local office (Tampa Times 1970b, 7).  

Final charter for consolidation. The representation for the 1970 proposed consolidated

government increased to fifteen representatives elected for four years, five elected at-large and

ten elected from ten districts (FL. Law 70-724). The mayor would be elected directly for four

years (Art. 14) with appointment and veto power (Art. 6). There was a provision for millage

limits (Sec. 8.12) that set the limit and provided for a referendum for confirmation of a ad

valorem rate change . Direct election of constitutional officers (Art 14). There is also a provision

for initiative, referendum, and recall (Art. 15). 

Actors at the referendum campaign stage. Supporters of the consolidation charter

listed in the local paper included: a local homeowner association, a veteran’s association, a

merchants association, League of Women Voters, the homebuilder’s association, County

Taxpayers Association, Chamber of Commerce, the local Bar Association, newspapers, the

president’s roundtable, television station, and a radio station (Citizens for the Charter 1970a, 10

G). Two days before the referendum, there was  a political advertisement by the Board of

Directors of the First Federal Savings and Loan in support of the charter as a way to diminish

pollution, improve transportation, strengthen law enforcement and provide efficient government,

as well as “pinpoint responsibility, streamline operations and allow appropriate agencies to tackle

problems” (Tampa Tribune 1970a, 7B).  The president of the League of Women Voters said that

the city and county had problems with water and sewage, as well as the lack of cooperation

between the governments (Tampa Times 1970b, 13). The League president also successfully ran

for County Commissioner two years later (Kaighin 1972, 5A). 

A pro-consolidation group, the next day listed the members of the Hillsborough County

Legislative Delegation, the Tampa mayor, the County Sheriff, and one city councilman as

supporters (Citizens for the Charter 1970b, 9 A). The mayor said that he did not approve of all of
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the sections of the proposed charter. He said he supported consolidation as a way to make

residents who moved to the suburbs to avoid high city taxes pay for city services they still used

(Craddock 1970, 9A).

One local legislative delegation member noted that consolidation should be supported for

efficiency reasons. He state that county government was could no longer solve many local

problems like the  purchase of voting machines, the auto inspections process, local expressway

construction progress, and the high property taxes (Walker 1970a, 1). In support of the charter,

one of the proponents noted that this would be a way for Tampa to get some of the road and

bridges fund revenue, a contentious point between the city and county for some time (Inglis

1970b, 15A). It was also reported that the local Black community paper, Florida Sentinel

Bulletin, supported the charter (Tampa Times 1970b). 

The local paper editorial said that the county commissioner opposed consolidation since

they would lose their jobs, but that consolidation was needed to reduce property taxes, increase

state transfer of cigarette tax funds, promote efficiency in government, assist in pollution

cleanup, and other positives (Tampa Tribune 1970b, 1C). One of the local newspaper’s journalist

explored an in depth comparison of the Jacksonville savings and expenditures and did not

provide the reader with a definitive answer to whether consolidation would save money, but

stated that citizens will “make the decision based on the pocketbook issue” (Greene 1970h, 2B).

A discussion by a legislative delegation, a pro-charter member, and a member of the Charter

Commission, an anti-charter member, on the charter was held for the city employees, who had

questions about their employment and pension status (Greene 1970d, 1B). Both sides tried to

assure the group that they would be continued.  

In June, an official from the city electric company, also a member of the commission

expressed fears that the compromises in representation would be a problem (Inglis 1970a, 8A).

Months later, during the campaign, he  became one of the opponents to the proposed charter,

since it was changed by the legislative delegation (Greene 1970d, 1B).

There was vocal opposition to the charter. During the referendum debates, two of the city

council members said their main opposition was district representation, city employees would

lose benefits, and the citizens would lose the right to vote on franchises (Greene 1970b, 1B). The
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city council wanted to censure the Chamber of Commerce for supporting the consolidation effort,

since the chamber is provided public monies and six of the seven council members oppose

consolidation (Greene 1970i, 2B). The Chamber denied that they used public funds (Brantley

1970). One of the opposition group chairmen and the county commissioners wanted the County

Charter Commission to stop endorsing the consolidation charter with public funds and should get

bids for printing materials (Greene 1970a, 2B). Five of the seven council members opposed the

charter (Tampa Times 1970b, 10).  The County Commissioners were vocally opposed to the

charter, of the five commissioners, four opposed the charter and one had “no comment” (Tampa

Times 1970b, 11).

The Black community was divided between support and opposition. One local Black

activist, who headed the poverty program for the county, expressed the view that the charter was

a token effort toward minority representation (Tampa Times 1970b, 7). This man was the head of

the NAACP (DeLoach 1967, 1B). However, references of opposition to the charter by the

NAACP were not found in the local paper.

Not quite a month before the referendum an opposition organization, Truth Squad, was

formed to oppose the consolidation charter. The director of the organization, a former newswriter

who lived in Pinellas County, was joined by five county commissioners, a city council member,

and several unnamed “private parties” (Jerke 1970a, 7C). 

Members of the local farming community declared their opposition to the charter.

Opposition to the charter by the board of directors of the Hillsborough County Farm Bureau and

the Turkey Creek Farmers’ Activity Club was reported by the director of the anti-consolidation

group (Tampa Times 1970a, 5A). 

The small communities next to Tampa were opposed to the charter. Several businessmen,

the South Brandon Civic Club, and the Brandon Chamber of Commerce voted to oppose the

charter and expressed concern that the consolidation charter which was changed to include five

at-large districts would limit their voice in the government (M. Bradford 1970, 6A).

Independent political parties also addressed the proposed charter. The day before the

referendum, a paid political advertisement compared the proposal to a Karl Marx ideal of

consolidated government that would place “power in the hands of a few,” increase taxes, and
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citizens to loose their “voice” in local government since each citizen could only vote for seven

officials instead of sixteen  (American Independent Party 1970, 8C).

The city police did not publicly oppose the charter, but the Fraternal Order of Police did

vocally oppose the consolidation of the city police and the county sheriff’s department (Raum

1970a, 11B). Days after the referendum, a reporter interviewed city police and fire departments

and reported that they were opposed to the charter (Hathaway 1970). These employees voiced

concerns over job security and pensions (Hathaway 1970, 8A).  

There were two critical events during the campaign. First, the city was cited by the county

pollution control board for discharging waste effluent into the river (Walker 1970b, 1B).  A few

days before, the city found out that an advanced sewer treatment system would increase the

customer bills by 400 percent (Greene 1970c, 1B). The second event would be news worthy for

the next few years. The county’s purchase of 200 new voting machines was investigated by a

county grand jury in August 1970; the scandal included bribery and mail fraud in the sale of the

old machines and the resale, in Texas, at a considerable profit  (Blount 1971, 21 A).

Two days before the referendum, a viewpoint by a Tampa Times reporter noted that the

consolidation effort was hard to call; there appeared to be as many supporters as opponents

(Raum 1970b). Opposition viewed consolidation as generated by the local press and that the

county commissioners, plus the voting machine scandal was a way for the two daily newspapers

to convince the citizens to vote for the charter (Raum 1970b, 13A).

Outcome.  The consolidation referendum was rejected by the voters; the vote tally the

next day was 50,623 to 35,478 with opposition in rural area thirty to one and a slight support

within the city (Greene 1970j, 1; Tampa Tribune 1970c). It was noted that not everyone who

went to the polls voted in the referendum; 107,000 electors voted for Governor while only 86,101

(unofficial numbers) voted in the referendum (Greene 1970j, 8).

Both the proponents and opponents said it was time for the two governments to work

together to solve local government problems (Greene 1970j, 8). Two days after the referendum

the county commission announced that they would ask the legislative delegation to reduce the

county tax millage rate (Jerke 1970b). The editorial on that same day said that fear had driven the

voters to choose the wrong outcome, money problems of the city would not go away while
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citizens would continue to pay for county services they did not receive, and finally that

consolidation of functions would happen in time (Tampa Tribune 1970d, 20A).

The 1972 Tampa-Hillsborough Florida Consolidation Attempt

If critical events produced a successful consolidation attempt, then Tampa and

Hillsborough voters should have overwhelmingly approved the 1972 consolidation charter. The

first was water shortage. In the fall of 1971, early in October a water crisis occurred. The water

pressure in the city dropped to a trickle (Tallahassee Democrat 1971, 12). 

In July 1971, a former president of a local bank, an election board member, a county

election board member and a Jacksonville man were indicted on bribery and mail fraud

stemming from the sale and resale of the old voting machines after the county purchased

expensive “new” machines (Blount 1971; Manning 1971). There were indications that the county

commissioners were involved in the bribes, but the county commission chairman said he was not

aware of any bribes (Alarcon 1971, 6A). 

By January 1972, the Shoup’s case had extended to an allegation of $110 thousand in

bribes to county elected officials (Hendrick 1972a, 1A). By February, the Shoup executives

pleaded “no contest” (Alarcon 1972) and the federal prosecutor said he would ask for

indictments against four county commissioners (Hendrick 1972b, 1A). It was also suggested that

the Shoup’s bribery scandal and the indictment of county commissioners could help the cause of

consolidation (Franklin 1972a, 8A). 

Final charter for consolidation. The representation for the 1972 proposed consolidated

government would be nine representatives from nine districts, all elected at-large for four years

(FL. Law 72-555). The mayor would be elected directly for four years (Art. 14) with appointment

and veto power (Art. 6). Direct election of constitutional officers (Art 14). Again, there was a

millage limit provided (8.12). There is also a provision for initiative, referendum, and recall (Art.

15). 

Actors at the referendum campaign stage. The third and as yet last consolidation

attempt began in 1971 when the president of the Greater Tampa Chamber of Commerce began

calling for a third consolidation charter (Franklin 1972b, 7A). The Chamber feared that there

would be a negative reaction if they pushed for consolidation, so the engaged a newcomer to
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head the effort (Franklin 1972b, 7A). The Chamber was low keyed in this effort and no

references to their support could be found in the local papers.

During the campaign, a court case initiated by one of the local citizens stopped the

referendum campaign briefly when representation was found to be unconstitutional (Morgan and

Lynch 1972, 1A). The issue was heard by the Florida Supreme Court (Stephens 1972b) and their

decision was to allow the referendum to proceed and for the local circuit judge to redistrict the

county before the county elections (Tampa Times 1972a, 5B). The opposition vowed to

undertake a “door-to-door campaigning and education of the electorate” (Tampa Times 1972a,

5B).

In the height of the campaign, an editorial in one of the local papers noted that the

outcome of this third attempt might be hard to predict, but with water supply and sewage disposal

problems, as well as the problems in county government, made the choice of consolidated

government “reasonable” (Tampa Times 1972b, 8A). The editorial warned that given the division

of the legislative delegation into rural versus urban legislators this could be the last chance.

Although supporters held an active campaign, there did not appear to be as great a

diversity of individuals and groups who publicly voiced their support. However, two actors who

opposed the last consolidation attempts joined the supporters. One councilman and another

member of the Truth Squad that opposed the charter in 1970, both felt that this charter remedied

the problems in the other consolidation charters (Stephen 1972a, 1B). The mayor and one other

council member voiced their support of the charter (Franklin 1972c, 6A).  Two of the councilmen

were publicly institutional neutrals and the city clerk who would lose his job under the new

charter did not publicly support or oppose the charter (Franklin 1972c, 6A).  The president of a

local bank who was the chairman of the charter committee and the charter commission attorney

also supported the charter, citing “efficiency, economy, accountability, and representation” as

their reasons for support (Franklin 1972c, 6A). 

Candidates for local office were cautious about their stand on the charter; of the eight

candidates for county commission and state legislature there were seven who admitted opposition

to the proposed charter (Stephens 1972d, 1B). The Hillsborough Council of Civic Organizations

voted to oppose the charter because of the strong mayor provision (Stephens 1972d, 2B). 
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According to a reporter, the present county commissioners were not vocal about the

charter; the reporter assumed it was because of the voting machine scandal (Franklin 1972c, 6A).

However, the reporter noted that privately that out of the five commissioners only one

commissioner supported the charter (Franklin 1972c, 6A).

Vocal opposition to the charter was expressed by the small county towns and rural areas.

One reporter commented that the small town, Plant City, had fought against consolidation in the

past because it was closer in proximity and philosophy to more rural counties to the east of

Hillsborough, while a rancher from the rural area of the county opposed the charter and said that

the area should explore regional governance (Franklin 1972d, 1A). The rancher was a former

member of the Aviation Authority and the regional water management district (Stephens 1972c,

2B). Other members of the opposition included: an attorney in the small unincorporated

community of Brandon supported consolidation but feared that the proposed charter is would

produce big government with too much power; the Temple Terrace mayor and council member

viewed the charter  as a threat to the town’s autonomy; a plant city businessman viewed the

attempt as creating big government and a threat to the small towns; and one city council woman

said she supported consolidation but not the strong mayor provision (Franklin 1972d, 12A). The

Temple Terrace mayor was also a developer and former radio executive and the Temple Terrace

council member was also an assistant professor at the University of South Florida (Stephens

1972c, 2B).

The Friday before the referendum, a Tampa Times reporter compared the Metro Dade,

Jacksonville-Duval, and Tampa-Hillsborough charters. He noted that the fears of this attempt’s

opponents were the transfer of municipal debts to the entire county area and inequitable

representation, plus he reported that Tampa and Hillsborough County did not have a crisis that

would lead to consolidation (Franklin 1972e, 7A). The reporter did mention the Shoup Voting

Machine Scandal and problems in services for the city and county, but ended on the note  if this

consolidation failed, supporters would probably not try again (Franklin 1972e, 7A). The Sunday

before the referendum, the editorial noted Jacksonville residents had lower property taxes, fire

insurance rates, and crime rate, while they had increased federal assistance for water and sewer

lines (Tampa Tribune 1972, 1C). 
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The Saturday before the referendum the proponents of the consolidation charter said they

saw victory based on a telephone survey of 300 citizens (Stephens 1972e, 1B). On the same page

the Plant City High School was given notice that the school was substandard and needed

renovation or the school would lose its accreditation by the Southern Association of Colleges and

Schools (SACS) (Corpin 1972a, 1B). The chairman of the SACS team noted that this happened

to the Jacksonville schools (Corpin 1972a, 1B). There was also an article on the plight of fund-

strapped Hillsborough School System; if funds did not appear within a month, the school system

would have to borrow money to meet expenses (Corpin 1972b, 1B)

Outcome. With all these problems the consolidation should have been a sure bet, but the

consolidation charter was rejected by a large margin. The unofficial vote the day after the attempt

was 33,160 for and 73,568 against the proposed charter (Stephens 1972f, 1A).

4.05 The 1970 Pensacola-Escambia County, Florida Consolidation Attempt

Pensacola had one consolidation attempt during the time period. There were one

significant event before the consolidation. Before 1959, Pensacola which had five districts and

ten representatives, five elected at-large and five elected from districts. A successful referendum

in 1959 changed the representation to five districts with ten representatives elected at-large (FL

Law 59-1730). District representation had decreased. This is further discussed in Chapter 6.

Final charter for consolidation. The proposed consolidation charter (1970 FL 681)

proposed representation in five districts with two members from each district, one elected at-

large and one elected from the district, plus one representative elected at large (Sec 4.01). This

would actually revert the city back to the pre-1959 representative form. However, there would be

a total of eleven seats, one member would be elected at large with no district residency required.

The council would serve for four years (Sec. 4.02) and a mayor would be chosen from the

council members who would serve for two years (Sec. 4.06). The form of government would be

council-manager with the council appointing the County Administrator ( Sec. 5.01). The

constitutional officers would be elected, but the council selects the judges (Sec 5.302 and Art. 6).

There would be a millage cap with an increase only after a freeholder referendum, also

freeholder could petition to have a referendum to reduce millage rate  (Sec. 8.302). A freeholder

referendum would also be required for ad valorem bonds (Sec 8.202). One of the way to amend
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the charter would be a petition (Sec. 12.02). However, how the percentage for the petition was

determined was complex. 

Actors at the referendum campaign stage. The Pensacola Bay League of Women

Voters supported the consolidation charter since it would provide “efficiency, economy, and

elimination of duplication in government” and protects the taxpayer (Aldea 1970, 5A). Other

supporters noted that the charter would affix responsibility, since there would be a clear

delineation of authority for problems; would eliminate the conflict between the governments; and

provide greater efficiency and economy (Duke 1970b).

Actors who supported the proposed charter included an official from the local radio

station who said the charter would eliminate duplication and conflict in several areas and would

“stabilize the tax structure;” a county commissioner who listed conflict between the city and

county led to continuing physical and management problems; one attorney said that consolidation

would provide county residents greater voice in utility rates and would eliminate charges to city

residents for county services they did not receive (Duke 1970b, 2A). The attorney, also said that

consolidation would provide an organizational structure that can solve the area’s problems, while

one councilman said consolidation would increase accountability and responsiveness (Duke

1970b, 14A).

Early in the campaign, the local newspapers began supporting the consolidation effort.

The Sunday paper, which contained both of the local papers noted that consolidation would

provide “the most efficient, effective, and active form of government to preserve the quality of

life in Escambia County” (Pensacola News Journal 1970, 2B). 

Supporters held several talks to gather support for the proposed charter. However, at one

of the forums, just two weeks before the referendum, the talk became a shouting match between

the supporters and the opposers in the audience (Bullis 1970). One of the paid political

advertisements in the local paper was geared towards garner support for the charter listed all the

local individuals who had worked on the charter, including the local legislative delegation

(Escambia County Citizens For Better Government 1970). The assumption was that all these

individuals supported the proposed charter. One of the attorneys who supported the charter

asserted that the charter would not produce a “Metro” type area, but would provide some
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resolution to inequities in taxes between the city and county and help to resolve pollution (Waite

1970, 6A).

In a paid political advertisement, the president of the Home Builders Association of West

Florida noted that the organization voted 83-18 to support consolidation because duplication

resulted in conflicting building codes; no planning for sewage disposal; increased costs; and

“buck passing” (Home Builders Association of West Florida 1970, 19A).

The efficiency issue was one of the debated issues in the proposed charter. During debate

one opponent, the president of a local hospital board, feared that the differences between the city

and rural resident could not be served by one government and a former council man feared that

consolidation would lead to not only higher taxes but also government run by “experts” (Duke

1970b, 2A). Escambia County Farm Bureau opposed the proposed charter for many of the same

reasons. The Farm Bureau said that the merged government would: Cost citizens more in

property taxes, fees, excise taxes, and service charges; have unlimited power with few checks

and balances and “take land for any public use;” and “make a bureaucracy of our local

government” (Escambia County Farm Bureau 1970, 6A).

The County Tax Collector said he opposed the charter for personal reasons (Duke 1970b,

14A). The Escambia County Circuit Court Clerk opposed the charter citing increased taxes and

loss of employee jobs (Bogan 1970). The civil service system in the charter was not mapped out

and would require legislative action after the charter was ratified (Harling 1970a, 13C). 

Other opposition included: a county commissioner who said county residents feared

consolidation; a city councilman who said the charter was confusing; another county

commissioner who said efficiency would not be gained through consolidation; and a candidate

for county commission who said the charter lacks representation for county residents (Duke

1970c, 1B, 4B). 

In their political advertisement the Escambia County Freeholders Association opposed

consolidation since it would lead to Metro government and increased taxes (Escambia County

Freeholders Association 1970). The president of the Escambia County Freeholders Association

said the charter was “dangerous” (Duke 1970c, 1B) and would result in higher taxes (Duke

1970b, 2 A). 
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There were articles on the problems in both city and county governments. One article

noted the city council and city manager were aware of their deteriorating public image, a

perception that the author viewed as due to the stating that gas rates would increase between five-

and ten percent when in reality the increase was thirty percent (Duke 1970a). The reporter noted

that this would fuel desires for change in city government (Duke 1970a, 1D). 

Two events occurred during the referendum campaign. The first event was the

investigation of the Escambia County Sheriff and Sheriff’s office in July. The Pensacola Journal

editorial hoped that the investigation would be open and fair (Pensacola Journal 1970, 4A). The

second event occurred just before the referendum. The city was cited by the Florida Department

of Air and Water pollution for discharging sewage, the sixth citation in three years (Albertson

1970, 1A). The article said that court action might be taken. 

Outcome. The vote for consolidation would be a vote of the entire county and a vote of

the entire city with success a majority in both (Harling 1970a). The vote reported in the paper

was 29,694 against and 9,113 for consolidation with rejection in the city as well as the county

(Harling 1970b, 1A). Supporters of the charter were surprised that the charter was

overwhelmingly rejected and said they felt the subject would not come up for a long time (Duke

1970d, 7A).  The official vote was 5,350 “for” and 7,686 “against” consolidation within the city

and 4,554 “for” and 22,598 “against” consolidation within the county (Escambia Supervisor of

Elections).

4.06 Conclusion

This chapter explored twelve consolidation attempts from 1960 to 1990 in five cities.

Although each city had a different context that was important to the acceptance or rejection of the

proposed consolidation charter, there are some common points. The proposed rules in these

consolidation charters created conflict and were divisive to the community. For the rural

residents the cost of government was important in all twelve cases. 

The case analysis reveals that even though many suburban residents may desired services,

they also desired low taxes. Farming and rural groups, also, might not need or desire the services

that consolidation pledged to provide. Rural interests generally feared that they would be
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burdened with the costs of services provided to all the residents. In Athens 1990, for example,

when the cost of the services were resolved there was support for the proposed charter.

Civic organizations, like the League of Women Voters, supported consolidation for

efficiency reasons. In all the cases, the business associations, like the Chamber of Commerce or

the local Jaycees, also, supported consolidation for efficiency reasons. However, in the three

attempts in Tampa, the chambers of commerce outside the central city did not support

consolidation. Business associations outside of the city tended to focus on the costs of the

proposed government. Since these groups were based outside the central city they also feared the

loss of their identity.

In every attempt, the Black community played a significant role in the acceptance or

rejection of the consolidation charter. When rules were crafted that did not provide the

procedural safeguard for the electoral system that would provide access to the governing

structure, Black leaders did not support the proposed rule change. 

Elected officials support or opposition to the proposed consolidation charter, also

depended on the rules. If the rules favored the city over the county, city elected officials tended to

support consolidation. However, if the rules were crafted to favor the county, then the city

officials did not support the change. The same was true for county officials. 

How these groups and rules interact will be explored in Chapter 5. Boolean analysis will

be used to determine which combination can be linked to the acceptance or rejection of the

proposed consolidation constitution. 
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CHAPTER 5  

 

BOOLEAN ANALYSIS OF CITY-COUNTY CONSOLIDATION  

ATTEMPTS IN FIVE CITIES 

 

 

The last chapter provided a brief overview of each city=s consolidation attempts. In order 

to compare and contrast these complex cases, a Boolean analysis was performed. A discussion of 

those analyses is provided in this chapter. In each case, attributes specified in the model were 

coded as present if references to them were in published accounts. 

5.01 Boolean Analysis of Procedural Safeguards 

There were twelve consolidation attempts for five cities in 30 years. Two were successful 

and ten were unsuccessful. With regard to procedural safeguards, there are interesting 

combinations that lead to acceptance or rejection of the proposed consolidation charter. Since 

comprehensive consolidation provides a new local constitution, the combination of rules can be 

new to the entire electorate. This may be why there are different groups who support or oppose 

the proposed constitution. 

The configurations for rejection or acceptance of the proposed consolidation charter can 

be complex, since each charter can have a myriad of new and different rules. If we use just 

Maser=s procedural safeguards, the model is: 

 

OUTCOME = DISTRICT + NUMBER + SEATS +INITIATIVE + REFERENDUM + RECALL 

+ TAX_RATES + DEBT_LIMITS + FOG + MAYOR + VETO 

 
where:  DISTRICT = presence of the procedural safeguard in the number of district representatives  

NUMBER = presence of the procedural safeguard in number of districts   

SEATS = presence of the procedural safeguard in number of seats    

INITIATIVE = presence of the procedural safeguard in initiative    

REFERENDUM = presence of the procedural safeguard in referendum petition    

RECALL = presence of the procedural safeguard in recall 

TAX RATES = presence of the procedural safeguard for tax limits  

DEBT LIMITS= presence of the procedural safeguard for debt limits  

FOG = presence of the procedural safeguard in form of government (presence is mayor/council)  

MAYOR = presence of the procedural safeguard in direct election of Mayor   

VETO = presence of the procedural safeguard in mayor veto 
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The full Truth Table is presented in Appendix A, Table A 5.01. There were no 

contradictory configurations in the model. Contradictory configurations occur when one 

configuration produces both an acceptance and a rejection. The ten instances of rejection of the 

proposed consolidation charter provide ten different configurations.   

In the two configurations for acceptance of the proposed consolidation charter, factoring 

can highlight the common elements: 

ACCEPTANCE =   

DISTRICT*NUMBER*MAYOR *VETO 

[seats*initiative*referendum*recall*tax_rates*DEBT_LIMITS*fog + 

SEATS*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL*TAX_RATES*debt_limits*FOG] 

 

The presence of four procedural safeguards rules in the configuration was important to 

the outcome: the same or increase in the number of district representatives AND the same or 

increase in number of districts AND the direct election of mayor AND the provision of the 

mayoral veto.  

When these configurations are run with the “don=t cares,” the logical configurations for 

rejection or acceptance of the proposed consolidation charter is presented in Table 5.01. 

 

Table 5.01 Consolidation Rules with “Don=t Cares” 

 

 

reject 

number + 

seats*FOG 
 
 

 

ACCEPT 

 
B one of the following B 

tax_rates*fog  + 

referendum*fog  + 

NUMBER*fog   + 

DEBT_LIMITS*fog  + 

fog*MAYOR   + 

fog*VETO  + 

B one of the following B 

NUMBER*SEATS  + 

NUMBER*RECALL*TAX_RATES*debt_limits  + 

DISTRICT* NUMBER*RECALL*TAX_RATES 

  PRESENCE in upper case; absence lower case; * = AND; + = OR  
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The rejection model is parsimonious. Rejection of the proposed consolidation charter 

could occur when the proposed rules contain absence of the procedural safeguard for the number 

of districts OR the rule would decrease the number of seats AND the provide the mayor-council 

form of government. The absence of the procedural safeguard for the provision of the same or an 

increase in the number of representation districts is logically sufficient for rejection of the 

proposed consolidation charter. However, the proposed consolidation charter could also be 

rejected if it does not contain the procedural safeguard of the same or greater number of 

representation seats AND yet does provide the procedural safeguard of the mayor-council form 

of government.    

Attributes of the configurations for the acceptance of the proposed consolidation charter, 

logically, are the more complex. There are nine possible configurations that can be linked to the 

acceptance of a proposed consolidation charter. However, there are only two configurations, one 

from each set that are required to produce a complete formula. The configurations in each group 

have the same logically importance of occurrence so only one is needed. For example, the 

consolidation charter could be accepted if there was the absence of both a procedural safeguard 

rule for referendum petition AND the absence of mayor-council form of government OR 

provision of the same or increase in the number of districts AND the same or increase in the 

number of seats.  The common attributes in the first group of configurations is the change in the 

form of government in conjunction with other attributes either present or absent. In the second 

group the presence of an increase number of districts is the common factor. The provision of 

recall and a tax rate cap is present in two of the choices for acceptance of a consolidation charter. 

The rules are important, but the electorate may take their cue for acceptance or rejection 

based on which groups supported or opposed the proposed change. The next section looks at 

which groups actively supported the proposed consolidation charter. 

5.02 Boolean Analysis of Support for the Proposed Consolidation Charter 

Actors who supported the proposed consolidation charter had preferences for the 

outcome. These supporters were noted in the newspaper articles for each city. The support model 

contains ten actors/groups that were noted as supporters of the effort. The League of Women 
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Voters and the local newspapers were present and public supporters for all the consolidation 

attempts. These actors were treated as constants.  

The model tested for support of a consolidation is: 

ACCEPT =  

DEVELOPERS + CIVIC + HOMEOWNERS/TAXPAYERS + MAYOR + COUNTY + 

PROFESSIONALS + BLACK +BUSINESS + GOVERNMENT + NAACP 

 

where: 
DEVELOPERS = active public support by the real estate, developers, and homebuilders 

CIVIC = active public support by civic organizations, does not include the League of Women 

Voters 

HOMEOWNERS = active public support by homeowner associations and/or taxpayers groups 

MAYOR = active public support by the mayor 

COUNTY = active public support by a majority of the county commissioners 

PROFESSIONALS = active public support by professional organizations (bar association, trade  

unions, etc.) 

BLACK = active public support by local Black leaders 

BUSINESS = active public support from business leaders 

GOVERNMENT = active public support from any government employees or government 

 employee groups (unions, fraternal orders)  

NAACP = active public support by National Association for the Advancement of Colored People  

organization and/or local NAACP leaders 

 

In the model there were no contradictory configurations, that is when one configuration 

produces both an acceptance and a rejection. The full crisp set Truth Table configurations for 

rejection and acceptance are presented in Appendix A. Table A 5.02.    

The ten community combinations of supporters in rejected consolidation charters produce 

eight configurations. These eight configurations have one attribute in common, the absence of 

public support from the local NAACP organization or its leader. However, note that in the 

successful acceptance of the consolidation charters that the public support of the NAACP leaders 

and/or organization are present. When the supporting actors configurations are run with the 

Adon=t cares,@ the logical configurations for rejection or acceptance of the proposed consolidation 

charter is presented in Table 5.02. 
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Table 5.02 Consolidation Supporters with ADon=t Cares 

 

reject naacp 

ACCEPT NAACP 

PRESENCE in upper case; absence lower case; * = AND; + = OR  

 

 

The usefulness of including the don=t care is that it provides the most logical 

combinations of attributes that can be linked to the outcome. The presence of vocal, active, 

public support from the NAACP or NAACP officials logically can be the necessary and 

sufficient attribute that determines acceptance of the proposed consolidation charter. Lack of 

support can also be linked to rejection. Since the presence or absence of public support for the 

consolidation effort by the NAACP organization or leaders is a logical necessary and sufficient 

attribute that leads to the outcome, the model was run again without the influence of the NAACP 

to explore which combination of actors could be linked to the outcome of the consolidation 

charter. These are presented in Appendix A, Table A 5.03.  

The full Truth Table without the NAACP attribute mirrors the configurations in Table A 

5.02, except for the elimination of the attribute of support by the NAACP. When this model was 

run with the ADon=t Cares,@ they provided an interesting combination of supporting actors for the 

rejection of the consolidation charter. These are presented in Table 5.03.  

 

Table 5.03 Consolidation Rejection Model of Supporters  

without the NAACP with “Don=t Cares” 

 
 

reject 
[1] black + 

[2] professionals + 

[3] civic*government + 

[4] DEVELOPERS*government + 

[5] DEVELOPERS*CIVIC + 

 

C One of the Following  C  

[6] homeowners*government + 

[7] homeowners*county 
PRESENCE in upper case; absence lower case; * = AND; + = OR 
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This provides a more complex formula for rejection and acceptance. In rejection of the 

proposed consolidation charter, the absence of public support from Black leaders OR 

professional organizations can lead to rejection of the proposed consolidation charter. These can 

be sufficient attributes. Likewise the combination of the absence of public support by civic 

organizations AND the absence of public support from government employees can also lead to 

rejection. However, the presence of active, public support from developers, real estate, or 

homebuilders can logically lead to rejection when they are teamed with either the absence of 

active support by government employees OR the presence of active support from the civic 

organizations. Finally, there are two combinations that have logically equal importance of 

occurrence, so only one is needed to complete the formula. The absence of active support by 

homeowner associations AND either the absence of public support by civic organizations OR the 

absence of public support from government employees can also lead to rejection.   

This provides some interesting implications for the electorate’s perception of incentives 

by different groups in the campaign for consolidation. The active, public support by developers, 

homebuilders or real estate actors could lead the citizens to question the motives of the proposed 

change. When the only other active supporting actor is included, the active support by civic 

organizations and developers rejection could occur.  

Caution should be used when interpreting the absence of active public support. Those 

groups that did not actively support the proposed consolidation charter are not necessarily 

opposed to the charter. The definition used in coding the active supporters was active, vocal, 

public support substantiated in the newspapers. Those actors who were absent in active, public 

support were not mentioned in the newspapers and therefore their activity is not known.   

This provides an indication of which groups who actively supported the proposed 

consolidation constitution could be linked to rejection. The acceptance model of support for the 

proposed consolidation charter without the influence of the NAACP is presented in Table 5.04.  
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Table 5.04 Consolidation Acceptance Model of Supporters  

without the NAACP with “Don=t Cares” 

 
 
ACCEPT 

 
C One of the Following C  

[1] developers*HOMEOWNERS + 

[2] developers*PROFESSIONALS + 

[3] developers*CIVIC*BUSINESS + 

[4] developers*BLACK*BUSINESS + 

 

C One of the Following C  

[5] civic*GOVERNMENT + 

[6] COUNTY*PROFESSIONALS + 

[7] PROFESSIONALS*GOVERNMENT + 

[8] civic*mayor*COUNTY + 

[9] civic*homeowners*COUNTY + 

[10] civic*mayor*BLACK + 

[11] civic*homeowners*BLACK + 

[12] mayor*PROFESSIONALS*BLACK + 

[13] homeowners*PROFESSIONALS*BLACK + 

[14] civic*PROFESSIONALS*BLACK + 

[15] civic*COUNTY*BUSINESS + 

[16] civic*BLACK*BUSINESS 

   PRESENCE in upper case; absence lower case; * = AND; + = OR 

 

 

 

Acceptance of the proposed consolidation charter has two combinations of configurations 

that have logically equal importance of occurrence so a final formula would contain only one 

from each group. For example, a complete logical formula could include: the absence of active 

public support by developers/real estate companies/homebuilders AND the presence of active 

public support by homeowner associations [ACCEPT 1] OR the absence of active public support 

by civic organizations AND the active public support of Black leaders AND the active support 

of business leaders [ACCEPT 16].  

In the acceptance configurations there are some important combinations. First the 

developers are not active, public supporters, but remember caution should be exercised with the 

absence of public support. Second, in only one logical configuration [ACCEPT 3] the presence 

of the active public support from civic organizations is combined with the active public support 

by business leaders. In the choice between ACCEPT # 5 through # 16, supporters represent the 

minority leaders, professional or business leaders, the government employees, and a majority of 
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the county commissioners, in combination with other groups. This could provide a cue to the 

electorate of a campaign that is not considered an “elite” agenda.    

The next question is: Which groups actively, publicly oppose the proposed 

consolidation? The opposition is explored in the next section. 

5.03 Boolean Analysis of Opposition to the Proposed Consolidation Charter 

Just as actors and groups support change, there are those actors and groups who oppose 

the proposed change, based on either benefits of the present combination of rules or on the fear 

that change would cause greater harm. Ten actors were used to explore opposition to the 

proposed consolidation charter. In some cases these could be the same categories of groups as in 

support of the change. However, in each city these are individuals or groups who differ from the 

supporters. For example, just as there was active public supporter from the Black leadership in 

communities, there may also be Black leaders who oppose the proposed change. In some cases, 

groups such as the local electric authorities or rural electric companies may not have provided 

any support for change.  

In order to distinguish the support actors from the opposition actor, actors who publicly 

opposed the consolidation effort are italicized and underlined to differentiate them from those 

actors who support the consolidation effort. The model for opposition is: 

OUTCOME = HOMEOWNERS/TAXPAYERS + CIVIC +FARMERS + CITY + MAYOR + 

BUSINESS + OTHERCHAMBER + BLACK + UTILITIES

 

where: 
HOMEOWNERS/TAXPAYERS = active public opposition by homeowner associations and/or taxpayers 

groups 

CIVIC = active public opposition by civic organizations, does not include the League of Women Voters 

FARMERS = active public opposition by farmers or farming groups 

CITY = active public opposition by a majority of the present city council 

MAYOR = active public opposition by the present city mayor  

COUNTY = active public opposition by a majority of the present county commission 

BUSINESS = active public opposition by local business leaders 

OTHER CHAMBERS = active public opposition by either groups in the Chamber of Commerce or other 

community Chambers of Commerce 

BLACK = active public opposition by Black leaders 

UTILITIES = active public opposition by local utilities, such as rural electric cooperatives, city electric 

authorities 
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There were no contradictory configurations in the model. The configurations for rejection and 

acceptance of the proposed consolidation charter based on opposition actors are presented in 

Appendix A, Table A5.04.  

Although the configurations of opposition to the proposed consolidation that can be 

linked to rejection are complex, there are some interesting trends. Active public opposition by 

local business (in combination with the presence AND absence of other actors) can be linked to 

rejection in six of the nine configurations. Farmers and/or farming associations are also active 

opponents in six of the configurations. Opposition by local utilities and a majority of the county 

commissioners are present in combination in three of the configurations. 

The configurations of opposition to the proposed consolidation charter that can be linked 

to acceptance provide an important combination of actors/groups who do not vocally oppose the 

attempt. Factoring the two configurations can illuminate this. The factoring of acceptance is: 

 

ACCEPT = 

civic*farmers*city*county*business*other chambers*BLACK (homeowners*mayor*UTILITIES 

+ HOMEOWNERS*MAYOR*utilities)   

 

The absence of active public opposition by civic organizations AND farmers AND a 

majority of city council members AND a majority of county commissioners AND business 

leaders AND other groups in the local Chamber of Commerce or other Chambers AND the 

presence of active public opposition by local Black leaders with the absence of opposition by 

homeowners AND the mayor AND the presence of opposition by local utilities OR the presence 

of opposition by homeowners AND the mayor AND the absence of opposition by the local 

utilities can be linked to the acceptance of the proposed consolidation charter. 

In order to explore which opponent actor=s presence or absence is logically important for 

the consolidation outcome, the model was run with the “don=t cares.” These are presented in 

Table 5.05.   
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Table 5.05 Consolidation Opposition with “Don=t Cares” 

 
reject 

 
black + 

FARMERS + 

COUNTY + 

BUSINESS + 

mayor*utilities + 

homeowners*utilities
 
ACCEPT 

 
C one of the following: C  

farmers*business + 

business*BLACK + 

farmers*BLACK + 

civic*county*business

   PRESENCE in upper case; absence lower case; * = AND; + = OR 

 

 

The presence of vocal, public opposition from three actors is logically sufficient for the 

rejection of the consolidation effort. Rejection of the proposed consolidation charter could be 

linked to vocal, public opposition by the farmers OR a majority of the county commission OR 

local business leaders. Since the farmers and county commissioners are probably indicative of 

the rural stakeholder sentiment, this could provide an indicator of rural disenchantment with the 

proposed rules. Two other combinations of actors can also be linked to rejection: the absence of 

opposition by the mayor AND the absence of opposition by utilities OR the absence of 

opposition by homeowners AND the absence of opposition by utilities. However, caution must 

be made in interpreting the absence of opposition from groups. 

Acceptance of the proposed consolidation charter based on the actors is logically linked 

to one of four combination of actors: absence of opposition by the farmers AND absence of 

opposition by business leaders OR the presence of Black leaders opposition when combined with 

the absence of opposition by the farmers OR the absence of opposition by business leaders OR, 

finally the absence of opposition by civic organizations AND a majority of the county 

commission AND local business leaders. The combination of interest, here is the combination 

with active opposition. The proposed consolidation charter could be accepted over the objections 

of local Black leaders. 
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However, actors do not work in a vacuum. For each consolidation attempt there are both 

supporters and opposition debating the issue with a “war of words” (Riker 1986). The usefulness 

of the “don=t cares” allows the reduction of those actors to the most logical grouping to use 

together.    

5.04 Boolean Analysis of Support and Opposition to the Proposed Consolidation Charter 

Twelve actors, six who actively supported and six who actively opposed the 

consolidation effort were run together to explore the combination of both support and opposition 

to the consolidation charter at the same time. Since only twelve actors out of the original twenty 

supporting and opposing actors could be used, the set was taken from the “don=t care” list of 

actors.  

The model used is: 

OUTCOME =  

DEVELOPERS + COUNTY + PROFESSIONALS + BLACK + BUSINESS +NAACP +  

FARMERS + MAYOR + COUNTY +BUSINESS +BLACK + UTILITIES

 

where: 
DEVELOPERS = active public support by the real estate, developers, and homebuilders 

individuals and groups 

COUNTY = active public support by a majority of the county commissioners 

PROFESSIONALS = active public support by professional organizations (bar association, trade 

unions, etc.) 

BLACK = active public support by local Black Leaders 

BUSINESS= active public support from business leaders 

NAACP = public support by National Association for the Advancement of Colored People 

organization and/or local NAACP leaders 

FARMERS = active public opposition by farmers or farming groups 

MAYOR = active public opposition by the present city mayor  

COUNTY = active public opposition by a majority of the present county commission 

BUSINESS = active public opposition by local business leaders 

BLACK = active public opposition by Black leaders 

UTILITIES = active public opposition by local utilities, such as rural electric cooperatives, city 

electric authorities 

 

The truth table is presented in Appendix A, Table A5.05.  In order to delineate the 

supporters (who are the first six actors) from the opposition (who are the second six), the 

opposition was again presented in italics and underlined. 
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Note that there is support and the opposition by some groups on both sides. In many of 

the consolidation attempts a majority of the county commission opposed the effort. However, in 

three attempts, two rejections and one acceptance, a majority of the county commissioners 

supported the effort. In several cases the commission did not publicly support or oppose.  

Again, the absence of public support by the NAACP organization or its leaders is the 

common term in the rejection of the proposed consolidation charters. Acceptance of the 

proposed consolidation charter does have several common terms in both support and opposition. 

Factoring will illuminate the common terms: 

 

ACCEPT =  

PROFESSIONALS*BLACK*BUSINESS*NAACP*civic*farmers*county*business*BLACK 

(developers*county*UTILITIES +DEVELOPERS*COUNTY*utilities) 

 

The public support of professional leaders AND Black leaders AND business leaders 

AND the NAACP AND the absence of public opposition by civic organizations AND farmers 

AND a majority of the county commissioners AND business leaders AND even with the 

presence of public opposition by Black leaders AND the presence and absence of the other 

actors is important to the acceptance. Although both of the communities that accepted the 

consolidation charter had Black leader opposition, there was strong support from the Black 

community as well as the NAACP leaders. One interesting element is the absence of public 

opposition by a majority of the county commission in both communities. In one community the 

developers/homebuilders/ real estate interests supported the effort, but their activity is not known 

in the other case.  

What combinations would logically lead to the outcome if all possible combinations were 

available? Including the Adon=t cares@ can provide a possible grouping. These are included in 

Table 5.06. 
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Table 5.06 Consolidation Supporters and Opposition with “Don=t Cares” 

 
reject 

 
naacp 

 
ACCEPT 

 
C one of the following: C  

NAACP + 

farmers*business + 

business*BLACK + 

farmers*BLACK + 

PROFESSIONALS*BLACK + 

civic*county*business + 

PROFESSIONALS*county*business + 

PROFESSIONALS*farmers*county  + 

PROFESSIONALS*civic*business + 

BLACK*county*business  + 

BLACK*civic*business + 

BUSINESS*civic*business + 

PROFESSIONALS*BLACK*county + 

PROFESSIONALS*BLACK*farmers  + 

PROFESSIONALS*BLACK*civic + 

BUSINESS*county*BLACK   + 

BLACK*BUSINESS*BLACK

PRESENCE in upper case; absence lower case; * = AND; + = OR 

 

 

Among the actors who either support or oppose the consolidation attempt, the absence of 

public support by the NAACP leaders is a necessary and sufficient attribute for rejection of the 

proposed consolidation charter. The presence of support by the NAACP organization or a high 

official in the NAACP is also a sufficient attribute for acceptance of the proposed consolidation 

charter. 

There are more logical acceptance combinations in the model. However, note that only 

one combination is needed for the outcome. Also, out of the six opposition actors the only active 

public opposition that logically could be linked to the acceptance of consolidation is presence of 

opposition by Black leaders. 

However, what combination of actors, either in support or opposition, could lead to the 

outcome? The model was run again without NAACP to see what combinations occurred. These 

configurations mirror the formula in Table 5.07, excluding the attribute of support by the 

NAACP. The full model crisp set is presented in Appendix A, Table A 5.06. When these 

configurations were run with the Adon=t cares@ the ACCEPT formula was the same, but the 
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rejection formula did provide elements that were superfluous in conjunction with the attribute of 

presence or absence of support by the NAACP. This is presented in Table 5.07. 

 

Table 5.07 “Don=t Cares” and Consolidation  

Supporters and Opposition without NAACP 

 
 
reject 

 
black + 

black + 

professionals + 

FARMERS + 

COUNTY + 

BUSINESS
 
ACCEPT 

 
C one of the following: C  

farmers*business + 

business*BLACK + 

farmers*BLACK + 

PROFESSIONALS*BLACK + 

civic*county*business + 

PROFESSIONALS*county*business + 

PROFESSIONALS*farmers*county  + 

PROFESSIONALS*civic*business + 

BLACK*county*business  + 

BLACK*civic*business + 

BUSINESS*civic*business + 

PROFESSIONALS*BLACK*county + 

PROFESSIONALS*BLACK*farmers  + 

PROFESSIONALS*BLACK*civic + 

BUSINESS*county*BLACK   + 

BLACK*BUSINESS*BLACK 

         PRESENCE in upper case; absence lower case; * = AND; + = OR 

 

 

There are six single attribute configurations that are logically important to the rejection of 

a proposed consolidation charter and each one is sufficient for the outcome. The first three are 

actors support or opposition absent from the campaign. The second three attributes are the 

presence of active public opposition to the proposed change: presence of opposition by farmers 

and farming organizations OR presence of active public opposition by a majority of the county 

commissioners OR active public opposition by local business leaders. All of these six are 

sufficient attributes that can be linked to rejection of the proposed consolidation charter.  
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However, it is the presence of public, vocal, active opposition by the farmer, county 

commissioners, or business leaders are important to rejection even when they are combined with 

supporters of the effort. 

 The acceptance of the proposed consolidation charter again requires only one 

configuration for a complete formula. In the choices there are several combinations with the 

active support by the professional organization OR Black leaders OR active opposition by Black 

leaders. In some combinations, the active support by professional organizations and the Black 

leaders are combined with the absence of other groups.   

5.05 Boolean Analysis of Rules and Actors 

This section will put the rules and actors together. When the electorate votes on a 

proposed charter (in this case a proposed consolidation charter) they must vote on the complete 

package of rules. When groups actively and publicly support or oppose the proposed 

consolidation charter, it is assumed that public support and opposition is based on the whole 

charter. The set of rules in the proposed charter must be taken in total. There could be rules in 

the charter that are not to the group=s liking, but these rules, it is assumed, are not disagreeable 

enough to make the group/individual not support the total package. In this section, actors who 

support or oppose the consolidation effort will be linked to the package of the consolidation 

charter rules. In this case only actors who were noted as either publicly supporting, PRESENCE 

of SUPPORT, or publicly opposing, PRESENCE of OPPOSITION, will be discussed. 

The model for active, public support is: 

SUPPORT =  

DISTRICTS + NUMBER + SEATS + INITIATIVE + REFERENDUM + RECALL + TAX 

RATES + DEBT LIMITS + FOG + MAYOR + VETO  

 

The model for active public opposition is like the support model, but opposition actors are again 

in italics and underlined to differentiate them from the supporters: 

OPPOSITION =  

DISTRICTS + NUMBER + SEATS + INITIATIVE + REFERENDUM + RECALL + TAX 

RATES + DEBT LIMITS + FOG + MAYOR + VETO  
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Each actor was run against the proposed rules. These eleven rules that include the Steven 

Maser=s procedural safeguards in the proposed charter, where: 

 
DISTRICT = presence of the procedural safeguard in the number of district representatives  

NUMBER = presence of the procedural safeguard in number of districts   

SEATS = presence of the procedural safeguard in number of seats    

INITIATIVE = presence of the procedural safeguard in initiative    

REFERENDUM = presence of the procedural safeguard in referendum petition    

RECALL = presence of the procedural safeguard in recall 

TAX RATES = presence of the procedural safeguard for tax limits  

DEBT LIMITS = presence of the procedural safeguard for debt limits   

FOG = presence of the procedural safeguard in form of government (presence is mayor/council)  

MAYOR = presence of the procedural safeguard in direct election of Mayor   

VETO = presence of the procedural safeguard in mayor veto 

    

 

Homeowners/taxpayers. The first group will be the homeowners and taxpayers, since 

they voiced fear of the cost of the proposed government. Homeowner/taxpayer groups were 

found to publicly support the proposed consolidation charter in five of the twelve attempts. 

There were no contradictions in the mix of proposed rules. The formula for active support is: 

 

SUPPORT HOMEOWNERS/TAXPAYERS =  
[1]DISTRICT*NUMBER*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL*TAX_RATES*debt_limit* 

FOG*MAYOR*VETO + 

[2]district*number* INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL*tax_rate*debt_limit* 

FOG* MAYOR*VETO  + 

[3] DISTRICT*NUMBER*seats* INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*recall* TAX_RATES* 

debt_limit*FOG*MAYOR*VETO + 

[4]district*NUMBER*seats* INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL* TAX_RATES*DEBT_LIMIT* 

FOG*MAYOR*VETO 

 

There are some common rules in the proposed consolidation charter.  The initiative, referendum, 

mayor-council form of government, direct election of mayor, and mayor veto rules are present in 

all of the four configurations. However, this is just the presence of active support by the 

homeowners/taxpayers in the observed data. When the presence of support is run with the “don’t 

cares” the formula for the logical combinations of rules that can be linked to public support by 

the homeowners/taxpayers association is: 
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SUPPORT HOMEOWNERS/TAXPAYERS  =  [1] SEATS + [2] DISTRICT* TAX_RATES 

 

This provided two interesting combinations. First, that the provision of the same or an 

increase in the number of seats in the proposed consolidation charter is a sufficient attribute for 

support OR second that the provision of the same or an increase in the number of districts AND 

the procedural safeguard of a tax rate cap can be logically linked to support by the 

homeowners/taxpayers associations. The configuration with the presence of procedural 

safeguards for tax rates may be intuitively obvious, but is important to have agreement. What is 

interesting is that procedural safeguards in electoral system rules are logically important to their 

support. 

The opposition actors are again in italics and underlined to differentiate them from 

supporters. The model did not have any contradictions.  The model active public opposition is: 

 

OPPOSITION HOMEOWNERS/TAXPAYERS   =  

[1] district*number*seats*initiative*REFERENDUM*recall*TAX_RATES* 

debt_limit*fog* mayor*veto  + 

[2] DISTRICT*NUMBER*seats* initiative*referendum*recall*tax_rates* 

DEBT_LIMITS*fog*MAYOR*VETO  

 

This formula for active, public opposition represents two cases among the twelve 

attempts. The common attributes among these two cases is the absence of the safeguard for the 

same number of representative seats and the absence of the safeguard for the form of 

government, in other words the change to a council manager form of government. This is an 

interesting mix of observed cases since in the first configuration there is a procedural safeguard 

for tax rates and in the second case there is the presence of a procedural safeguard for debt 

limits. When the presence of opposition by homeowners and taxpayer groups is run with the 

“don’t  cares” the absence of opposition, the formula for the logical combinations of rules that 

can be linked to public opposition by the homeowners/taxpayers association is: 

OPPOSITION HOMEOWNERS/TAXPAYERS   =  fog  

 

The necessary and sufficient attribute for active opposition is the absence of the 

procedural safeguard for the provision of the mayor council form of government, in other words 

the change to a council-manager form. Home owners and taxpayer may desire responsiveness 
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over efficiency. The provision of a mayor-council form of government may provide greater 

accountability to the local property owners.  

 Black leaders. Black leaders in the communities have publicly supported and publicly 

opposed the consolidation charter. What mix of rules can be observed and logically discerned 

that can be linked to either support or opposition? The Black leaders were run with the 

combination of rules. Black leaders’ public support for the proposed consolidation charter 

occurred in half of the twelve cases. These six combinations reduce to four configurations. The 

formula for support is: 

SUPPORT BLACK = 

[1]DISTRICT*NUMBER*seats*initiative*referendum*recall*tax_rates* 

DEBT_LIMITS* MAYOR*VETO  + 

[2]DISTRICT*SEATS*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL*TAX_RATES* 

debt_limits*FOG* MAYOR*VETO  + 

[3] DISTRICT*NUMBER*seats* INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL*  

tax_rates* debt_limits* FOG* MAYOR*VETO  + 

[4] district*NUMBER*seats* INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL*  

TAX_RATES* DEBT_LIMITS*FOG* MAYOR*VETO 

 

 There were no contradictions in the set. The only attribute common to the four 

configurations is the presence of direct election of mayor, in combination with other attributes. 

However, in all the combinations there is at least one of the electoral system procedural 

safeguards present.  The fourth configuration has only one of the electoral system rules present, 

the presence of the maintenance or increase in the number of districts, but the configuration does 

have the presence of direct democracy rules (initiative, referendum, recall, tax rates, and debt 

limits) and the presence of allocating authority procedural safeguards (form of government, 

direct election of mayor, and mayor veto). 

 When these rule configuration were run with the absence of support and the “don’t cares” the 

logical formula is: 

SUPPORT BLACK =  [1]DEBT_LIMITS + [2]DISTRICT*RECALL 

 

 The provision of debt limits could be a sufficient rule linked to support by the Black 

leaders. The maintenance or increase in the number of district representatives AND the provision 

of recall could also be linked logically to the support by local Black leaders. This logical formula 
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is interesting since the usual assumption is that Black leaders are only interested in 

representation. In this formula a sufficient attribute for support is the presence of debt limits. 

Black leaders may desire assurance that costs are controlled.   

In the second configuration the combination of an electoral system procedural safeguard 

and a direct democracy safeguard, again, provide important insight. The increase in the number 

of district representatives is expected. When combined with the ability to recall elected officials 

who have deviated from their preferences can be linked to support.  This would provide the 

Black community a source of recourse if elected officials deviate from the median voter. 

 Local Black leaders have also publicly opposed the consolidation charter. In some cases, 

when local Black leaders have supported the proposed charter there have been other local Black 

leaders who have opposed the charter. For example, in the 1967 Jacksonville-Duval County and 

1990 Athens-Clarke County successful consolidation attempts, some Black leaders supported 

and some leaders opposed the consolidation charter. In the twelve attempts, Black leaders 

publicly opposed the proposed change in four attempts. There were no contradictions in the mix 

of proposed rules and Black leaders opposition. The formula for the mix of rules and Black 

leader opposition is: 

OPPOSITION BLACK = 

[1]DISTRICT*NUMBER*seats*initiative*referendum*recall*tax_rates* 

DEBT_LIMITS*fog* MAYOR*VETO  + 

[2]district* NUMBER*seats*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL*tax_rates*  

debt_limits* FOG* MAYOR*veto  + 

[3] DISTRICT*NUMBER*seats*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL*  

tax_rates* debt_limits* FOG* MAYOR* VETO  + 

[4] DISTRICT*NUMBER*SEATS* INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL*  

TAX_RATES* debt_limits* FOG* MAYOR* VETO  

 

 The configurations of rules in active opposition by Black leaders have one attribute in 

common, the presence of the maintenance or increase in the number of districts.  In configuration 

[4], all the electoral system procedural safeguards are present. The logical configurations that 

include the presence of opposition and the “don’t cares” provides some insight as to why there is 

active opposition: 
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OPPOSITION BLACK = 

 

NUMBER*RECALL*debt_limits  + 

 

-- One of the Following -- 

[1] tax_rates* fog* + 

[2] referendum*fog + 

[3] NUMBER*fog + 

[4] DEBT_LIMITS*fog + 

[5] fog* MAYOR + 

[6] fog* VETO + 

 

The first term of the formula has the presence of the maintenance or increase in the 

number of districts AND the provision of recall AND the absence of the provision of debt limits 

OR one from the second group of terms which all have a logically equal importance of 

occurrence. For example, the logical combination of the absence of tax rate procedural 

safeguards AND the absence of the mayor council form of government, could lead to the active 

public opposition by Black leaders.  Each of the configurations in this group has the absence of 

the mayor-council form of government. This could be important to Black leaders as an allocating 

authority safeguard. 

 It is interesting that there is active opposition when electoral system safeguards are 

present in the configuration. For example, the presence of increased number of districts and 

recall and absence of debt limits. When this is compared with the active support it appears 

almost contradictory. There is a common term, the presence of recall. However, in the opposition 

formula the electoral system is the number of districts not an increase in the number of 

representatives. Black leaders could oppose rules that increased the number of districts but not 

representation. Also, there is the absence of debt limits. Active support by Black leaders was 

linked to the presence of debt limits, so it is consistent to see active opposition when debt limits 

are not included in the proposed consolidation charter.    

 Business leaders.  Local business leaders were another group who actively supported 

and opposed the proposed consolidation charter. The model for business leaders’ support based 

on the proposed rules did not have any contradictions. In the twelve attempts, there was a 
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presence of business leaders’ support in nine attempts. The formula for the nine cases reduces to 

seven configurations: 

SUPPORT BUSINESS = 

[1]DISTRICT*NUMBER*seats*initiative*referendum*recall*tax_rates* 

DEBT_LIMITS* MAYOR*VETO  + 

[2]DISTRICT*SEATS*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL*TAX_RATES* 

debt_limits*FOG* MAYOR*VETO  + 

[3] DISTRICT*number*seats* initiative*REFERENDUM*recall*TAX_RATES *  

debt_limits* fog*mayor*veto  + 

[4]district*NUMBER*seats*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL*tax_rates* 

debt_limits*FOG* MAYOR*veto  + 

[5]district*number*SEATS*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL*TAX_RATES* 

debt_limits *FOG* MAYOR*VETO  + 

[6]district*number*seats* INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL*TAX_RATES* 

debt_limits *FOG* MAYOR*VETO  + 

[7]DISTRICT*NUMBER*seats*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*recall*TAX_RATES* 

debt_limits*FOG* MAYOR* VETO 

 

 There are no common attributes to the entire formula.  However, reduction to the logical 

attributes provides a more parsimonious formula: 

SUPPORT BUSINESS = 

DISTRICT* recall + 

district*RECALL*debt_limits + 

 

-- One of the Following – 

SEATS + 

TAX_RATES*debt_limits 

 

 The presence of same number or increase in district representatives AND the absence of 

recall OR the absence of increase of district representatives AND the presence of recall AND the 

absence of debt limits OR either an increase in the number of seats OR presence of tax rate cap 

AND the absence of debt limits. The last two configurations have a logically equal importance 

so only one is needed to complete the formula. The choice of the presence of an increase in the 

number of seats is sufficient for support. Perhaps an increase in seats could provide greater 

access to business leaders.  

 This formula is important logically to the support of business leaders. In the last 

configuration, the presence of tax rate limits, even when debt limits are not included, are 
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important to active support by business leaders. This provides the financial safeguards that 

business community could desire. There is also the presence of electoral system safeguards and 

in one configuration the presence of a direct democracy rule. Business leaders may desire the 

assurance that tax rates would be controlled, but may view debt limits as a means to increase the 

economy of the are. 

 Opposition by business leaders occurred in seven of the twelve cases. There were no 

contradictions in the model. The formula for the presence of business leaders’ opposition is: 

OPPOSITION BUSINESS = 

 

[1] DISTRICT*number*seats* initiative*REFERENDUM*recall*TAX_RATES * 

debt_limits* fog*mayor*veto  + 

[2]district*NUMBER*seats*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL*tax_rates* 

debt_limits* FOG* MAYOR*veto  + 

[3]DISTRICT*NUMBER*seats*initiative*referendum*recall*tax_rates* 

DEBT_LIMITS* MAYOR*VETO  + 

[4] district*number*SEATS*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL* tax_rates* 

debt_limits *FOG* MAYOR*VETO  + 

[5]DISTRICT*NUMBER*seats*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL*tax_rates* 

debt_limits* FOG* MAYOR*VETO  + 

[6]DISTRICT*NUMBER*seats*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*recall*TAX_RATES* 

debt_limits*FOG* MAYOR* VETO  + 

[7]district*NUMBER*seats*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL*TAX_RATES* 

DEBT_LIMITS*FOG* MAYOR* VETO 

 

 Just like the support formula this seems complex, but reduction with the “don’t cares” 

provides: 

OPPOSITION BUSINESS = 

 

[1] RECALL*tax_rates + 

[2] DEBT_LIMITS*FOG + 

[3] NUMBER*seats* TAX_RATES + 

[4] DISTRICT*seats* FOG + 

--- One of the Following --- 

DISTRICT*seats* debt_limits  + 

DISTRICT*seats* REFERENDUM 

 

 Business leaders’ opposition to the proposed consolidation charter could logically be 

linked to one of five configurations: the presence of a recall procedural safeguard AND the 

absence of a tax rate cap procedural safeguard OR the presence of a debt limit procedural 
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safeguards AND the presence of the mayor-council form of government OR the presence of the 

number of districts procedural safeguard AND the absence of the same or increase in the number 

of seats AND the presence of tax rates cap procedural safeguard OR the presence in the same or 

increase in the number of districts AND the absence of the same or increase in the number of 

seats AND the presence of the mayor-council form of government OR, one of the following, 

either the presence in the same or increase in the number of districts AND the absence of the 

same or increase in the number of seats AND the absence of debt limits OR presence in the same 

or increase in the number of districts AND the absence of the same or increase in the number of 

seats AND the presence of the procedural safeguard of referendum. Remember that the last two 

configurations have the same logically importance of occurrence so only one is needed for a 

complete formula.   

 This formula may appear contradictory to the support by business leaders, but the logic 

still holds. In configuration # 3, the tax rate cap safeguard is present. The presence of this 

attribute was linked to support in the model before. However, in this formula the tax rate cap is 

combined with an increase in the number of districts and the decrease in the number of seats 

whereas in the support model the tax rate cap was linked to the lack of debt limits.  In the 

support model debt limits were absent but in the opposition model they are present. The business 

leaders could desire greater spending if it provided increased growth. In the business opposition 

model there are two configurations with the mayor-council form of government (FOG). Business 

leader may desire the efficiency of a manager form of government.   

 NAACP.  Several groups had either active support or active opposition. One group had 

only presence or absence of active support was the National Association for the Advancement of 

Colored People (NAACP). As noted earlier their organization and/or leaders were active 

supporters in the successful attempts. The mix of rules for their support is interesting:  

SUPPORT NAACP = 

DISTRICT*NUMBER*seats*initiative*referendum*recall*tax_rates* 

DEBT_LIMIT*fog* MAYOR *VETO  + 

DISTRICT*NUMBER*SEATS*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL* 

TAX_RATES* debt_limit*FOG* MAYOR *VETO 
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This combination is familiar since it is the configuration for the acceptance of the charter 

in the first section. Note that the common rules for both configurations are: the same or increase 

in the number of district representatives AND the same or increase in number of districts AND 

the direct election of mayor AND the provision of the mayoral veto.  

The logical support model is also the logical outcome with the “don’t cares”: 

 

SUPPORT NAACP = 

 

--- one of the following --- 

tax_rates*fog + 

referendum*fog + 

NUMBER*fog + 

DEBT_LIMITS*fog + 

fog*MAYOR + 

fog*VETO + 

 

--- one of the following --- 

NUMBER*SEATS + 

NUMBER*RECALL*TAX_RATES*debt_limits + 

DISTRICT* NUMBER*RECALL*TAX_RATES 

 There are two groups of logical combinations in which each configuration has the same 

logical importance of occurrence, therefore only one from each group is needed to provide a 

complete formula.  In the first group the absence of the mayor-council form of government, 

which is the presence of council manager form of government, is common. This is interesting 

since it would be assumed that the NAACP organization or leaders would have a preference for 

the responsiveness of the mayor-council form of government, but this was Athens, Georgia 

which had a long tradition of strong mayor. Perhaps the desire for an alternative was present. It 

should be remembered that the form of government is in conjunction with other attributes such 

as the presence in the same or an increase in the number of districts, the third configuration. The 

second group is more conventional since the configurations have the presence of electoral 

system safeguards. 

 Farmers.  Farmers and farming groups were important in the opposition model of actors. 

The combination of rules that can be linked to farmers’ support or opposition should be 
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interesting. There were only two cases out of the twelve where reference to support by farmers 

was present. The model of the combination of proposed rules in those attempts are: 

 

SUPPORT FARMERS =  

[1]DISTRICT*NUMBER*seats*initiative*referendum*recall*tax_rates* 

DEBT_LIMITS* FOG*MAYOR*VETO  + 

[2]district*NUMBER*seats*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL*TAX_RATES* 

DEBT_LIMITS*FOG* MAYOR* VETO 

 

There are some common attributes in these proposed consolidation rules. First the 

presence of the maintenance or increase in the number of districts AND debt limits AND mayor-

council form of government AND direct election of mayor AND mayor veto AND the absence 

of the maintenance or increase in the number of seats. The allocating authority rules that signal 

leadership of the mayor are all present. The support for the number of districts in the electoral 

system could be important since it would assure representation of rural areas and farmers’ 

interests. The inclusion of debt limits could be important for a group that is tied to the land. The 

presence of tax rate caps in one case and the absence of that rule in the other case is interesting 

since farm land could be burdened with tax payments. 

 When the observed cases are run with the “don’t cares” and the absence of support the 

combination of rules that could be logically linked to the support of farmers is: 

 SUPPORT FARMERS = DEBT_LIMITS*FOG 

 

Support by farmers logically could occur when there is the presence of the direct democracy rule 

for debt limits AND the presence of mayor-council form of government. The mayor-council 

form of government, perhaps, could provide greater responsiveness to farmers and signal 

leadership in the community. Debt limits could keep the cost of government down. 

 However, farmers and farming groups publicly opposed the proposed consolidation 

charters in six of the twelve attempts.  The observed combinations of rules for these six attempts 

that can be linked to farmers’ opposition are: 

OPPOSITION FARMERS = 

[1] DISTRICT*number*seats* initiative*REFERENDUM*recall*TAX_RATES *  

debt_limits* fog*mayor*veto  + 

[2]district*NUMBER*seats*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL*tax_rates* 

debt_limits* FOG* MAYOR*veto  + 

[3]district*NUMBER*seats*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*recall*tax_rates* 
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debt_limits*FOG* MAYOR*VETO  + 

[4] district*number*seats*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL* 

TAX_RATES*   debt_limits *FOG* MAYOR*VETO  + 

[5]DISTRICT*NUMBER*seats*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL* 

tax_rates* debt_limits*FOG* MAYOR* VETO  + 

[6]DISTRICT*number*SEATS*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL* 

TAX_RATES*debt_limits *FOG* MAYOR*VETO 

 

 There is one common attribute in all six of the observed combinations: the presence of 

the procedural safeguard of referendum.  When the model was run with the “don’t cares” the 

formula was: 

OPPOSITION FARMERS = 

 

number*TAX_RATES  + 

 

--- One of the Following --- 

seats* tax_rates*debt_limits  + 

NUMBER *tax_rates*debt_limits  + 

seats * INITIATIVE*tax_rates  + 

seats * REFERENDUM*tax_rates  + 

NUMBER*INITIATIVE*tax_rates  + 

NUMBER*REFERENDUM*tax_rates  

 

 

 

 Although there are seven possible configurations, the last six have a logically equal 

importance of occurrence so only one is needed to complete the formula. So, logically public 

opposition to the proposed consolidation charter could occur if there was not the electoral system 

procedural safeguard for the number of districts AND the presence of a procedural safeguard for 

tax rate cap OR for example, if there was not the electoral system procedural safeguard for the 

number of seats AND the absence of a procedural safeguard for tax rate cap AND the absence of 

a procedural safeguard of debt limits.  The absence of tax rate cap is in every combination in the 

second choice group of configurations, but it is paired with either the presence or absence of 

another direct democracy rule AND another electoral rule.  

 Farmers fear the cost of government. Active opposition could occur when there is not a 

procedural safeguard for the financial rules, as in the last six configurations. However, in the first 

configuration the presence of a tax rate cap and the decrease in the number of districts can be 
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linked to active opposition. Perhaps the farmers, who live in the rural area, fear the decrease in 

their representation as much as their finances.     

 County Commissioners.  Active support by a majority of the county commissioners 

occurred only three times out of the twelve attempts. However these three combinations of rules 

for the proposed consolidation charter reduce to only two configurations, where: 

 

SUPPORT COUNTY COMMISSION = 

[1]DISTRICT*NUMBER*seats*initiative*referendum*recall*tax_rates* 

DEBT_LIMITS*MAYOR*VETO  + 

[2]district*NUMBER*seats*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL* 

TAX_RATES*DEBT_LIMITS*FOG* MAYOR* VETO 

 

 Note that this formula is close to the formula for support by the farmers. Common 

elements are the presence of five attributes: the maintenance or increase in the number of 

districts AND debt limits AND direct election of mayor AND mayor veto AND the absence of 

the maintenance of increase in the number of seats. The support for the number of districts in the 

electoral system could be important since it allowed them the ability to be elected. The inclusion 

of debt limits could be important for a group that feels the interests of the unincorporated areas.  

 When this model was run with the “don’t cares” the logical formula was: 

SUPPORT COUNTY COMMISSION = DEBT_LIMITS 

 

The provision of debt limits in the proposed charter is the necessary and sufficient attribute that 

could be linked to support.  

However, a majority of county commissioners actively opposed the proposed  

consolidation charter six times out of the twelve attempts. There were six differing 

configurations for opposition: 

 

OPPOSITION COUNTY COMMISSION = 

 

[1]district*NUMBER*seats*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL*tax_rates* 

debt_limits* FOG* MAYOR*veto  + 

[2] district*NUMBER*seats*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*recall*tax_rates* 

debt_limits*FOG* MAYOR*VETO  + 

[3] district*number*SEATS*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL* tax_rates* 

debt_limits *FOG* MAYOR*VETO  + 

[4] DISTRICT*NUMBER*seats*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*recall*TAX_RATES* 

debt_limits*FOG* MAYOR* VETO  + 
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[5] DISTRICT*number*SEATS*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL* 

TAX_RATES*debt_limits *FOG* MAYOR*VETO  + 

[6] district*NUMBER*seats*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL*TAX_RATES* 

DEBT_LIMITS*FOG* MAYOR* VETO 

 

 

 The common elements in the six observed cases of proposed rules are the presence of 

four attributes: initiative procedural safeguard AND referendum procedural safeguard AND 

mayor-council form of government procedural safeguard AND the direct election of the mayor 

procedural safeguard. These direct democracy rules and the allocating authority rules could be 

linked to the active opposition by a majority of the county commission. 

 When this model was run with the “don’t cares,” the formula was more complex for 

opposition than the support model.  

 

OPPOSITION COUNTY COMMISSION = 

 

district*NUMBER + 

district*SEATS  + 

 

---One of the Following --- 

INITIATIVE*recall  + 

NUMBER*recall*debt_limits  + 

recall*debt_limits*FOG  + 

recall*debt_limits*MAYOR  + 

recall*debt_limits*VETO  + 

NUMBER*REFERENDUM*recall  + 

NUMBER*seats*TAX_RATES  + 

REFERENDUM*recall*FOG  + 

REFERENDUM*recall*MAYOR  + 

REFERENDUM*recall*VETO 

 

 

 Active opposition by a majority of the county commissioners could occur logically if 

there was the absence of the same or an increase in the number of district representatives AND 

the presence of the same or increase in the number of districts OR absence of the same or an 

increase in the number of district representatives AND the presence of the same or increase in 

the number of seats OR one of the group of combinations, for example, the presence of the 

procedural safeguard for initiative AND the absence of the procedural safeguard for recall.  
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Again, remember that only one configuration is selected from the group of ten possible 

configurations since they all have logically equal importance. The first two logical 

configurations have the absence of the same or increase in district representatives, in the 

presence of either the same or increase in the number of districts OR the same or increase in the 

number of seats. The choice between the ten groups of configurations has the absence of the 

procedural safeguard for recall in conjunction with other attributes, except for the seventh 

configuration that has the presence of the same or increase in the number of districts OR 

presence of the procedural safeguard for referendum OR presence of the procedural safeguard 

for tax rates. 

 Utilities/rural electric cooperative. The final group is the utilities. This group contains 

not only city electric authorities or water and sewer authority, but also rural electric 

cooperatives. This group was in active, public opposition only. They opposed the proposed 

consolidation charter four times in the twelve attempts. However, the formula reduces to three 

combinations of observed configurations: 

 OPPOSITION UTILITIES = 

 

DISTRICT*SEATS*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL* 

TAX_RATES* debt_limit*FOG* MAYOR *VETO 

district*NUMBER*seats*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL* 

tax_rates*debt_limits* FOG* MAYOR*veto  + 

district*number*SEATS*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL*  

tax_rates*debt_limits *FOG* MAYOR*VETO   

 

 

 There are six common attributes in the proposed sets of rules: the presence of the 

procedural safeguard for initiative AND the presence of the procedural safeguard for referendum 

AND the presence of the procedural safeguard for recall AND the presence of the mayor-council 

form of government AND direct election of mayor AND the absence of procedural safeguard for 

tax rates, in conjunction with the other attributes. When the model was run with the “don’t cares” 

the logical formula became: 

 OPPOSITION UTILITIES  =  SEATS  +  district*RECALL*tax_rates 

The presence of the procedural safeguard for the number of seats is a sufficient attribute 

OR the absence of the procedural safeguard for district representation AND the presence of the 
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procedural safeguard for recall AND the absence of procedural safeguard for tax rates. The 

absence of a tax rate safeguard is expected, since the utilities could either be taxing units or 

could be taxed. The utilities actively opposed the charter when the number of seats increased, 

probably since that would increase the number of officials that would be required for a decision.

 Finally, the context of the community in which consolidation is attempted can provide 

information as to the circumstances of the attempt. This is analyzed in the next section. 

5.06 Community Context of Consolidation 

 The last section looks at the context of the community and the outcome. The variables 

used are those that could affect the local community. The model used is: 

ACCEPT =  

DECREASE_POP + HOUSING +TAX_RATE + GOVT_EMP + BLACK_OFFICIALS 

+DISSIMILARITY + BLACK_POP + BLACK_PA 

 

Where:  DECREASE_POP = population has decreased over the last year 

 HOUSING = increased percent of general expenditures on housing and community 

development  
 TAX_RATE = presence of the tax levy change rate is greater than the assessment change 

  rate, where levy and assessment are in year 2000 dollars 

 GOVT_EMP = government employees are increasing at a faster rate than the general population  

 BLACK_OFFICIALS = presence of the percentage of black elected officials greater than 

the percentage of Blacks in city 
DISSIMILARITY = A dissimilarity index of the black population to the non-black population 

greater than 60, very high dissimilarity 

BLACK_POP = presence of Black population of over 25% of total population 

BLACK_PA = the percent of the Black population who lists their occupation as public 

administration is greater than or equal to the percent of Black citizens in the general 

population 

 

 

 The crisp set Truth Table is presented in Appendix A, Table 5.07. One interesting thing 

about this full model Truth Table is that the housing expenditures and dissimilarity are common 

in the acceptance of the proposed consolidation charter. When these were reduced using the 

“don’t cares” the formula for rejection and acceptance is presented in Table 5.08. 
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Table 5.08 Community Context and Consolidation 

 
reject [1] housing   + 

[2] pop_decrease*black_officials   + 

[3] GOVT_EMP* black_officials   + 

[4] black_officials*BLACK_POP   + 

ACCEPT -- one of the following --  

[1]  BLACK_OFFICIALS   + 

[2] pop_decrease*HOUSING* BLACK_POP   + 

[3] pop_decrease*HOUSING* BLACK_PA   + 

[4] pop_decrease*GOVT_EMP*BLACK_PA   + 

 

-- one of the following --  

[5] POP_DECREASE*govt_emp   + 

[6] HOUSING* govt_emp* + 

[7] tax_rate*govt_emp* black_pa      + 

[8] tax_rate*govt_emp* black_pop   + 

[9]  POP_DECREASE*HOUSING*black_pa    

[10] POP_DECREASE*HOUSING*black_pop 

    PRESENCE in upper case; absence lower case; * = AND; + = OR 

 

  The first noticeable aspect is that the rejection model lacks the tax levy to assessment 

ratio and Black public administration attributes have reduced out of the model.  The rejection 

model has the absence of increased expenditures on housing and community development in 

reject #1. This becomes a sufficient attribute for rejection. Perhaps these communities do not 

have a crisis in their economy. In reject #2, the population is growing, but the percentage of 

Black elected officials is not high. In this community, again, there may not a crisis, although the 

Black community is not represented. The Black community may desire representation but since 

their population is not above the twenty-five percent level, they may not have their preferences 

accepted. This is also the case in reject #4, low numbers of Black elected officials and the Black 

population above the critical level could be locked out of the system. 

 The high percent of government employees to general population, in reject #3, and the 

absence of the percent of Black officials that mirrors the general population, could point to the 

desire for change that is not salient to the public. The growth of government employees could 

oppose consolidation for fear of job loss and could garner support for rejection.  
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 The rejection model lacks any variable that could trigger stress or crisis other than 

growing government. This does not mean that in some case there might not be stress, but that 

with this set of attributes the attributes were not logical to the outcome. 

 However, the acceptance model provides a different picture. Only two configurations are 

required for a complete formula and the configurations in each set have the same logically 

importance. In each set of configurations there are some indications of stress, but the tax levy 

ratio is not one of them.  

The high percent of Black elected officials is a sufficient attribute for acceptance. This 

agrees with the direct attribute analysis. In choice ACCEPT # 2, # 3, and # 4, the population is 

increasing, and housing expenditures are increasing, and either Black population above the 

critical level or increased Black public administrators. This underscores the importance of a 

minority group in the decision to consolidate the city and county.  

 Population decrease is present in choice ACCEPT # 5, # 9, and #10. In # 9 and # 10; 

there is an increase in the expenditures on housing and community development even though the 

percent of Black population is low OR the percent of Black public administrators is low. 

5.07 Conclusion 

 This analysis underscores the importance of rules proposed for consolidation. The 

electorate could find the proposed effort acceptable if the mix of rules provides them with 

procedural safeguards to protect their interests. The absence of procedural safeguards in electoral 

system rules is the most important attribute associated with rejection. Acceptance is more 

complex. However, there is evidence that the presence of procedural safeguards in electoral 

systems in the proposed consolidation charter can be linked to the outcome. However, there is 

evidence that fiscal restraints are also important, as well as direct democracy rules.  

 The implication of different actors’ support or opposition for different combinations of 

rules in proposed consolidation constitutions is noteworthy. The analysis presents empirical 

evidence to support the assumption that taxpayers and homeowners will support financial rules 

that safeguard their interests. However, this safeguard is combined with representation rules in 

the electoral system domain. Citizens may support rules that increase in the number of seats 

since this also safeguards their representation. On the other hand, homeowners and taxpayers 
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may actively oppose a consolidation charter that contains the council-manager form of 

government, since this form is seen as emphasizing efficiency to the detriment of responsiveness.  

 The local Black leaders may support a combination of rules that provides representation 

safeguards, but this is combined with the ability to recall an elected official who is not 

responsive to their interests. The Boolean analysis also reveals that Black leaders could also 

support a combination of rules that included a safeguard of debt limits since this would alleviate 

the costs of government on the Black community. Even when a charter included both an 

electoral system safeguard that increases the number of districts and a direct democracy 

safeguard in the recall, Black leaders could actively oppose consolidation rules that did not 

provide the debt limit safeguard. In this case the lack of the debt limit safeguard may be more 

important to the economic health of the Black community. 

 Business leaders are always assumed to support efficiency and economic viability. This 

is evident in the support of a tax rate cap procedural safeguard even when a debt limit safeguard 

is not provided. The debt limit may not be as important as tax limits to this group based on 

projected effects on the local economy. Business interests, also, would support rules that 

provided recall safeguard, even when combined with rules that decreased the number of districts 

and did not provide a safeguard on debt limit. However, they could also support a combination 

of rules that did not provide the recall safeguard if the set included an increase in the number of 

districts. This could increase their representation.  

 Business leaders could actively oppose proposed consolidation rules, if the rules did not 

provide a tax rate safeguard, even if the combination included the safeguard in recall. The 

presence of a tax rate safeguard may not be enough to overcome active opposition if the 

combination does not include an increase in the number of seats on the council, even if there is a 

safeguard in the number of districts.  

 Rural interests actively support a combination of charter rules that provided for the 

mayor council form of government and debt limits. The desire for leadership and assurance of 

financial safeguards are important to these actors. However, they could actively oppose a 

combination of rules if the financial safeguard in a tax rate cap was provided, but increased 

district representation was not. They could also actively oppose a combination of rules that 
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provides the representation safeguard but not the financial safeguard. This group would support 

rules that provide both. 

 Minority group support was found to be pivotal to the success of consolidation efforts. 

Support or opposition by minorities depended on the mix of rules. This could depend on the mix 

of rules. This mix of rules in local constitutions will be explored in Chapter 6, a case study of 

charter changes.   
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CHAPTER 6

LOCAL CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGE HISTORY – NINE CITIES

Attempts at revolutionary constitutional change through city-county consolidation

provided important knowledge about what combinations of actors and rules were important to

the outcome. However, not every city will pursue. In this chapter, other forms of local

constitutional change will be introduced with a brief synopsis of the history of the nine cities’

local constitutional change attempts. These histories are important to illuminate the context of

the community and the desires for different rule choices. In each city, the attempts to change

Maser’s rules are presented at the end in a table. In each table, the proposed rule is given and

whether the proposed rule would maintain or increase the citizen’s procedural safeguard.

6.01 Florida Cities

There are six cities from Florida in the data set: Clearwater, Jacksonville, Miami Beach,

Pensacola, Tampa, and West Palm Beach. Each city has different characteristics with regard to 

population composition, age, size, and fiscal health and each city has experienced substantial

change in those characteristics through time. The cities, also, differ in the types of rules that are

important to the local citizens. 

Clearwater

Clearwater, Florida is in Pinellas County and was incorporated in 1897. The city begins

the targeted study year, in 1950, with the smallest population (15581 residents) of the nine cities

(U.S. Census 1950). Population steadily increased but began slowing in the 1980s. The city

ended the study period 2000, with a population of 108,787 (U.S. Census 2000). Out of all nine

cities, Clearwater had the greatest percent population increase. The city did not lose population at

any period during the study.

Clearwater’s Black population has never been above the critical threshold of 25 percent.

The Black population comprised a little less than nineteen percent (18.63 percent) of the

population and steadily decrease during the time period to a low of 8.36 percent in 1980 then

gradually rose to 9.79 percent by 2000. 
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Clearwater had operated under a 1923 charter (Kirby 1977, 3B). The city electorate

rejected a proposed new charter is 1972. An injunction to stop the referendum was filed late in

the campaign by a former city attorney who, also, was a former mayor (Golden 1972). This actor

did not want the proposed charter to be accepted since it contained provisions would increase the

millage rate ceiling and removed the citizens’ referendum provision, so that citizens would have

no recourse (Golden 1972, 1B).  The injunction was denied, but the proposed charter was

rejected (Allen 1972, 1B). 

A new revised and streamlined charter was offered, again, to the electorate in 1977

(Ordinance 1649). This charter was not without controversy. An injunction was filed to stop the

referendum by one of the candidates for the commission who charged the charter allowed the city

manager to appoint the city clerk; this was a move that would remove the appointment power

from the commission  (Kirby 1977, 3B). This charter was successful, but would be thrown out by

the court due to an advertizing problem (Albury 1978, 1B). In 1978, the city held a referendum to

ratify a charter that was almost exactly like the 1977 proposed charter (Roberton 1978a, 1). The

proposed charter did reduce the required number of signatures for an initiative from one-third the

number of voters in the last election to ten percent and referendum from thirty-five percent to ten

percent, but removed the tax rate limit (Ordinance 1830). 

The local paper editorial supported the proposed charter as “positive, progressive, and for

the betterment of Clearwater and said the League of Women Voters also supported the charter

(St. Petersburg Times/ Clearwater Times 1978). This charter was accepted with sixty percent of

the vote (Roberton 1978b, 1B). 

The direct democracy rules, primarily the rules that would eliminate referendum

requirements are important to the citizens. Two referenda in 1995 addressed both initiative and

referendum. The first question (Ordinance 5760-95) would increase the time available for

petitioners to gather signatures for either referenda and initiatives. The local newspaper

supported this change (St. Petersburg Times/Clearwater Times 1995) . This was successful with

6,622 accepted the change and 2,497 rejected the change (Supervisor of Elections).   

Two referenda held on March 9, 1999 addressed initiative and referendum, again. This

change further strengthened the citizens control. Ordinance 6375-99 stated that an ordinance
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initiated by citizens could not be repealed by the city commission until after the next general city

election. The ordinance also provided that if the electorate repealed an ordinance through

referendum that ordinance could not be readopted by the commission until after the next election.

This change was also successful 10,667 accept and 3,324 reject (Davis 1999; Supervisor of

Elections).  

Although Clearwater has had several local referenda, many of the questions were on

fiscal matters, particularly the provision of a referendum for bonds over a certain amount, and in

the area of term and term limits. In 1995, for example, one referendum question (Ordinance

5760-95) proposed a change in the requirement of referendum for revenue bonds from one

million dollars to 5 million dollars. This proposal was rejected with 2,121 accept and 7,038 reject

(St. Petersburg Times/Clearwater Times 1995). However, these rule domains were not analyzed

in this study. Those proposed constitutional rules that are pertinent to this study are provided in

Table 6.01.

Table 6.01 Clearwater Constitutional Change Attempts

Year Referendum Rule Addressed ACCEPT Procedural Safeguard

1972 yes full charter no **

1978 yes full charter yes **

1995 yes

yes

initiative

referendum

yes

yes

yes

yes

1999 yes

yes

initiative

referendum

yes

yes

yes

yes

** designates multiple safeguards

 

Jacksonville

The Jacksonville electorate decided by referendum to dramatically change the electoral

systems before the study time frame began. The May 3, 1949 referendum reduced the number of

districts from 18 to nine and the number of representatives from 18 to nine (Florida Times Union

1949b) and provided that the mayor would be a Mayor-Commissioner and five other

commissioners would be elected at-large (Florida Times Union 1949a.). Under the new system

the elections of council members would go from district elections to at-large. 
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In 1950, the population of Jacksonville was 204,517 with 35.4 percent Black (1950 U. S.

Census). Jacksonville had increased its population since the 1950 census, but by 1960 the city

was losing population. In 1960 there were 201,030 residents with about 41.1 percent Black (1960

U. S. Census). One interesting impact of the consolidation was to increase the population to

528,865 residents but the percent of Black residents decreased to 22.34 percent (1970 U. S.

Census). The percent of the population who were Black residents continued to rise after that

point and the population also continued to rise to 735,617 in 2000 with Black residents

representing 29.03 percent of the population.  

The Black population was above the critical level until the successful consolidation and

then dropped below the 25 percent level and did not attaint that level until the late 1970s. The

successful consolidation attempt occurred on August 8, 1967. This local constitutional change

was discussed in Chapter 4.

In 1972, a direct democracy rule that provided greater procedural safeguards for the

citizen was passed by legislative action (FL Law 72-572). The number of signatures required for

the initiative and the referendum was decreased from ten percent to five percent of the voters.

One provision was also included that if the initiative or referendum petition contained more than

ten percent of the signatures, then the referendum must be held within twelve months (FL Law

72-572). 

The consolidation charter was updated in 1992 by legislative action. However, on

November 3, 1992, a referendum was accepted that moved the five at-large representatives

toward district representation. The at-large representatives would have to reside in one of five

super districts and continue to live there throughout their term (Saunders 1992, A22). The

referendum passed, 155,074 to accept and 48,527 to reject the proposed change (Supervisor of

Elections). 

In 1998, a rule reduced some of the mayor’s veto power of council actions (FL 98-466).

This was not changed through referendum. These proposed rule changes are presented in Table

6.02.
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Table 6.02 Jacksonville Constitutional Change Attempts

Year Referendum Rule Addressed ACCEPT Procedural Safeguard

1967 yes consolidation full charter yes **

1972 no

no

initiative

referendum

yes

yes

yes

yes

1992 no full charter yes **

1992 yes number of districts yes yes

1998 no mayor veto power yes no

** designates multiple safeguards

 

Miami Beach

Miami Beach, the youngest of the nine cities, was incorporated in 1915. The city was also

the first of the nine cities to claim home rule powers. When Miami and Dade County, Florida

became a federated system in 1957, the cities in the county were provided the authority of

Section 5.03 of the Metro-Dade Charter. Miami Beached claimed home rule powers on this date

(city charter introduction). From that date all amendments to the charter were enacted by a vote

of the electorate. 

The 1921 Florida Law (Chapter 9025, Special Acts 1921) provided Miami Beach the

security of not being annexed or consolidated with cities in the area and thus strengthened Miami

Beach’s autonomy. Their individualism was so strong that the city has tried since 1929 to

become a separate county (Neill 1964, 4). 

In 1950, Miami Beach had a population of 46,282 people, a moderate number compared

to the other eight cities. This was a 65.2 percent increase over the 1940 population. The city’s

population would continue to increase until the 1980 census with a population of 87,072 (37.9

percent increase over 1960). However, Miami Beach’s population would begin declining over the

next 20 years to a population of 87,933 in 2000. Miami Beach had the lowest Black population

of the nine cities, 1.3 percent in 1950. This percentage would decline to a low of 0.37 percent by

1970 and then begin to rise to a high of 5.1 percent by 1990 then begin declining to 4 percent in
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2000.

However, Miami Beach did have a significant elderly population. The citizens 65 years or

older represented 12.1 percent of the population in 1950. The number increased to a high point of

51.8 percent in 1980 and then dramatically declined to 19.2 percent in 2000. The numbers were

so significant that by the late 1960s it was noted (Nordheimer 1967, 1D) that: “The elderly

Jewish residents of South Beach had buried any doubts about who controls the balance of power

in the city. . . . No politician in the city can now make a move without first taking the pulse of

South Beach.” The number of retired individuals was so great that a grassroots group formed to

entice young families to move to the city (Roberts 1967). 

South Beach was the area with the greatest concentration of elderly and was usually pitted

against the northern section of town which had the businessmen and professionals. The group of

15 business and civic organizations from the north of the city held voter registration campaigns

in that section to decrease the effect of the South Beach vote (Miami Herald 1968). 

The early 1960s saw Miami Beach move toward district representation.  However, the

proposals were for group elections instead of everyone running against all other candidates

(Finkelstein 1960, 2C; Auerbach 1962, 10B). Part of the conflict was that the mayor was chosen

as the candidate with the most votes.  In 1964, the group election plus direct election of mayor

was accepted (Auerbach 1964). In 1966 there was a move to strengthen the city managers powers

by providing appointment power for the manager (Nordheimer 1966, 8D).

The push for district elections began in 1969 (Miller 1969, 9B). The effort was supported

by the Chamber of Commerce, South Florida Hotel and Motel Association, Greater Miami High

Rise Association, and various merchants. Th South Beach group that opposed district elections

was chaired by a hotel manager. Supporters say that districts would increase the number of

qualified candidates and create representative government, while opposers say it would create

ward politics (Miller 1969, 9B). 

The referendum finally went to a vote and passed in November 1972. The Beach would

have three districts (Taylor 1972a, 5A). The change was marked by conflict with a voting

machine problem (Taylor 1972b ). However, the vote was upheld by the courts (Buchanan 1973).

This was not the end of the conflict. The next year, the voters repealed the district plan and
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reinstated at-large voting (Hall 1973). 

In 1993, a new charter was passed by referendum (2 November). This charter upheld the

at-large elections. The charter changes are provided in Table 6.06

Table 6.03 Miami Beach Constitutional Change  Attempts

Year Referendum Rule Addressed ACCEPT Procedural Safeguard

1960 yes direct elect mayor no yes

1964 yes direct elect mayor yes yes

1966 yes mayor appointment power yes no

1972 yes

yes

yes

district representation

number of districts

number of seats

yes 

yes

yes

yes 

yes

yes

1973 yes

yes

yes

district representation

number of districts

number of seats

yes 

yes

yes

no

no

yes

1977 yes referendum yes yes

1993 yes full Charter yes **

** designates multiple safeguards

 

Pensacola

Pensacola, in Escambia County Florida, was incorporated in 1832 . In 1950, Pensacola

had a population of 43,479, about the same population as Miami Beach. However, from 1950 to

2000, Pensacola only increased population to 56255. Pensacola’s charter was enacted in 1931

and has only been amended since that time. 

Pensacola’s Black population has always been above the 25 percent level. In 1950, there

were 36 percent Black residents, this decreased to 32.7 percent in 1960. The Black population

then increased slightly to 33.8 percent in 1980 then declined to a year 2000 of 30.6 percent (U.S.

Census). Although the population was above the 35 percent level that Kanter (1977) level that

approaches equal population, the community did not have adequate representation.

In 1959, Pensacola ran a referendum that was accepted to change the electoral system.

Before the referendum the city was divided into five districts with two representatives each, one
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member elected by the district, the other elected at-large. The proposed rule did not change the

number of districts or number of seats but changed district representation to all at-large elections

(FL Law 59-1730). The change was supported by the editor of the local newspaper as a way to

minimize group interests. The editorial states that under the present system a Black candidate

could be elected to the council, “. . . although the city as a whole would not. This is probably the

prime reason behind the proposed change,” but suggested the reason was “that all councilmen

would be responsible to all city voters, not merely to those in their particular section” (Pensacola

News Journal 1959a, 8A). The change was endorsed by the local chamber of commerce and the

members of the city council (Harling 1959, 6B). Opposition to the proposed change was noted by

the reporter, but was not identified  (Harling 1959, 6B). The change was accepted, 1,722 for and

307 against, with the predominately Black voting against it measure ten to seven (Pensacola

News Journal 1959b, 1A).

On November 3, 1970, Pensacola and Escambia County ran a rejected consolidation

attempt (Harling 1970b, 1A). The representation in the proposed consolidation charter would not

increase the representation (FL LAW 70-681). A short history of the consolidation attempt is

provided in Chapter 4. 

Two laws for the provision of referendum petition were passed by the legislature. One in

1965 (FL Law 65-2091) provided for a petition with signatures of 20 percent of the voters, then

in 1971 the percentage of signatures was decreased to 15 percent (FL Law 71-846). 

In 1978, local Black leaders filed a lawsuit citing that the voting system was

discriminatory in the city, county, and school board (Kaufman 1978, 1C). The judgement was for

the Black community and the number of seats should stay ten but there should be seven single

member districts and three at-large seats (Kaufman 1978, 1C). 

The suit was still in appeals in 1981 when the city elections had seven Black candidates

running for city council (Gordon 1981, 1C). These candidates lost in the run-off (Wernicke 1981,

1A). However, a controversial pamphlet that was considered “racist” had been circulated just

days before the run-off (Waters 1981, 1A). The Black community was granted representation in

May 1983 as a settlement of a lawsuit (Thompson 1983, 1A). After the new election system was

in place, the Black community saw an increase in representation on the council of three Black
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council members in the May elections (Thompson 1983, 1A). The editorial, the day after the

election, reminded the readers that the new system should represent all the people and not just the

interests of their districts (Pensacola Journal 1983, 16A). 

Escambia County has tried to establish home rule several times throughout the time

period. The first attempt was in 1977, just seven years after the failed consolidation attempt. This

attempt failed with 6,981 accept and 8,575 reject the proposed charter (Escambia County

Supervisor of Elections). A second attempt in 1979 also failed with 13,376 accept and 15,265

reject, the third attempt in 1995 failed with 15,679 accept and 15,735 reject the proposed county

charter (Escambia County Supervisor of Elections). The rejection of the county charter was

attributed to rejection by rural residents, while affluent city residents supported the proposed

change (Hu 1995, 1A). 

On May 4, 1999, a referendum approved by the electorate (3,258 accept and 3,166 reject)

provided for the direct election of the mayor from the three at-large council seats (Escambia

County Supervisor of Elections). Up to this point, the mayor was chosen by the council, had no

power, and could be either on the council or anyone in the community (Allman 1999a).

 A minority grass roots group “Movement for Change” joined a Pensacola businessman

and developer to push for change (Allman 1999b; Gaybiel 1999). The council did not want to

have a referendum (Allman 1999b). The local newspaper said in an editorial that they did not

support the change but that the voters should have a chance to consider the change (Pensacola

News Journal 1999). 

The city council decided to allow the question to go to a referendum. The prediction was

that it would not pass since the current system worked and the council member stated they would

vote for the change (Graybiel 1999). The charter amendment for weak mayor would not take

effect until the 2001 elections (Conn 1999). Although, the prediction was rejection the voters

accepted change. These proposed rule changes are presented in Table 6.04.
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Table 6.04 Pensacola Constitutional Change  Attempts

Year Referendum Rule Addressed ACCEPT Procedural Safeguard

1959 yes district representation

number of districts

number of seats

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

1965 no referendum yes yes

1970 yes full charter – consolidation no **

1971 no referendum yes yes

1983 no district representation

number of districts

number of seats

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

1999 yes direct elect mayor yes yes

** designates multiple safeguards

Tampa

Tampa was incorporated in Hillsbourgh County in 1877. Tampa began the study period

with a population of 124,681 with 21.95 percent Black citizens (1950 U. S. Census). The city’s

population gained its greatest population between 1950 and 1960. In 1960 the population was

274,970, but the Black population had dropped to 16.82 percent. Over the next ten years the

population increased slightly, a little more than one percent, but the Black population increased

to almost 20 percent of the population. This brought the population to within the critical range.

By 1980 the city’s population had declined to 271,523, but the percent of the Black population

had increased to 23.42 percent (1980 U. S. Census). The next twenty years, Tampa’s population

began to rise slowly to a year 2000 population of 303,447 with 26.1 percent Black (2000 U. S.

Census).

Tampa had three consolidation attempts during the population crisis period: 1967, 1970,

1972. These attempts are discussed in Chapter 4. In 1975, the city revised their charter.

On September 2, 1975, Tampa voters went to the polls to vote for a revised charter as

well as to vote for mayor and three council members. The new charter was the first revision in 30

years and pared the 400 page document to a mere nine pages, according to supporters of the

change (Tampa Tribune 1975, 2B).  The revised charter reduced the percentage of signatures for
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initiative petitions and referendum petitions from 25 percent to 10 percent and recall signature

numbers were reduced from 25 percent to the Florida statute requirement of 15 percent  (1975

Tampa Ordinance 6201-A; R. Allen 1975, 6A). One office was removed from the power of the

mayor. The comptroller’s office with the internal audit was set as an independent Department of

Revenue and Finance and although the mayor retained the appointment power of, this office, as

well as the police, fire, legal, civil service, the mayor could not change the pension boards

(Tampa Tribune 1975, 2B).  The referendum was successful with 28,009 accepted the revision

and 8,100 rejected (Election Supervisor’s Office certified numbers 3 September 1975). The new

“simplified” charter was championed by a new elected councilwoman (Greene 1975). The mayor

also supported the revised charter which included the “strong mayor” form of government (R. 

Allen 1975). 

In 1979, a referendum for a proposed rule would decrease the power of the mayor to

appoint the city auditor and move the auditor out of the mayor’s office (Hathaway 1979, 2B;

Tampa Ordinance 7221-A). This attempt to reduce the mayor’s power failed with 14,732 accept

and 20,448 reject (Supervisor of Elections, certified numbers).

Tampa’s representation was at-large. Single member districts were proposed at a council

workshop in 1978 at the suggestion of one council member who said that the courts were

beginning to require single member districts, but the suggestion was voted down (Robinson

1978, 2B). In 1980 the desire for single member districts increased. A lawsuit filed in June 1980,

contended that the at-large elections diluted the Black citizens (Kalwary 1980a, 1B). There had

never been a Black candidate elected to the council (Kalwary 1980b). It should be remembered

that in 1980, the city was 23.42 percent Black (1980 U. S. Census). 

There were two Black groups seeking representation in 1980. One group desired the

lawsuit to provide the representation, while the other group wanted a city referendum (Kalwary

1980b). In 1981, the council voted to oppose the state legislated election change to single

member districts (Piacente 1981a, 3B).

A referendum was finally held on March 1, 1983 to change the representation from at

large to district representation. Referendum for single member districts was accepted 21,080 to

8,233 (Piacente 1983a, 1A). The plan provided for four single-member districts and three at-large
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representatives (Piacente 1983a). However, the president of the local NAACP said the plan did

not go far enough; the number of single member districts should have been increased to provide

the representation needed in the city (Piacente 1983a, 1A). The local paper editorial supported

the change as providing “more open government,” but noted that the change was attributed to the 

Black leaders who wanted to “. . . enhance their own power and prestige, actions which have

little to do with the justifiable desire for a more democratic government”  (Tampa Tribune 1983,

14A). The mayor of the city drafted and supported the plan as a way for a Black candidate to get

elected to the city council (Dunn 1983).      

The City and County have always had conflict. In 1982, according to a reporter (Inglis

1982, 1A), the conflict had escalated with disagreements over garbage, library, “dual taxation,”

recreation (a golf course), civil service, street maintenance, and water/ sewage. These problems

are the very same problems that were cited as reasons to consolidate.

On September 20, 1983, amid county commissioner scandal a home rule charter for

Hillsborough County was passed by voters (Inglis 1983). The reporter had viewed the home rule

charter like a consolidation charter (Inglis 1983, 1A). The county charter would provide single

member districts and increase seats (Piacente 1983b). However, the local chapter of the NAACP

contested the county charter which was finally approved by the justice department in 1985 (Inglis

1985).

The final proposed rule change, in the time period, addressed the mayor’s power. One of

the proposed rules would increase the time the city could review the mayor’s budget, but the rule

of interest addressed the mayor’s appointment power and veto power (Tampa Ordinance 94-263;

Tampa Ordinance 94-264). The reduction of the mayor’s appointment power, supported by the

council, would grant the council the right to approve the mayor’s appointment of the city

manager and other high level department heads (Gilpin 1995, 8). The council said the changes

would be “important to taxpayers” (Stebbins 1995, 2). The veto rule would deny the mayor the

power to override the council’s decision to hire or fire the council’s attorney (Stebbins 1995, 2).

The outgoing mayor opposed the two amendments (Gilpin 1995, 8). The proposed rule changes

are provided in Table 6.05.
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Table 6.05  Tampa Constitutional Change  Attempts

Year Referendum Rule Addressed ACCEPT Procedural Safeguard

1967 yes consolidation – full charter no **

1970 yes consolidation – full charter no **

1972 yes consolidation – full charter no **

1974 no mayor appointment power yes yes

1975 yes full charter yes **

1979 yes mayor appointments no no

1983 yes

yes

yes

district representation

number of districts

number of seats

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

1985 yes mayor appointments yes yes

1986 yes mayor appointments yes no

1995 yes

yes

mayor veto

mayor appointments

yes

yes

no

no

** designates multiple safeguards

West Palm Beach

West Palm Beach is in Palm Beach County. The city was incorporated in 1894. Until

1946, the city had single member districts elections, but this was changed when the State of

Florida eliminated the “white-only primary system” (Engelhardt 1994, 1B).

West Palm Beach began the study time, 1950, with a population of 43,162 with 29.6

percent Black (1950 U. S. Census). The population of the city had steady growth between 1950

and 2000, ending the study time with a population of 82,103 of which 32.2 percent were Black

(2000 U. S. Census). Although the city never lost population, the percent of Black population

steadily declined from 1950 to a low of 24.4 percent in 1970 then began to rise steadily to 32.2

percent in 2000.  

There was an attempt to change to direct election of mayor and provide appointment

power in 1953 (1953 Fl Law 29606). This was not accepted (Miami Daily News Bureau 1953) .

A new charter for West Palm Beach was accepted by the electorate on November 16, 1965. In
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1976, a referendum to change the designation of council seats from groups to districts was

accepted. Instead of numbered seats the candidates for seats would qualify in districts (Ordinance

1300-75). 

The proposal for a strong mayor that was elected directly by the electorate was introduced

by a city commissioner in 1989 and supported in an editorial in the local newspaper  (Palm

Beach Post 1989a, 1E). The idea was dropped by the commission in 1989 (Palm Beach Post

1989b, 1E). A referendum, initiated by citizen petition, would change the selection of mayor and

mayoral powers and was run on March 12, 1991 (Bradbery 1991, 1B). This would move the form

of government from council-manager to strong mayor with the mayor sharing appointment and

administrative power with the manager. The city council also added a referendum that would

provide for a weak mayor system (Bradbery 1991, 1B). The local newspaper editorial supported

the move to a strong mayor (Palm Beach Post 1991, 1E). Two referenda were held on March 12,

1991. Direct election of mayor was accepted 2,944 to 2,655 and strong mayor was accepted

3,779 to 1972 (Supervisor of Elections).

On March 9, 1993, the voters accepted a rule change that would further strengthen the

mayor. The mayor had shared appointment power with the manager, but this referendum gave

appointment power to the mayor and the placed the manager position under the mayor

(Resolution 16-93). The current mayor wanted the language of the mayor’s appointment power in

the charter clarified to resolve conflict of leadership (Engelhardt 1992a, 1B). A petition drive

started in August of that year (Engelhardt 1992b). In November of that year the Chamber of

Commerce of the Palm Beaches issued support for the proposed change (Engelhardt 1992c, 2B). 

During the same year, a group began collecting signatures on a petition to move district

representation from at-large to single-member district elections (Palm Beach Post 1993). An

editorial in the local newspaper noted that the supporters wanted more representation, but

opponents said the petition was for minorities to take control of the council (Palm Beach Post

1993, 2F). The editorial reminded readers that since the petition involved “fair representation,”

the voters should make that decision (Palm Beach Post 1993, 2F). 

In 1994, the city commission did not think they would win the pending lawsuit filed by a

Black resident to change to single-member districts, and decided to try to change the district
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representation (Palm Beach Post 1994, 16A). However, there were several changes to the plan

and by January the city commission was ready to set the March 1995 elections under the existing

plan (Engelhardt 1995, 13B). However, just three days later the city commission settled on the

original single-member district plan (Croft 1995, 1B).

Two years later (the time the city had to wait until the court order expired) a “coalition of

neighborhood groups” set up a petition drive to return to at-large elections (Boles 1997a, 1B).

The groups effort was supported by the “city’s blue-collar union,” but the proposed change was

opposed by the Black councilwoman whose election started the single-member district lawsuit

(Boles 1997b, 1B). On March 11, 1997, the referendum to change district representation back to

at-large was accepted with 1,897 for and 647 against the change (Supervisor of Elections). The

rules tested are presented in Table 6.06.

Table 6.06 West Palm Beach Constitutional Change Attempts

Year Referendum Rule Addressed ACCEPT Procedural Safeguard

1953 yes

yes

mayor appointment power

direct elect mayor

no

no

yes

yes

1965 yes full charter yes **

1976 yes number of districts yes yes

1988 yes full charter yes **

1991 yes

yes

yes

yes

direct elect mayor

adds mayor seat

mayor veto power

mayor appointment power

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

1993 yes mayor appointment power yes yes

1995 no district representation yes yes

1997 yes district representation yes no

** designates multiple safeguards

6.02 Georgia Cities

There are three cities in the data sets: Athens, Atlanta, and Macon. These three cities are

the oldest in the data set. These cities, like the Florida cities, have different characteristics with
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regard to the context of change. The cities, also, differ in the types of rules that are important to

the local citizens and the strategies employed to address those rules.  

Athens

Athens is the oldest city in the data set. It was incorporated in 1806. Athens had a

population of 28,180 in 1950 with 27.3 percent Black population (1950 U. S. Census). The city’s

Black population is the smallest of the three Georgia cities. Athens had steady growth except for

the time period of 1970 to 1980 when the city lost population. The 1970 population was 44,342

and the population in 1980 was 42,549, but population increased by 1990 to 45,734 and with the

consolidation with Clarke County in 1990 jumped to 100,266 by the year 2000 (U. S. Census). 

During this same time period the Black population increased to 29 percent in 1960 then

decreased to a low of 23 percent in 1970 and increased to 29.8 percent before the successful

consolidation in 1990. With consolidation, the Black population decreased slightly to 27.4

percent in 2000. The Black community was only slightly below the critical level around the first

consolidation attempt in 1969. Athens had four consolidation attempts: 1969, 1972, 1982, and

the successful consolidation in 1990. These attempts to radically change the local constitution are

discussed in Chapter 4.

There are only two other attempts to change the rules of interest to this study: 1973 and

1979. In 1973, after the second rejected consolidation attempt, Athens ran a referendum to annex

adjacent territory (Ga. Law 1973 p. 2387).This would also increase the districts to six, district

representation to twelve, and number of seats to twelve. The referendum was rejected on May 31,

1973. The same election date the voters were asked to abolish the elected position of the Civil

Service Commission and grant the power to appoint members to the mayor (Ga. Law 1973 p.

2356). 

The Athens’ charter was revised in 1979 through an act of the Legislature. Little changed

in this charter except for the elimination of a tax rate cap rule that was added in 1965 (Ga. Law

1965 p. 2746). This rule limited the ad valorem taxes to 9.8 mills of assessed value of property.

However, this rule is not tested here. Athens constitutional attempts are presented in Table 7.06.
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Table 6.07 Athens Constitutional Change  Attempts

Year Referendum Rule Addressed ACCEPT Procedural Safeguard

1969 yes full charter – consolidation no **

1972 yes full charter – consolidation no **

1973 yes

yes

yes

yes

district representation

number of districts

number of seats

mayor appointment power

no

no

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

1975 yes mayor appointment power no no

1979 no full charter yes **

1982 yes full charter – consolidation no **

1990 yes full charter – consolidation yes **

** designates multiple safeguards

Atlanta

Atlanta was incorporated in 1847. Atlanta began the time period with 331,314 residents

with 36.6 percent Black citizens (1959 U. S. Census). Atlanta’s population increased until 1970

then began to decline until 1990 when the population began to rise again (U. S. Census). During

this same period the Black population did not decline. It continued to increase their percentage of

the population to a high of 67 percent in 1990 and then declined with the regrowth of Atlanta in

the 1990s to 61.4 percent in 2000 (U. S. Census).

In 1951 Atlanta annexed a significant amount of Fulton County (Ga Law 1951 p. 3110)

and about 96,000 residents (Holland 1952, 182). This effort involved several enabling bills from

the legislature and was held as “The Greater Atlanta Plan of Improvement” and was opposed by

the Fulton County Commission (May 1951, 1). This provided three extra districts for a total of

nine districts (Ga Law 1951 p. 3110). 

A reorganization plan in 1952 reduced the rule for the number of districts to eight (Ga

Law 1952  p. 2635). This also reduced the number of aldermen to sixteen elected in at-large, in

city-wide elections. This reorganization took effect in 1954, and reduced the seats from twenty

seven total to seventeen total, two aldermen from each ward (Hancock 1954, 3). A president of
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the board of aldermen, elected at-large, was added in 1953 (Ga Law 1953 p. 2798).  

In 1966, a referendum was run to annex Sandy Springs and increase the number of wards

to nine (Ga Law 1966 p. 3337). This referendum was held on May 11, 1966, but was not

accepted (Ga Law 2000 p.CCXLIV). The elections would still be all at-large.

In 1973, the local legislative delegation began the final process of forming a new charter

for Atlanta. The bill was introduced in the State House on January 9, 1973 with two controversial

provisions: a reduction in the number of council members and an increase in the power of the

mayor (Cutts 1973a, 8A). 

The procedural safeguard in district representation, number of districts, and number of

seats protected the minority population. Atlanta, in 1970, was 51.3 percent Black, so the white

population preferred district representation. It is not surprising that the local NAACP opposed the

proposed district election method (Bell 1973). They cited the weakening of Black voting power

as a reason for opposition (Bell 1973, 21A). The Fulton County legislative delegation supported

the charter (Cutts 1973b). One member of the Socialists Workers Party, who was running for

mayor, said the proposed charter would decrease Black power in the city and wanted a local

referendum to ratify the proposal (Cutts 1973c, 2C). 

One of the representatives said he would allow the local charter bill to be treated as

general legislation so it could be debated on the floor and push for a referendum on the charter 

(Cutts 1973d, 3A). The Georgia House passed the bill the next day with little opposition (Cutts

1973e, 8A). However, there were problems in the senate and at one point there were two charters

proposed (Cutts 1973f, 22A). The bill that passed the Georgia Senate called for a mixed voting

system of twelve, now termed council members, who would be elected by district and six elected

at-large while the mayor became the executive but lost the power to appoint council committees

(Cutts 1973g, 14A). 

The citizens’ procedural safeguard in the rules of referendum and initiative was increased

in 1983. The rule provided that ordinances or resolutions submitted to the voters must be

adopted; if defeated by voters the rule must be resubmitted before it could be adopted; and if

adopted by the voters, then only the voters could repealed the rule (Ga Law 1984 p. 5376). 

In 1990, the mayoral power of appointment was increased (Ga Law 1990 p. 4945). This
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law provided the mayor with the power to appoint of all executive officers and Chief of Staff

(Section 3.105) and in Section 3.201 the law removed the Chief Administrative Officer, the

manager. This moved the city to a strong mayor form of government. The mayor wanted this

reorganization to streamline government and provide greater economy through a reduction of

employees (Hill and Sherman 1990, 4D).

Atlanta had a new charter passed through the Georgia Legislature in May 1996. The

proposed charter reduced the size of the council from 18 members, 12 single members and 6 at-

large members to 15 total with 12 single-member districts and 3 super districts (Helton 1996, JD

7). The plan had been shelved in February for fear of diluting the Black vote (Soto 1996a, 1C).

However, members of a multi-racial religious group supported the change as a means for

efficiency (Soto 1996b, B3). The legislative delegation agreed and decided to write enabling

legislation to reduce the council by three at-large seats (Soto 1996c, B2). The Bill was approved

by the Georgia Assembly on April 15, 1996 (Ga Law 1996, p. 4469). This rule change and the

other proposed rules are presented in Table 6.08.

Table 6.08 Atlanta Constitutional Change Attempts

Year Referendum Rule Addressed ACCEPT Procedural Safeguard

1951 no

no

no

district representation

number of districts

number of seats

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

1952 no

no

no

district representation

number of districts

number of seats

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

1953 no seat for president yes yes

1966 yes

yes

yes

district representation

number of districts

number of seats

no

no

no

yes

yes

yes

1969 no

no

no

district representation

number of districts

number of seats

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

1973 no full charter yes **
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Table 6.08 Atlanta Constitutional Change Attempts Cont.

Year Referendum Rule Addressed ACCEPT Procedural Safeguard

1983 no

no

initiative

referendum

yes

yes

yes

yes

1990 no mayor appointment power yes yes

1996 no full charter yes **

** designates multiple safeguards

 

Macon

Macon was incorporated in 1823. The city’s population increased before the study period;

in 1950 the city had 70,252 and a county population of 114,079 residents and during the next ten

years lost population, while the county increased population (1950 U. S. Census; 1960 U. S.

Census). In 1961, after the rejected 1960 consolidation charter, Macon ran an referendum to

annex adjacent unincorporated territory (Ga Law 1961 p. 2441). The referendum, held on May

24, 1961, was accepted and extended the size of the city by one third and increased the

population by an estimated 75 percent and made the city the third largest in Georgia (Macon

Telegraph 1961, 1). However, this did not solve the population problem. By 1970, the city was

still losing population and would continue to loose population through the rest of the study

period. The year 2000 population was 97,255 (2000 U. S. Census). This was about 25 thousand

residents less than the lowest 1961 estimate of population annexed.

Macon’s Black population has always been above the critical level. In 1950, 42 percent of

the population was Black and increased to 44 percent in 1960 (1950, 1960 U. S. Census). There

was a decline in the Black population between 1960 and 1970 to 37 percent. This was probably

due to the annexation. However the Black population again increased steadily to a high of 62.45

percent in the year 2000 (U. S. Census).

Early in 1955, a suburban homeowners’ association sued the water board and city

council. Suburban residents complained that their rates increased 38 percent while the city

residents’ rates increased only 9 percent (Macon Telegraph. 1955a). However, there was also a

need for sewage disposal and this prompted the local groups to implore the legislative delegation

to introduce a local bill for a disposal plant (Macon Telegraph. 1955b). In 1955, the city residents
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began paying a sewer fee as part of their water bill (Macon News 1955a). 

Racial problems were evident in the 1960s. In 1962 there was a three-week bus boycott to

end segregation of the transit system which ended under negotiations and a court order

(Gainesville Daily Times [Georgia] 1962).

Macon and Bibb County attempted consolidation three times during the fifty-year period:

1960, 1972, and 1976. These unsuccessful attempts are discussed in Chapter 4.

In 1975, Macon changed their electoral system from at-large elections to a mix of at-large

and district representation (Ga Law 1975 p. 2799). There were still fifteen aldermen, but ten

would be elected from five districts and five would be elected at-large. This was in response to a

lawsuit filed by Black leaders citing voting rights discrimination, and this allowed five Black

candidates to successfully win seats on the council (Howard 1979a, 8). It is little wonder that the

consolidation attempt the next year was not accepted. 

Macon revised its charter in 1977. The new charter had few changes and the electoral

systems did not change (Ga. Law 1977 p. 3776). However, recall was provided in this charter and

a taxing limit was also included. 

Macon began to address their ethnic minority relations in the late 1970s and into the

1980s. This could have been a reaction to the increase in Black community population or the

advent of the election of enough Black candidates to the council that began to mirror the Black

population. In 1979, a Black Heritage special section of the local newspaper was produced to

bring awareness to racial problems (Macon Telegraph and News 1979). One interesting aspect of

the study was that there were two equally influential Black groups in the community that did not

always see things in the same perspective (Howard 1979b, 9). In 1989, ten years later, the

Macon/Bibb Interracial Council was formed to improve relations between different ethnic groups

(Baron 1989). Again, this could have been in response to the increased percent of Blacks in the

community. By 1990, Black citizens represented 52.2 percent of the city’s population. They were

now the majority. However, this was not the end of differences between the races. In 1998, there

was disagreement on a proposed school bond referendum for facilities that would slight the

Black community (Cass 1998). Several leaders were upset.

In 1986 and 1997, two rules passes the Georgia Assembly that addressed the mayor’s veto
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power. The first (Ga. Law 1986 p. 5744) required the mayor to provide a written reason for veto

within the time frame, not just a veto. While the 1997 rule (Ga. Law 1997 p. 4752) removed

some of the mayors veto power. This rule would not allow veto of certain council actions or

adoption of amendments.

In 1999, after 179 years of Macon history, the first Black mayor was inaugurated in

Macon (Savage 1999). The Black community now represented 62 percent of the population. A

newspaper reported noted that the vote had been along racial lines and provided “. . . African-

Americans complete control of city government” (Savage 1999, 1B). The proposed rules

explored in this study are presented in Table 6.09 

Table 6.09 Macon Constitutional Change Attempts

Year Referendum Rule Addressed ACCEPT Procedural Safeguard

1960 yes full charter – consolidation no **

1972 yes full charter – consolidation no **

1974 no mayor appointment power yes yes

1975 no

no

no

district representation

number of districts

number of seats

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

1976 yes full charter – consolidation no **

1977 no full charter yes **

1986 no mayor veto power yes no

1997 no mayor veto power yes no

** designates multiple safeguards

 6.03 Conclusions

These short case studies of each city’s attempts to change rules and the context of the city

provide a glimpse of why certain rule changes are advanced in the local constitution. The

ethnicity balance in the community is important to the decision to accept or reject a proposed

rule. The growth or decline of population also impacts the decision of rules. In Macon, Tampa,

Pensacola, and West Palm Beach electoral rules for representation were salient. The Black
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community had reached the critical numbers that could be linked to their desire for greater

safeguards in the electoral system.   

Different groups have a desire for rules that will protect their access to the governing

structure. In Miami Beach, for example, the elderly population comprised the largest group and

so desired at-large elections. However, the business community desired representation that would

provide them access to the governing structure. The business community wanted district

representation to assure that their preferences were addressed. This agrees with Maser (1998).

Although the group that characteristically strives for representation in Southern cities is the Black

community, in this case the non-majority group was the business community. 

The next chapter will analyze the rules and the context of the communities. A

comparative Boolean analysis is used to specify how they interact and what combinations are

linked to the outcome.
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CHAPTER 7

BOOLEAN ANALYSIS OF LOCAL CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGE

In Chapter 6, the proposed changes in the local constitutions in nine cities were

introduced. This chapter analyzes the attributes linked to rejection and acceptance of nine

procedural safeguard rules as defined by Maser (1998). The electoral system rules are district

representation, number of districts, and number of seats. The direct democracy rules are

initiative, referendum, and recall. The authority allocation rules are direct election of mayor,

mayoral appointment power, and mayoral veto.

For each rule, two analyses are preformed, one analysis for a full model that contains

attempts to change through local referendum, legislated action, or litigation. The second analysis

addressees attempts to change through local referenda. The two methods allow analysis of

attempts in the three Georgia cities that have functional home rule but not structural home rule.

This provides eighteen models of local constitutional change.

Each model contains a mixture of community context attributes and indirect measures of

groups to link these characteristics to the rejection or acceptance of charter rules. In each model,

the presence or absence of the procedural safeguard in the proposed rule is coded to indicate the

direction, i.e. whether the rule maintained or increased the citizens’ safeguard.

Final models are produced through minimization of two or three subsystem models of

attributes, a method suggested by Roland and Moriarty (1977). Each of these models contain ten

or eleven attributes that were mutually exclusive. These are minimized and redundant attributes

were eliminated. The final model is the most parsimonious. It must be remembered that each

minimized configuration is comprised of all the attributes in the configuration. When read they

produce a total formula.

7.01 Electoral Systems Rules

These rules provide or deny access to the governing structure through the choice of

representation boundaries discussed earlier. There are three rules that capture the extent of

representation. District representation defines who directly represents an area; the number of
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districts defines how and if the area is divided for representation; and the number of seats

provides an indication of the citizen to representative ratio.  

District Representation

The full model of district representation contains thirty six cases. There are thirteen cases

of rejection of proposed rule with eleven configurations and twenty-three cases of acceptance

with twenty configurations. There are twenty-six cases that used local referenda, thirteen

accepted the proposed rule and thirteen rejected the rule.  The model formula is:

ACCEPT  = SAFEGUARD + BONDS + HOUSING + TAX_RATE + BLACK_OFFICIALS +

DISSIMILARITY + BLACK_POP + PROFESSIONALS + REAL_ESTATE

where: SAFEGUARD = the presence of the procedural safeguard in maintenance or increase in the

district representatives

BONDS = the presence of a Moody Municipal bond rating of at least an A 

HOUSING = an increase in the ratio of expenditures on housing and community development to

general expenditures over the last year 

TAX_RATE = presence of the tax levy change rate is greater than the assessment change

rate, where levy and assessment are in year 2000 dollars

BLACK_OFFICIALS = presence of the percentage of black elected officials greater than the

percentage of Blacks in city

DISSIMILARITY = A dissimilarity index of the black population to the non-black population

greater than 60, very high dissimilarity

BLACK_POP = presence of Black population of over 25 percent of total population

PROFESSIONALS = presence of an increase in the percent of employees in professional

organizations (SIC 862) over the last year as compared to the percent of total employees

in the county 

REAL_ESTATE =presence of an increase in the percent of employees in real estate (SIC

 65) over the last year as compared to the percent of total employees in the county 

District representation full model. The crisp set solution model for rejection of the

proposed rule is provided in Appendix B, Table B7.01. The rejection crisp set reduces to eight

possible configurations. The last two configurations have a logically equal importance of

occurrence so only one is required for a complete formula. 

District representation safeguards are both present and absent, thus the decrease in district

representatives as a procedural safeguards is not necessarily a factor in configurations for the

rejection of the proposed rule change.  However, there is a predominance of the absence of

procedural safeguards in the rejection model. 
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In all but one rejection configuration, the percentage of black elected officials is less than

the percentage of Black citizens in the total community population. This configuration is a

minimization of at least two cases – one with the presence of a percentage above the total

population and one with the absence of the attribute. 

The acceptance crisp set solution contains the twenty-three cases with twenty

configurations. The acceptance model is provided in Appendix B, Table B7.02. The twenty-one

configurations minimize to fifteen configurations in the  acceptance crisp set solution. Again,

these contain a mixture of the presence and absence of procedural safeguards. Eight

configurations contain the presence of the maintenance or increase of procedural safeguards in

the acceptance of the proposed district representation rule. However, there is a predominance of

the presence of the safeguard. 

These configurations were further minimized using the “don’t cares” to provide the

logically possible combinations that can be linked to the outcome. The district representation full

rejection and acceptance model with “don’t cares” is presented in Table 7.01. In the rejection

model there are four configurations that yield five possible logical configurations for rejection of

a proposed district representation rule.  The acceptance model, on the other hand, yields seven

logical configurations.   

Table 7.01 Logical Combinations for District Representation Full Model with Don’t Cares

reject [1] dissimilarity*BLACK_POP*professionals   +

[2] DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*professionals*REAL_ESTATE   +

[3] safeguard*HOUSING*DISSIMILARITY*REAL_ESTATE   +

—  One of the Following — 

[4] BOND*tax_rate*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*professionals*real_estate   +

[5] BOND*tax_rate*black_officials*BLACK_POP*professionals*real_estate

ACCEPT [1] bond   +

[2] PROFESSIONALS   +

[3] dissimilarity*black_pop   +

[4] TAX_RATE*real_estate   +

[5] BLACK_OFFICIALS*real_estate   +

[6] housing*TAX_RATE*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP   +

[7] SAFEGUARD*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*REAL_ESTATE

PRESENCE is in upper case letters * designates an AND 

absence is in lower case letters + designated an OR
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Ethnicity is central in all five of the rejection configurations, where either the Black

population is above the critical level of twenty-five percent or the dissimilarity is very high.

When the Black population has reached the critical level, the representation could be important.

The presence and absence of the Black population and dissimilarity, combined with other factors,

stand out as playing a role in reject #1 and #2. Although these two attributes are not necessary or

sufficient to the outcome, their combination in the model can be linked to the outcome. 

The direction of the proposed change is not known in reject #1 and #2. However, change

could be rejected when the percentage of Black residents is over twenty-five percent of the

general population and yet the dissimilarity is not very high with non-growth in employees in

professional organizations OR the dissimilarity is very high but the percent of the Black

population is low in the presence or absence of the other attributes. If the proposed change would

increase the procedural safeguard in the district representation rule, the Black community may

not desire the change if their numbers are high and the community is homogenous, as in reject #1

or if the Black population numbers are low and dissimilarity is high then the group may not be

large enough to push for change, as in reject #2. If the proposed rule would decrease the district

representation, then this could be supported by a majority Black population who’s preferences

are addressed by the current arrangement.

In reject #3, the direction of the proposed rule is provided. This proposal would actually

decrease district representation. When this is combined with increasing costs in housing and

community developments, a sign of stress, very high dissimilarity in the population, and growth

in the real estate industry, the proposed decrease could be rejected. The electorate could feel that

the present arrangement serves the growth of the community. Since the percentage of the Black

population has reduced out of the configuration, this could be interpreted in the light of two

opposing viewpoints: either the Black community does not have the critical numbers to impact

change or they are the majority group and prefer the status quo.  

It is interesting that when dissimilarity and the percent of Black population appear

together in a reject configuration, one is present and one absent. This could indicate that when

numbers of the Black population are high but dissimilarity is not very high, as in reject # 1, their

preferences may be the status quo. However, when the Black population is low and the
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dissimilarity is high, as in reject #2, then the Black community could desire change, but their

numbers are not high enough to force change. 

In the choice between reject #4 and reject #5, the high Moody municipal bond rate AND

the low growth ratio between the tax levy and property assessment could be contextual attributes

of a healthy community. However, the low growth in real estate and professional organizations

could also signal a slow-growing community. The only difference between these two

configurations is either the high dissimilarity or high Black population. The positive fiscal

elements may induce the citizens like property owners or business owners prefer the status quo.   

There is no single attribute that is necessary and/or sufficient for the rejection of a

proposed district representation rule. However, in the acceptance of a proposed district

representation there are seven configurations that can be logically linked to acceptance and two

attributes are sufficient. The absence of an acceptable bond rating OR an increase in employees

in professional organizations in the county are sufficient attributes for acceptance.

The presence of the procedural safeguard that would maintain or extend the district

representation is not a necessary and/or sufficient attribute for the acceptance of the proposed

rule. It must be remembered that this is a full model with both local referenda and legislated local

action. Two interesting combinations are in configurations ACCEPT #3, ACCEPT #6, and

ACCEPT #7 in the acceptance model. The first has a dissimilarity index lower than 60 and a

Black population that is less than twenty-five percent, an indication of perhaps a more

homogenous population. On the other hand, ACCEPT #6 and ACCEPT #7 include a very high

dissimilarity and the Black population equal to or greater than twenty-five percent may indicate

that the Black population’s preferences for representation could be accepted. In the acceptance

there appears to be combinations of dissimilarity and Black population that are in the same

status; either both are high or both are low, in combination with other attributes. 

In ACCEPT #7, the direction of the proposed rule is important to the outcome. This

proposed rule would increase or at least maintain the number of district representatives. When

the Black population is above the critical numbers and the community has very high

dissimilarity, the Black community could support an increase in representation. The real estate

industry is growing in this configuration. Perhaps they support an increase in representation since
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they would want a growing community that would further the sell of property. 

District Representation Referenda. The district representation rules referenda were

analyzed with the same model. There are twenty six cases with twenty four configurations. There

are eight rejections of the proposed rule, the same number as in the full model, and eleven

referenda acceptance of the proposed rule. The crisp set solution for rejection and acceptance of

the proposed rule are presented in Appendix B Table B7.03. 

The crisp set rejection referenda model is the same as the rejection of the full model. This

is due to rejection in both models attributed to referenda since the legislative laws did not

produce a rejection. Again, the eleven configurations reduce to eight, with a choice between

reject #8 and #9 used in the final formula. The acceptance model contains thirteen cases with

thirteen configurations. These reduce to eleven configurations that produce the acceptance

formula. Again, the same complexity exists with a mixture of the presence or absence of the

procedural safeguards. The minimization with the “don’t cares” provides a more parsimonious

formula for rejection. This is presented in Table 7.02. 

Table 7.02 Logical Combinations for District Representation Referenda

 with “Don’t Cares”

reject [1] BOND*tax_rate*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*professionals  +

[2] safeguard*DISSIMILARITY*REAL_ESTATE   +

[3] DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*professionals*REAL_ESTATE   +

[4] black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*professionals*REAL_ESTATE +

—  One of the Following — 

[5] black_officials*BLACK_POP*professionals*REAL_ESTATE   +

[6] TAX_RATE*BLACK_POP*professionals*REAL_ESTATE 

ACCEPT [1] bonds   +

[2]  PROFESSIONALS  +

[3]  black_pop*real_estate  +

[4]  dissimilarity*black_pop  +

[5] TAX_RATE*real_estate   +

—  One of the Following — 

[6]  SAFEGUARD*BLACK_OFFICIALS +

[7] BLACK_OFFICIALS*BLACK_POP   +

[8] tax_rate*BLACK_POP*REAL_ESTATE   +

[9] SAFEGUARD*HOUSING*BLACK_POP*REAL_ESTATE +

[10] SAFEGUARD*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*REAL_ESTATE

PRESENCE is in upper case letters * designates an AND 

absence is in lower case letters + designated an OR
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There are of course elements of the configurations in the rejection formula that mirror the

full minimized district representation rejection model. However, this model is more

parsimonious than the full model. Once again, the size of the Black population and dissimilarity

in combination with other factors are important to the rejection. 

In reject #6, the high tax levy to assessment ratio, the high Black population, growth in

real estate, but non-growth in professional organizations can be linked to rejection. However, the

direction of the proposed rule has reduced out of the configuration. The only analysis that can be

noted is that rejection of a proposed change can be attributed to high growth elements. If the

direction was an increase, perhaps the Black community benefitted from the status quo. On the

other hand if the proposed change decreased the district representation, then the Black

community rejected this proposed change.  

The acceptance model has five configurations that differ from the full model: ACCEPT

#3, and choice between #6, #7, #8, and #9. In ACCEPT #3, a homogenous community which has

low Black population and non-growth in real estate can be linked to acceptance. This community

may want change to foster growth. The direction of the safeguard is not known, but with the low

percent of Black community even change that would provide a decrease in the safeguard would

be accepted.  

There are three configurations that do provide the direction of the proposed rule. All of

these configurations have an equal importance of occurrence so only one is needed for the

formula. All of these would maintain or increase the safeguard. In ACCEPT #6, the acceptance

of the proposed rule that would increase the number of district representatives is combined with a

percentage of Black elected officials on the city council that equals or exceeds the percent of

Black population in the community. In this community the preferences of Black community may

be salient. Again, in ACCEPT #7, the high Black population and the high percent of Black

officials are logically linked to the outcome.

However, in the choice of ACCEPT #9 or #10, the increase or maintenance in the number

of district representatives is combined with a high Black population, growth in real estate and

either very high dissimilarity or high housing and community development costs. This is a

community in transition. The preferences of greater representation may be viewed as important to
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growth. Plus, the high numbers of Black citizens may increase the desire for access to the

governing structure.

The first five configurations do not have the direction of the proposed rule as part of the

configuration. The direction of the change has been reduced out of the formula, so the proposal

could move representation in either direction. Again, a lower bond rating, in ACCEPT #1,  is

associated with the acceptance of the proposed rule. The city could have fiscal problems and

change may be seen as alleviating the crisis.

Growth of professional organizations could lead to acceptance of the proposed change in

ACCEPT #2, while non-growth in real estate is important to acceptance of the proposed rule

when combined with low numbers in the Black population, OR an increasing tax levy to

assessment ratio. The low growth in real estate could induce the local community to accept the

change that could be in either direction. 

Number of Districts

The same approach was used to examine patterns of change in the number of districts

rule. This model analyzes the proposed change in the number of districts proposed in the local

constitution. In this rule, the model is the same as the district representation model. The model

formula is:

ACCEPT  = SAFEGUARD + BONDS + HOUSING + TAX_RATE + BLACK_OFFICIALS +

DISSIMILARITY + BLACK_POP + PROFESSIONALS + REAL_ESTATE

where: SAFEGUARD = the presence of the procedural safeguard in maintenance or increase in the

district representatives

BONDS = the presence of a Moody Municipal bond rating of at least an A 

HOUSING = an increase in the ratio of expenditures on housing and community development to

general expenditures over the last year 

TAX_RATE = presence of the tax levy change rate is greater than the assessment change

rate, where levy and assessment are in year 2000 dollars

BLACK_OFFICIALS = presence of the percentage of black elected officials greater than the

percentage of Blacks in city

DISSIMILARITY = A dissimilarity index of the black population to the non-black population

greater than 60, very high dissimilarity

BLACK_POP = presence of Black population of over 25 percent of total population

PROFESSIONALS = presence of an increase in the percent of employees in professional

organizations (SIC 862) over the last year as compared to the percent of total employees

in the county 
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REAL_ESTATE = presence of an increase in the percent of employees in real estate (SIC

 65) over the last year as compared to the percent of total employees in the county 

Number of districts full model. There are thirty seven cases in the full model, thirteen

rejection and twenty-four acceptance. In the rejection model, thirteen cases reduce to seven

configurations, while the  acceptance model reduces to seventeen configurations. The crisp set

solution for the full number of districts rejection model is given in Appendix B, Table B7.04 and

acceptance model in Appendix B, Table B7.05. In the crisp set Truth Table, the rejection and

acceptance have a mixture of all the attributes. The safeguard has reduced out of the rejection

model in three configurations. However, three of the configurations in the rejection model

contain the presence of the procedural safeguard and one has the absence of the safeguard, with

other elements. This underscores the vulnerability of a rule that would provide an increase in the

number of districts procedural safeguard to certain groups. In the full acceptance model the

procedural safeguard is present in twelve of the eighteen reduced configurations. The full model

was further minimized with the “don’t cares.” This is presented in Table 7.03.

Table 7.03 Logical Combinations for Number of Districts Full Model with “Don’t Cares”

reject [1] dissimilarity*BLACK_POP*professional   +

[2] DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*professional* REAL_ESTATE   +

—  One of the Following — 

[3] SAFEGUARD*HOUSING*TAX_RATE*professional   +

[4] HOUSING*TAX_RATE*DISSIMILARITY*professional   +

[5] HOUSING*TAX_RATE*BLACK_POP*professional   +

—  One of the Following — 

[6] BOND*tax_rate*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*professional*real_estate   +

[7] BOND*tax_rate*black_officials*BLACK_POP*professional*real_estate

ACCEPT [1] bond   +

[2] PROFESSIONALS   +

[3] dissimilarity*black_pop   +

[4] BLACK_OFFICIALS*real_estate   +

[5] TAX_RATE*BLACK_POP*REAL_ESTATE   +

[6] housing*TAX_RATE*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP   +

—  One of the Following — 

[7] SAFEGUARD*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*REAL_ESTATE

[8] TAX_RATE*real_estate

PRESENCE of the attribute is in upper case letters * designates an AND

absence of the attribute is in lower case letters + designated an OR 
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The logical model contains four possible configurations for rejection, after the choice of

one in two groups of configurations, and the acceptance formula contains seven configurations,

when a choice is made between the last two equally important configurations. In the rejection

model, the direction of the procedural safeguard is present in only one choice, reject #3. This

configuration has the presence of the safeguard, but the housing expenditures are increasing, the

tax levy to assessment ratio is increasing and professional organization employees are not

increasing. The problems of increased stress could lead voters, perhaps the property and home

owners, to reject increasing the number of districts. This configuration is in a group of three

equally important combinations. In each one housing is increasing, the tax rate is increasing and

the professional organizations are not growing. When these are combined with high dissimilarity

OR high the Black population OR the safeguard, rejection could occur. In reject #1 and #2, the

same combination as in the reject district representation, where dissimilarity and Black

population are opposite. One attribute is present and the other absent. 

Finally, in the last choice of two configurations, the bond rating is good, tax levy to

assessment is not increasing and although the percent of Black officials is low and the

professional and real estate industry is not growing, rejection could occur. Perhaps the low tax

ratio convinces the homeowners to support the status quo.  

In the acceptance “don’t care” model there are two sufficient attributes for acceptance, the

absence of the good bond rating OR the presence of growing professional organizations. The

bond rating may lead the voters to support change. If the change increased the number of

districts, then this could be supported by the business community as a way to increase growth. If

the proposed change would decrease the number of districts, then this could business community

as a way to decrease the number of council members needed for decision making.

The growth of professional organization employees could be a sign of a growing

community that requires more districts to extend representation. However, the direction of the

proposed change is not known.

Ethnicity, again, is important. In the choice of ACCEPT #7 the safeguard, dissimilarity,

Black population and real estate are all present. This could be a growing community with a Black

population has reached the critical level high enough to impact the choice of the number of
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districts. The real estate industry is growing in this configuration. These actors may support an

increase in the number of districts, since it may signal growth of the city through annexation. 

In ACCEPT #4, the large percent of Black elected officials on the council, could be able

to push for either increased districts or reduce districts. The safeguard is not in the model. 

There are three configurations that have the presence of increasing tax levy to assessment

ration, ACCEPT # 5, # 6, and choice # 8. In #5 and # 6 there is the presence of the Black

population at the critical level. Their strength in the community could push for change. In

ACCEPT # 8, the increasing tax ratio and the non-growth in real estate could be a community in

fiscal crisis and the increase could be a means to bring in other areas through annexation.

However, the direction is not known in these configurations.

The referenda model for the number of districts may provide a more interesting mix of

configurations. Since this model directly involves the citizens, it could provide a clearer picture.

Number of districts referenda model. There are a total of twenty-seven cases for the

referenda model. The reject model has thirteen cases that exhibit twelve configurations. These

reduce to seven configurations. The accept model, on the other hand, contains fourteen cases that

exhibit fourteen configurations. These configurations reduce to thirteen crisp set solution

configurations. The crisp set solution for both rejection and acceptance of the proposed number

of districts rules is provided in Appendix B, Table B7.06.  

This model is similar to the full number of districts model with the exception that it is

more parsimonious. This is, in part to fewer cases, twenty-seven as opposed to thirty-seven, but

part could be the local action of the citizens as opposed to legislative action which is more

compatible. These cases were minimized with the “don’t cares” and the resulting logical

combinations of attributes that can be linked to the outcome of rejection are presented in Table

7.04.

In the number of districts referenda model the procedural safeguards have reduced out of

the model. There are three configurations that produce a complete formula. The last two have

equal importance so only one is needed for a complete formula. Every configuration has either

high dissimilarity OR high Black population. The professional organization employees are not

increasing in all of the reduced configurations. In all the rejection configurations, the direction of
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the safeguard is not known.

Table 7.04 Logical Combinations for Number of Districts Referenda Model 

with Don’t Cares

reject [1] DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*professional* REAL_ESTATE   +

[2] BOND*tax_rate*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*professional   +

—  One of the Following — 

[3]black_officials*BLACK_POP*professional*REAL_ESTATE

[4] TAX_RATE*BLACK_POP*professional*REAL_ESTATE+

ACCEPT [1] bond   +

[2] PROFESSIONALS   +

[3] black_pop*real_estate   +

[4] dissimilarity*black_pop   +

[5] TAX_RATE*real_estate   +

—  One of the Following — 

[6] SAFEGUARD*BLACK_OFFICIALS   +

[7] BLACK_OFFICIALS*BLACK_POP

[8] tax_rate*BLACK_POP*REAL_ESTATE

PRESENCE of the attribute is in upper case letters * designates an AND 

absence of the attribute is in lower case letters + designated an OR

 This model like the number of districts full rejection model has the opposite attributes of

ethnicity. In reject #1, the dissimilarity is very high, Black population is low AND there is non-

growth in professional organization, but there is growth in real estate. In reject # 2 the fiscal

health of the city with the good bond rating and non-increasing tax levy to assessment ratio,

when combined with the very high dissimilarity, could lead the electorate, particularly property

owners and business, to support the status quo.

In choice between reject #3 and # 4, Black population above the critical level, non-growth

in the professional organization even in the presence of growth in real estate can be linked to

rejection. These two configurations differ in either a low number of Black elected officials OR an

increasing tax levy ratio. In reject # 4, if the proposed rule would decrease the number of districts

then the high Black population may reject the proposed change. However, if the proposed rule

would increase the number of districts, the property owners may reject the proposed change for

fear that the taxes would continue to rise. In either case there is a preference of the status quo.
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The acceptance model, like the full number of districts model, has the low bond rate, and

growth in the professional organizations as sufficient attributes for acceptance. The professional

organizations may push for the acceptance of the proposed rule. However, the rule direction is

not in the configuration so the direction is not known. 

There is one acceptance configuration, choice ACCEPT #6, that contains the direction of

the proposed rule change. The acceptance of increased or maintenance of the number of districts

could occur when the percentage of Black elected officials equals or is greater than the

percentage in the population. This has important implications. The Black elected officials could

support a rule that increases the number of districts since it could provide more representation to

the Black community. This also differs from the number of districts full model in that it is the

presence of a high number of Black elected officials. This has important implications for support

of increased the procedural safeguards in the number of districts. Communities with a high

percentage of Black elected officials may desire an increase in the number of districts.  

In ACCEPT #5, the tax levy ratio is increasing, but the real estate industry is not

increasing. However, the direction of the proposed change is not known. If the proposed rule

would increase the number of districts, the local homeowners and property owners may support

this change in order to alleviate their tax burden and also perhaps to stimulate the real estate

business, perhaps through annexation. On the other hand, if the proposed rule would decrease the

number of districts then this could be the desires of business owners to reduce the costs of

government decisions by reducing the number of districts.

The converse is in ACCEPT choice #8; the tax levy ratio is not increasing, but the Black

population is at the critical level and the real estate industry is growing. The Black community

could support an increase which may be needed with the growth in the community. However,

again the direction is not provided. If the proposed rule would decrease the number of districts,

then this could be a case where preferences would be to reduce the possibility of the influence of

the Black community vote.

Number of Seats

The final electoral system rule analyzed is the number of seats on the local council. As

the community grows the citizens may desire an increase in the number of council members. The
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formula tested was: 

 ACCEPT = SAFEGUARD + POP_DECREASE  + PROPERTY_TAX + 

BLACK_OFFICIALS + DISSIMILARITY + BLACK_POP + BLACK_PA +

PROFESSIONALS + SOCIAL/CIVIC

where: SAFEGUARD = the presence of the procedural safeguard in the maintenance or increase in the

number of seats rule

POP_DECREASE = The presence of decreasing population

PROPERTY_TAX = the increase over the last year in the ratio of property tax to general revenue 

BLACK_OFFICIALS = presence of the percentage of black elected officials greater than the

percentage of Blacks in city

DISSIMILARITY = A dissimilarity index of black population to the non-black population 

greater than 60, very high dissimilarity

BLACK_POP = presence of Black population of over 25 percent of total population

BLACK_PA = presence of greater percent of black population that list Public

Administration as their occupation compared to the total Public Administration

occupation in the city  

PROFESSIONALS = presence of an increase in the percent of employees in professional

organizations (SIC 862) over the last year as compared to the percent of total employees

in the county 

SOCIAL/CIVIC = presence of an increase in the percent of employees in social and civic

organizations (SIC 864) over the last year as compared to the percent of total employees

in the county 

Number of seats full model. The number of seats full model is presented in Appendix B,

Table B7.07. There are 40 cases that define this model with thirteen rejection and twenty seven

acceptance cases. The rejections minimize to nine configurations that produce the rejection

formula, while the acceptance cases form sixteen configurations of acceptance. 

In the full rejection model, there is a predominance of a lack of procedural safeguards and

the absence of growth in professional organization employees. On the other hand, in the

acceptance full model many of the configurations contain the procedural safeguard, but there is a

mix of professional organization employees. In both models, the presence or absence of attributes

appear to be evenly divided. This is a case where the reductions using the “don’t cares” can

illuminate linkages that otherwise would go unexplored.    

The full model reduction with the “don’t cares” provides more information. This model is

presented in Table 7.05. The thirteen reject cases reduce to five configurations for the formula.

The twenty seven cases in the acceptance model reduce to just seven configurations. 
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Table 7.05 Logical Combinations for Number of Seats Full Model with “Don’t Cares

reject [1] safeguard*property_tax*black_pa   +

[2] safeguard*black_officials*BLACK_PA   +

[3] DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*professionals*social/civic  +

[4] PROPERTY_TAX*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*professionals+

[5] pop_decrease*PROPERTY_TAX*BLACK_PA*social/civic

ACCEPT [1] SAFEGUARD*dissimilarity  +

[2] BLACK_OFFICIALS*BLACK_POP   +

[3] BLACK_POP*black_pa*social/civic +

[4] SAFEGUARD*property_tax*BLACK_POP   +

[5] SAFEGUARD*property_tax*SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[6] SAFEGUARD*POP_DECREASE*PROPERTY_TAX   +

[7] SAFEGUARD* BLACK_POP*SOCIAL/CIVIC  

PRESENCE of the attribute is in upper case letters

absence of the attribute is in lower case letters

* designates an AND

+ designated an OR

 

The most interesting aspect of this model is that after reduction the directions of the

safeguard are in the expected models. The rejection model has two configurations with absence

of a safeguard. In reject #1 and # 2, the proposed rejection can be linked to decrease in the

number of seats coupled with low property tax ratio and a low percentage of Black public

administration occupations OR if the Black public administration percent is high and there is a

low percent of Black elected officials. With the low property tax ratio homeowners and property

owners may be satisfied with the status quo in reject #1. More importantly, the lack of the

safeguard can lead to rejection, even in the presence or absence of other attributes.

The heterogeneity of the community is very high in reject #3, but with the low Black

population number, and non-growth in both professional and social/civic groups the proposed

change in either direction is rejected. In reject # 4, rejection of the proposed change could occur

when there is very high dissimilarity, low Black population, non-growth in professional groups,

but the ratio of property tax to revenues is increasing. The Black community may desire greater

representation, but do not have the numbers, if the direction increased the safeguard. If the
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proposed change decreased the number of seats this could lead the Black community to reject the

proposal. The property owners might not support change, if they fear the cost of the change.

This could also be true for reject # 5, the population is growing, but the ratio of property

tax to revenues is also increasing and Black public administrators are increasing, the social/civic

groups are not growing. Property owners may view the increase of seats as an indication of “big

government.” However, it must be remembered that the direction of the rule in these

configurations is not known. 

In the acceptance of the number of seats rule, we see that the presence of the safeguard is

present in ACCEPT #1, #4, #5, #6, and #7. In ACCEPT #1 the dissimilarity is not very high,

while there is the presence of the safeguard. The safeguard in the rule matters in electoral

systems. In ACCEPT #1, the community does not have very high heterogeneity and the safeguard

is present. 

 However, in ACCEPT # 4 and # 5, the presence of the safeguard is an integral part of the

acceptance of the rule. In both configurations the safeguard is linked to a property tax ratio that is

not increasing, but in # 4 the Black population is above twenty-five percent and in ACCEPT #5,

there is growth in social/ civic organizations. This could signal that the local Black community

desires representation in #4 and that the civic organizations have an impact on local government

in #5. In both configurations, property owners could support the increase in seats, since there is

not an increased reliance on property taxes. 

In ACCEPT #6 the safeguard is associated with the presence of population decline and

increasing reliance on property taxes. This could be a case of annexation in order to address the

growing fiscal crisis in the community. Local property owners may support change to lessen their

property tax burden, particularly if the tactic involves annexation of outlying areas.

The definitive configuration is in ACCEPT #2. The local Black population above the

twenty-five percent and the percent of elected Black council members is greater than the local

population are the impetus for the acceptance of the rule. However, this is not necessarily an

increase in the number of seats. Since the safeguard attribute has reduced out, the direction of

change could be an increase or decrease in the seats. Either direction could indicate that groups

are trying to gain a control. This configuration is expanded in the number of seats rule model
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through referenda and will be explored in the next section.  

Number of seats referenda model. The number of seats rule referenda model reduces

the possible number of cases to twenty-seven with the same thirteen cases in the rejection model

and fourteen cases of acceptance. The crisp set solution for the seats referenda is provided in

Appendix B, Table B7.08. In the ACCEPT model, eight of the nine configurations have the

presence of the safeguard, i.e. the acceptance of the proposed rule would maintain or increase the

number of seats. In the rejection model, there is a mixture of the presence and absence of the

safeguard. 

The reduced model with the “don’t cares” can provide combinations that can be linked to

the outcome that are easier to interpret. These are provided in Table 7. 06.

Table 7.06 Logical Combinations for Number of Seats Referenda with “Don’t Cares”

reject [1] safeguard*black_officials   +

[2] DISSIMILARITY*professionals*social/civic   +

—  One of the Following — 

[3] PROPERTY_TAX*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*professionals

[4] pop_decrease*PROPERTY_TAX*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop

[5] pop_decrease*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*professionals

ACCEPT [1] BLACK_OFFICIALS*PROFESSIONALS +

[2] SAFEGUARD*property_tax*SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[3] SAFEGUARD*POP_DECREASE*PROPERTY_TAX   +

[4] SAFEGUARD*BLACK_POP*SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

—  One of the Following — 

[5] dissimilarity*black_pa+

[6] dissimilarity*black_pop   +

[7] SAFEGUARD*dissimilarity   +

[8] PROPERTY_TAX*dissimilarity

PRESENCE of the attribute is in upper case letters

absence of the attribute is in lower case letters

* designates an AND

+ designated an OR

 

The rejection model for the number of seats through referenda has reduced to two

configurations, plus one choice of three configurations to complete the formula of rule rejection.
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The first, reject #1, contains the absence of the procedural safeguard AND the percentage of

Black elected officials that is lower than the general population. The proposed rule that would

decrease the number of seats on the council may not be acceptable to the local Black community

especially when the Black population is not represented on the council. The electorate may agree

with rejection since the proposed change would decrease the number of seats. 

If the choice is configuration reject # 3, the Black population is less than twenty-five

percent of the general population, dissimilarity is very high, there is non-growth in professional

groups AND there is an increase dependence on property tax revenue. Rejection of the proposed

rule could occur. Direction of the change is not known. If the proposed change would increase

the number of seats, the Black community may not have the numbers to impact change and the

property owners could fear the increase in government spending with the increase in seats. If the

proposed change would decrease the number of seats, the property owners could fear that their

interests would not be served with fewer council members. 

The choice between reject #4 and #5 does not have the direction of the safeguard. In both

reject #4 and #5, the population is increasing, but Black population numbers are low and

dissimilarity is high. In reject #4 the reliance on property tax is increasing. The property owners

in this community may reject the proposed rule since it could diminish their representation on the

council.  However, in reject #5 the low number of Black elected officials could be a community

where the Black population does not have the numbers to impact change.

In the acceptance referenda model, the configurations are much like the full model. There

are five configurations that define the formula. The last four configurations have a logically equal

importance so only one is needed for a complete formula. All of these last four configurations

have dissimilarity that is not very high. In ACCEPT #7 the presence of the procedural safeguard

and lower dissimilarity could translate to acceptance. This underscores the importance of the

rule. 

The procedural safeguard would be maintained or increased in ACCEPT #2, #3, and #4.

These all underscore the importance of the procedural safeguard. In ACCEPT #2, the safeguard

is combined with stable property tax reliance and the increase in social/civic organizations

employees. This group could support the proposed rule and the property owners could join in that
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support. ACCEPT # 3 has the presence of the safeguard, decreasing population, and increasing

property tax ratio. This, as noted before, could be the interests of the local property owners. The

only difference is that here we know that the acceptance is through local referendum. The

proposed increase in the number of seats with higher number of Black citizens and growth in

social/civic organizations can be linked to acceptance. The local civic organizations and the high

Black population could desire greater representation. 

In the choice between ACCEPT #5, #6, and #8, a homogenous community could lead to

acceptance of the proposed rule. In ACCEPT #8, the increasing property tax ratio could lead

property owners to support change. However the direction of the change is not known.

Electoral System Safeguards, Actors, and Context 

Strong evidence is presented to confirm that the presence of a procedural safeguard that

provides the citizen greater access to the government is important for adoption of this group of

three electoral system rules. Although, in some of the models the safeguard reduced out of the

final formula, when the safeguard remained in the configuration, it was in the expected direction,

except for one configuration in the number of districts reject model. These results strongly

supports the argument that the rules matter for charter change. 

There is evidence that ethnicity and the strength of minority groups matter in the

acceptance of representation rules. The percent of Black elected officials can combine with the

strength of the minority to impact the acceptance of rule that increase the representation.

Ethnicity measures are important in the three models. Although, Black population numbers may

be over the critical level in the rejection models of both district representation and number of

districts the other measures are not high, either dissimilarity, Black elected officials, or Black

public administrator number are low. In all three electoral system rules rejection models, if

dissimilarity is very high, then either the population numbers, elected officials, or public

administrator numbers for the Black community are not high.

The same combination of attributes was used for both district representation and number

of districts since these are closely associated. Although many of the combinations were similar in

the referenda acceptance models, the rejection models did have some differences. The model for

the number of districts rule was more parsimonious. Two configurations in the reject district
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representation referenda model had high dissimilarity and growth in real estate and either absence

of a safeguard or low numbers of Black elected officials. High growth in the area that is highly

segregated can lead to the rejection of a rule for representation, particularly if the rule does not

provide greater representation.

In acceptance referenda model for both district representation and number of districts,

there was a choice of two configurations in the district representation that differed from the

number of districts. The district representation referenda model included a choice between

(ACCEPT # 9 and #10) two configurations that had the safeguard, high Black population and

growth in real estate with either high housing expenditures or high segregation. These are high

growth areas that may accept the need for greater representation. 

The community’s context and dynamics can be important to the rejection or acceptance of

proposed rules for electoral systems. However, it would be important to consider what attributes

are important to the rejection or acceptance of rules for direct democracy. The next section will

look at three rules for direct democracy: initiative, referendum, and recall. 

7.02 Direct Democracy Rules

The three direct democracy rules allow the electorate to steer decisions in a direction that

maintains citizens’ preferences. They provide the local electorate the ability to suggest and ratify

proposed constitutional rules, through initiative and referendum. Recall provides the local

electorate the assurance that the elected officials will not deviate far from their preferences

(Maser 1998). These three rules are analyzed as either full models or referenda, local action

models. 

Initiative

Since initiative allows the citizens to originate rules, there should be an interesting mix of

attributes. The initiative rules provides the citizen the ability to propose rules that address all

levels of the institutional arrangement. The model tested was: 
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ACCEPT = SAFEGUARD + NEW_MAYOR + EXP/REV + PROPERTY_TAX +

BLACK_POP + BLACK_PA + SOCIAL/CIVIC + CONSTRUCTION + NEWSPAPERS

where:  SAFEGUARD = the presence of the procedural safeguard in the maintenance or increase in the

initiative rule

NEW_MAYOR = presence of new mayor in the previous year

EXP/REV = presence of general expenditures greater than 100 percent general revenue

PROPERTY_TAX = the increase over the last year in the ratio of property tax to general revenue

BLACK_POP = presence of Black population of over 25 percent of total population

BLACK_PA = presence of greater percent of black population that list Public

Administration as their occupation compared to the total Public Administration

occupation in the city 

SOCIAL/CIVIC = presence of an increase in the percent of employees in social and civic

organizations (SIC 864) over the last year as compared to the percent of total employees

in the county 

CONSTRUCTION= presence of an increase in the percent of employees in the construction

industry (SIC CON)over the last year as compared to the percent of total employees in

the county  

NEWSPAPERS = presence of an increase in the percent of newspaper employees (SIC 271) over

the last year as compared to the percent of total employees in the county

Initiative full model. The initiative rule model contains twenty-two cases with nine

rejections and thirteen acceptance configurations. The crisp set solution for the full model is

presented in Appendix B, Table B7.09. There are some interesting trends. First, the safeguard is

present in all but one configuration in both rejection and acceptance. In almost every case the

proposed rule would either maintain or increase the citizens control. The second trend is that

there is a lack of a new mayor in all but one configuration in the rejection model. The model was

run with the “don’t cares” to illuminate the most logically possible configurations. The solution

for the full initiative is presented in Table 7.07. 
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Table 7.07 Logical Combinations for Initiative Full Model with Don’t Cares

reject [1] BLACK_PA*NEWSPAPERS   +

[2] new_mayor*PROPERTY_TAX*construction   +

[3] exp/rev*social/civic*CONSTRUCTION   +

—  One of the Following — 

[4] new_mayor*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX   +

[5] new_mayor*PROPERTY_TAX*NEWSPAPERS   +

—  One of the Following — 

[6] exp/rev*social/civic*NEWSPAPERS    +

[7] new_mayor*social/civic*construction*NEWSPAPERS

ACCEPT [1] EXP/REV*CONSTRUCTION   +

[2] SAFEGUARD*property_tax*newspapers   +

[3]  exp/rev*property_tax*SOCIAL/CIVIC  +

—  One of the Following — 

[4] NEW_MAYOR*black_pa   +

[5] NEW_MAYOR*PROPERTY_TAX

PRESENCE is in upper case letters * designates an AND 

absence is in lower case letters + designated an OR

The safeguard has reduced out of rejection model, but it is present in one configuration in

the acceptance model. There is one noticeable attribute in the rejection model, there is not a new

mayor in the previous year, while in the acceptance model there is the presence of a new mayor

in the choice between two equally important configurations. 

In reject # 2 and the choice between reject # 4 and # 5, the increased reliance on property

tax for revenue and the lack of a new mayor, in the presence or absence of other attributes could

be linked to rejection. This one is interesting since the assumption would be that property owners

would want initiative. However, since the direction of the rule is not known, the proposed change

could decrease or increase citizens’ power. In reject #2, the non-growth in construction is

important with the property tax and mayor. This configuration is not a choice like reject #4 and

#5. This community may not be growing, with high reliance on property taxes and without new

leadership, the community may vote for the status quo. The same analysis could occur in the

choice between #4 and #5, but since these two configurations have a logically equal importance,

only one is needed for a complete formula.  
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The choice between reject #6 and #7 the growth of newspaper industry and the non-

growth in social/ civic and construction, with either low expenditure to revenue ratio could be

linked to rejection. This community could have low growth and desire to allow the citizens to

propose more ordinances may not be supported. Note that reject #5 and #1 also have growth in

newspapers.

In the acceptance model the presence of a safeguard in ACCEPT # 2, with the low

reliance on property taxes and low growth in newspapers can be linked to acceptance of the rule.

The local property owners may support an increase in initiative rights, especially if that could

provide a means to keep taxes low. 

High expenditures and growth in the construction industry can be linked to the acceptance

of the proposed rule. However, the direction is not known. If this proposed rule change increased

the procedural safeguard then this community’s high growth and high government spending

could signal that taxpayer groups desire greater control of the agenda. However, if the proposed

rule decreases the safeguard, then this could be the construction industry’s desire to reduce the

electorates ability to propose changes that effect their growth.

In the choice between ACCEPT #4 and #5, the presence of a new mayor the year before is

important to the acceptance of the proposed rule, even when the percent of Black public

administrators is low and the property tax ratio is increasing. The direction is not known in these

configurations.

Initiative referenda. The crisp set choice of initiative rules through local referenda is

presented in Appendix B, Table B7.10. As with other models the reject set is like the reject set of

the full model. However, the ACCEPT set is shorter. This is due to the reduction in cases. 

There are only seventeen cases with eight acceptance cases through referenda. These

eight cases reduced to seven configurations. In the referenda model, all the acceptance

configurations had the presence of the safeguard. When analyzed with the “don’t cares” the

logical formula is the same as the full model. This is presented in Table 7.08.
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Table 7.08 Logical Combinations for Initiative Referenda with “Don’t Cares”

reject [1] BLACK_PA*NEWSPAPERS   +

[2] new_mayor*PROPERTY_TAX*construction   +

[3] exp/rev*social/civic*CONSTRUCTION   +

—  One of the Following — 

[4] new_mayor*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX   +

[5] new_mayor*PROPERTY_TAX*NEWSPAPERS   +

—  One of the Following — 

[6] exp/rev*social/civic*NEWSPAPERS    +

[7] new_mayor*social/civic*NEWSPAPERS

ACCEPT [1] EXP/REV*CONSTRUCTION   +

[2] SAFEGUARD*property_tax*newspapers   +

[3]  exp/rev*property_tax*SOCIAL/CIVIC  +

—  One of the Following — 

[4] NEW_MAYOR*black_pa   +

[5] NEW_MAYOR*PROPERTY_TAX 

PRESENCE of the attribute is in upper case letters

absence of the attribute is in lower case letters

* designates an AND 

+ designated an OR

The referenda model is the same logical formula as the full model. This is interesting

since it suggests that the context and strength of groups can be linked to the same outcome. One

intriguing aspect is that the safeguard that was present in all the acceptance initiative referenda

configurations have reduced out of the “don’t cares” logical model. Only one configuration with

the presence of the safeguard. Like the full model, the acceptance of change is linked to greater

control of the initiative process and low reliance on property tax and low growth in newspapers.

The property owners may desire greater control of the rule proposals. The next section looks at

the referendum rules.

Referendum 

The referendum rules allows the electorate the ability to ratify rules proposed by the

council. The model had the safeguards present in all but one reject configuration  when reduced

the safeguards reduced out of the model. The safeguards were present in all the acceptance

configurations. The formula chosen was:
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ACCEPT = SAFEGUARD + NEW_MAYOR + EXP/REV + TAX_RATE + 

GOVT_EMP + DISSIMILARITY + BLACK_POP + BUSINESS+ SOCIAL/CIVIC

where: SAFEGUARD = the presence of the procedural safeguard in the maintenance or increase in the

initiative rule

NEW_MAYOR = presence of new mayor in the previous year

EXP/REV = presence of general expenditures greater than 100 percent general revenue

TAX_RATE = presence of the tax levy change rate is greater than the assessment change

rate, where levy and assessment are in year 2000 dollars

GOVT_EMP = The municipal employees is increasing at a higher rate than the general

population

DISSIMILARITY = A dissimilarity index of black population to the non-black population 

greater than 60, very high dissimilarity

BLACK_POP = presence of Black population of over 25 percent of total population

BUSINESS = presence of an increase in the percent of employees in Business

Associations (SIC 861) over the last year as compared to the percent of total employees

in the county   

SOCIAL/CIVIC = presence of an increase in the percent of employees in social and civic

organizations (SIC 864) over the last year as compared to the percent of total employees

in the county 

Referendum rule full model. The full crisp set model is presented in Appendix B, Table

B 7.11. There are twenty six cases, ten rejection and sixteen acceptance. The rejection model

reduces to seven possible configurations. The safeguard reduces out of one configuration and is

present in the other configurations. The last two configurations are a choice between two equally

important combinations. The acceptance full model has a possible fourteen configurations all

with the safeguard. How these combinations can be linked to the outcome is highlighted by the

reduction through the “don’t cares.” 

This model is presented in Table 7.09. Notice that the safeguard has reduced out of the

model. The safeguard is not a necessary element to the acceptance or rejection of a referendum

rule. The “don’t cares” provide the possibility that there could be a configuration that does not

provide the safeguard. 
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Table 7.09 Logical Combinations for Referendum Rule Full Model with “Don’t Cares”

reject [1] tax_rate*BLACK_POP*BUSINESS   +

[2] new_mayor*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY  +

—  One of the Following — 

[3] exp/rev*TAX_RATE*black_pop*business +

[4] new_mayor*exp/rev*TAX_RATE*business

ACCEPT [1] dissimilarity  +

[2] EXP/REV*TAX_RATE   +

[3] NEW_MAYOR*social/civic   +

[4] NEW_MAYOR*business  +

[5] black_pop*BUSINESS   +

[6] TAX_RATE*BUSINESS   +

[7] tax_rate*govt_emp*business   +

[8] tax_rate*govt_emp*black_pop   +

[9] TAX_RATE*GOVT_EMP*SOCIAL/CIVIC

—  One of the Following — 

[10] NEW_MAYOR*exp/rev

[11] NEW_MAYOR*TAX_RATE   +

[12] TAX_RATE*BLACK_POP

PRESENCE in upper case letters

absence in lower case letters

* designates an AND 

+ designated an OR

In the rejection model, there are two configurations and a choice between two different

configurations of equal important configurations to complete the formula. In reject # 1 the

property owners many be happy with the status quo since the levy to assessed value is not

increasing, but the increased numbers in the Black community may signal a desire for change.

The Black community may not have support for change. Since there is growth in business

associations, this group may desire to have decisions out of the hands of local electorate, for

efficiency reasons. Business associations like the chamber of commerce could prefer the status

quo since the tax levy to assessment ratio is not increasing. However, if the proposed rule would

decrease the safeguard then the high Black population could desire the status quo.
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However, in reject #2, the high municipal employees numbers, non-increasing tax levy

ratio, and a very high dissimilarity may work against the acceptance of the proposed rule since

there may not be a way to gain support for change, especially if there is not a new mayor to help

push for change. If the proposed rule decreased the referendum safeguard, then the property

owners and municipal employees may prefer the status quo. 

The low tax levy ratio may lead home and property owners to support the status quo. The

choice between reject #3 and #4, the tax levy rate may be increasing, but the expenditures are not

greater than the revenue, with low growth in business organization, may lead the electorate to

chose the status quo. If the proposed rule decreases the referendum safeguard, then the property

owners may prefer the status quo in light of the increasing tax levy ratio. 

Although all of the acceptance model configurations had the presence of the procedural

safeguard, the first noticeable element is the lack of procedural safeguards in the reduced model.

The first configuration in the acceptance model is the absence of a high dissimilarity as a

sufficient attribute for acceptance of change. However, the direction of the safeguard is not

known. 

In ACCEPT #3 and #4, the presence of a new mayor in the previous year is important for

acceptance even when the business associations are not growing. The mayor could be a force for

change. The direction is not known.  

Two configuration ACCEPT #5 and #6 have the common element of growth in the

business associations. In ACCEPT #5, the black population is below the twenty five percent

point and the employees in business associations, like the chamber of commerce, is growing,

while in #6 the tax levy ratio is increasing. The business group may desire a referendum to assure

their ability to vote on ordinances proposed by the local council. However, if the proposed rule

would decrease the referendum safeguard, then this could a means to reduce the citizen’s

ratification of proposed rules. 

The preferences of property owners and business associations is more dramatic in the

referendum full model. In ACCEPT #2, the impact of high expenditures and tax levy to

assessment ratio, could drive property and homeowners as well as the business associations to

support change. The same is evident in ACCEPT #6 where the growth of business associations
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and the increasing tax levy ratio leads to acceptance of change. The tax levy ratio and other

growth elements like the municipal employees and social/civic groups can be linked to change.

Direction is not known.

However, change occurs when the growth elements are not present like in ACCEPT #7

and #8. Since the direction of the rule is not provided the change could either increase or

decrease the safeguard. A new mayor is important in ACCEPT #3, #4, and the choice between

ACCEPT #10 and #11. There are signs of non-growth of associations in #3 and #4, while in the

choice between the two equally important configurations #10 and #11, there are signs of fiscal

stress in #11, but not in #10. If the proposed change provides an increase in the safeguard, then

this could be a way to ratify expenditures of the council. If the proposed rule would decrease the

safeguard, the council spending could be insulated from the citizens’ interference. A move that

could be seen as a means to support growth.  

This provides a view of both those proposed referendum rules through legislative action

and referendum. However, the outcome for proposed rules through local referenda could provide

a more local action view. 

Referendum rules through referenda model. This crisp set for referenda on referendum

rule is provided in Appendix B, Table B7.12. There are nineteen cases with ten cases of rejection

and nine cases of acceptance. Again, there was one instance of an absence of the safeguard in the

rejection model, but the acceptance model cases all had the presence of the safeguard. In the crisp

set solution the rejection is again exactly like the full model. The acceptance has fewer solutions.

These were further reduced and the model with the “don’t cares” is presented in Table 7.10.
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Table 7.10 Logical Combinations for Referenda on Referendum Rule using “Don’t Cares”

reject [1] tax_rate*BLACK_POP   +

[2] EXP/REV*SOCIAL/CIVIC +

[3] tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY   +

[4] new_mayor*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*business  +

—  One of the Following — 

[5] new_mayor*TAX_RATE*business   +

[6] exp/rev*TAX_RATE*black_pop*business +

[7] TAX_RATE*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop* business

—  One of the Following — 

[8] new_mayor*DISSIMILARITY*social/civic   +

[9] GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*social/civic

ACCEPT [1] dissimilarity  +

[2] tax_rate*govt_emp*black_pop   +

[3] TAX_RATE*GOVT_EMP*SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

—  One of the Following — 

[4] NEW_MAYOR*business   +

[5] NEW_MAYOR*exp/rev  +

[6] NEW_MAYOR*TAX_RATE   +

[7] TAX_RATE*BLACK_POP   +

[8] exp/rev*BLACK_POP*business

PRESENCE in upper case letters * designates an AND 

absence in lower case letters + designated an OR

 In reject # 1, the Black community may have reached the critical number, but the non-

increasing tax levy to assessment ratio could lead property owners and home owners to support

the status quo. The low tax levy ratio, high numbers in municipal employees, and high

dissimilarity can lead to the status quo in reject #3. Reject #4is similar to reject #3, since the non-

growth in business combined with the lack of a new mayor, non-growth in business associations,

and the presence of increasing government with high dissimilarity could lead to rejection. This

community may lack support for change or the group that proposed the change may not be able

to gather support. 

This could also be the case in the choice between reject #5, #6, and #7. The high tax levy

ratio and non-growth in business associations with other factors could lead to the status quo.

High dissimilarity appears in five of the configurations. In three, choice of reject #8 and

#9 and in  choice of #7. The presence of very high dissimilarity and the non-growth of
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social/civic organizations could mean that the groups may prefer the status quo, particularly

when there is no new leadership OR increasing government employees. This is the choice

between reject #8 and #9. The government employees might not support a rule that could impact

their salaries.  

In the acceptance model, again, the safeguard has reduced out of the model. This model

has several configurations like the full model. Here only the two different configurations,

ACCEPT #7 and #8, will be discussed.

In the choice ACCEPT #7, the increasing tax to assessment ratio could garner support

from property owners, plus with the Black population over the critical number, change could be

accepted. However, the direction of the safeguard has reduced. If the proposed change would

increase the safeguard, this could be the preference of the property owners or the Black

community to ratify council ordinances that could increase taxes. If the proposed rule would

decrease the safeguard this could be a way to reduce the influence of the citizens’ ability to ratify

greater spending. The high percentage of Black citizens in the community could also be the

deciding factor in the choice of ACCEPT #8. There is non-growth in the business associations

and the expenditures are lower than the revenues. If the proposed rule increases the safeguard,

then this could be a way to for the Black community or other groups to keep costs low. If the

proposed change decreases the safeguard, then this could be a way to stimulate growth and

spending by reducing the ability for citizens to ratify spending.    

In the direct democracy rules the presence of a new mayor who could provide leadership

was important to the outcome. The increasing costs of government and the strength of the Black

community were also important to the outcome. Different contextual and group attributes were

important to the rejection or acceptance of a referendum rule, but what groups and elements are

important to a recall rule. This is explored in the next section. 

Recall

The ability for the electorate to withdraw an official from an elected position is the

ultimate accountability demand by the electorate (Maser 1998). The model to explore this direct

democracy rule is:
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ACCEPT = SAFEGUARD + NEW_MAYOR + POP_DECREASE + EXP/REV +

PROPERTY_TAX + GOVT_EMP + BLACK_POP + BUSINESS + REAL_ESTATE

where: SAFEGUARD = the presence of the procedural safeguard in recall rule

NEW_MAYOR = presence of new mayor in the previous year

POP_DECREASE = the presence of a decreasing population in the city 

EXP/REV = the presence of a general expenditures to general  revenue greater than 1

PROPERTY_TAX = the increase in the percent of the general revenue from property taxes over

the last year

GOVT_EMP = presence of increase of percent change in number of city employees greater than

the percent change in the population over the last year 

BLACK_POP = presence of Black population of over 25 percent of total population

BUSINESS = presence of an increase in the percent of business association employees (SIC 861)

over the last year as compared to the percent of total employees in the county

REAL_ESTATE = presence of an increase in the percent of employees in real estate (SIC

 65) over the last year as compared to the percent of total employees in the county 

Recall rule full model. The model contains seventeen cases with seven rejection and ten

acceptance. The crisp set solution is provided in Appendix B Table B7.13. A new mayor is

present in more of the configurations in the acceptance model when compared to the rejection

model. The safeguard was present in all cases but one. When reduced with the “don’t cares” the

model provides a succinct formula. This is provided in Table 7.11.

Table 7.11 Logical Combinations for Recall Rule Full Model with “Don’t Cares”

reject [1] BLACK_POP*BUSINESS*real_estate   +

—  One of the Following — 

[2] black_pop*business*REAL_ESTATE  +

[3] new_mayor* black_pop*REAL_ESTATE   +

ACCEPT [1] business*real_estate   +

[2] black_pop*real_estate    +  

[3] BLACK_POP*business   +   

[4] black_pop*BUSINESS   +

[5] POP_DECREASE*EXP/REV   +

[6] NEW_MAYOR*PROPERTY_TAX   +

[7] NEW_MAYOR*REAL_ESTATE   +

[8] BLACK_POP*REAL_ESTATE   +

[9] BUSINESS*REAL_ESTATE   +

[10] EXP/REV*govt_emp*REAL_ESTATE   +

[11] SAFEGUARD*pop_decrease*property_tax*business

PRESENCE in upper case letters * designates an AND 

absence in lower case letters + designated an OR
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One aspect is evident in the rejection model. All attributes of the city fiscal context have

reduced out of the model and the growth of the community population does not appear in the

model. This could be due to the inclusion of legislated changes in the model. The direction of the

safeguard appears in only one configuration in the acceptance model.

In the rejection formula for the full model, the growth of business associations and the

lack of growth in real estate industry when coupled with a high percentage in the Black

population could be linked to rejection. Business associations, like the chamber of commerce,

could feel that recall is not warranted or is warranted as a means to protect their interests. 

The next two equally important rejection configurations require only one choice for a

complete formula. For example, a low percentage of Black population, growth in real estate, and

low growth in business associations could lead to rejection. Perhaps the Black community can

not garner the numbers to impact change or the strength of business associations is not strong

enough to impact the outcome, or the real estate industry desires to increase their influence. The

direction of the rule is not known.

The choice reject #2 is almost the opposite of reject #1. Here Black citizens have not

reached critical numbers, business associations are not growing, but there is growth in real estate.

Rejection could occur in this combination. This community is growing, but the groups that could

push for change may not be strong enough to bring the attempt to fruition.

The acceptance model has the one procedural safeguard that has not reduced out of the

model. The last configuration, ACCEPT #11, has the presence of the maintenance or increase in

the procedural safeguard associated with increasing population, non-increasing property tax ratio,

and non-growth in business associations. This could be  a growing community that may want to

ensure that the cost of government does not rise, but growth is maintained. They could desire that

the officials are responsive to their preferences.

In ACCEPT #2 and #4, when Black population is not at critical numbers and real estate

industry is not growing OR business associations are growing then acceptance could occur. The

business community may desire continued or greater influence over the council to protect their

interests. This could also be the case in ACCEPT #1 the absence of growth in both the industries.

However, the direction is not known in these configurations. If the proposed rule would decrease
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the recall provision then this could be a tactic to insulate the elected officials from the

preferences of the electorate to stimulate growth. 

There are some elements of city fiscal stress and population in ACCEPT #5 and #6. In

ACCEPT #6, population decrease AND an expenditure to revenue ratio over one can be linked to

acceptance. This could be another case of homeowners and property owners desire to reduce their

burden to support the expense of government. The decrease in population and the high

expenditures in ACCEPT #5 could lead to acceptance of change.  

A new mayor is also important to acceptance. In ACCEPT # 6 and # 7, a new mayor plus

increased property tax ratio OR growth in the real estate industry can impact the outcome. This

could be a high growth area, and the leadership may desire change. However, the direction is not

known. If the safeguard was increased, then this could be the preference of property owners may

feel the burden of the cost of local government and may desire the ability to recall those elected

officials who do not support control over taxing and spending. On the other hand if the proposed

change would decrease the safeguard, then could definitely be the influence of the mayor. 

Two interesting configurations are ACCEPT #2 and #9. These are either the absence OR

presence of both business associations or real estate. There is not a mix as in the rejection model.

Both groups are either present, #9, or absent, #2. The configurations where they are both absent

may be a cue of stress in the community with a desire for change OR the presence of both could

signal a community that is growing at a great rate and likewise desire change.

In ACCEPT # 10 the presence of a high expenditure to revenue ratio AND the percentage

of city employees that is not increasing AND the growth of real estate industry is important to

acceptance. This is a growing community that may desire greater control over government if the

direction was to increase the recall rule. If the proposed change would decrease the recall rule

this could be the desire of officials and perhaps business to provide an environment to continue

growth by insulating the officials from the citizens. Since these configurations include legislated

changes, the referenda model may provide a more concise picture of the desire for rule change. 

Recall rule referenda. The crisp set solution for recall referenda model is presented in

Appendix B, Table B7.14. The rejection model contains six cases and is like the rejection for the

full model. The acceptance model contains six cases and is more concise that the full model,
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since it is the preferences of the local citizens. The configurations are a mixture of the attributes.

More information is provided in the model reduced with the “don’t cares.” This is presented in

Table 7.12.

Table 7.12 Logical Combinations for Recall Rule Referenda Model with “Don’t Cares”

reject [1] pop_decrease*EXP/REV   +

[2] BLACK_POP*BUSINESS   +

[3] new_mayor*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX +

—  One of the Following — 

[4] new_mayor*REAL_ESTATE   +

[5] black_pop*business*REAL_ESTATE 

ACCEPT [1] business*real_estate   +

[2] black_pop*real_estate    +  

[3] black_pop*BUSINESS   +

[4] POP_DECREASE*EXP/REV   +

[5] NEW_MAYOR*PROPERTY_TAX   +

[6] NEW_MAYOR*REAL_ESTATE   +

—  One of the Following — 

[7] NEW_MAYOR*business   +

[8] NEW_MAYOR*exp/rev   +

[9] BLACK_POP*business   +   

[10] pop_decrease*exp/rev*BLACK_POP   +

—  One of the Following — 

[11] SAFEGUARD*pop_decrease*property_tax*business

[12] SAFEGUARD*pop_decrease*exp/rev*property_tax

PRESENCE in upper case letters * designates an AND 

absence in lower case letters + designated an OR

The procedural safeguards have reduced out of the rejection model, but there is the

presence of the safeguard in a choice between to equally important configurations in the accept

model. In the rejection model, reject #1 has elements of increased spending and a growing

population while in reject # 2, again, there is the higher percent of Black residents and the growth

of business associations. These two communities could prefer the status quo. The direction of the

safeguard is not known. If the safeguard is decreased the safeguard then reject in both

configurations could signal that the groups, property owners in #1 and Business and the Black

community in #2, desire to maintain the system that insulates the officials from the threat of
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recall since their preferences are met. If the proposed rule would increase the recall safeguard,

then these same groups could desire the maintenance of the control they possess over the elected

officials.  

The lack of a new mayor is important to rejection in #3 and the choice in #4, when

combined with other attributes. The other configurations mirror the full model. 

There are, however, differences in the acceptance model. The first overall the safeguard is

present in the choice between ACCEPT #11 and #12. The increase of the recall safeguard is

combined with the absence of high expenditures OR property taxes OR increasing population OR

in #11 the absence of business association growth. This increase in the desire for greater control

could be due to the growing population and the fiscal restraints of the local government.

 In ACCEPT #10, decreasing population AND low expenditure to revenue ratio AND

Black population above the critical numbers could be linked to acceptance. This could be a slow

growing community. Perhaps the business interests or property owners desire to keep the

community growing while maintaining low cost government. The proposed change does not

provide a direction. 

The presence of a new mayor in configurations ACCEPT #5 and #6 and in the choice

between #7 and # 8 are important to the outcome. The configurations have the presence of an

attribute of fiscal stress OR a growing industry, real estate, but in the choice between the two

later equally important configurations, the new mayor is combined with the absence of an

attribute of fiscal stress OR business associations. The mayor may support the acceptance of

change or the new mayor’s presence may be the reason for acceptance. The direction of the

safeguard is not known.

Direct Democracy Safeguards, Actors, and Context

The presence of a new mayor in the previous year was particularly important to the

outcome in direct democracy rules. This could provide leadership or in some cases a reaction to

the leadership. The interesting formula was in the initiative rule reduced with the “don’t cares.”

For initiative, the full model was the same as the referenda model. From a logical point of view,

the attributes that link to the outcome could occur by either legislative action or referendum. This

could occur since citizens may desire greater control, while those who have control may want to
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minimize the public legislative process. Expansion of newspapers was predominate in the

rejection of initiative rules. In one initiative the presence of the safeguard when the property tax

ratio is not increasing and non-expansion in the newspaper industry could be linked to

acceptance.

In the referendum rule model the direction of the safeguard is not important to the

reduced formula. A highly segregated community, with increased municipal employees, or high

tax levy ratio, or non-growth in the association can be linked to rejection. Acceptance of

proposed changes in the referendum rule could occur with the high growth attributes and new

mayor. A community that is not highly segregated is more likely to accept changes in the

referendum rule.

Proposed changes in a recall rule are likely to be rejected when there is high growth in the

organizations, no new mayor or lack of fiscal stress. Acceptance of proposed recall rule change

could occur when there is a new mayor and non-growth in the business organizations or high

growth in real estate or a high reliance on property taxes. When there is an increase in the

procedural safeguard, population growth, and low fiscal stress, the proposed change is accepted.

These views of the attributes that can be linked to either the acceptance or rejection of

proposed rules for direct democracy provide an insight into the community context and/or

preferences. However, what mixture of attributes can be linked to allocating authority rules? This

will be explored in the next section.

7.03 Allocating Authority 

Three of Maser’s rules for allocating authority are analyzed here: direct election of mayor,

mayoral appointment power, and mayoral veto power.  These rules address citizens’ desire to

grant power to the executive of the local community.

Direct Election of Mayor

Direct election of mayor provides the local electorate the ability to chose the head of the

community. The model to explore this rule is:
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ACCEPT = SAFEGUARD + NEW_MAYOR + HOUSING + TAX_RATE + GOVT_EMP +

DISSIMILARITY + BLACK_POP + BUSINESS + SOCIAL/CIVIC

where:  SAFEGUARD = the presence of the procedural safeguard in direct election rule

NEW_MAYOR = a new mayor the year before 

HOUSING =an increase in the ratio of expenditures on housing and community development to

general expenditures over the last year 

TAX_RATE = presence of the tax levy change rate is greater than the assessment change

rate, where levy and assessment are in year 2000 dollars

GOVT_EMP = presence of increase of percent change in number of city employees greater than

the percent change in the population over the last year 

DISSIMILARITY = the presence of a dissimilarity index greater than 60, very high

BLACK_POP = presence of Black population of over 25 percent of total population

BUSINESS = presence of an increase in the percent of business association employees (SIC 861)

over the last year as compared to the percent of total employees in the county

SOCIAL/CIVIC = presence of an increase in the percent of employees in social and civic

organizations (SIC 864) over the last year as compared to the percent of total employees

in the county  

Direct election of mayor full model. The crisp set solution for the full direct election of

mayor is provided in Appendix B, Table B7.15. There were twenty eight cases that had direct

election of the mayor proposals with thirteen rejections and fifteen acceptance cases. 

The procedural safeguard was present in all but three cases, one in rejection and two in

acceptance model. The other attributes are evenly divided between presence or absence in each

model. 

These configurations can be further reduced using the “don’t cares” to provide a more

parsimonious logically possible formula. This is provided in Table 7.13. This model reduces to

five possible configurations for rejection, four configurations and a choice of one, and six

configurations for acceptance, four and choice of two. 
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Table 7.13 Logical Combinations for Direct Election of Mayor Rule Full Model 

with “Don’t Cares”

reject [1] housing*black_pop*social/civic   +

[2] housing*GOVT_EMP*business

[3] tax_rate*BLACK_POP*BUSINESS   +

[4] SAFEGUARD*TAX_RATE*DISSIMILARITY*business   +

—  One of the Following — 

[5] new_mayor*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*business   +

[6] new_mayor*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY

ACCEPT [1]  HOUSING*govt_emp  +

[2] NEW_MAYOR*business* SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[3] TAX_RATE*BUSINESS*SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[4]  TAX_RATE*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP +

—  One of the Following — 

[5] tax_rate*dissimilarity   +

[6] HOUSING*dissimilarity   +

[7] dissimilarity*black_pop*business   +

[8] GOVT_EMP*dissimilarity*black_pop   +

 —  One of the Following — 

[9]  new_mayor*govt_emp*BLACK_POP   +

[10] new_mayor*govt_emp*business*social/civic

PRESENCE in upper case letters * designates an AND 

absence in lower case letters + designated an OR

In reject #1, the lack of expenditures on housing and community development AND the

low percent of Black population AND the lack of growth of social/civic organizations are

important to the rejection to the proposed rule. This may not be a fast growing community, so the

status quo may be preferred. This is probably true in reject #2 since it includes the growth in

municipal employees. However, the direction of the proposed change is not known. 

The higher percentage of Black population in reject #3 is not enough to gain acceptance,

probably since homeowners may be satisfied with the status quo with the non-increasing tax levy

to assessment ratio. The growth in business associations may also favor the status quo. However,

the direction of the proposed rule safeguard is not known.

The safeguard is present in reject #4. This would allow the citizens to choose the mayor

directly. However, the increasing tax levy to assessment ratio, coupled with the non-growth in
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business associations and high dissimilarity may convince the electorate, particularly the

homeowners, to choose status quo for fear direct election of the mayor could increase the size

and cost of government. 

In the choice of reject #5 and #6, there is not a new mayor to push for change. High

growth in municipal employees and high dissimilarity, coupled with the non-growth in business

associations or low tax levy to assessment ratio could lead to rejection. The size of government

and the dissimilarity may lead to the choice of status quo, like in reject #4. If the proposed

change in these two choices would eliminate the direct election of mayor, then the electorate may

oppose the loss of this safeguard.

There is not a direction of the safeguard in any configuration in the accept model. In the

acceptance model, ACCEPT #1, the presence of increasing expenditures on housing and

community development along with non-growth in municipal employees can be linked to

acceptance.

The lack of growth in business associations is part of ACCEPT #2, but it is associated

with the presence of a new mayor and growth in employees in social and/or civic organizations.

The new mayor could push for change, but it must be remembered that this configuration does

not include the direction of the safeguard. 

In ACCEPT #3 and # 4 could characterize high growth communities with increasing levy

to assessment ratio, growth in municipal employees, and in one configuration high growth in

business and social /civic organizations, while in the other configuration high dissimilarity and a

high percent of Black population. These communities could view direct election of mayor as a

means to control leadership and push for accountability if the safeguard is increased. However, if

the direction of the safeguard removes the direct election of mayor, then the property owners,

Black community, municipal employees, or groups could feel their preferences are better served

by not allowing the mayor to be directly elected.

The next two groups which require a choice from each group for a complete formula have

common points within the configurations. In group ACCEPT #5 through #8, the common

element is the absence of very high dissimilarity. These communities are fairly homogenous.

They may feel that the direct election of mayor would provide the leadership in fiscal stress or
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citizens may want the accountability that comes from direct election of a mayor. If the proposed

rule decreases the safeguard, then perhaps they prefer a mayor not chosen by the electorate.

In the choice between ACCEPT #9 and #10, the common element is the absence of a new

mayor and a low percentage of municipal employees. When the Black population is above the

critical level OR there is non growth in both business and social/civic organizations, the rule

could be accepted. The direction of the safeguard is not known. In ACCEPT #9, the preferences

of the Black community may be most important.  

These configurations are a combination of referenda and legislative proposed rules.

Proposed rule changes that went to referendum will be explored in the next section.  

Direct election of mayor referenda model. The crisp set solution for the referenda

model for direct election of mayor has twenty three cases with thirteen rejections and ten

acceptance cases. These are provided in Appendix B, Table B7.16 The rejection model mirrors

the rejection full model, but the acceptance model contains ten configurations. The model with

the “don’t cares,” however, is more succinct. This is presented in Table 7.15.  

Table 7.14 Logical Combinations for Direct Election of Mayor Referenda 

with “Don’t Cares”

reject [1] housing*social/civic   +

[2]  SAFEGUARD*housing*gov’t_emp*DISSIMILARITY  +

[3] new_mayor*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY   

ACCEPT [1]  HOUSING*BUSINESS*social/civic   +

[2]  NEW_MAYOR*business*SOCIAL/CIVIC  +

[3]  TAX_RATE*BUSINESS*SOCIAL/CIVIC  +

—  One of the Following — 

[4] tax_rate*dissimilarity   +

[5] HOUSING*dissimilarity   +

[6] dissimilarity*black_pop*business   +

[7] GOVT_EMP*dissimilarity*black_pop   +

  —  One of the Following — 

[8] HOUSING*gov’t_emp   +

[9] HOUSING*gov’t_emp*black_pop

PRESENCE in upper case letters * designates an AND 

absence in lower case letters + designated an OR
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 In the rejection referenda model, there is the presence of the safeguard in configuration

reject #2. The safeguard would allow the citizens to choose the mayor directly. However, this is

associated with  low expenditures on housing, non-growth in government employees and high

dissimilarity. The electorate may choose the status quo. There could be groups, who benefit from

the present arrangement and could view direct election and the provision of leadership as a

means to increase government costs. The Black community may not have the number to produce

change. This combination of attributes differs from the reject full model where the presence of

the safeguard and dissimilarity was combined with the high tax levy ratio and low business

association growth. Here the low size of government and low housing expenditures can be linked

to the rejection of the proposed rule to directly elect the mayor.  

In reject #3,  there is not a new mayor to push for change. High growth in municipal

employees and high dissimilarity, coupled with a low tax levy ratio, could lead the property

owners to support the status quo. 

In the first configuration the proposed change could be accepted when there is an increase

in expenditures for housing and community development and growth in the business

associations, but the non-growth in social or civic organizations. This may be a cue that the local

electorate may want accountability from the governance structure, particularly if the city needs to

boost areas that have fallen on hard times. However, the direction of the safeguard is not known.

If the proposed rule did not provide for direct election of the mayor, then the business

association, like the chamber of commerce may benefit from a non-direct election of mayor.  

In ACCEPT #2, a new mayor and non-growth in business associations but growth in

social or civic organizations could signal the desire for change. The high growth in ACCEPT #3

may lead the community to accept change. 

The choice between the four equally important configurations, ACCEPT #4 through #7,

are like the full model. However, in the choice between ACCEPT #8 and #9 there are signs of

low growth in municipal government and the cost for housing and community development are

increasing. In ACCEPT #9 the Black population is low. The electorate may support change to

address the community development. However, the direction of the change is not known. If

direct election is provided then this could define leadership and accountability. 
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In the next section another authority rule is explored. This rule addresses the mayor’s

appointment power.

Mayoral Appointment Power

Mayoral appointment power can provides the mayor the ability to fill positions in the

local government and on committees. The provision of this power can signal leadership and

places accountability on one person. The model used to explore this is:

ACCEPT = SAFEGUARD + BONDS + NEW_MAYOR + EXP/REV + PROPERTY_TAX +

GOVT_EMP +  BLACK_POP + LABOR + REAL_ESTATE

where: SAFEGUARD = the presence of the procedural safeguard i percent n the rule

BONDS = presence of a Moody bond rating of at least an A

NEW_MAYOR = presence of new mayor in the previous year

EXP/REV = presence of general expenditures greater than 100 percent of the general revenue

PROPERTY_TAX = the increase in the percent of the general revenue from property taxes over

the last year

GOVT_EMP = presence of increase of percent change in number of city employees greater than

 the percent change in the population over the last year 

BLACK_POP = presence of Black population of over 25 percent of total population

LABOR = presence of an increase in the percent of employees in Labor Organizations (SIC

863)over the last year as compared to the percent of total employees in the county 

REAL_ESTATE =presence of an increase in the percent of employees in real estate (SIC

 65) over the last year as compared to the percent of total employees in the county 

Mayor appointment power full model. The crisp set solution for the entire model is

presented in Appendix B Table B7.17 for rejection and Table B7.18 for acceptance. There are

thirty-five cases in this full model with fourteen rejections and twenty-one acceptance cases. In

the full crisp set solution, there was a mixture in the presence or absence of the procedural

safeguard and a majority of the cases did not have a new mayor the year before. In the

acceptance, a majority of the cases did not have a new mayor. How these attributes combine with

the other attributes and which combinations are important to the outcome are explored using

reduction with the “don’t cares.” These configurations are presented in Table 7.15.
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Table 7.15 Logical Combinations for Mayor Appointment Power Full Model 

with “Don’t Cares”

reject [1] EXP/REV*labor*real_estate  +

[2] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*PROPERTY_TAX*black_pop   +

[3] new_mayor*exp/rev*property_tax*GOVT_EMP*REAL_ESTATE   +

—  One of the Following — 

[4] govt_emp*labor*real_estate   +

[5] SAFEGUARD*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX* govt_emp   +

—  One of the Following — 

[6] safeguard*EXP/REV*govt_emp   +

[7] safeguard*property_tax*LABOR*REAL_ESTATE   +

—  One of the Following — 

[8] new_mayor*PROPERTY_TAX*labor*real_estate   +

[9] new_mayor*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX*real_estate   +

[10] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*PROPERTY_TAX*real_estate   +

[11] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*BLACK_POP*real_estate   +

[12] new_mayor*PROPERTY_TAX*BLACK_POP*real_estate

ACCEPT [1] safeguard*PROPERTY_TAX   +

[2]  exp/rev*property_tax*real_estate  +

[3]  SAFEGUARD*BLACK_POP*REAL_ESTATE   +

[4] SAFEGUARD*EXP/REV*govt_emp*LABOR   +

—  One of the Following — 

[5] NEW_MAYOR*GOVT_EMP   +

[6] BOND*NEW_MAYOR*exp/rev   +

—  One of the Following — 

[7] property_tax*black_pop*labor   +

[8] EXP/REV*property_tax*labor*REAL_ESTATE +

[9] EXP/REV*property_tax*GOVT_EMP*REAL_ESTATE

PRESENCE in upper case letters * designates an AND 

absence in lower case letters + designated an OR

The rejection model has an interesting combination of attributes. The safeguard is present

in four configurations, reject #2, choice #5, choice #10 and choice #11. In reject #2, the rejection

of an increase in the mayor’s appointment power is associated with the absence of a new mayor,

an increasing property ratio, and a low percentage of Black residents. The property owners may

not support increased appointment power for the mayor for fear that the reliance on property tax
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would increase. This scenario could also characterize reject #5 and the choice between reject #10

and #11. In these configurations, the real estate industry is not growing, while in #11 there is a

high percentage of Black residents. 

Two configurations, the choice between reject # 6 and #7, the proposed change would

decrease the mayoral appointment power. The high expenditures and low municipal employees

could define communities with fiscal stress. While low reliance on property tax and growth in

labor unions and real estate could define communities of high growth. Both of these communities

may not support rules that decrease the mayors appointment powers. In the first community the

desire may be for leadership to provide growth, while in the second community desire may be for

leadership to manage growth.

 In the acceptance model, the ability for the mayor to make appointments is important to

the acceptance of the proposed rule in ACCEPT #3 and #4. In ACCEPT #3, there is the

definitive combination of the presence of the safeguard, the presence of critical numbers in the

Black population and the presence of a growing real estate industry. The increase of appointment

power could occur. Again, the real estate industry and the Black community may desire the

mayor to have greater power. 

The presence of the safeguard, high expenditures, low government employees, and

growth of labor unions could lead the electorate to accept the proposed increase in the mayor’s

appointment power, in ACCEPT #4. This community may desire the leadership and

accountability that will control growth.

In ACCEPT # 1, there is a high reliance on property tax for revenue and the proposed

change would decrease the mayor’s appointment power. Property owners may not want to

provide power to the mayor for fear that the costs of government would increase. While in

ACCEPT #2, the absence of fiscal stress and non-growth in real estate are associated with

change, however the safeguard could go in either direction. If the direction provides greater

appointment power then the community may need leadership to stimulate growth; if the direction

decreases power, the problem could be the fear that the mayor wielded too much power.

Referenda for Mayoral Appointment Power. In the twenty-eight attempts which

included mayoral appointments, fourteen were rejected and fourteen were accepted. In rejection
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of mayoral appointment rule, seven of the fourteen configurations either increased or maintained

the procedural safeguard and seven did not provide the safeguard. In the fourteen acceptance of

the rule, four provided increase or maintenance of the procedural safeguard, while nine did not

provide the safeguard. The crisp set Truth Table is presented in Appendix B, Table B7.19 

When these ten rejection configurations and the ten acceptance configurations are

reduced with the “don’t cares,” the resulting logical combinations that lead to rejection or

acceptance of mayoral appointment rule are presented in Table 7.16. 

Table 7.16 Logical Combinations for Mayoral Appointment Rule Referenda

Rejections Using “Don’t Cares”  

reject [1] govt_emp*labor   +

[2] safeguard*EXP/REV*govt_emp   +

[3] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*PROPERTY_TAX   +

[4] new_mayor*exp/rev*GOVT_EMP*REAL_ESTATE   +

—  One of the Following — 

[5] EXP/REV*labor*real_estate  +

[6] EXP/REV*property_tax*real_estate   +

[7] EXP/REV*BLACK_POP*real_estate   +

[8] EXP/REV*BLACK_POP*labor    +

[9] EXP/REV*property_tax*BLACK_POP

PRESENCE is in upper case letters * designates an AND 

absence is in lower case letters + designated an OR

There are two instances of the direction of the safeguard in referenda reject model. In

reject #2 the proposed rule would decrease the mayor’s power. This is in the presence of

increased expenditures and low increase in municipal employees. Fiscal stress could lead the

electorate to support the status quo and not decrease the mayor’s appointment power since the

community may desire growth.

In reject #3, the proposed rule would increase the mayors’ power, but without the

leadership of a new mayor and the high reliance on property taxes, the electorate may not support

an increase in the mayor’s power. The property owners could oppose the increase of power for

fear that it would increase the reliance on property tax for revenue.

In the choice between reject #5 through #9, the expenditures exceed the revenues. This is

combined with, among other attributes, either high Black population Or lack of growth in real
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estate. In reject choice #7 all three are combined. The cost of government coupled with low

growth in the industries and high Black population may favor the status quo. The direction is not

known in these configurations. This group has high fiscal costs and low growth in labor

organizations and real estate. The presence of critical level for the Black population appears only

in the rejection model.

 The acceptance model, provided in Table 7.17, is very complex when compared with the

full appointment power model. However there are five combinations that are logically equal in

importance. The entire formula would have eight configurations.

Table 7.17 Logical Combinations for Mayoral Appointment Rule Referenda

Acceptance Using “Don’t Cares”  

ACCEPT [1] safeguard*PROPERTY_TAX   +

[2] NEW_MAYOR*REAL_ESTATE   +

[3] BOND*NEW_MAYOR*PROPERTY_TAX   +

—  One of the Following — 

[4] NEW_MAYOR*GOVT_EMP   +

[5] BOND*NEW_MAYOR*exp/rev   +

—  One of the Following — 

[6] property_tax*black_pop*labor   +

[7] EXP/REV*property_tax*GOVT_EMP*black_pop   +

[8] EXP/REV*property_tax*labor*REAL_ESTATE   +

[9] EXP/REV*property_tax*GOVT_EMP*REAL_ESTATE   +

—  One of the Following — 

[10] exp/rev*property_tax*real_estate  +

[11] safeguard*exp/rev*real_estate  +

—  One of the Following — 

[12] SAFEGUARD*EXP/REV*property_tax*black_pop   +

[13] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*EXP/REV*property_tax*

[14] SAFEGUARD*EXP/REV*property_tax*REAL_ESTATE   +

—  One of the Following — 

[15] SAFEGUARD*EXP/REV*govt_emp*LABOR   +

[16] SAFEGUARD*EXP/REV*govt_emp*REAL_ESTATE

PRESENCE is in upper case letters * designates an AND 

absence is in lower case letters + designated an OR

In the choice between ACCEPT #4 and #5, the new mayor is important to acceptance. In

the first configuration the government employment is high, a sign of increased costs, while in #5,
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the bond rate is high and expenditures are low. This could be a growing, healthy community, but

the direction of the change is not known.

 In the acceptance model, ACCEPT #1 the decrease in the mayor’s appointment power is

associated with increased reliance on property tax. The property owners may desire to curb the

appointment power of the mayor to decrease the reliance on property taxes for revenue. Decrease

in power is also seen in choice ACCEPT #11; however, the real estate industry is not growing

and the expenditures are not greater than the revenues. The electorate may view the mayor’s

power as part of the lack of growth.

There are five configurations that contain the provision of greater mayoral power of

appointment. They are all choices that provide two configurations for the formula. In choice

ACCEPT #12, #13, and #14, all three have the increase or at least maintenance of the mayoral

appointment power which is associated with high expenditures, but low reliance on property

taxes, together with either low Black population, absence of a new mayor, OR presence of

growth in real estate. In these choices, the property owners or homeowners may support

increasing the mayor’s appointment power, since there is not a heavy reliance on property taxes.

Although there are high expenditures, they could support greater powers since they do not feel

they are bearing the burden of the cost. This could be a growing community. 

The same could be true for choice ACCEPT #15 and #16, the mayoral power would

increase, expenditures exceed revenues, municipal employee percent is low, but there is high

growth in either labor organizations OR real estate. This is definitely a growing community. An

increase in appointment power may provide greater leadership. In the next section the last

element of the mayor’s power is analyzed: the power of veto.

Mayoral Veto Power

The final mayoral power explored is the power of veto. In this section the power of the

mayor to reject proposed ordinances and budget items is explored. The model used is: 

 

ACCEPT = SAFEGUARD +BOND + NEW_MAYOR + TAX_RATE + EXP/REV + 

GOVT_EMP + BLACK_POP +  BUSINESS + CONSTRUCTION 

where: SAFEGUARD = the presence of the procedural safeguard in the mayoral veto rule

BOND = a Moody municipal bond rating of at least an A
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NEW_MAYOR = presence of new mayor in the previous year

TAX_RATE = presence of the tax levy change rate is greater than the assessment change rate,

where levy and assessment are in year 2000 dollars

EXP/REV = expenditures exceed revenue

GOVT_EMP = presence of increase of percent change in number of city employees greater than

the percent change in the population over the last year 

BLACK_POP = presence of Black population of over 25 percent of total population

BUSINESS = presence of an increase in the percent of employees in business associations (SIC

861) over the last year as compared to the percent of total employees in the county   

CONSTRUCTION = presence of an increase in the percent of employees in the construction

industry (SIC CON) over the last year as compared to the percent of total employees in

the county  

Mayor veto power full model. The crisp set model for the full mayoral veto power is

presented in Appendix B, Table B7.20. There are twenty-eight cases, eleven rejections and

seventeen acceptance cases. The procedural safeguard is either present or absent in both rejection

and acceptance. This model was further reduced with the “don’t cares.” The model is presented

in Table 7.18.

Table 7.18 Logical Combinations for Full Model Mayoral Veto Power 

with “Don’t Cares”

reject

[1]  tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*construction  +

[2]  tax_rate*BLACK_POP*BUSINESS  +

[3]  new_mayor*exp/rev*TAX_RATE*business   +

[4] exp/rev*GOVT_EMP*black_pop*business   

ACCEPT

[1] safeguard*govt_emp   + 

[2] NEW_MAYOR*business  +

[3] NEW_MAYOR*exp/rev +

[4] black_pop*BUSINESS +

[5] EXP/REV*TAX_RATE   +

[6]  TAX_RATE*BUSINESS  +

[7]  tax_rate*govt_emp*business +

[8]  tax_rate*govt_emp*black_pop +

[9] govt_emp*BLACK_POP*business   +

[10] safeguard*TAX_RATE*BLACK_POP   + 

[11] BLACK_POP*business*CONSTRUCTION   +

[12] TAX_RATE*BLACK_POP*CONSTRUCTION   +

[13] exp/rev*tax_rate*BLACK_POP*business   +

[14] SAFEGUARD*tax_rate*BLACK_POP*business   +

          —  One of the Following —

[15] EXP/REV*CONSTRUCTION  +

[16] safeguard*EXP/REV*black_pop

 PRESENCE in upper case letters * designates an AND 

absence in lower case letters + designated an OR
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The full veto model provides some interesting combinations. The rejection complete

formula contains four configurations. The safeguard has reduced out of the rejection formula.

The first two reject configuration have a low tax levy to assessment ratio and increased

government employees but non-growth in construction. The other configuration includes the

critical level of the Black population, but high business association growth. 

The increase in municipal employees appears in two rejection configurations. In reject #

4, the expenditures do not exceed the revenue and the black population is below the critical level

and business association is not growing. These two communities may not be growing and the

stress may lead the groups to support the status quo. The direction of the proposed change is not

known.

In the acceptance model, the first configuration provides the direction of the proposed

rule. This would decrease the mayor’s power. This is in the presence of low municipal

employment. This could be stress or it could be business groups who desire greater efficiency. 

In ACCEPT #10, the proposed rule would decrease the mayor’s veto power. This is in

association with an increase tax levy ratio and a Black population that has reached the critical

level. The homeowners and property owners may desire to reduce the mayor’s veto power,

particularity if the mayor vetoes budget items. The other reduction in veto power is in the choice

of ACCEPT #16, the expenditures are high but the Black population does not have the critical

numbers. Business or property owners may desire to curb the mayor’s veto power as a means to

promote greater efficiency.

The other configuration with direction of the safeguard is in ACCEPT #14. This proposed

change would give the mayor greater power. The Black population is at the critical level, but tax

levy ratio is not increasing and the business associations are not growing.  The business

association, like the chamber of commerce could desire greater leadership and accountability to

stimulate growth.

There is also evidence in many of the configurations that there is some evidence of fiscal

stress, or a Black population that has reached the critical level. There is two configurations that

contain low tax levy ratio, low government employment, and low growth of business association

and low Black population, ACCEPT # 7 and # 8. The direction of the proposed rule is not
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provided. 

This model included both legislated and local referenda proposed rule change.  The

model that looks at those proposed veto rules changes through local referenda is presented next.   

Mayoral Veto Power Referenda. The referenda model for mayoral veto power contains

twenty cases, eleven rejection and nine acceptance cases. The crisp set solution is provided in

Appendix B, Table B7.21. Again, the reject has a mix of the procedural safeguard in both

models. However, the rejection contains more cases with presence of the procedural safeguard

than the acceptance model. The model was then reduced with the “don’t cares” to provide the

most logical combinations of attributes that lead to the outcome. This is presented in Table 7.19.

Table 7.19 Logical Combinations for Mayoral Veto Power Referenda 

with “Don’t Cares”

reject

[1] tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*black_pop*business   +

[2]  business*construction   +

[3] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*business   +

[4] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*tax_rate   +

[5]  tax_rate*BLACK_POP*construction   +

[6]  new_mayor* BLACK_POP*construction  +

[7]  SAFEGUARD*new_mayor* BLACK_POP   +

[8]  tax_rate*BLACK_POP*BUSINESS   +

[9]  SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*CONSTRUCTION   +

—  One of the Following —

[10] new_mayor*tax_rate*construction   +

[11] tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*construction 

ACCEPT

[1] TAX_RATE*BUSINESS +

[2]  tax_rate*govt_emp   +

[3]  BLACK_POP* business*CONSTRUCTION  +

—  One of the Following —

[4] EXP/REV*CONSTRUCTION  +

[5] safeguard*EXP/REV* black_pop

PRESENCE in upper case letters * designates an AND 

absence in lower case letters + designated an OR

The first noticeable attribute is that the safeguard is present in the reject model, while the

decrease of procedural safeguard is in one configuration in the accept model.

In the rejection model, four configurations have the presence of increased veto power,
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reject #3, #4, #7, #9. These models also have the absence of a new mayor and for the most part

the non-growth in business, or tax levy ratio, or the increase of either the Black population above

the critical level or growth of the construction industry. These may signal the desire for growth or

a strategic action to support growth in the local community. However, the groups may not have

the strength to accomplish the change. The high numbers of Black population and construction

industry may desire change, but for some reason change is not accepted.

In the acceptance model, ACCEPT #1 , the high tax levy ratio, and growth of business

associations can be linked to the acceptance. This may be the desires by the business community

to help reduce costs. Homeowners and property owners would support a proposed rule that

would allow the mayor to veto spending. However, the direction is not known.

The ACCEPT #2 has the absence of any stress attributes, but the direction of the rule is

not known. There is one acceptance configuration which has the direction of the proposed rule. 

The choice of ACCEPT #5 would actually decrease the mayor’s veto power. This is in

combination with increased expenditures and a Black population that is not at the critical level.

The high expenditures may convince property and business owners to curb the mayors veto

power.

Allocating Authority Safeguards, Actors, and Context

Proposed changes to mayoral veto which increase the safeguard could be rejected if there

is not the leadership of a new mayor, or when the community Black population is high. On the

other hand, if the expenditures are high but the Black population is low, rules that decrease the

mayoral veto power could be accepted. 

Rules that increase the mayoral appointment power could be accepted if industry growth

is increasing, but property taxes are not increasing. This could occur even if expenditures are

high, a sign of a high growth community. On the other hand if expenditures are low and growth

in real estate is low the local electorate could accept a rule that would decrease the mayor’s veto

power. Property tax ratio is the important element. If the reliance on property tax is increasing,

and there is no new mayor, then a proposed rule that would increase the mayor appointment

power could be rejected. While, direct election of mayor could be rejected if the segregation in

the community is high, municipal employment is low, and housing expenditures are low.  
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7.04 Conclusion

The choice of rule, the attributes of community context, and groups are important to the

outcome. In district representation rules the numbers of Black elected officials, the critical

percentage of Blacks in the population, and segregation can be linked to acceptance of a rule. A

district representation rule that increases or maintains the number of district representatives is

likely to be accepted when the Black population is large and there is evidence of growth in the

community. On the other hand, if the population is below the threshold and number of Black

elected officials does not mirror the Black general population, a proposed rule that would

decrease the district representatives could be rejected. 

This is also evident in the acceptance of rules that would increase the number of districts.

If the safeguard is present and the Black population is high, the rule could be accepted. However,

acceptance of a rule in either direction, for the number of districts could be accepted when there

is an increase in fiscal stress. A rule that would decrease the number of districts could be rejected

when the tax to assessment ratio is not increasing and the local community does not have the

option of restructuring without the state permission or there is a low percentage of Black

residents in the community. 

A rule that would increase or maintain the number of seats on a council could be

successful under conditions of community stress like population decrease and high reliance on

property taxes, or when the reliance on property tax is low, but with increased growth in social

and civic organizations. However, when the proposed rule would decrease the number of seats

and the property tax reliance is low, as well as low numbers in Black public administrators, black

officials, or growth in the social/ civic organizations, the reduction of seats could be rejected.

Rejection of a rule to reduce the number of seats could also occur when there is a low percentage

of Black elected officials, but the numbers of Black public administrators is high and the social

and civic organizations are growing.

A proposed rule that would provide referendum or decrease the number of signatures for

referendum could be accepted when business associations are growing and either the Black

population is low or the tax levy to assessment is increasing. However, growth in business

associations could be linked to rejection of the rule when the Black population is above the
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critical point, but tax levy to assessment is low. Recall rules that would provide the local

community the right to recall officials or reduces the number of signatures could be accepted

when there is not an increased reliance on property taxes, the population is increasing but

business associations are not growing.

Mayoral appointment powers could be strengthened when there is growth in the real

estate industry, plus the Black population is above the critical numbers. On the other hand, a rule

that would increase or maintain the mayor’s appointment power could be rejected when there is a

high reliance on property taxes for revenue, the Black population is below the critical numbers

and there is no new mayor.

Finally rules that grant or extend the mayor’s veto power could be rejected through

referenda when there is no new mayor; there is growth in the construction industry; tax levy ratio

is not increasing; the Black population is above the critical level; or there is non-growth in the

business associations. Acceptance of a rule that increases the mayoral veto power through

legislative action or referenda could occur when the Black population has reach the critical level;

business associations are not increasing; and the tax levy ratio is not increasing. On the other

hand, the mayors veto power could be reduced if the percent of Black population is below the

critical level or the reliance on property tax revenue is increasing.  
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSION

This dissertation has explored the acceptance or rejection of proposed constitutional rules

in nine municipalities over a period of fifty years. Changes were tracked for single and multiple

rules in the three areas corresponding to Maser’s procedural safeguard rules: electoral systems,

direct democracy, and allocating authority. This chapter highlights the central findings and their

implication for theories of governance and local constitutional change. 

By placing the procedural safeguards of transaction resource theory (Maser 1998) within

the institutional analysis and development framework (Ostrom 1990) we were able to

systematically examine the consequences of proposed rule changes. Entrepreneurial activity and

the interaction of actors, both demanders of change and demanders of the status quo, provided a

dynamic characterization of competition for rules of governance. These approaches were

integrated in the model of dynamic constitutional change developed in Chapter 2. The next three

sections will highlight the individual perspectives of institutional change and spotlight important

linkages to the overall dynamics of the process. 

8.01 Institutional Analysis and Development Framework

The IAD framework suggested specific attributes of the action situation that are important

for understanding institutional change (Ostrom 1990). The results confirm the usefulness of the

IAD framework and they lend support for the IAD categories of rules, actors, and context

particular to the framework. The Boolean analysis afforded the ability to analyze cases in the

constitutional change process and provided linkages between the outcome and the hierarchal

authority, the change embeddedness, the importance of the present local constitution, the context

of the community, and the competing rule choices. The nesting of rules in authority hierarchy and

the embeddedness of change were evident in the consolidation and constitutional rule change.

Constitutional rules have the highest authority and take precedence over the rules at other levels.

However, these rules are also the paramount fundamental rules for organization and governance

of the community and, thus, are the most embedded as far as difficulty of change. These elements
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punctuate the difficulty of change and the durability of the status quo.

In all the consolidation attempts and in most of the constitutional change cases the local

community was aware of the importance of the local constitution authority. In almost all the

consolidation cases the opposition did not concentrate on the concept of consolidation, but

instead, on the proposed consolidation charter rules. This underscores the importance of the

combination of governance rules. In many of the cases, citizens feared that proposed

consolidation rules, specifically rules that addressed financial matters, would negatively impact

the ability of public utilities and authorities to raise revenue. This is an instance where groups

feared that the institutional arrangement for operational rules would be subjected to a change in

the proposed constitutional arrangement. The local citizens also were aware of the impact of

electoral system rules on their representation in the government.

The IAD framework identifies the attributes that define the local community and the

individual actors in the constitutional setting. The emphasis on the present constitutional

arrangement allowed the comparison of the proposed changes to the present system. The

comparison of the present rules to the proposed rules allowed the prediction of which groups

would support or oppose the proposed change. 

However, in order for the IAD framework to be useful for analysis of the constitutional

change process, modification and extension was needed to incorporate stages that would provide

concrete transition points in the process. This allowed division of the framework into testable

model points for analysis. The resulting framework, which I will now call Constitutional

Competition, allows the inclusion of transaction resources, interactions among demanders of

change, entrepreneurs, and demanders of the status quo. 

8.02 The Constitutional Competition Model

Although, the IAD framework values the actor in the decision of proposed governance

rules, it cannot distinguish between actors who supported or opposed constitutional change. This

research extends this approach by incorporating opposing groups that struggled either for or

against proposed governing rules. This resulting model better captures the dynamics of the

process. During the campaign stage for a proposed set of rules, support for the combination of

rules provided critical information. 
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In all the proposed consolidation constitutional campaigns as well as other forms of

constitutional change there was always at least one actor or group who supported change and at

least one actor or group who opposed change.   For example, in the proposed consolidation

charters, homeowner and taxpayer associations could lend active public support for consolidation

charters if the combination of rules included the maintenance or increase in the number of

districts and there was a tax rate cap OR if there was an increase or maintenance in the number of

seats. Although the tax rate cap was postulated to be important to this group, other electoral

system rules that addressed representation were also linked to support.

Previous work concentrates on only entrepreneurs seeking change (Schneider, Teske, and

Mintrom 1995). This ignores the role of those who prefer to have the system stay the same, the

demanders of the status quo. Maser (1998) recognized the importance of conflict by groups for

the inclusion and exclusion of safeguards in a local constitution. This study included different

groups in the dynamic process of rule confirmation. Those actors were divided into groups who

supported the acceptance of a proposed constitutional rule and those groups who opposed the

proposed rule. Individual rules did have groups that either supported or opposed the proposed

rule based on the safeguards. 

8.03 Transaction Resource Theory

A key finding of this study is that procedural safeguards are central to acceptance of

proposed local constitutional change. Procedural safeguards played a major role in all three

stages of constitutional change. This evidence supports Maser’s (1998) transaction resource

theory which emphasizes the importance of the types of rules in local constitutions. Procedural

safeguards in constitutional rules mitigate problems of cooperation in local governance. Maser’s

(1998, 561) own work found only modest and inconsistent support for procedural safeguards.

The combination of case studies and Boolean analysis in this dissertation provided much stronger

evidence confirming the role of procedural safeguards posited by transaction resource theory.

The ability to concentrate on combinations of attributes that define each case, rather than just

quantitative variation, allowed me to link attributes to the outcome.    

This research concentrated on the three procedural safeguard rule domains identified by

Maser (1998): electoral system, direct democracy, and allocating authority. Three rules that
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define each of the three rule domains were analyzed. Electoral systems rules that affect the

citizens’ ability to access the governing body and allow their preferences to be considered were:

district representation, number of districts, and number of seats. The direct democracy rules that

addressed the citizens right to actively participate in the governance process were: initiative,

referendum, and recall. Finally, allocating authority rules that allow the citizen to grant power to

the leadership in the local community were: direct election of the mayor, mayoral appointment

power, and mayoral veto power. In some cases these proposed rules were embedded in a

proposed total new constitution; therefore, several models that explored the individual rule were

used. 

Strong support was found for Maser’s (1998) transaction resource theory in general and

the role of procedural safeguards in local constitutions in particular. The safeguards in

constitutional rules do matter. In consolidation the combinations of rules could be linked to

acceptance or rejection of the proposed consolidation constitution. Rejection from a Boolean

analysis perspective was linked to the absence of at least one of the electoral system safeguard.

Acceptance, on the other hand, could be linked to the increase in at least one electoral system

rule.

Maser (1998, 552) proposed that greater heterogeneity in the population increased the

probability of crafting safeguards to reduce division and increase responsiveness.  Patterns of

electoral system rules that safeguard against division confirm this hypothesis. In all three of the

electoral system rules, greater heterogeneity of the population was associated with the acceptance

of change, but the attribute was always combined with the critical level of Black population.

Whether the safeguard was present, however, was not necessarily in the configuration.    

In most of the cases of proposed changes in individual rules, the presence of a safeguard

could be linked to acceptance. Although, in some cases, the safeguard reduced out of the logical

model, those configurations with the presence of the safeguard in the proposed charter rule was

accepted and configurations with the absence of the safeguard led to rejection. The case studies

and Boolean analyses presented here provides stronger support for transaction resource theory.

Strongest support was found in consolidation attempts, where almost all the proposed

consolidation constitutional rules were analyzed.
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Although transaction resource theory has definite advantages in the exploration of

proposed rules, the constitutional competition modifies this approach by including both accepted

and rejected changes. This reduced the number of cities that could be analyzed, but provided

greater knowledge of the dynamics of change in the local municipal setting. This also provided

the means to incorporate actors who had a preference for a certain combination of rules and

would support those rules in the constitution. 

The Boolean analysis also explored the direction of the rule safeguards and the conflict

between groups who either supported or opposed proposed rules. This provided a glimpse into

the dynamics not only of the proposed rules and actors in the campaign for local governance

rules, but also the community context. This led to a constitutional competition model of

constitutional change.

8.04 The Constitutional Competition Model 

Each perspective of the constitutional level change domain provided an essential

perspective for the dynamics of local constitutional change process, but each perspective had

limitations as to delineating elements and actors in the process. All three perspectives when

modified, extended, and adapted could be interconnected into a testable theory of the

constitutional change process. The subsequent model of the process introduced in Chapter 2 is

presented, again, in Figure 8.01. 

Revisiting the constitutional competition theory of local constitutional change, the model

consists of three stages: Agenda, Crafting, and Campaign. Stage I Agenda Setting, gets the

preferences for and against change out in the open and brings desires for different rules into the

public forum. It is the institutional entrepreneurs, who seek constitutional change at the local

level. In the agenda stage, the demanders of the status quo seek to maintain the current

constitutional arrangement, while the institutional neutrals are either undecided or inactive at this

point. Support from the neutrals could provide either the entrepreneurs or the status quo with the

numbers to swing the rule decision in either direction. There is no set time frame for this stage. 
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Figure 8.01 Constitutional Competition in Local Governance

[A version appears in Johnson (2004b, 173), from City County Consolidayion and Its Alternatives:

Reshaping the Local Government Landscape, eds. Jered B. Carr and Richard C. Feiock (Armonk, NY:

M.E. Sharpe, 2004). Copyright M. E. Sharp, Inc. Reprinted with permission] 

Once a constitutional committee or group is formed, the system proceeds to the next

stage. The physical transition of a committee formation cannot only provide a point that can be

tracked, but also can be a cue to groups who have an interest in the proposed rule area, and a

point to begin working for either acceptance or rejection. Also in this stage the dynamics of the

community and the present constitutional arrangement provide the backdrop for the conflict and

action.

Stage II, the Constitutional Rule Crafting Stage, begins when the governance structure

names a committee to explore change. How that proposed rule is crafted becomes part of this

stage. The example of the change from at-large to district representation could have a different

combination of entrepreneurs and status quo groups. Once the desire for a rule change is the at

the drafting stage, different individuals or groups will have the desire for different combinations

of attributes in the rule. For example, if district representation is the proposed rule, then there
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could be a mix of district and at-large, or a mix of some smaller districts and two or three larger

super districts that combine the smaller districts.

Once the constitutional rule is drafted, the rule must be enacted by the legislature or

ratified by the local community, sometimes both. The legislative delegation will have a local bill

enacted but it is contingent on local ratification. Many consolidation attempts are this way.  This

moves the process into Stage III, the Constitutional Rule Campaign Stage. We could see a

different combination of groups at this stage. If the rule is not crafted in the original form that is

desired by the agenda setting entrepreneurs, then those actors may actively campaign against the

change, since the change would not benefit them or could even harm them. The campaign stage

ends with the form of ratification: local referendum, the passage of the legislation or the outcome

of the court case. The outcome of this decision point can be tracked. However, this may not be

the end of the process. If the rule change was not successful, the original entrepreneurs may try to

induce change again or if the rule change was successful the original status quo group could

become institutional entrepreneurs and mount a constitutional rule change to return to the

original. This happened in Miami Beach (1972-1973) and West Palm Beach (1995-1997) with at-

large versus district elections.

The case studies and Boolean analysis revealed strong support for the constitutional

change process in both the revolutionary change process of consolidation and the more gradual

change process of proposed constitutional rules. The analysis also offered strong support for the

competition between actors who prefer either change or the status quo.  The next two section will

discuss some of the patterns found.

8.05 Constitutional Rules  

The constitutional rules in this study were rules that provide for procedural safeguards in

electoral systems, direct democracy, and allocating authority. Electoral system rules analyzed in

this study were: district representation, number of districts, and number of seats. The main

component of these rules was to mitigate the risk of division and promote responsiveness in the

community (Maser 1998, 553).

Direct democracy rules lessen the threat of government defection and thus will promote

efficiency (Maser 1998, 544). Initiative, referendum, and recall rules are forms of participatory
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democracy (Zimmerman 1986; Hahn and Kamieniecki 1987). Allocating authority rules can

alleviate the risk of non-coordination and promote stability (Maser 1998, 553). The rules that

provide for the direct election of mayor, mayoral appointment power, and veto power can

provide stability and “deviation” from the preferences of the median voter (Maser 1998, 550).

 The combination of rules are important to the acceptance or rejection of a proposed

consolidation charter. In Chapter 5, the rule configuration revealed that, logically, if the number

of districts did not equal or exceed the present number of districts, the proposed consolidation

charter would be rejected OR if the number of seats did not equal or exceed the number of seats

in the present system AND the form of government was mayor-council, then the proposed

consolidation charter would be rejected. This would agree with Maser’s view of the importance

of electoral systems. 

Acceptance of the proposed consolidation charter could occur when the electoral system

procedural safeguards are present. However, the option of a strong, directly-elected mayor rule is

also important. This supports Maser’s (1998) arguments regarding the salience of procedural

safeguards.

8.06 Actors in the Campaign for Rules

In the Rule Campaign Stage III, again, there are two groups of actors, those who oppose

the proposed rule (those who desire the status quo) and those who support the proposed rule (the

institutional entrepreneurs). The actors at this stage are not necessarily the same groups that

supported or opposed the drafting of a rule since the final rule could move groups to change

sides. In order to discuss these two groups, they will be divided in consolidation and charter rule

change. 

The theory postulated is that each group would be expected to support rules that provide

their group with the greatest selective benefits:

1. Business groups would support rules that provide the greatest economic and

development incentives;

2. Minority groups would support rules that increase representation and social welfare of

minority interests;

3. Elected officials would support rules that increase their potential to gain and maintain

public office;

4. Government employees would support rules that increase their likelihood of job
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retention and provide autonomy; 

5.  Homeowners would support rules that keep property taxes in check, but allow for

services;

6. Media would support rules that provide greater income; 

7. Civic organizations, League of Women Voters, and Academic Community leaders

would support rules that provide an increase in their prestige and membership.

Compelling support was found for these hypotheses. This is discussed in the next two sections. 

8.07 Actors and Rules in Consolidation

In Chapter 4, the consolidation case study confirmed that the choice of rules matter.

Certain groups fear the loss of access to government. The Black community might not support

consolidation if it reduced their representation. In several attempts there would be a split of

support and opposition in the Black community. In the two successful consolidation attempts,

there was division among the Black leaders, but the division was not as decisive as in the rejected

consolidation attempts.

Homeowners and property owners for the most part opposed the consolidation charters if

there was not an assurance that taxes would not increase. In cases where they publicly supported

the consolidation charter there was the provision for tax rate caps, as in Macon 1972 and 1976 or

the Athens 1982 attempt. This was supported by the Boolean analysis if the combination of rules

included a tax rate cap and also provided a safeguard for an electoral system rule.

The Chamber of Commerce and the League of Women Voters did, in most cases, support

consolidation. However, there were instances, as in Tampa in 1970, where the Chambers that

were outside the city did not support the proposed change. These groups may have feared for

their survival when merged with a larger group or may have feared the increased cost of business

in their area. 

When these and other actors were analyzed with the Boolean method using QCA, much

of the case study was validated. Lack of support by Black leaders was sufficient for rejection of a

proposed consolidation charter. This could also occur when there was a lack of support by either

professional organizations or the combination of lack of support by civic organizations and

government, together, plus combinations. 

The one group that actively supported consolidation where rejection occurred was
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developers. Vocal, active, public support by developers, when combined with active, public

support of the civic organizations or combined with lack of support by government employees

could lead to rejection. It is interesting that logically, developers vocal public support can

negatively impact the acceptance of a proposed consolidation charter. This was present in the

acceptance model of proposed consolidation charters. The absence of active support by

developers when combined with active support by either professional organizations, civic groups,

business leaders, black leaders, or homeowners could be linked to acceptance of the proposed

consolidation charter. The electorate may view the developers’ support as a definite private

incentive and may fear the cost of such development. 

Active opposition by rural residents, the county commission, and business leaders can be

linked to rejection. Rural residents, like farmers, who own property could fear the rise in taxes.

This could also be true of the business community. This was revealed in the case studies. A

consolidation charter would need to assure the presence of procedural safeguards to garner

support for acceptance of the charter.   

8.08 Actors and Rule Safeguards in the Constitutional Setting

In Chapter 7, differences were found between the acceptance of rules in full models that

included those rule choices that are legislated or litigated and rules chosen through referendum.

The rejection of rules did not have the same complexity of variation since the study did not test

rejected proposed laws or rejected court cases.

Maser suggests that an increase in the number of seats will provide greater opportunities

for minorities to participate while district elections will increase responsiveness to minority

interests (Maser 1998, 548). The electoral system rules that address district representation,

number of districts, and number of seats, had ethnicity as an important factor. Once a population

reached a critical level they could desire greater representation on the local council. This was also

seen in the case studies in Chapter 6. However, in Atlanta in 1973, the ethnic group that desired

greater representation was the white population. This was also present in Miami Beach, but the

majority group was the elderly. This group also preferred at-large elections and no districts. This

would agree with Kanter’s (1977) view that as a representative group’s numbers increase, their

preferences become salient.  This was an important finding of this study. The preferences of the
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majority group usually become translated into the governing rules. A constant conflict results

when the two groups are close in numbers. This would also agree with Kanter’s view of numbers

in organizations.

In all the electoral system models the rejection could be linked to a mix of the two

measures of ethnicity: greater heterogeneity and increase in Black population above twenty-five

percent. Either one is present or the other attributes are absent. However, in the acceptance

models, the two attributes when together are either both present or both absent. This has

implications to communities exploring rules that affect the electoral system. The governing

system may ignore a group when the numbers are low and the group is spread throughout the

community, but when the number increase to the critical point and they reside in a certain area of

the community, their preferences become more salient. This would agree with Maser (1998). 

There were several acceptance configurations in each of the electoral system models that

had the presence of the safeguard, and at least one configuration in each reject model that

contained the absence of the attribute. The rule direction matters, perhaps not always, but does

appear to logically endure through reduction. 

In the direct democracy rules, the presence of a new mayor the year before was present in

all three reduced logical models of acceptance and absent in all the reduced logical reject models.

In many of the models a fiscal attribute is either present or absent. When the new mayor is

combined with the presence of a tax attribute there is acceptance of a direct democracy rule. This

could be a leadership cue to suggest the desire for change. However, the direction of the change

is not indicated in any configuration model.  

The strength of different groups was important to the direct democracy models. For

example, the lack of growth of newspaper employees in the county when property tax is low and

the proposed change would increase the citizens’ safeguard and can be linked to acceptance.

Growth in the real estate industry is present in both rejection and acceptance of recall rules but

when combined with the presence of a new mayor, the proposed rule is accepted.

Allocating authority rules cannot only provide leadership but also accountability. In the

constitutional change models, the one attribute common to the acceptance models for direct

election of mayor, mayoral appointments, and mayoral veto was the presence of a new mayor in
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the previous year. This could be a push by the mayor for greater power or it could be a reaction

by the citizens to a new mayor. In direct election of mayor there are signs of fiscal stress with

increasing taxes and housing and community development. However, there are signs of growth in

some industries. The citizens, perhaps the property owners, could reject the attempt to elect the

mayor directly if there were few signs of increasing government growth, and they might be

satisfied with the status quo.

High growth and cost of  government could lead the citizens to desire a mayor with

increased appointment power accountable to the all citizens. A new mayor may push for this

power. However, the provision of mayoral veto, growth of government employees, increase in

the Black population above the critical level, and absence of a new mayor could be important to

the rejection, while high costs and growth could lead the citizens to desire to curb costs by

accepting a change in the veto power. 

The rules, actors, and context are important to the decision to accept or reject the

proposed change in all three rule areas. These attributes are important to decisions in the local

constitutional setting. 

8.09 Context of the Community in Consolidation  

In Chapter 5, the Boolean Analysis of the community context with indirect measures

revealed the importance of the number of Black elected officials to the outcome. When the

community had a percentage of Black elected officials that mirrored the numbers in the

population the consolidation charter was more likely to be accepted. In rejection of the proposed

charter a community where the Black community had reached the critical level, but did not have

the corresponding number of Black officials on the governing board, the consolidation charter

was rejected. 

One interesting finding was that communities that had an increasing percentage of their

budget spent on housing and community development were also more likely to accept the

consolidation charter. This is consistent with the fiscal crisis explanation postulated by

Rosenbaum and Kammerer (1974).

This study explored the rejection or acceptance of proposed rules. However, there are

areas in the model that were not analyzed in this study. This will be left for future research. One
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area of interest is how the desire for a set of rules comes to the public attention, the agenda

setting stage.

8.10 Continuum of Constitutional Change

Chapter 2 introduced the idea that there is a continuum of constitutional change.  City-

county consolidation was depicted as a more radical, revolutionary form of local constitutional

change rather than a separate phenomenon. The evidence provides support for this continuous

change. The predication was that consolidation was a revolutionary form of constitutional change

and the constitutional rule change was gradual, evolutionary change. The process did support the

view of a gradual development in the choice of rules. For example, in Miami Beach in the early

1960s, the movement toward district representation took several years, then was overturned the

next year. This was a case of desire by groups in the community for representation. In this case it

was the business and professional community. However, when two groups are close in

representative numbers, then the rules for representation can be overturn and it may be difficult

to sustain the change. This supports Maser’s (1998, 541) view of the tradeoff between stability

and responsiveness. 

In cases where an entire local constitution was presented for confirmation, there were

groups that became active over the combination of rules, particularly if the rules differed from

the status quo. This could also be seen in proposed consolidation charters. The combination of

proposed rules were cited most often for the opposition to the proposed change. Consolidation

did, however, elicit greater public, vocal, and active support or opposition. This was due to the

scale of the change and the impact of the chosen combination of rules on groups.

Constitutional changes that did not occur due to local referenda, can also be placed in the

continuum. Although these rules were not subjected to the review of the entire electorate, they

did provoke reaction. In many cases, for electoral system rules, the reaction was by the governing

body who had the most to lose from the proposed change.

 8.11 Implications: Agenda Setting and Rule Crafting in Local Constitutions

In many cases, the proposed rule may not make it to the referendum stage. Sometimes it

does not make it to the Constitutional Rule Crafting Stage. For example, Atlanta has never run a

consolidation attempt with Fulton County. That does not mean the thought has not been
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presented in the public forum. In 1973, The Chairman of the Fulton County Commission

suggested that the city of Atlanta and Fulton County be merged “under a mayor administrative

director and a 17-man council” and sent details to the legislative delegation (Allen 1973, 23A). 

In 1995 the subject of consolidation of Atlanta and Fulton was raised again (Campos and

Stepps 1995, H2). The proposal to consolidate the city and county began as a bill to grant greater

autonomy to one of the cities and became a bill to consolidate the city and county (Atlanta

Journal Constitution 1995, 1J). The plan was dropped the next year after strong vocal opposition

by local representatives (Campos 1996, 1F).

Macon, after a 33-year wait on consolidation reopened the subject in 1999. A committee

was established to explore Macon Bibb unification (Ga. Law 1999 p. 3511). The subject of

consolidation was revived in 1997 by a county commissioner (Macon Telegraph 1997). The city

and county “tentatively” agreed to set up a committee in 1998 (Wallace 1998). The issue died

down and was revived in 2002 by the new mayor (Macon Telegraph 2003). These incidents

provide illustrations of agenda setting in the model. The outcome of a rule or consolidation

campaign is not the end of the attempt. Actors and circumstances in the local community can

bring the subject back into the public spotlight.

The rule crafting stage was briefly discussed in both consolidation and constitutional

change case studies, but were not empirically tested. This stage can be fraught with conflict. Each

rule has opposing directions that increase or decrease the citizens’ safeguard. For example, the

choice between at-large or district representation or the choice between a mayor chosen by the

council or elected by the citizens. The decision of which rule to propose can divide the

community. Each group has an incentive to have their preferences provided in the set of rules and

will lobby hard for their preferred rules. This conflict can provide insight into the incentives of a

group and why groups may desire change but not support the final choice of rules. 

8.12 What We Have Learned

One of the most important implications of this study is that multiple perspectives on the

dynamics of local governance can be incorporated into a testable theory. This interconnection

provided a comprehensive and dynamic perspective of the competition for governance rules.

However, this presented difficulties in testing the dynamics with conventional quantitative
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methods. Case studies can provide the in-depth evidence regarding the dynamics, but can be

difficult in comparing multiple complex outcomes. Qualitative Comparative Analysis, a Boolean

method, allowed the maintenance of the integrity of each case with the ability to link

combinations of attributes in diverse cases to the outcome. Boolean analysis integrates the desire

to address the complexity of the system, link combinations of attributes in diverse cases to the

outcome, and explain the phenomenon.

This study differs from other local constitutional change in five ways. First, the study

concentrated on change in one level of the local institution, the local constitution. Second, it built

on Maser’s (1998) transaction resource theory of local constitutional change by incorporating the

selective incentives for change and integrating the rejected proposed rules into the analysis.

Third, the study viewed all forms of charter change as constitutional change which allows the

theory to include both charter revision and the more radical city-county consolidation as a

continuum of charter transformation, local constitutional change. 

Fourth, the study incorporated entrepreneurs and demanders of the status quo into the

theory of competition for governance rules. The ability of entrepreneurs and demanders of the

status quo to persuade and influence the community to either support or oppose proposed rules

was incorporated into Ostrom’s Institutional Analysis Framework. Finally, it moved entrepreneur

studies to the constitutional level and argued that actors try to induce change in order to lock their

preferences into the system. 

The incorporation of multiple perspectives, actors, rules, and local dynamics moves

research in local governance constitutional change in a new direction.  The integration of several

models of institutions and charter change provides a dynamic view of competing actors in the

struggle to lock their preferences into the local constitution.  The focus on actors with specific

rule preferences provides us with a new understanding as to why certain actors appear to support

change at the agenda stage but oppose change at the referendum stage.  This will provide a new

understanding of the importance of institutions, actors, and change in local governance

constitutions.  

This work has a potential to be extended, not only to the different stages of the model, but

also to other cities, longer time periods, and to different levels of governance. It would be useful
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to look at a city throughout its history from incorporation to present. This would provide an in-

depth study of a local community context. The theory could be extended to the state level to look

at competition for state constitutional rules. This is just the beginning of research in local

constitutional change.  
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Table A 5.01 Consolidation Rules 
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[1]DISTRICT*number*seats*initiative*REFERENDUM*recall*TAX_RATES*tax_limits*fog* 

mayor*veto + 

[2]district*NUMBER*seats*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL*tax_rates*debt_limits* 

FOG* MAYOR*veto  + 

[3]district*NUMBER*seats*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*recall*tax_rates*debt_limits*FOG* 

MAYOR  + 

[4] DISTRICT*NUMBER*seats*initiative*referendum*recall*tax_rates*DEBT_LIMITS* 

FOG*MAYOR *VETO + 

[5]district*number*SEATS*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL*tax_rates*debt_limits* 

FOG*MAYOR*VETO  + 

[6]district*number*seats*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL*TAX_RATES*debt_limits* 

FOG*MAYOR*VETO  + 

[7] DISTRICT*NUMBER*seats* INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL* 

tax_rates*debt_limits*FOG* MAYOR *VETO + 

[8]DISTRICT*NUMBER*seats*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*recall*TAX_RATES*debt_limit

s* FOG*MAYOR *VETO + 

[9]DISTRICT*number*SEATS*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL*TAX_RATES* 

debt_limits* FOG*MAYOR *VETO + 

[10] district*NUMBER*seats*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL* TAX_RATES* 

DEBT_LIMITS* FOG* MAYOR*VETO  
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DISTRICT*NUMBER*seats*initiative*referendum*recall*tax_rates*DEBT_LIMIT*fog* 

MAYOR *VETO + 

 

DISTRICT*NUMBER*SEATS*INITIATIVE*REFERENDUM*RECALL*TAX_RATES* 

debt_limit*FOG* MAYOR *VETO  

 

PRESENCE of attribute in upper case 

Absence of attribute in lower case 

* designates AND 

+ designates OR 
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Table A 5.02 Consolidation Supporters 
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[1]developers*civic*homeowners*MAYOR*county*professional*black*government* 

naacp + 

[2]developers*civic*homeowners*county*professional*black*BUSINESS*government* 

naacp + 

[3]DEVELOPERS*CIVIC*HOMEOWNERS*MAYOR*county*PROFESSIONALS* 

BUSINESS*government*naacp + 

[4]developers*CIVIC*homeowners*MAYOR*county*professional*BLACK*business* 

government*naacp  + 

[5]DEVELOPERS*civic*homeowners*mayor*county*PROFESSIONALS*black* 

BUSINESS*government*naacp + 

[6]DEVELOPERS*CIVIC*HOMEOWNERS*mayor*county*professionals*black* 

BUSINESS*government*naacp + 

[7]DEVELOPERS*civic*HOMEOWNERS*MAYOR*COUNTY*professional*BLACK* 

business*government*naacp + 

[8]DEVELOPERS*CIVIC*homeowners*mayor*COUNTY*professional*BLACK* 

BUSINESS*GOVERNMENT*naacp 
 
A

C

C

E

P

T

 
 

developers*CIVIC*HOMEOWNERS*MAYOR*county*PROFESSIONALS*BLACK* 

BUSINESS*government*NAACP   + 

 

DEVELOPERS*civic*homeowners*mayor*COUNTY*PROFESSIONALS*BLACK* 

BUSINESS*GOVERNMENT*NAACP 

       
PRESENCE of attribute in upper case 

Absence of attribute in lower case 

* designates AND 

+ designates OR 
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Table A 5.03 Consolidation Supporters without the NAACP 

 

 
r

e

j

e

c

t 

 
[1]developers*civic*homeowners*MAYOR*county*professional*black*government + 

[2]developers*civic*homeowners*county*professional*black*BUSINESS*government + 

[3]DEVELOPERS*CIVIC*HOMEOWNERS*MAYOR*county*PROFESSIONALS* 

BUSINESS*government + 

[4]developers*CIVIC*homeowners*MAYOR*county*professional*BLACK*business* 

government  + 

[5]DEVELOPERS*civic*homeowners*mayor*county*PROFESSIONALS*black* 

BUSINESS*government + 

[6]DEVELOPERS*CIVIC*HOMEOWNERS*mayor*county*professionals*black* 

BUSINESS*government + 

[7]DEVELOPERS*civic*HOMEOWNERS*MAYOR*COUNTY*professional*BLACK* 

business*government + 

[8]DEVELOPERS*CIVIC*homeowners*mayor*COUNTY*professional*BLACK* 

BUSINESS*GOVERNMENT 
 
A

C

C

E

P

T

 
developers*CIVIC*HOMEOWNERS*MAYOR*county*PROFESSIONALS*BLACK* 

BUSINESS*government + 

 

DEVELOPERS*civic*homeowners*mayor*COUNTY*PROFESSIONALS*BLACK* 

BUSINESS*GOVERNMENT 

 
PRESENCE of attribute in upper case 

Absence of attribute in lower case 

* designates AND 

+ designates OR 
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Table 5.04 Consolidation Opposition 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

r

e

j

e

c

t 

 
[1]homeowners*civic*farmers*city*mayor*BUSINESS*otherchambers*black*utilities + 

[2]homeowners*CIVIC*FARMERS*city*mayor*county*business*otherchambers*black* 

utilities + 

[3]homeowners*civic*FARMERS*city*mayor*COUNTY*business*otherchambers*black*

utilities + 

[4]HOMEOWNERS*civic* FARMERS*city*mayor*county*BUSINESS*otherchambers* 

black*utilities + 

[5]homeowners*civic*FARMERS*city*mayor*county*BUSINESS*otherchambers* 

BLACK*utilities + 

[6]homeowners*civic*farmers*CITY*MAYOR*COUNTY*BUSINESS*otherchambers*bla

ck*utilities + 

[7]homeowners*civic*farmers*CITY*mayor*COUNTY*BUSINESS*OTHERCHAMBERS

*black*UTILITIES + 

[8]homeowners*civic*FARMERS*city*mayor*COUNTY*BUSINESS*otherchambers* 

BLACK*UTILITIES

[9]homeowners*CIVIC*FARMERS*CITY*mayor*COUNTY*business*OTHERCHAMBE

RS*black*UTILITIES
 
A

C

C

E

P

T 

 
homeowners*civic*farmers*city*mayor*county*business*otherchambers*BLACK* 

UTILITIES   + 

 

HOMEOWNERS*civic*farmers*city*MAYOR*county*business*otherchambers*BLACK* 

utilities   

 
PRESENCE of attribute in upper case 

Absence of attribute in lower case 

* designates AND 

+ designates OR 
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Table 5.05 Consolidation Supporters and Opposition 

 
r

e

j

e

c

t 

 
[1]developers*county*professionals*black**business*naacp*civic*FARMERS*COUNTY

*business*black*utilities + 

[2]developers*county*professionals*black*BUSINESS*naacp*CIVIC*FARMERS*county

*business*black*utilities + 

[3]DEVELOPERS*county*professionals*black*BUSINESS*naacp*civic*farmers* 

COUNTY*BUSINESS*black*utilities + 

[4]developers*county*professionals*BLACK*business*naacp*civic*FARMERS*county*

BUSINESS*BLACK*utilities + 

[5]DEVELOPERS*COUNTY*professionals*BLACK*BUSINESS*naacp*civic*farmers*

county*BUSINESS*black*utilities + 

[6]DEVELOPERS*county*PROFESSIONALS*black*BUSINESS*naacp*civic* 

FARMERS*county*BUSINESS*black*utilities + 

[7]DEVELOPERS*COUNTY*professionals*BLACK**business*naacp*civic*farmers* 

COUNTY*BUSINESS*black*utilities + 

[8]DEVELOPERS*county*PROFESSIONALS*black*BUSINESS*naacp*civic*farmers*

COUNTY*BUSINESS*black*UTILITIES + 

[9]developers*county*professionals*black*BUSINESS*naacp*civic*FARMERS*COUNT

Y*BUSINESS*BLACK*UTILITIES + 

[10]DEVELOPERS*county*PROFESSIONALS*BLACK*BUSINESS*naacp*CIVIC* 

FARMERS*COUNTY*business*black*UTILITIES
 
A

C

C

E

P

T 

 
 developers*county*PROFESSIONALS*BLACK*BUSINESS*NAACP*civic*farmers* 

county*business*BLACK*UTILITIES   + 

 

DEVELOPERS*COUNTY*PROFESSIONALS*BLACK*BUSINESS*NAACP*civic* 

farmers*county*business*BLACK*utilities  

 
PRESENCE of attribute in upper case 

Absence of attribute in lower case 

* designates AND 

+ designates OR 
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Table 5.06 Consolidation Supporters and Opposition without NAACP 

 
 
r

e

j

e

c

t 

 
[1]developers*county*professionals*black**business*civic*FARMERS*COUNTY* 

business*black*utilities + 

[2]developers*county*professionals*black*BUSINESS*CIVIC*FARMERS*county* 

business*black*utilities + 

[3]DEVELOPERS*county*professionals*black*BUSINESS*civic*farmers*COUNTY* 

BUSINESS*black*utilities + 

[4]developers*county*professionals*BLACK*business*civic*FARMERS*county* 

BUSINESS*BLACK*utilities + 

[5]DEVELOPERS*COUNTY*professionals*BLACK*BUSINESS*civic*farmers* 

county*BUSINESS*black*utilities + 

[6]DEVELOPERS*county*PROFESSIONALS*black*BUSINESS*civic*FARMERS* 

county*BUSINESS*black*utilities + 

[7]DEVELOPERS*COUNTY*professionals*BLACK**business*civic*farmers* 

COUNTY*BUSINESS*black*utilities + 

[8]DEVELOPERS*county*PROFESSIONALS*black*BUSINESS*civic*farmers* 

COUNTY*BUSINESS*black*UTILITIES + 

[9]developers*county*professionals*black*BUSINESS*civic*FARMERS*COUNTY* 

BUSINESS*BLACK*UTILITIES + 

[10]DEVELOPERS*county*PROFESSIONALS*BLACK*BUSINESS*CIVIC* 

FARMERS*COUNTY*business*black*UTILITIES
 
A

C

C

E

P

T 

 
 developers*county*PROFESSIONALS*BLACK*BUSINESS*civic*farmers* 

county*business*BLACK*UTILITIES   + 

 

DEVELOPERS*COUNTY*PROFESSIONALS*BLACK*BUSINESS*civic* 

farmers*county*business*BLACK*utilities  

   
PRESENCE of attribute in upper case 

Absence of attribute in lower case 

* designates AND 

+ designates OR 
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Table 5.07 Consolidation Community Context 

 
 
r

e

j

e

c

t 

 
[1] decrease_pop*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop* 

black_pa   + 

[2] decrease_pop*housing*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY* 

black_pa   + 

[3] DECREASE_POP*housing*GOVT_EMP*black_officials* DISSIMILARITY* 

black_pop*black_pa   + 

[4] DECREASE_POP* tax_rate *GOVT_EMP*black_officials* DISSIMILARITY* 

BLACK_POP*BLACK_PA   + 

[5] decrease_pop* housing*TAX_RATE* govt_emp*black_officials* DISSIMILARITY* 

black_pop* black_pa   + 

[6] decrease_pop* housing* tax_rate *govt_emp*black_officials* DISSIMILARITY* 

BLACK_POP*BLACK_PA   + 

[7] DECREASE_POP*housing* TAX_RATE* GOVT_EMP*black_officials* 

dissimilarity* BLACK_POP*BLACK_PA 
 
A

C

C

E

P

T 

 
 

[1] DECREASE_POP*HOUSING* tax_rate *govt_emp*black_officials* 

DISSIMILARITY* black_pop*black_pa   + 

[2] decrease_pop* HOUSING* tax_rate * GOVT_EMP*BLACK_OFFICIALS* 

DISSIMILARITY* BLACK_POP*BLACK_PA 

 PRESENCE of attribute in upper case 

Absence of attribute in lower case 

* designates AND 

+ designates OR 
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APPENDIX B 

TABLES FROM CHAPTER 7 BOOLEAN ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED

CONSTITUTIONAL RULES

Table B7.01 District Representation Full Rejection Model

r

e

j

e

c

t

[1] BONDS*housing*tax_rate*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY* BLACK_POP*professionals*   

real_estate +

[2] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*tax_rate*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*professionals*

real_estate    +

[3] BONDS*HOUSING*tax_rate*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*professionals*

REAL_ESTATE   +

[4] safeguard*BONDS*HOUSING*tax_rate*DISSIMILARITY* black_pop*professionals*  

REAL_ESTATE   +

[5] BONDS*housing*TAX_RATE*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*professionals*

REAL_ESTATE +

[6] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*housing*TAX_RATE*black_officials*dissimilarity*BLACK_POP*

professionals*REAL_ESTATE   +

[7] safeguard*BONDS*HOUSING*TAX_RATE*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

professionals*REAL_ESTATE   +

—  One of the Following — 

[8] safeguard*BONDS*tax_rate*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY* professionals*REAL_ESTATE   +

[9] safeguard*BONDS*housing*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY* professionals*REAL_ESTATE

PRESENCE of attribute is in upper case letters

absence of attribute is in lower case letters

* designates an AND 

+ designated an OR
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Table B7.02 District Representation Full Acceptance Model

A

C

C

E

P

T

[1] safeguard*bonds*housing*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP* professionals*   

real_estate   +

[2] safeguard*BONDS*housing*TAX_RATE*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY* professionals* 

real_estate   +

[3] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*housing*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*professionals*

REAL_ESTATE   +

[4] BONDS*housing*TAX_RATE*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*professionals*

REAL_ESTATE   +

[5] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*HOUSING*tax_rate*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*professionals*

REAL_ESTATE   +

[6] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*housing*TAX_RATE*black_officials*BLACK_POP*PROFESSIONALS*

REAL_ESTATE   +

[7]SAFEGUARD*BONDS*TAX_RATE*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

PROFESSIONALS*REAL_ESTATE   +   +

[8] safeguard*BONDS*HOUSING*tax_rate*black_officials*dissimilarity*black_pop*professionals*

real_estate   +

[9] safeguard*BONDS*HOUSING*tax_rate*BLACK_OFFICIALS*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*

professionals*real_estate   + 

[10] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*housing*TAX_RATE*black_official*dissimilarity*black_pop*professionals*

REAL_ESTATE   +

[11] safeguard*BONDS*HOUSING*TAX_RATE*black_officials*dissimilarity*black_pop*professionals*   

REAL_ESTATE   +

[12] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*housing*tax_rate*BLACK_OFFICIALS*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

professionals*real_estate   +

[13] safeguard*BONDS*HOUSING*tax_rate*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

PROFESSIONALS*real_estate   +

[14] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*HOUSING*TAX_RATE*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*

PROFESSIONALS*real_estate    +

[15] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*HOUSING*tax_rate*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*

PROFESSIONALS*REAL_ESTATE

PRESENCE of attribute is in upper case letters

absence of attribute is in lower case letters

* designates an AND 

+ designated an OR
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Table B7.03 District Representation Rules Referenda

r

e

j

e

c

t

[1] BONDS*housing*tax_rate*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY* BLACK_POP*professionals*   

real_estate +

[2] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*tax_rate*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*professionals*

real_estate    +

[3] BONDS*HOUSING*tax_rate*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*professionals*

REAL_ESTATE   +

[4] safeguard*BONDS*HOUSING*tax_rate*DISSIMILARITY* black_pop*professionals*  

REAL_ESTATE   +

[5] BONDS*housing*TAX_RATE*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*professionals*

REAL_ESTATE +

[6] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*housing*TAX_RATE*black_officials*dissimilarity*BLACK_POP*

professionals*REAL_ESTATE   +

[7] safeguard*BONDS*HOUSING*TAX_RATE*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

professionals*REAL_ESTATE   +

—  One of the Following — 

[8] safeguard*BONDS*tax_rate*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY* professionals*REAL_ESTATE   +

[9] safeguard*BONDS*housing*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY* professionals*REAL_ESTATE

A

C

C

E

P

T

[1] safeguard*bonds*housing*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP* professionals*   

real_estate   +

[2] safeguard*BONDS*housing*TAX_RATE*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY* professionals* 

real_estate   +

[3] safeguard*BONDS*HOUSING*tax_rate*black_officials*dissimilarity*black_pop*professionals*

real_estate      +

[4] safeguard*BONDS*HOUSING*tax_rate*BLACK_OFFICIALS*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*

professionals*real_estate   + 

[5] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*housing*TAX_RATE*black_official*dissimilarity*black_pop*professionals*

REAL_ESTATE   +

[6]  safeguard*BONDS*HOUSING*TAX_RATE*black_officials*dissimilarity*black_pop*professionals*   

REAL_ESTATE   +

[7] safeguard*BONDS*HOUSING*tax_rate*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

PROFESSIONALS*real_estate   +

[8]  SAFEGUARD*BONDS*HOUSING*TAX_RATE*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*

PROFESSIONALS*real_estate    +

[9] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*HOUSING*tax_rate*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*

PROFESSIONALS*REAL_ESTATE   +

[10] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*HOUSING*tax_rate*BLACK_OFFICIALS*DISSIMILARITY*

BLACK_POP*professionals *REAL_ESTATE   +

[11] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*HOUSING*TAX_RATE*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

PROFESSIONALS*REAL_ESTATE

PRESENCE of attribute is in upper case letters

absence of attribute is in lower case letters

* designates an AND 

+ designated an OR
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Table B7.04 Rejection of Number of Districts Full Model 

r

e

j

e

c

t

[1] BONDS*tax_rate*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*professionals*REAL_ESTATE   +

[2] BONDS*housing*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*professionals*REAL_ESTATE   +

[3] BONDS*housing*tax_rate*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*professionals*    

real_estate   +

[4] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*tax_rate*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*professionals*

real_estate  +

[5] safeguard*BONDS*HOUSING*tax_rate*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*professionals*   

REAL_ESTATE   +

[6] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*housing*TAX_RATE*black_officials*dissimilarity*BLACK_POP*

professionals*REAL_ESTATE   +

[7] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*HOUSING*TAX_RATE*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

professionals*REAL_ESTATE    

PRESENCE of attribute is in upper case letters

absence of attribute is in lower case letters

* designates an AND 

+ designated an OR
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Table B7.05 Acceptance of Number of Districts Full Model 

A

C

C

E

P

T

[1] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*housing*TAX_RATE*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP   + 

[2] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*housing*TAX_RATE*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*professionals*  

real_estate  +

[3] BONDS*housing*TAX_RATE*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*professionals*

REAL_ESTATE   +

[4] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*HOUSING*tax_rate*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*professionals* 

REAL_ESTATE   +

[5] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*housing*TAX_RATE*black_officials*BLACK_POP*PROFESSIONALS* 

REAL_ESTATE   +

[6] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*TAX_RATE*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

PROFESSIONALS*REAL_ESTATE   +

[7] safeguard*BONDS*HOUSING*tax_rate*black_officials*dissimilarity*black_pop*professionals* 

real_estate  +

[8] SAFEGUARD*bonds*housing*tax_rate*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

professionals* real_estate  +

[9] safeguard*bonds*housing*TAX_RATE*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

professionals* real_estate  +

[10] safeguard*BONDS*HOUSING*tax_rate*BLACK_OFFICIALS*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*

professionals*real_estate   +

[11] SAFEGUARD*BONDS* housing*TAX_RATE*black_officials*dissimilarity*black_pop*

professionals*REAL_ESTATE   +

[12] safeguard*BONDS*HOUSING*TAX_RATE*black_officials*dissimilarity*black_pop*professionals* 

REAL_ESTATE   +

[13] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*housing*tax_rate*BLACK_OFFICIALS*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

professionals*real_estate  +

[14] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*HOUSING*TAX_RATE*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*

PROFESSIONALS*real_estate   + 

[15] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*HOUSING*tax_rate*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP* 

PROFESSIONALS*real_estate   + 

[16] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*HOUSING*tax_rate*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop* 

PROFESSIONALS*REAL_ESTATE    +

— One of the Following — 

[18]  SAFEGUARD*BONDS*tax_rate*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*professionals* 

REAL_ESTATE   + 

[19]  SAFEGUARD*BONDS*housing*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*professionals*

REAL_ESTATE 

PRESENCE of attribute is in upper case letters

absence of attribute is in lower case letters

* designates an AND 

+ designated an OR
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Table B7.06 Number of Districts Referenda Model

r

e

j

e

c

t

[1] BONDS*tax_rate*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*professionals*REAL_ESTATE   +

[2] BONDS*housing*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*professionals*REAL_ESTATE   +

[3] BONDS*housing*tax_rate*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*professionals*    

real_estate   +

[4] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*tax_rate*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*professionals*

real_estate  +

[5] safeguard*BONDS*HOUSING*tax_rate*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*professionals*   

REAL_ESTATE   +

[6] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*housing*TAX_RATE*black_officials*dissimilarity*BLACK_POP*

professionals*REAL_ESTATE   +

[7] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*HOUSING*TAX_RATE*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

professionals*REAL_ESTATE 

A

C

C

E

P

T

[1] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*housing*TAX_RATE*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*professionals*

real_estate   + 

[2] safeguard*BONDS*HOUSING*tax_rate*black_officials*dissimilarity*black_pop*professionals* 

real_estate  +

[3] SAFEGUARD*bonds*housing*tax_rate*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

professionals* real_estate  +

[4] safeguard*bonds*housing*TAX_RATE*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

professionals* real_estate  +

[5] safeguard*BONDS*HOUSING*tax_rate*BLACK_OFFICIALS*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*

professionals*real_estate   +

[6] SAFEGUARD*BONDS* housing*TAX_RATE*black_officials*dissimilarity*black_pop*

professionals*REAL_ESTATE   +

[7] safeguard*BONDS*HOUSING*TAX_RATE*black_officials*dissimilarity*black_pop*professionals* 

REAL_ESTATE   +

[8] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*HOUSING*TAX_RATE*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*

PROFESSIONALS*real_estate   + 

[9]  SAFEGUARD*BONDS*HOUSING*tax_rate*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP* 

PROFESSIONALS*real_estate   + 

[10]  SAFEGUARD*BONDS*housing*TAX_RATE*black_officials*dissimilarity*BLACK_POP*

PROFESSIONALS*REAL_ESTATE   +

[11] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*HOUSING*tax_rate*BLACK_OFFICIALS*DISSIMILARITY*

BLACK_POP*professionals*REAL_ESTATE   + 

[12]  SAFEGUARD*BONDS*HOUSING*tax_rate*BLACK_OFFICIALS*DISSIMILARITY*

PROFESSIONALS*REAL_ESTATE    +

[13] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*HOUSING*TAX_RATE*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP* 

PROFESSIONALS*REAL_ESTATE 

PRESENCE of attribute is in upper case letters

absence of attribute is in lower case letters

* designates an AND 

+ designated an OR
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Table B7.07  Number of Seats Full Model

r

e

j

e

c

t

[1] POP_DECREASE*property_tax*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*black_pa*professionals* social/civic 

 +

[2] safeguard*POP_DECREASE*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*black_pa* professionals* social/civic  

+

[3] SAFEGUARD*pop_decrease*PROPERTY_TAX*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*

black_pa*professionals*social/civic   +

[4] pop_decrease*PROPERTY_TAX*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*black_pa*

professionals*SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[5] safeguard*pop_decrease*property_tax*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

professionals*SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[6] safeguard*POP_DECREASE*PROPERTY_TAX*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

BLACK_PA*professionals   +

[7] safeguard*pop_decrease*property_tax*BLACK_OFFICIALS*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*black_pa*

professionals*social/civic   +

[8] safeguard*POP_DECREASE*property_tax*black_officials*dissimilarity*BLACK_POP*BLACK_PA*

professionals*social/civic   +

[9] SAFEGUARD*pop_decrease*PROPERTY_TAX*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

BLACK_PA*professionals*social/civic   

A

C

C

E

P

T

[1] SAFEGUARD*PROPERTY_TAX*black_officials*dissimilarity*black_pop*black_pa*professionals* social/civic +

[2] SAFEGUARD*pop_decrease*PROPERTY_TAX*black_officials*dissimilarity*black_pop*black_pa* professionals

+

[3] pop_decrease*PROPERTY_TAX*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*black_pa* professionals*

social/civic +

[4] SAFEGUARD*pop_decrease*property_tax*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

BLACK_PA*social/civic +

[5] SAFEGUARD*pop_decrease*property_tax*black_officials*BLACK_POP*BLACK_PA* PROFESSIONALS*

social/civic +

[6] SAFEGUARD*pop_decrease*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*black_pa*

professionals*SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[7] SAFEGUARD*POP_DECREASE*property_tax*BLACK_OFFICIALS*DISSIMILARITY*

BLACK_POP*professionals* social/civic +

[8] SAFEGUARD*property_tax*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*BLACK_PA* PROFESSIONALS*

social/civic +

[9] SAFEGUARD*POP_DECREASE*PROPERTY_TAX*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*

BLACK_POP*BLACK_PA*professionals   +

[10] SAFEGUARD*pop_decrease*PROPERTY_TAX*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

BLACK_PA*SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[11] SAFEGUARD*pop_decrease*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP* BLACK_PA*

PROFESSIONALS* SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[12] SAFEGUARD*POP_DECREASE*property_tax*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*

black_pa*professionals*SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[13] SAFEGUARD*pop_decrease*property_tax*BLACK_OFFICIALS*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*

black_pa*professionals*SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[14] SAFEGUARD*pop_decrease*property_tax*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*black_pa*

PROFESSIONALS* SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[15] SAFEGUARD*POP_DECREASE*PROPERTY_TAX*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*

black_pa*PROFESSIONALS* social/civic +

[16] safeguard*pop_decrease*property_tax*BLACK_OFFICIALS*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

BLACK_PA*professionals*SOCIAL/CIVIC

PRESENCE in upper case letters; absence in lower case letters; * designates AND; + designated OR
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Table B7.08 Number of Seats Referenda Model

r

e

j

e

c

t

[1] POP_DECREASE*property_tax*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*black_pa*professionals*

social/civic   +

[2] safeguard*POP_DECREASE*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*black_pa* professionals*

social/civic   +

[3] SAFEGUARD*pop_decrease*PROPERTY_TAX*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*

black_pa*professionals*social/civic   +

[4] pop_decrease*PROPERTY_TAX*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*black_pa*

professionals*SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[5] safeguard*pop_decrease*property_tax*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

professionals*SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[6] safeguard*POP_DECREASE*PROPERTY_TAX*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

BLACK_PA*professionals   +

[7] safeguard*pop_decrease*property_tax*BLACK_OFFICIALS*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*black_pa*

professionals*social/civic   +

[8] safeguard*POP_DECREASE*property_tax*black_officials*dissimilarity*BLACK_POP*BLACK_PA*

professionals*social/civic   +

[9] SAFEGUARD*pop_decrease*PROPERTY_TAX*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

BLACK_PA*professionals*social/civic   

A

C

C

E

P

T

 [1] SAFEGUARD*PROPERTY_TAX*black_officials*dissimilarity*black_pop*black_pa*professionals*

social/civic +

[2] SAFEGUARD*pop_decrease*PROPERTY_TAX*black_officials*dissimilarity*black_pop*black_pa*

professionals +

[3]SAFEGUARD*pop_decrease*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*black_pa*

professionals*SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[4] SAFEGUARD*pop_decrease*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

BLACK_PA*SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[5]SAFEGUARD*POP_DECREASE*property_tax*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*

black_pa*professionals*SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[6] SAFEGUARD*pop_decrease*property_tax*BLACK_OFFICIALS*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*

black_pa*professionals*SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[7] SAFEGUARD*pop_decrease*property_tax*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*black_pa*

PROFESSIONALS* SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[8] SAFEGUARD*POP_DECREASE*PROPERTY_TAX*black_officials*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*

black_pa*PROFESSIONALS* social/civic +

[9] safeguard*pop_decrease*property_tax*BLACK_OFFICIALS*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

BLACK_PA*professionals*SOCIAL/CIVIC

PRESENCE of attribute is in upper case letters

absence of attribute is in lower case letters

* designates an AND 

+ designated an OR
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Table B7.09 Initiative Full Model 

r

e

j

e

c

t

[1] safeguard*new_mayor*exp/rev*property_tax*black_pop*black_pa*social/civic*CONSTRUCTION*

newspapers   +

[2] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*exp/rev*property_tax*black_pop*black_pa* social/civic*construction*

NEWSPAPERS +

[3] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*EXP/REV*PROPERTY_TAX*black_pop*black_pa*social/civic*

construction* newspapers   +

[4] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX*black_pop*black_pa*social/civic*

CONSTRUCTION*newspapers   +

[5] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX*BLACK_POP*BLACK_PA* construction*

NEWSPAPERS   +

[6] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*EXP/REV*PROPERTY_TAX*black_pop*black_pa*SOCIAL/CIVIC*

construction*NEWSPAPERS   +

[7] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX*black_pop*black_pa*SOCIAL/CIVIC*

CONSTRUCTION*NEWSPAPERS   +

[8] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*EXP/REV*property_tax*BLACK_POP*BLACK_PA* SOCIAL/CIVIC*

construction*NEWSPAPERS   +

[9] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX*BLACK_POP*BLACK_PA*

CONSTRUCTION*  SOCIAL/CIVIC* NEWSPAPERS 

A

C

C

E

P

T

[1] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*exp/rev*property_tax*black_pop*black_pa*construction*newspapers   +

[2] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*exp/rev*property_tax*black_pop*black_pa*SOCIAL/CIVIC* newspapers   +

[3] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*exp/rev*property_tax*black_pop*black_pa*SOCIAL/CIVIC*construction   +

[4] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*property_tax*BLACK_POP*BLACK_PA*SOCIAL/CIVIC*

construction*newspapers   +

[5] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*exp/rev*property_tax*BLACK_POP*BLACK_PA*SOCIAL/CIVIC*

newspapers    +

[6] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*EXP/REV*property_tax*BLACK_POP*BLACK_PA*social/civic* 

construction*newspapers   +

[7] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*EXP/REV*PROPERTY_TAX*black_pop*black_pa*social/civic*

CONSTRUCTION*newspapers   +

[8] safeguard*new_mayor*EXP/REV*property_tax*BLACK_POP*BLACK_PA*social/civic*

CONSTRUCTION*newspapers   +

[9] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*EXP/REV*property_tax*black_pop*black_pa*social/civic*

CONSTRUCTION*NEWSPAPERS   +

[10] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*EXP/REV*PROPERTY_TAX*black_pop*black_pa*social/civic*

construction*NEWSPAPERS   +

[11]

SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX*BLACK_POP*black_pa*SOCIAL/CIVIC*

CONSTRUCTION*NEWSPAPERS 

PRESENCE of attribute is in upper case letters

absence of attribute is in lower case letters

* designates an AND 

+ designated an OR
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Table B7.10 Initiative Referenda Model

r

e

j

e

c

t

[1] safeguard*new_mayor*exp/rev*property_tax*black_pop*black_pa*social/civic*CONSTRUCTION*

newspapers   +

[2] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*exp/rev*property_tax*black_pop*black_pa* social/civic*construction*

NEWSPAPERS +

[3] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*EXP/REV*PROPERTY_TAX*black_pop*black_pa*social/civic*

construction* newspapers   +

[4] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX*black_pop*black_pa*social/civic*

CONSTRUCTION*newspapers   +

[5] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX*BLACK_POP*BLACK_PA* construction*

NEWSPAPERS   +

[6] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*EXP/REV*PROPERTY_TAX*black_pop*black_pa*SOCIAL/CIVIC*

construction*NEWSPAPERS   +

[7] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX*black_pop*black_pa*SOCIAL/CIVIC*

CONSTRUCTION*NEWSPAPERS   +

[8] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*EXP/REV*property_tax*BLACK_POP*BLACK_PA*

SOCIAL/CIVIC* construction*NEWSPAPERS   +

[9] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX*BLACK_POP*BLACK_PA*

CONSTRUCTION*  SOCIAL/CIVIC* NEWSPAPERS 

A

C

C

E

P

T

[1] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*exp/rev*property_tax*black_pop*black_pa*construction*newspapers   +

[2] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*exp/rev*property_tax*black_pop*black_pa*SOCIAL/CIVIC* newspapers  +

[3] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*exp/rev*property_tax*black_pop*black_pa*SOCIAL/CIVIC*construction +

[4] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*EXP/REV*PROPERTY_TAX*black_pop*black_pa*social/civic*

CONSTRUCTION*newspapers   +

[5] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*EXP/REV*PROPERTY_TAX*black_pop*black_pa*social/civic*

construction*NEWSPAPERS   +

[6] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*exp/rev*property_tax*BLACK_POP*BLACK_PA*SOCIAL/CIVIC*

CONSTRUCTION*newspapers   +

[7] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX*BLACK_POP*black_pa*SOCIAL/CIVIC*

CONSTRUCTION*NEWSPAPERS 

PRESENCE of attribute is in upper case letters

absence of attribute is in lower case letters

* designates an AND 

+ designated an OR
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Table B7.11 Referendum Rule Full Model

r

e

j

e

c

t

[1] new_mayor*exp/rev*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*business*social/civic   +

[2] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*exp/rev*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*business*

social/civic   +

[3] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*exp/rev*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

BUSINESS   +

[4] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*EXP/REV*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*business*

SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[5] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*exp/rev*TAX_RATE*govt_emp*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*business*

SOCIAL/CIVIC+

[6] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*EXP/REV*tax_rate*govt_emp*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

BUSINESS* SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

— One of the Following —  

[7] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*business* 

social/civic +

[8] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*EXP/REV*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop* business

A

C

C

E

P

T

[1] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*exp/rev*TAX_RATE*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

business*SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[2] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*exp/rev*TAX_RATE*govt_emp*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

SOCIAL/CIVIC +

[3] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*EXP/REV*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*dissimilarity*black_pop*business*

social/civic +

[4] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*exp/rev*tax_rate*govt_emp*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*business*

SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[5] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*EXP/REV*TAX_RATE*govt_emp*dissimilarity* black_pop*

business*social/civic   +

[6] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*EXP/REV*TAX_RATE*govt_emp*dissimilarity*BLACK_POP*

business*social/civic   +

[7]SAFEGUARD* new_mayor*exp/rev*TAX_RATE*GOVT_EMP*dissimilarity* black_pop*

BUSINESS*social/civic +

[8] SAFEGUARD* new_mayor*exp/rev*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*dissimilarity*black_pop*

BUSINESS*SOCIAL/CIVIC   + 

[9]  SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*EXP/REV*TAX_RATE*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*

business* social/civic   +

[10] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*EXP/REV*tax_rate*govt_emp*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*

BUSINESS* social/civic    + 

[11] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*EXP/REV*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

business* social/civic    +

[12] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*EXP/REV*tax_rate*govt_emp*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

business*  SOCIAL/CIVIC   + 

[13] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*exp/rev*TAX_RATE*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*

BUSINESS* SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[14]SAFEGUARD* new_mayor*EXP/REV*TAX_RATE*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

BUSINESS*social/civic  

PRESENCE of attribute is in upper case letters * designates an AND 

absence of attribute is in lower case letters + designated an OR
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Table B7.12 Referenda on Referendum Rule

r

e

j

e

c

t

[1] new_mayor*exp/rev*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*business*social/civic   +

[2] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*exp/rev*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*business*

social/civic   +

[3] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*exp/rev*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

BUSINESS   +

[4] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*EXP/REV*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*business*

SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[5] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*exp/rev*TAX_RATE*govt_emp*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*business*

SOCIAL/CIVIC+

[6] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*EXP/REV*tax_rate*govt_emp*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

BUSINESS* SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

— One of the Following —  

[7] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*business*social/civic +

[8] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*EXP/REV*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop* business

A

C

C

E

P

T

[1] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*exp/rev*TAX_RATE*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

business*SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[2] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*EXP/REV*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*dissimilarity*black_pop*business*

social/civic  +

[3] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*exp/rev*tax_rate*govt_emp*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*business*

SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[4] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*EXP/REV*TAX_RATE*govt_emp*dissimilarity* black_pop*

business*social/civic     +

[5] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*exp/rev*TAX_RATE*GOVT_EMP*dissimilarity* black_pop*

BUSINESS*social/civic   +

[6] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*exp/rev*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*dissimilarity*black_pop*

BUSINESS*SOCIAL/CIVIC +

[7] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*EXP/REV*tax_rate*govt_emp*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*

BUSINESS* social/civic  +

[8]  SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*exp/rev*TAX_RATE*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*

BUSINESS* SOCIAL/CIVIC  

PRESENCE of attribute is in upper case letters

absence of attribute is in lower case letters

* designates an AND 

+ designated an OR
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Table B7.13 Recall Rule Full Model

r

e

j

e

c

t

[1]SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*POP_DECREASE*exp/rev*GOVT_EMP*black_pop*business*

REAL_ESTATE +

[2] safeguard*new_mayor*pop_decrease*exp/rev*property_tax*GOVT_EMP* black_pop*business*

REAL_ESTATE     +

[3] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*pop_decrease*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX*govt_emp* black_pop*

business*REAL_ESTATE    +

[4] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*pop_decrease*EXP/REV*property_tax*govt_emp* BLACK_POP*

BUSINESS*real_estate   +

[5] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*pop_decrease*EXP/REV*PROPERTY_TAX*GOVT_EMP* black_pop*

business*REAL_ESTATE     +

[6] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*POP_DECREASE*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX* GOVT_EMP*

BLACK_POP*BUSINESS*real_estate

A

c

c

e

p

t

[1] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*pop_decrease*exp/rev*property_tax*govt_emp* black_pop*business*

real_estate   +

[2] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*pop_decrease*EXP/REV*property_tax*govt_emp* BLACK_POP*

business*real_estate   +

[3] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*pop_decrease*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX*govt_emp* BLACK_POP*

business*real_estate   + 

[4] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*POP_DECREASE*exp/rev*property_tax*GOVT_EMP* black_pop*

BUSINESS*real_estate   +

[5] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*pop_decrease*EXP/REV*property_tax*govt_emp* BLACK_POP*

business*REAL_ESTATE     +

[6] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*POP_DECREASE*EXP/REV*PROPERTY_TAX* GOVT_EMP*

black_pop*business*real_estate   +

[7] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*pop_decrease*exp/rev*property_tax*GOVT_EMP* BLACK_POP*

business*REAL_ESTATE   +

[8] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*POP_DECREASE*EXP/REV*PROPERTY_TAX* govt_emp*

black_pop*BUSINESS*REAL_ESTATE   +

[9] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*POP_DECREASE*EXP/REV*property_tax*GOVT_EMP* BLACK_POP*

BUSINESS*REAL_ESTATE

[10] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*POP_DECREASE*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX* GOVT_EMP*

BLACK_POP* BUSINESS*REAL_ESTATE

PRESENCE of attribute is in upper case letters

absence of attribute is in lower case letters

* designates an AND 

+ designated an OR
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Table B7.14 Recall Rule Referenda Model

r

e

j

e

c

t

[1]SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*POP_DECREASE*exp/rev*GOVT_EMP*black_pop*business*

REAL_ESTATE +

[2] safeguard*new_mayor*pop_decrease*exp/rev*property_tax*GOVT_EMP* black_pop*business*

REAL_ESTATE     +

[3] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*pop_decrease*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX*govt_emp* black_pop*

business*REAL_ESTATE    +

[4] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*pop_decrease*EXP/REV*property_tax*govt_emp* BLACK_POP*

BUSINESS*real_estate   +

[5] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*pop_decrease*EXP/REV*PROPERTY_TAX*GOVT_EMP* black_pop*

business*REAL_ESTATE     +

[6] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*POP_DECREASE*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX* GOVT_EMP*

BLACK_POP*BUSINESS*real_estate

A

c

c

e

p

t

[1] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*pop_decrease*exp/rev*property_tax*govt_emp* black_pop*business*

real_estate   +

[2] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*pop_decrease*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX*govt_emp* BLACK_POP*

business*real_estate   + 

[3] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*POP_DECREASE*exp/rev*property_tax*GOVT_EMP* black_pop*

BUSINESS*real_estate   +

[4] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*POP_DECREASE*EXP/REV*PROPERTY_TAX* GOVT_EMP*

black_pop*business*real_estate   +

[5] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*pop_decrease*exp/rev*property_tax*GOVT_EMP* BLACK_POP*

business*REAL_ESTATE   +

[6] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*POP_DECREASE*EXP/REV*PROPERTY_TAX* govt_emp*

black_pop*BUSINESS*REAL_ESTATE   

PRESENCE of attribute is in upper case letters

absence of attribute is in lower case letters

* designates an AND 

+ designated an OR
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Table B7.15 Direct Election of Mayor Rule Full Model

r

e

j

e

c

t

[1]SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*business*  

social/civic   +

[2] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*housing*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*business*

 social/civic   +

[3] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*housing*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop* business   +

[4] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*housing*TAX_RATE*govt_emp*dissimilarity*black_pop*BUSINESS*

social/civic   +

[5] SAFEGUARD*new_mayo*housing*TAX_RATE*GOVT_EMP*dissimilarity*BLACK_POP*business*

social/civic   +

[6] SAFEGUARD*new_mayo*housing*TAX_RATE*govt_emp*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*business*  

SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[7] safeguard*new_mayor*housing*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*business*

SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[8] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*housing*TAX_RATE*govt_emp*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

business* social/civic  +

[9] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*housing*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

BUSINESS* social/civic +

[10] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*housing*tax_rate*govt_emp*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

BUSINESS* SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[11] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*HOUSING*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

BUSINESS* SOCIAL/CIVIC  

A

C

C

E

P

T

[1]  SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*TAX_RATE*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

BUSINESS* social/civic   +

[2]  SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*housing*TAX_RATE*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*BUSINESS*

SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[3] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*HOUSING*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*dissimilarity*black_pop*business*

social/civic   +

[4] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*housing*TAX_RATE*govt_emp*dissimilarity*BLACK_POP* business*

social/civic +

[5] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*HOUSING*tax_rate*govt_emp*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

business*social/civic +

[6]  SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*HOUSING*tax_rate*govt_emp*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop* business*  

SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[7] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*housing*TAX_RATE*govt_emp*dissimilarity*black_pop* BUSINESS*

SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[8] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*HOUSING*tax_rate*govt_emp*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*

BUSINESS*SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[9] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*housing*tax_rate*govt_emp*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

business* SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[10]  safeguard*NEW_MAYOR*housing*TAX_RATE*govt_emp*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

business* SOCIAL/CIVIC +

[11] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*HOUSING*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP* DISSIMILARITY*

BLACK_POP*business*SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[12] safeguard*NEW_MAYOR*HOUSING*TAX_RATE*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*

BLACK_POP* business*SOCIAL/CIVIC   + 

[13] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*HOUSING*TAX_RATE*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*

BLACK_POP* BUSINESS*SOCIAL/CIVIC

PRESENCE = upper case letters; absence= lower case letters; * designates an AND; + designated an OR
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Table B7.16 Direct Election of Mayor Referenda

r

e

j

e

c

t

[1]SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*business*  

social/civic   +

[2] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*housing*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*business*

 social/civic   +

[3] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*housing*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop* business   +

[4] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*housing*TAX_RATE*govt_emp*dissimilarity*black_pop*BUSINESS*

social/civic   +

[5] SAFEGUARD*new_mayo*housing*TAX_RATE*GOVT_EMP*dissimilarity*BLACK_POP*business*

social/civic   +

[6] SAFEGUARD*new_mayo*housing*TAX_RATE*govt_emp*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*business*  

SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[7] safeguard*new_mayor*housing*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*business*

SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[8] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*housing*TAX_RATE*govt_emp*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

business* social/civic  +

[9] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*housing*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

BUSINESS* social/civic +

[10] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*housing*tax_rate*govt_emp*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

BUSINESS* SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[11] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*HOUSING*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

BUSINESS* SOCIAL/CIVIC  

A

C

C

E

P

T

[1] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*HOUSING*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*dissimilarity*black_pop*business*

social/civic   +

[2] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*HOUSING*tax_rate*govt_emp*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop* business*

SOCIAL/CIVIC + 

[3] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*housing*TAX_RATE*govt_emp*dissimilarity*black_pop* BUSINESS*

SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[4] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*HOUSING*tax_rate*govt_emp*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*

BUSINESS*social/civic   +

[5] safeguard*NEW_MAYOR*housing*TAX_RATE*govt_emp*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

business* SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[6] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*housing*TAX_RATE*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*black_pop*

BUSINESS* SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[7] SAFEGUARD*new_mayor*HOUSING*TAX_RATE*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*BLACK_POP*

BUSINESS*social/civic   +

[8] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*HOUSING*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP* DISSIMILARITY*

BLACK_POP*business*SOCIAL/CIVIC   +

[9] safeguard*NEW_MAYOR*HOUSING*TAX_RATE*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY* BLACK_POP*

business*SOCIAL/CIVIC   + 

[10] SAFEGUARD*NEW_MAYOR*HOUSING*TAX_RATE*GOVT_EMP*DISSIMILARITY*

BLACK_POP* BUSINESS*SOCIAL/CIVIC

PRESENCE of attribute is in upper case letters

absence of attribute is in lower case letters

* designates an AND 

+ designated an OR
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Table B7.17 Mayoral Appointment Power Rejection Full Model

r

e

j

e

c

t

[1] safeguard*BONDS*new_mayor*EXP/REV*property_tax*BLACK_POP*labor*real_estate +

[2] BONDS*new_mayor*exp/rev*property_tax*GOVT_EMP*black_pop*LABOR*REAL_ESTATE   +

[3] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*new_mayor*PROPERTY_TAX*GOVT_EMP*black_pop*labor*

REAL_ESTATE   +

[4] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*new_mayor*EXP/REV*PROPERTY_TAX*GOVT_EMP*black_pop*

REAL_ESTATE   +

[5]  SAFEGUARD*bonds*NEW_MAYOR*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX*govt_emp*BLACK_POP*labor*

real_estate   +

[6] safeguard*BONDS*new_mayor*exp/rev*property_tax*GOVT_EMP*BLACK_POP*labor*

REAL_ESTATE   +

[7] safeguard*BONDS*new_mayor*EXP/REV*property_tax*govt_emp*black_pop*LABOR*

REAL_ESTATE   +

[8] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*NEW_MAYOR*EXP/REV*property_tax*govt_emp*BLACK_POP*labor*

real_estate   +

[9] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*new_mayor*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX*GOVT_EMP*BLACK_POP*labor*

real_estate   +

[10] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*new_mayor*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX*govt_emp*black_pop*LABOR*

REAL_ESTATE

PRESENCE = upper case letters;  absence = lower case letters; * = AND; + = OR
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Table B7.18 Mayoral Appointment Power Full Acceptance Model

A

C

C

E

P

T

[1] BONDS*new_mayor*exp/rev*property_tax*GOVT_EMP*black_pop*labor*real_estate +

[2] safeguard*BONDS*new_mayor*exp/rev*property_tax*GOVT_EMP*black_pop*labor*real_estate +

[3] BONDS*new_mayor*EXP/REV*property_tax*GOVT_EMP*black_pop*labor*REAL_ESTATE   +

[4] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*new_mayor*EXP/REV*property_tax*GOVT_EMP*labor*REAL_ESTATE +

[5] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*new_mayor*EXP/REV*property_tax*govt_emp*LABOR*REAL_ESTATE +

[6] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*NEW_MAYOR*EXP/REV*PROPERTY_TAX*govt_emp*LABOR*

REAL_ESTATE   +

[7] safeguard*BONDS*new_mayor*exp/rev*property_tax*govt_emp*black_pop*LABOR*real_estate +

[8] safeguard*bonds*NEW_MAYOR*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX*govt_emp*BLACK_POP*LABOR*

real_estate +

[9] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*new_mayor*exp/rev*property_tax*govt_emp*BLACK_POP*labor*

REAL_ESTATE   +

[10] safeguard*BONDS*new_mayor*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX*govt_emp*black_pop*LABOR*

REAL_ESTATE   +

[11] safeguard*BONDS*new_mayor*EXP/REV*PROPERTY_TAX*GOVT_EMP*black_pop*LABOR*

real_estate +

[12] safeguard*BONDS*NEW_MAYOR*exp/rev*property_tax*GOVT_EMP*BLACK_POP*labor*

REAL_ESTATE   +

[13] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*NEW_MAYOR*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX*GOVT_EMP*BLACK_POP*

labor* real_estate +

[14] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*NEW_MAYOR*EXP/REV*property_tax*govt_emp*BLACK_POP*

LABOR* real_estate +

[15] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*new_mayor*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX*GOVT_EMP*BLACK_POP*labor*

REAL_ESTATE
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Table B7.19 Mayoral Appointment Referenda with Procedural Safeguards

r

e

j

e

c

t

[1] safeguard*BONDS*new_mayor*EXP/REV*property_tax*BLACK_POP*labor*real_estate +

[2] BONDS*new_mayor*exp/rev*property_tax*GOVT_EMP*black_pop*LABOR*REAL_ESTATE   +

[3] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*new_mayor*PROPERTY_TAX*GOVT_EMP*black_pop*labor*

REAL_ESTATE   +

[4] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*new_mayor*EXP/REV*PROPERTY_TAX*GOVT_EMP*black_pop*

REAL_ESTATE   +

[5]  SAFEGUARD*bonds*NEW_MAYOR*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX*govt_emp*BLACK_POP*labor*

real_estate   +

[6] safeguard*BONDS*new_mayor*exp/rev*property_tax*GOVT_EMP*BLACK_POP*labor*

REAL_ESTATE   +

[7] safeguard*BONDS*new_mayor*EXP/REV*property_tax*govt_emp*black_pop*LABOR*

REAL_ESTATE   +

[8] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*NEW_MAYOR*EXP/REV*property_tax*govt_emp*BLACK_POP*labor*

real_estate   +

[9] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*new_mayor*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX*GOVT_EMP*BLACK_POP*labor*

real_estate   +

[10] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*new_mayor*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX*govt_emp*black_pop*LABOR*

REAL_ESTATE

A

C

C

E

P

T

[1] safeguard*BONDS*new_mayor*exp/rev*property_tax*GOVT_EMP*black_pop*labor*real_estate +

[2] BONDS*new_mayor*EXP/REV*property_tax*GOVT_EMP*black_pop*labor*REAL_ESTATE   +

[3] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*NEW_MAYOR*EXP/REV*PROPERTY_TAX*govt_emp*LABOR*

REAL_ESTATE   +

[4] safeguard*BONDS*new_mayor*exp/rev*property_tax*govt_emp*black_pop*LABOR*real_estate +

[5] safeguard*bonds*NEW_MAYOR*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX*govt_emp*BLACK_POP*LABOR*

real_estate +

[6]  safeguard*BONDS*new_mayor*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX*govt_emp*black_pop*LABOR*

REAL_ESTATE   +

[7]  safeguard*BONDS*new_mayor*EXP/REV*PROPERTY_TAX*GOVT_EMP*black_pop*LABOR*

real_estate +

[8] safeguard*BONDS*NEW_MAYOR*exp/rev*property_tax*GOVT_EMP*BLACK_POP*labor*

REAL_ESTATE   +

[9] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*new_mayor*EXP/REV*property_tax*govt_emp*LABOR*REAL_ESTATE +

[10]  SAFEGUARD*BONDS*NEW_MAYOR*exp/rev*PROPERTY_TAX*GOVT_EMP*BLACK_POP*

labor* real_estate 

PRESENCE of attribute is in upper case letters

absence of attribute is in lower case letters

* designates an AND 

+ designated an OR
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Table B7.20 Full Model Mayoral Veto Power 

r

e

j

e

c

t

[1] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*new_mayor* tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*black_pop*business*construction +

[2] safeguard*BONDS*new_mayor*exp/rev*GOVT_EMP*black_pop*business*CONSTRUCTION   +

[3] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*new_mayor*exp/rev*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*BLACK_POP*BUSINESS + 

[4] safeguard*BONDS*new_mayor*EXP/REV*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*BLACK_POP*business*

construction   +

[5] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*new_mayor*exp/rev*TAX_RATE*govt_emp*black_pop*business*

CONSTRUCTION    +

[6] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*new_mayor*exp/rev* TAX_RATE*GOVT_EMP*BLACK_POP*business*

construction   +

[7] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*NEW_MAYOR*EXP/REV*tax_rate*govt_emp*BLACK_POP*BUSINESS*

construction

A

C

C

E

P

T

[1] safeguard*BONDS*exp/rev*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*BLACK_POP*business*CONSTRUCTION +

[2] BONDS*NEW_MAYOR*exp/rev*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*BLACK_POP*business*CONSTRUCTION+

[3] safeguard*BONDS*NEW_MAYOR*exp/rev*GOVT_EMP*BLACK_POP*business*

CONSTRUCTION   +

[4] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*new_mayor*TAX_RATE*GOVT_EMP*BLACK_POP*CONSTRUCTION   +

[5] safeguard*BONDS*new_mayor*exp/rev*tax_rate*govt_emp*black_pop*business*CONSTRUCTION +

[6] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*new_mayor*exp/rev*tax_rate*govt_emp*BLACK_POP*business* 

construction +

[7] safeguard*BONDS*new_mayor*EXP/REV*tax_rate*govt_emp*BLACK_POP*business*construction +

[8] safeguard*BONDS*new_mayor*EXP/REV*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*black_pop*business*

CONSTRUCTION   +

[9] safeguard*bonds*NEW_MAYOR*exp/rev*TAX_RATE*govt_emp*BLACK_POP*business*

CONSTRUCTION   +

[10] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*NEW_MAYOR*EXP/REV*tax_rate*govt_emp*BLACK_POP*business*

construction +

[11] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*new_mayor*EXP/REV*TAX_RATE*govt_emp*BLACK_POP*business*

construction +

[12] safeguard*BONDS*new_mayor*EXP/REV*TAX_RATE*GOVT_EMP*BLACK_POP*business*

construction +

[13] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*NEW_MAYOR*EXP/REV*tax_rate*govt_emp*black_pop*BUSINESS*

construction +

[14] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*new_mayor*exp/rev*TAX_RATE*GOVT_EMP*black_pop*BUSINESS*

construction +

[15] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*NEW_MAYOR*exp/rev*TAX_RATE*GOVT_EMP*BLACK_POP*

BUSINESS* construction

PRESENCE of the attribute is in upper case letters * designates an AND 

absence of the attribute is in lower case letters + designated an OR
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Table B7.21 Mayoral Veto Power Referenda

r

e

j

e

c

t

[1] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*new_mayor* tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*black_pop*business*construction +

[2] safeguard*BONDS*new_mayor*exp/rev*GOVT_EMP*black_pop*business*CONSTRUCTION   +

[3] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*new_mayor*exp/rev*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*BLACK_POP*BUSINESS + 

[4] safeguard*BONDS*new_mayor*EXP/REV*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*BLACK_POP*business*

construction   +

[5] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*new_mayor*exp/rev*TAX_RATE*govt_emp*black_pop*business*

CONSTRUCTION    +

[6] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*new_mayor*exp/rev* TAX_RATE*GOVT_EMP*BLACK_POP*business*

construction   +

[7] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*NEW_MAYOR*EXP/REV*tax_rate*govt_emp*BLACK_POP*BUSINESS*

construction

A

C

C

E

P

T

[1] safeguard*BONDS*new_mayor*exp/rev*tax_rate*govt_emp*black_pop*business*CONSTRUCTION +

[2] safeguard*BONDS*new_mayor*EXP/REV*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*black_pop*business*

CONSTRUCTION +

[3] safeguard*bonds*NEW_MAYOR*exp/rev*TAX_RATE*govt_emp*BLACK_POP*business*

CONSTRUCTION   +

[4] safeguard*BONDS*new_mayor*exp/rev*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*BLACK_POP*business*

CONSTRUCTION +

[5] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*NEW_MAYOR*EXP/REV*tax_rate*govt_emp*black_pop*BUSINESS* 

construction +

[6]  SAFEGUARD*BONDS*new_mayor*exp/rev*TAX_RATE*GOVT_EMP*black_pop*BUSINESS*

construction +

[7] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*NEW_MAYOR*exp/rev*tax_rate*GOVT_EMP*BLACK_POP*business*

CONSTRUCTION   +

[8] safeguard*BONDS*NEW_MAYOR*exp/rev*TAX_RATE*GOVT_EMP*BLACK_POP*business*

CONSTRUCTION   +

[9] SAFEGUARD*BONDS*NEW_MAYOR*exp/rev*TAX_RATE*GOVT_EMP*BLACK_POP*

BUSINESS* construction

PRESENCE of attribute is in upper case letters

absence of attribute is in lower case letters

* designates an AND 

+ designated an OR
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